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ABSTRACT
This Thesis is concerned with econometric inference in parametric 
heteroskedastic models. Each moment of the conditional distribution can be 
seen as a source of information which provides an estimating equation for the 
parameter vector. Different issues arise in the different moments concerning 
the identifiability of parameters, the observability of the dependent variable of 
the estimating equation, and the positivity restrictions implicit in even order 
moments. Estimators of the identifiable functions of the parameter vector are 
obtained from orthogonality conditions in each moment. Under symmetry of 
the distribution, the sources of information corresponding to the first two 
conditional moments are independent, at least asymptotically, and the 
information about common parameters is combined in estimation by 
constructing a matrix weighted average. Estimation procedures under 
normality are viewed in a maximum likelihood framework, and generalized 
method of moments estimation provides the setup for the analysis of more 
general distributions. The separation of the information into its moment 
source constitutes a basic element for diagnostic testing of the model. The 
implications of different forms of misspecification are analyzed and robustness 
properties are established for some leading cases, especially the ARCH class of 
models. A general framework is presented for diagnostic testing of 
heteroskedastic models, which includes tests of the coherency of the 
information contributed by the two moments, a family of 'consistency tests' 
which concentrates on the assessment of the first two moments, and a family of 
'efficiency tests' which concentrates on checking the specification of moments 
of order three and higher. The consistency and efficiency tests may be 
constructed without using information external to the model and thus may be 
reported with standard computer output, but these families also include many 
LM tests against specific departures by suitable choice of the test parameters. 
Tests for autocorrelation, dynamics, parameter stability, different types of
(v)
exogeneity, and  norm ality, are analyzed in  particu lar. The estim ation and 
diagnostic testing  fram ew ork is extended to the  inclusion of la ten t variables in 
the conditional m ean, such as param etric  risk  m easures and varying 
coefficients, and also to a m ultivariate  setting. F inally , the  problem of 
ex tracting  inform ation from higher order m om ents is considered by looking a t 
the inform ation th a t  each m om ent contributes in  addition to w hat has already 
been contributed by the  lower order m om ents. Inform ation is extracted from 
orthogonality conditions and a sequential s tra tegy  proposed which analyzes the 
efficiency gains and  the  coherency of the  available inform ation w ith the new 
inform ation obtained from incorporating an  additional m om ent into the model.
(vi)
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The presence of heteroskedastic disturbances in regression models has 
been traditionally regarded as a problem. Modelling the mean alone has 
proved to be a difficult enough task and at the same time has permitted a large 
number of useful applications in many areas of economics. Applied 
econometricians have seldom have a priori information to specify the variance 
but have been well aware of the implications of ignoring heteroskedasticity, 
namely inefficiency in estimation and the risk of drawing incorrect inferences 
because the covariance matrix of the least squares estimator is incorrectly 
estimated by the usual formula. As a protection against these undesirable 
outcomes, testing for heteroskedasticity has become a well established routine 
in applied work, and a vast literature was generated during the sixties and 
seventies to produce alternative testing procedures. Some of the most relevant 
examples are Goldfeld and Quandt [1965], Glejser [1969], Harvey [1976], and 
Breusch and Pagan [1979].
More recently, White [1980b] pursued the ideas of Eicker [1967] and 
produced an estimate of the covariance matrix which is robust to 
heteroskedasticity, and this development relieved applied econometricians 
from the most serious of the two consequences cited above. But if the interest of 
the researcher goes beyond the estimation of the parameter vector in the mean 
of the distribution, heteroskedasticity has further implications. Forecast 
intervals are incorrect because using White's robust covariance matrix 
corrects only one component of the variance of prediction errors, namely that 
which arises from the imperfect knowledge of the parameters, but it does not
2correct the component arising from the inherent randomness of the model 
which is changing with the variance itself. Thus any forecasting exercise is 
still jeopardized by the presence of heteroskedasticity. Besides, there may exist 
an explicit interest in studying the change in the variability of the dependent 
variable in response to changes in the independent variables and in analyzing 
the dynamics intrinsic in the variance, which may be substantially different 
from the dynamics in the mean of the process. We should be more concerned 
about the implications of policy actions on the variability of the main indicators 
of economic activity, and exercises of policy design such as those proposed by 
Tinbergen [1952] and Chow [1975,1981] might produce interesting results if the 
variances are considered amongst the targets. When analyzing economic 
policy, for example, one of the contentions of the rational expectations school 
has been that unpredicted policy changes will have a much stronger effect on 
the variance than on the mean of the process, mainly creating uncertainty.
Some areas of economic modelling, mainly those dealing with situations 
in which risk plays an important role in explaining economic behavior such as 
financial markets, have felt the need for a more constructive approach to 
heteroskedasticity. Models treating jointly the first two moments of the 
distribution have been constructed for a long time (Prais and Houthakker 
[1955]), but it has not been until recently with the appearance of Engle's [1982a] 
paper presenting the ARCH model that heteroskedasticity has been more 
systematically incorporated in applied work. The ARCH model has filled 
several gaps by providing a way to approximate many conditionally 
heteroskedastic patterns much in the same way that ARMA models can 
approximate the conditional mean of linear processes, by having theoretical 
plausibility and empirical success, and by generating lines of research which 
have produced a more complete body of inferential procedures when the 
heteroskedasticity is accounted for in the model.
3The aim of this Thesis is to contribute to a constructive treatment of 
heteroskedasticity by analyzing some theoretical aspects of econometric 
inference with heteroskedastic models, constructing a coherent general 
framework for the estimation and testing of such models. Our view of 
heteroskedasticity is that it provides a second equation about the subject of study 
— and hence an additional source of information — which in many cases 
constitutes directly an additional set of observations to improve the efficiency of 
estimators of the parameters of the mean -  usually the focus of interest of 
applied econometricians. The implication of this view is that we can clearly 
separate what information is being contributed to the process of inference by 
each of the two moments. Along the way we find that estimation procedures 
are not substantially complicated by taking the heteroskedasticity into account, 
with most of the results being capable of interpretation in terms of the 
generalized classical linear model, and that the better known diagnostic tests 
under homoskedasticity are easily extended to this situation. To fulfill our 
goal, the presentation of the material can be divided into two parts. The first 
part deals with the estimation and diagnostic testing of the univariate 
heteroskedastic model (Chapters 2 - 6), and in the second part this basic model 
is extended to more general settings (Chapters 7 -10).
We start by introducing the notation and characterizing the model as a 
two-equation system composed of a mean equation and a variance equation 
with (possibly) cross-equation restrictions in Chapter 2. This chapter is 
essentially a reference chapter for the rest of the Thesis. A basic set of 
assumptions is presented which conforms to the hypotheses underlying 
general method of moments estimation (Hansen [1982]) and nonlinear 
estimation with dependent observations (White and Domowitz [1984]), and this 
enables the use of very powerful results in econometric inference in the rest of 
the Thesis. The most relevant special cases of heteroskedastic models in the 
literature are reviewed, and their characteristics and regularity conditions
4discussed. These special cases include the simple heteroskedasticity model, 
the Amemiya model (Amemiya [1973]), the Poisson model and continuous 
models with a Poisson structure (Cameron and Trivedi [1985, 1986]), and the 
ARCH class of models presented by Engle [1982a] and extended by Bollerslev
[1986] , Engle and Bollerslev [1986], and Weiss [1984,1986a].
We then move to the problem of estimation under correct specification, 
and this is the subject of Chapter 3. The central issue is that we can extract 
information separately from each of the two conditional moments by means of 
orthogonality conditions and then form matrix weighted averages of the 
separate estimators to combine the information and obtain joint estimators. 
Further, the contribution to efficiency of each of the moments can be measured 
using simple statistics. These developments are closely related to the joint 
generalized least squares estimator presented by Jobson and Fuller [1980]. 
Under conditional normality, the likelihood can be locally factorized and one of 
the factors contains the information contributed by the conditional mean while 
the other factor contains the information contributed by the conditional 
variance. Of course there is no computational need to separate the estimation 
problem in this fashion, as full maximum likelihood can be implemented in 
microcomputers. But the presentation of separate estimators clarifies the 
structure of joint estimators, and we argue that it constitutes an important tool 
to assess model specification. To estimate the mean equation, generalized least 
squares with known conditional variance is set as an efficiency benchmark, 
and using parametric estimates of the conditional variance produces 
estimators with the same asymptotic distribution (Carroll and Ruppert [1982b]). 
Alternative semi-parametric approaches are briefly reviewed: least squares 
(White [1980b]) is seen to be inefficient even when the model is unconditionally 
homoskedastic, and an improvement is provided by partially generalized least 
squares (Amemiya [1983] and Cragg [1983]), while Carroll [1982] and Robinson
[1987] have provided semi-parametric estimators of the parameters of the
5conditional mean which are fully efficient with respect to the information 
contributed by the mean of the process. To estimate the variance equation we 
must solve the problem posed by the unobservability of its dependent variable 
(the squared mean innovations), but this is solved trivially using residuals 
from the mean equation. There may also exist identifiability problems for the 
parameters of this equation, so that in general we can only estimate a function 
of the parameters of lower dimension, and we find the form of the identifiable 
parameters for some leading cases. Generalized least squares with known 
conditional kurtosis is set as an efficiency benchmark for the identifiable 
parameters, and using parametric estimates of the conditional kurtosis results 
in an estimator with the same asymptotic distribution. The possibilities of 
semi-parametric approaches are considered, and the commonly used two-stage 
estimators of a subset of the parameters are studied (Amemiya [1977]).
The "axiom of correct specification" is certainly very restrictive (Learner 
[1978]), but it provides a useful benchmark for the analysis. In Chapter 4 we 
analyze the effects of specification error on the properties of the quasi­
maximum likelihood estimator (the estimator obtained from maximizing the 
likelihood function assuming normality). We assume that the pseudo-true 
value of the parameters exists (Domowitz and White [1982]), and conditions for 
the consistency of estimators under misspecification are characterized in 
terms of expectations of the score evaluated at this pseudo-true value. These 
conditions are used to analyze different forms of specification error, and in 
general we find that misspecification of the first two moments causes 
inconsistency in the estimators, misspecification of the third and fourth 
moments does not affect consistency but results in incorrect estimates for the 
covariance matrix of the estimators, and misspecification in higher order 
moments does not affect the asymptotic distribution of the estimators but 
results in inefficiency. Thus as usual a bid to improve efficiency introduces the 
risk of inconsistency. Conditions under which serial correlation does not
6introduce inconsistency in the estimation of mean parameters are derived, and 
the ARCH model is seen to preserve the consistency of estimators of the mean 
parameters under some classes of specification error in the conditional 
variance.
The consequences of specification error call for a careful evaluation of at 
least the first four conditional moments, and for an assessment of whether 
there may be substantial loss of information due to incorrect distributional 
assumptions. Chapters 5 and 6 are devoted to this task. In Chapter 5 we derive 
general diagnostic tests which do not use information external to the model. To 
evaluate the first two moments we produce tests of the coherency of the 
information of the two moments, and a more general class of tests which we 
call consistency tests can be derived from residual analysis of both the mean 
and the variance equations. This class includes the tests of coherency of 
information and is related to other procedures in the literature, mainly those of 
Hausman [1978], White [1980a], Pagan and Hall [1983], Ruud [1984], Cameron 
and Trivedi [1985], and Breusch and Godfrey [1986]. The distribution of 
consistency test-statistics is derived under the null hypothesis and sequences of 
local parametric alternatives by relating this family of tests to conditional 
moment tests (Newey [1985a, 1985b], Tauchen [1985]), and the tests can be 
computed from the coefficient of determination of a double-length auxiliary 
regression with the residuals of the two equations as dependent variables. An 
example is given by applying some simple tests to the GARCH specification for 
foreign exchange rates of Engle and Bollerslev [1986]. To evaluate the 
specification of moments of order third and higher, we develop a general class 
of tests which we call efficiency tests. Efficiency tests are also based on the 
analysis of the residuals, and the distribution of the efficiency test-statistics is 
also derived by relating them to conditional moment tests.
In Chapter 6 we consider model evaluation by testing the model against 
specific alternatives, thus using external information to enhance power in the
7desirable directions. The LM test for variable additions (Breusch and Pagan 
[1980], Engle [1982b, 1984], Pagan [1984a]) in the mean or variance equations is 
shown to be a consistency test by suitable choice of the moment restrictions.
The results of Engle [1982b] are extended to the case of a non-diagonal 
covariance matrix, and the principle is used to generalize some typical 
departures considered in applied work to a heteroskedastic setup. We consider 
testing for autocorrelation, lag orders and common factors in both the mean 
and variance equations; testing for structural breaks (Chow [I960]) and 
prediction error tests (Salkever [1976], Pagan and Nicholls [1984]); and testing 
for weak and strong exogeneity (Engle et al [1983], Wu [1973], Hausman [1978], 
Geweke [1978]). As to testing the higher order moments, the normality test of 
Jarque and Bera [1980] against the Pearson family is generalized to 
heteroskedastic models and shown to be an efficiency test by suitable choice of 
the conditional moment restrictions.
The developments mentioned above constitute a more complete theoretical 
body of inferential procedures than has been provided so far in the literature on 
heteroskedastic models, and in order to have some means to assess the 
performance in small to moderate samples of the asymptotic approximations 
derived, some Monte Carlo experiments are reported at the end of each of 
Chapters 2 to 6 .
Our next task is to try to cover a wider range of situations, and we proceed 
to generalize the results obtained so far. This is the objective of the four 
chapters which constitute the second part of the Thesis. In these chapters the 
estimation and evaluation framework of the first part of the Thesis is adapted to 
more general situations, and since the generalizations are made in different 
directions there is not a sequential path to the reading of these four chapters.
In Chapter 7 the model is extended to allow for latent variables which 
represent measures of risk (Pagan and Ullah [1986]). We concentrate on
8parametric risk measures, derive tests for risk effects, and classify parametric 
risk models in terms of the relationship between the risk measure and the 
variables in the model. When the risk term is a function of the conditional 
variance of the dependent variable we term the model a y-risk model (as the 
ARCH-M model of Engle et al [1987]). The regularity conditions and 
factorization of the likelihood are reconsidered in this framework, and it is seen 
that the consistency and efficiency tests derived in Chapters 5 and 6 apply 
directly to y-risk models. The risk premia model of Engle et al [1987] is 
analyzed as an illustration. When the risk measure is a parametric function of 
the conditioning variables we term the model an x-risk model (Hansen and 
Hodrick [1983]). Inference may be conducted on x-risk models from the joint 
likelihood, or from the conditional likelihood using a two-stage approach 
(Pagan [1984b, 1986]). Two-stage estimators are derived and their properties 
are analyzed, and the efficiency and consistency tests are extended to the two- 
stage procedure by taking into account the additional source of randomness 
introduced by the extraneous estimates obtained in the first stage.
In Chapter 8 we consider varying coefficients in the conditional mean.
The coefficients may vary deterministically (Belsley [1974a, 1974b]), randomly 
(Swamy [1971]), or they may evolve randomly (Nicholls and Pagan [1985]). We 
discuss the conditions under which the results available for homoskedastic 
models extend to models with implicit sources of heteroskedasticity, and the 
estimation and evaluation procedures of Chapters 2 to 6 are easily generalized 
because the likelihood has been cast in state space form from the beginning. 
Further tests for parameter stability are derived which generalize well known 
results in homoskedastic models (e.g. Breusch and Pagan [1979], Nicholls and 
Quinn [1982]), and an evolving coefficient model for the joint parameters of the 
conditional and marginal models is proposed to represent a learning 
mechanism on the part of economic agents and policy makers, providing a 
natural environment to test the Lucas [1976] critique. The Kalman filter in this
9model must introduce new information in stages, and LM tests for 
superexogeneity are derived.
In many cases researchers are interested in modelling more than one 
variable, and we face the task of generalizing our results to a multivariate 
framework in Chapter 9 . The model is interpreted as a system including 
mean, variance and covariance equations with (possibly) cross-equation 
restrictions, and we extend the principle of extracting information separately 
from orthogonality conditions and of combining the information in matrix 
weighted averages. The likelihood function of the multivariate normal 
heteroskedastic model can be locally factorized and the consistency and 
efficiency tests are generalized to evaluate the model, using vectorizations of 
the higher order moments.
Once the move has been made to incorporate the second moment into the 
modelling process, the question arises as to the possibility of considering 
higher order moments as well. In Chapter 10 we explore this situation by 
viewing the problem as a generalization of extracting information from the 
variance under heteroskedasticity: each moment provides an additional 
equation to the system introducing the potential to improve efficiency in 
estimation, and we can extract the information from orthogonality conditions. 
To motivate this exploration we use the two-moment case when the distribution 
is not symmetric and the estimators may not be combined by simple matrix 
weighted averages. We use a modified version of the variance equation that 
contains only the information not already contributed by the mean, and with 
this we recover the asymptotic independence between the separate estimators. 
This approach is then generalized to produce a sequential search for 
information in higher order moments in which use is made of r-th order 
equations free from the information already contributed by the first r-1 
moments, and conditions to stop the search for further information are 
provided. The unobservability of the dependent variables in higher order
10
equations is solved by the use of residuals from the mean equation. When the 
conditional distribution is symmetric this raises no further problems, but when 
the distribution is not symmetric, substituting innovations by residuals 
introduces a new source of uncertainty which must be accounted for. The tests 
for coherency of information are generalized and constitute an integral part of 
the search for information in higher order moments.
Finally, in Chapter 11 we review two lists of questions: those which have 
been answered and those which have not been answered. As in most research 
projects, we find that the second list is substantially longer and constitutes an 
interesting set of topics awaiting further research.
11
CHAPTER 2
THE BASIC MODEL
This Chapter is a reference for the main core of the Thesis contained in 
Chapters 3 to 6 . The model and notation are presented in section § 2.1 and the 
basic assumptions discussed in section § 2.2 . It is not our purpose to weaken 
the set of assumptions to the last consequence, nor do we want to make such 
assumptions at an excessively high level. We follow Hansen [1982] and White 
and Domowitz [1984] and relate their hypotheses to the specific case of 
heteroskedastic models. In section § 2.3 we analyze some of the more 
important particular cases in the literature. The Chapter concludes with the 
presentation of the experimental design for the Monte Carlo evidence that will 
be discussed in Chapters 3 to 6 .
§2.1 Basic model and notation
We start from the relation between a (scalar) variable Y and a vector of
variables X* . The primitive theoretical proposition is that Y is a function of
X* , Y = Y(X*) . The variables correspond to measurable and observable
concepts and are thus related to specific time periods or units. For the t-th
*
period, Y and X* are represented by yt and xt , respectively. Throughout 
the Thesis we place the emphasis on time-series models, but many of the 
results we derive apply as well to cross-section models and to panel data. 
However, some of the concepts introduced would not make sense in a cross- 
section framework and would require modification.
We gather information on ( Y , X* ) and denote the information sets for a 
given number of periods from s to t , s < t , as
12
g * g *  *  *
Yt = a{ ys , ys+i y t  ) , and \  = a{ xs , xg+1 xt } ,
where for any set of observations A , a(A) represents the corresponding a- 
algebra (White [1984], Spanos [1986]). We use Yt = YT° and = Xt “*° to 
designate the past information sets of Y and X* respectively, up to and 
including period t .
*
The data generating process (DGP henceforth) for ( y t, xt ) is the time- 
dependent probability mechanism that underlies the stochastic structure of the 
variables (see Hendry and Richard [1982,1983]), and is given by the joint 
probability density function (pdf) conditional on past information (!) . This joint 
DGP can always be factorized as
D ( yt , xt I 9 t ) = D ( yt I CTt) D ( ^  I 9 t ) ,
* * 
where 9 t  = v  ( Yt-i U Xt l ) is the past information set, and y  t = a (Yt.i U Xt ) =
*
a ( 9 t Ux t )is the conditioning information set, and we have that 9t c  •
Corresponding to the primitive theoretical proposition Y = Y (X*) , our 
interest is to construct a statistical model for the conditional DGP D( yt I t ). 
This constitutes the conditional model. At the extreme of generality we may 
build a fully non-parametric conditional model, and at the extreme of 
specificity we can construct a fully parametric one. In between these two 
extremes we have the semi-parametric alternative in which part of the 
conditional model is characterized by a finite-dimensional parameter set and 
part by an infinite-dimensional one. In the literature on heteroskedastic 
models Amemiya [1973,1977], Jobson and Fuller [1980], Engle [1982a], and 
Bollerslev [1986] are examples of parametric models, Fuller and Rao [1978], 
White [1980b], Carroll [1982], Carroll and Ruppert [1982b], Amemiya [1983], 
Cragg [1983], and Robinson [1987] are examples of semi-parametric 
specifications, and Hall and Carroll [1987] analyze a fully non-parametric
00 We use the term DGP to denote the distribution in general or its corresponding pdf.
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model. Our approach is mainly parametric though we consider the possibility 
of specifying only a few conditional moments which is itself a semi-parametric 
proposition. Also in Chapter 3 we briefly review some semi-parametric 
approaches to inference and explore the possibilities of mixed parametric/semi- 
par ametric strategies.
A random variable is fully characterized by its distribution or its 
characteristic function. Our weakest proposition is a partial description of the 
characteristic function by the parametric specification of the first two moments 
of the conditional DGP. The conditional mean is characterized by a k- 
dimensional parameter vector ß , ß s B C Rk , that is,
E [ yt I 3^ 1 = Pt = M-t (ß) = M-t ( ß ; ^ t ) •
The information set 2T t and the parameter vector ß will not be shown as 
explicit arguments unless necessary. For ease of reference to the most 
common case in which pt is linear in ß we denote
xt = xt (ß) = xt ( ß;3rt) = “ “  ,öß
which does not depend on ß in the linear case. The conditional variance is 
characterized by the p-dimensional parameter vector 9 , 0 e @ C R p , a s i n
Var [ yt l DM = ht = ht (0) = ht ( 0 \& t) .
The class of models which is of our particular interest is that in which pt and 
ht have common parameters. To allow for this we let p > k and introduce the 
vector a , a e C Rp-k , such that 0 may be partitioned as 0 = ( ß ', of )'. In 
most cases 0  = B x Qx , but this need not be the case. Thus p is the total 
number of parameters for the two conditional moments. Also for ease of 
reference to the most common case, denoted the linear-in-a model , in which 
ht is a linear function in a , we define
3ht 
0a ’zt = zt (0) = zt ( 0 ; y t ) - ( 1 )
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so that when ht is linear-in-a we have ht = a , where zt = zt(ß) in general. 
The other partial derivative of ht is
wt = wt (9) = wt ( 9 ;DTt ) = , -(2)
dß
and wt and zt are stacked into
St = st (9) = st ( 9 jSFt) =“~ =  •
The parameter space @ and/or the function ht and its variable arguments 
in J t  need to incorporate restrictions to ensure ht > 0 for all t . This can be 
achieved if ht = h(^t) , where £t = ( 9 jSFt) > and h( )^ > 0 V % , which generalizes
the formulation of Breusch and Pagan [1979]. For example, Harvey [1976], 
Hausman et al [1984], Gourieroux et al [1984b] and Geweke [1986a] choose h(-) 
= exp(-) . Other functional forms may require restrictions to be imposed on the 
parameter space (mainly on Ci ), but for most well known variance 
specifications such restrictions can be enforced through reparameterization of 
the model. In linear-in-a models we assume that zt > 0 (2) , so that 
reparameterizing in terms of a* = a1/2 ensures positivity.
In parallel to the specification of the conditional moments pt and ht we 
have the corresponding sequences of innovations. The innovations in the 
conditional mean of yt are
ut = ut (ß) = yt - E [ yt 12Tt ] = yt - P t, - (3)
and the innovations in the conditional variance of yt are
et = et (9) = u? - E [ ut I ^ t  1 = ut - ht . - (4)
The joint modelling of pt and ht requires new information to accumulate on 
both moments and this is reflected in the two sets of innovations ut and et . In
(2) We make the convention that scalar functions and expressions referred to vectors apply element 
by element.
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other words, there are two distinct, though possibly related, relationships 
underlying the heteroskedastic model. From (3) we derive the usual regression 
function
yt = M-t (ß) + Ut , - (5)
which will be referred to as the mean equation . And from (4) we obtain the 
second relation
ut = ht ( ß , a ) + 8t = ht (0) + 8t , - (6)
which will be referred to as the variance equation . The disturbances ut and St 
in these equations are not added errors', but are derived from the proposed 
model for the DGP (see Hendry and Richard [1982,1983], Spanos [1986]).
In Chapter 3 we gain insight into the problem of inference in 
heteroskedastic models by treating the mean and variance equations as a set of 
seemingly unrelated regression equations (SURE, Zellner [1962]). Let gt = gt(9) 
= gt (9 ) = ( M-t > ht )', % = ( yt , ut )', and Ut = ( ut , et )'. The two-equation
system is given by
Tit = gt (9) + u t , - (7)
and has conditional covariance matrix
Xt = var[utlDrt] = E [ u t Ut, i y t]=^ Jt ^
*  2  *where A t = E [ ( yt - |it )3 1 7 1 ] , Kt = var [ £t I 7 1 ] = k,. - ht , and Kt =
*
E [ ( yt - Mt )4 I 7 1 ] » and of course /&t, ^  6 ^  t (3) • The parameterization of these 
higher order moments will be explicitly introduced when required. When the 
conditional distribution is symmetric we have that At = 0 and Zt is diagonal.
(3) The notation 's y t ' stands for 'is a measurable function of DV •
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Our strongest proposition is the complete parametric specification of the 
conditional DGP,
D ( yt I 2Tt) = f (y t I SFt; 9 , 7C),
where f(-) is a pdf and k is the vector of (possible) additional parameters in 
moments of order higher than two. In this case we use the likelihood function
£ (  0 ,  t u )
r t
IlfCytiav.e,*)
_t=i
f  ( yo I y  o ; 9, k  ) , - ( 8 )
where f ( yo I 7  o ; 9, ft ) represents the information from the initial conditions 
yo . The corresponding log-likelihood is given by
T
i (  9, Jt) = T"1 £  log f  ( yt I 7  t ; 9. ft ) , 
t=l
where the conventions of normalizing by sample size, neglecting constants, 
and the assumption that the term T'1 log f (yo I 3T o ; 9, k ) has no asymptotic 
effect for inferences on 9 and k , are utilized. The subvector of the score for 9 is 
9 i( 9 ,7i) ^  d log f (yt l y t ; 9, x ) I  , ' fdß( 9, t u  )>do( 9 ,7C)
99 t=l t=l da( 9, k )
in obvious notation and partition, and the information submatrix for 9 is 
dee( 9, k ) = - E
"92i (  9, k ) (iJßß( 9, 7U) dßa( 9» ft )")
dQdQ' "  [üaß( 9. Jt ) <Jact( 9, 7C )j
The most common full parametric model is the normal model which 
assumes conditional normality, tha t is,
yt l 7 t ~ N [ p t , h t ] ,
and it has been used successfully in heteroskedastic econometric models in 
many cases. See for example Engle [l 982a,1983], Weiss [1984], Domowitz and 
Hakkio [1985], Bollerslev [1986], Diebold and Nerlove [1986], and Engle et al 
[1987]. The normal model has also been the basic building block in theoretical 
developments such as Amemiya [1973], Jobson and Fuller [1980], Carroll and 
Ruppert [1982a], Engle [1982a], Weiss [1984,1986a], and Bollerslev [1986], inter
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alia . Other distributions that have played an important role in the subject 
either theoretically or empirically and that will receive mention in this Thesis 
are the t-distribution (Bollerslev [1985], and Engle and Bollerslev [1986]), the 
gamma distribution (Amemiya [1973]), and the Poisson distribution and other 
distributions compounded with the Poisson (Hausman et al [1984]),
Gourieroux et al [1984b], and Cameron and Trivedi [1985,1986]). For some 
specific purposes other more general distributions such as the Pearson family 
(Kendall and S tuart [1968]) will be used as well.
Since the normal model will play an important role in our analysis, it is 
convenient to present the likelihood, score and information matrix for this case 
(see Engle [1982a]). These are given by
i(8) = - \  T-i X  ht - I  T-l X  hi1 u? , - ( 10)
t=l t=l
de(0) = T-1 Yj ht1 xt ut + I  T-1 Y  h~t2 st et
t=l t=l
= T-1 x' a-1 u + 1 T"1 S' a-2 8
T-1 G' I-1 u , - (11a)
dp(0) = T*1 Y  ^t1 xt ut + t? T-1 Y  ht2 wt et
t=l t=l
= T-i X'Q-i u + \  T*1 W  Q-2 8 , -(lib )
da(0) = I  T-1X ht2 Zt et = \  T-1 Z' Q-2 e ,
T
- ( 1 1 c )
t=l
and
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m  = E [ T-1 G' Z-1 G ] = E
/ T-1X'£2-1X + | T-iW'Q-zw 
^ | t -!Z'Q-2W
|x-iW 'Q -2Z^ 
| t -i Z'Q-2Z
(12)
where xt = ( xt', 0 ) ', y = ( y i .....y r ) ' , H = ( H i M - t )' . u = ( u i ut )' ,
h = ( h i h r ) ' , e = (e i,.. . ,  6t ) ', X = ( x i xt)' , X = ( x i xt )' = ( X , 0 ) , 
W = ( w i wT) ' , Z = (z 1 ,...,zT)/ , S = ( S i st )' = ( W , Z ) , rj = ( y7, u2' )' , 
g = ( |I ' , h ' )' , X) = ( u ' , s' )' , a  = diag { hi,...,hT} , A  = diag { } ,
K = diag { , G W z )  z
Q
A K
. In (9) - (12) we have
used the properties of the normal distribution that A = 0 and K = 2 Q2 , and the 
functions depend only on 9 because the normal distribution is completely 
characterized by its first two moments. For this reason we have also deleted 
the '90' subscript from the information matrix.
§ 2.2 Assumptions
The previous section gives form to the model and produces our 
fundam ental 'correct specification' assumption
(C|0) The conditional mean of yt is |it(ßo) = E [ yt I IFtl > its conditional
variance is ht (0o) = Var [ yt I IF 1 1 > and the third and fourth moments 
are given hy /&t = E [ { yt - lit (ßo) }31 ] and k,. = E [ {yt - Jit (ßo) )41 ]
which exist and are finite conditional on 7 1 .
A full parametric alternative to (CiO) is 
(C*07) y t l3^~N[ j i t ( ßo) , h t (0o) ] .
Other possibilities are the gamma, the Poisson, or Student's t 
distributions, or simply the parameterization of At and Kt without further 
specification of the conditional pdf.
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There are now available many powerful results to establish the asymptotic 
properties of estimators in nonlinear models under a variety of circumstances, 
see Jennrich [1969], Malinvaud [1970], Hannan [1971], Burguete et al [1982], 
Hansen [1982], White and Domowitz [1984], inter alia . The last two references 
are of particular interest and will allow us to establish the main asymptotic 
results under different conditions of heterogeneity and dependence of the 
processes involved. The generalized method of moments (GMM) theory of 
Hansen [1982] permits relatively mild memory restrictions for economic 
variables in the form of ergodicity, and requires a degree of homogeneity which 
is fulfilled by strict stationarity. The general theory for nonlinear regression 
with dependent observations presented by White and Domowitz [1984] allows for 
more heterogeneity by strengthening the conditions on the memory of the 
process to uniform or strong mixing of some given order. In line with this, our 
next assumption is 
*
(CU) ( y t, xt ') is stationary and ergodic, 
or
*
( yt , xt ' )  is mixing with <j>(m) of size r/(2r -1), r > 1, or aim) of size 
r/(r -1),  r > 1 .
2 *Note that ( ut , xt ' )  has the same heterogeneity and memory structure than 
*
( y t, xt ' )  e.g. Lemma 2.1 of White and Domowitz. This is important for the 
estimation of the variance equation. The parameter space is restricted by
(C|2) © is a compact suhspace of Rp and 0o is an interior point of © .
Not allowing 9o to lie on the boundary of the parameter space is required for a 
well-behaved (normal) asymptotic distribution of the estimators.
Some structure must be imposed on the conditional moment functions gt 
and ht , and this is done in
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(0.3) fit and ht are measurable functions of 2Tt for all 9 e 0 ,  and are 
continuously differentiable of order 2 on 0 ,  uniformly in t .
Further, and ht and their first two derivatives with respect to 9 
are bounded from above and ht is bounded away from zero almost 
everywhere in 0 ,  uniformly in t .
This assumption states the smoothness conditions which are characteristic of 
parametric work in heteroskedastic models in econometrics. Given this 
smoothness and the compactness of © , boundedness relates to functions of 
moments of the variables which are generally assumed to hold (e.g. the 
convergence of T*1 X' X in the classical linear model). Positivity of the 
conditional variance typically imposes some restrictions on the parameter 
space 0 , as discussed in the previous section.
We must ensure the existence of the first few unconditional moments and 
also that we can take expectations of the likelihood function or other estimation 
criteria (quadratic in nature) over the parameter space. For this purpose we 
introduce
2
(Cl4) St = £t(9o)2 is uniformly (r + 5)-integrable r > 1, 5 > 0 , while
[ jLLt  (ßo) - M-t (ß) l2 and [ ht (9o) - ht (9) ]2 are dominated by uniformly 
(r + h)-integrable functions .
Note that the uniform integrability of St implies the existence of at least four 
moments of yt . The first two are usually assumed for mean models, and the 
last two are required for the proper estimation of the variance equation. Also 
observe that this imposes conditions on dynamic models which in general 
imply further restrictions on the parameter space 0 .
Two additional regularity assumptions must be made to ensure the 
applicability of the central limit theory of Hansen and of White and Domowitz.
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These assumptions are required to ensure the proper asymptotic behavior for 
the Hessians of the relevant criterion functions.
(Cl5) The matrix function of 9 given hy —— St “ 7 is dominated by
o0 o 6
uniformly r-integrable functions, r > 1 , and has finite expectation at 
90 .
(Cl6 ) { Kt xt xt' - ht1 ut (ß) TT7 ) and { k^1 st st' - k*1 et (9) “ 7 } are
dp d0
dominated by uniformly r-integrable functions, r > 1 .
Observe that (Cl5) is sufficient for the same condition to apply separately to 
h't1 xt xt' and iq1 st st' .
Finally, identifiability is ensured by means of
(Cl7) Var [ T -^  X' Q_1 u ] = E [ T-1 X' Or1 X ] and Var [T-1/2 G' Z*1 u ] =
E [ T-1 G' Z-1 G ] are uniformly positive definite in an open 
neighborhood of 0o.
The equalities in (Cl7) are obtained using iterated expectations. In other words, 
(Cl7) ensures the identifiability of ßo in the mean equation, and that of 9o in the 
two-equation system. Because the mean equation does not contain information 
about ao , then given ß , this vector must be identifiable in the variance 
equation. Therefore (Cl7) implies that Var[ T*1/2 Z' K'1 s ] = E [ T*1 Z' K*1 Z ] is 
uniformly positive definite in an open neighborhood of 0o .
In Chapter 3 we make repeated use of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of White and 
Domowitz, and Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 of Hansen. A summary of these results 
can be stated as
Theorem  2.1.- Suppose a parameter vector X e A C IRn is to be estimated by
x =  min \ |f(xyAT v(W
XeA
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T
where \\f (X) = T*1 £  \\rt (X), E [ \\rt (Xo) ] = 0 , and At —> S { T \j/(Xo) \|/(Xo)'}(4), 
t=l
where Xo is the true value of X . Assume that the regularity conditions of 
Hansen and/or White and Domowitz are fulfilled for this problem. Then
t^ u -Xo ) A f j [ o , v ( £ ) ] ,
where
v d )  = [ e  ( 9 ^ / o) ) g  {9 ^ ) } ] 4 .
dX dX
Proof: See Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of White and Domowitz and Theorems 2.1 and 
3.1 of Hansen. Q
A unified treatm ent of both types of estimators is considered by Burguete et 
al [1982], and Chamberlain [1987] discusses the selection of the optimal 
weighting matrix. In order to avoid later repetition we establish here the 
sufficiency of the assumptions (ClO) - (Ci7) for the application of these results to 
our specific problem.
P ro p o s itio n  2.2.- Suppose the mean equation in (5), or the variance equation in 
(6) , or both equations jointly as in (7), are to be estimated respectively by 
minp { u ' Q-1 u }, mine { s' K-1 e }, or min© { n' It 1 u } , where Q. , K and X are 
given. Let (Al) - (A9) denote Assumptions 1 to 9 of White and Domowitz [1984]. 
Then (ClO) - (Cl7) are sufficient for (Al) - (A9).
Proof: (Ci2) and (Ci3) => (Al) and (A5); (Ci4) => (A2); (ClO) => (A3); (Ci7) => (A4) 
and (A9) ; the martingale assumption in (ClO) with Exercise 5.26 of White [1984] 
ensure that (Cl7) also implies (A7) ; (Cl5) => (A6) ; and (Cl6) => (A8). The mixing 
conditions of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of White and Domowitz are guaranteed by 
(Cil), and therefore we can readily apply these results to generalized least 
squares (GLS) estimation of the equations in (5) - (7).
For any random sequence XT we define 6 (XT} = lim E [XT ], provided such limit exists. 
We denote evaluated at xq by -rj“ .
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Proposition 2.3.- Suppose the mean equation in (5), or the variance equation in 
(6), or both equations jointly as in (7) , are to be estimated by the GMM method 
with orthogonality conditions given by equating to zero the parametric 
functions T*1 X' Q_1 u , T*1 S' K*1 e , or T'1 G' £4 u , respectively , where O. , K and 
£ are given. Let (A2.1) - (A2.5) denote Assumptions 2.1 - 2.5, and (A3.1) - (A3.6) 
denote assumptions 3.1 - 3.6 of Hansen [1982]. Then (ClO) - (Cl 7) are sufficient 
for (A2.1) - (A2.5) and also for (A3.1) - (A3.6).
Proof: (CU) => (A2.1) and (A3.1); (Cl2) and (Cl3) => (A2.2), (A2.3), (A3.2), and 
(A3.3). The martingale difference assumption in (Cl0) together with (Cl5) and 
(Ci7) are sufficient for (A2.4), (A3.4) and (A3.5), by Theorem 5.24 of White [1984]. 
Since there are as many orthogonality conditions as parameters in all three 
cases, (A2.5) and (A3.6) are trivially satisfied. Finally, note that for Theorem 
2.1 of Hansen condition (i) is guaranteed by (Ci5) and his Lemma 3.1, (ii) is 
ensured by (Ci2), and the identifiability condition in (iii) is fulfilled in view of 
(Cl7). Therefore, we can also readily apply Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 of Hansen to 
the heteroskedastic setting under (ClO) - (Cl7).
The GLS estimators of White and Domowitz and the GMM estimator of 
Hansen cannot make claims of efficiency other than in relation to the 
orthogonality conditions involved(6) . Such relative efficiency follows trivially in 
this case from Theorem 3.2 of Hansen and also from Chamberlain [1987] 
because the number of orthogonality conditions in Proposition 2.3 equals the 
number of parameters, and hence the definition of a weighting m atrix is 
superfluous. Under some circumstances, however, stronger efficiency claims 
can be made. This generally entails the knowledge of the form of the 
conditional DGP up to the parameter vector 9 , and for full efficiency in the 
Cramer-Rao sense in this context we will require the additional assumption
(6) All efficiency propositions in this Thesis relate to asymptotic efficiency.
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*(Cl8) The variables ^  are weakly exogenous for 9 in the sense of Engle, 
Hendry and Richard [1983] .
This ensures that the conditional likelihood in (8) contains all the relevant 
information about 9 .
§ 2.3 Some special cases
In this section we present some particular cases of heteroskedastic models 
which have been studied and applied in the literature. Subsection § 2.3.1 
considers models in which ht is not a function of ß , while the remaining 
subsections deal with cases in which ht is parameterized as a function of ß .
§ 2.3.1 Simple heteroskedasticity
In cross-section models it may be too restrictive to assume that all units 
can be represented by a fixed parameter set. Hildreth and Houck [1968] and 
Swamy [1971] have proposed a more general model in which the coefficients 
vary randomly across units as drawings from a common parent distribution. 
This has led to the random coefficients model which results in a specific 
heteroskedastic pattern. An alternative is to allow for changing variances and 
to try to model these changes as functions of other observables. In time series 
models confusion in the relationships between nominal and real measures 
induces heteroskedasticity (see Theil [1971]), and the same happens in general 
if the ß coefficients evolve stochastically through time. These are cases of the 
simple heteroskedastic model which is defined when
ht = ht ( a ; CT t ),
so that ß does not affect the conditional variance and therefore wt = 0 from (2). 
If conditional normality is assumed <j<xß = 0 , as can be seen from (12), and it
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follows that the maximum likelihood estimators (MLE's) of ß and a are 
asymptotically independent.
The most common form given to ht has been a linear one, ht = zt a , 
where zt e & t , (Amemiya [1977], Pagan [1984a], Pagan and Hall [1983], inter 
alia ). Other possible models include the simple quadratic ht = (zt'a)2 (Glejser 
[1969]), and the multiplicative ht = exp {zt'a} (Harvey [1976]). All these are 
encompassed by the parameterization of Breusch and Pagan [1979] in which 
ht = h(zt'a) , for some continuous function h(-) taking positive values only. A 
constant is usually included in zt so that homoskedasticity is nested within 
this model. If zt is strongly exogenous no further conditions are required in 
general for the existence of moments. But if zt is weakly, but not strongly, 
exogenous so that zt is Granger-caused by yt (see Granger [1969], Engle et al 
[1983]), restrictions may be needed on the parameter space for the existence of 
fourth order moments. Even a simple model like this can produce a very 
complicated dynamic structure involving both the conditional mean and the 
conditional variance, and these dynamics will certainly have to be non­
explosive for the existence of fourth order moments. Dominance conditions are 
trivially satisfied if ht and pt are linear. If this is not the case, some structure 
on the functions pt (*) and ht (•) may be required.
We must also mention in this section the attempts in the literature to 
allow for heteroskedasticity without going through the burden of specifying the 
conditional variance. This has led to semi-parametric models in which ht is 
only specified as
ht  = ht  ( y  t ) .
These models have been studied by Goldfeld and Quandt [1965], Fuller and Rao 
[1978], White [1980b], Amemiya [1983], Carroll [1982], Carroll and Ruppert 
[1982b], Cragg [1983] and Robinson [1987], among others. Here no form for ht
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is put forward other than the variables involved as arguments, and maybe 
some ranking relations.
§ 2.3.2 Amemiya Model
One of the earliest references to a model in which the heteroskedasticity is 
made dependent upon ß is the Prais and Houthakker [1955] study of family 
budgets (see also Theil [1951]). There they propose a cross-section model in 
which the variance is proportional to the square of the mean,
ht = a (it ,
and therefore ht = ht ( ß, a ). They did not capitalize, however, on the 
information provided by the variance. Amemiya [1973] considered this model 
in a likelihood framework and proved that the GLS estimator of ß would be 
inefficient if yt was distributed normally or log-normally conditional on 7 1 > 
thus showing the potential importance of variance information. He also proved 
that if yt I y  t ~ T (a ,a_1 pt), then GLS for ß would be fully efficient.
This model is clearly linear-in-a , and from (1) and (2) we have
2
zt — M-t >
and
wt = 2 a pt xt ,
so that using (12) we have under conditional normality
T
%a(e) = a - i E [ T - i £ n i 1 xt ] > 
t=l
which will be nonzero in general. Therefore there is asymptotic dependence 
between the MLE's of ß and a in the Amemiya model.
If pt depends on strongly exogenous variables only, then the model is a 
static one and the conditions for the existence of moments depend only upon the
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*
nature of xt . Positivity is ensured by a > 0 and this can be implicitly 
incorporated parameterizing in terms of a2 i.e. ht = a2 pt • But the parameter 
space has to be restricted to meet the moment conditions when dynamics are 
allowed in the conditional mean. Dominance conditions, on the other hand, 
are straightforward when pt is linear.
Homoskedasticity is not nested within the proposition ht = a pt » but it can 
be incorporated with the obvious generalization to ht = ao + ai pt , where ao > 0 
and ai > 0 , so that homoskedasticity obtains when ai = 0 (Jobson and Fuller 
[1980]). A simple further generalization to other functions of jit is
ht = ao + oci hi (pt ; a2) - (13)
where hi(-) is a non-negative function of pt and must obey some smoothness 
conditions to satisfy the regularity requirements.
§ 2.3.3 The Poisson and Poisson-type models
There are many economic examples in which the dependent variable is 
discrete rather than continuous (e.g. Maddala [1983], McFadden [1984]). In 
many instances discrete economic variables can be characterized as Poisson or 
Poisson compounded processes. Some examples are Chatfield et al [1966], 
Chatfield and Goodhardt [1970] and Ehrenberg [1972] in analyzing purchasing 
behavior, and Hausman et al [1984] in the study of the relationship between 
patents and R&D expenditure, while Cameron and Trivedi [1985,1986] survey 
the literature and propose diagnostic tests for these models.
The mean and variance of a Poisson variate are equal and therefore
Pt = P t ( ß ; * t )  = ht . -(14)
As a model for the conditional variance this could be considered as a special 
case of (13) but it merits a separate analysis in view of the discreteness of the
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dependent variable and its importance in modelling count data. Also observe 
that there are no a parameters in (14) and so p = k and 9 = ß .
Rather than restricting the parameter space to ensure ht > 0 (and also 
P t > 0 in this case) Hausman et al [1984] and Gourieroux et al [1984b] argue
for a parameterization that implicitly incorporates positivity, and they suggest
* * 
p t =  h t  =  exp { X t' ß } , which implies a null zt and x t =  w t =  Pt x t . Dominance
conditions are ensured by the compactness of B with this proposition. The
required moment conditions and whether the parameter space needs to be
further restricted depends on the dynamic characteristics of the model.
A more general version of the Poisson model compounds this distribution 
with a random distributional parameter. Hausman et al have introduced 
random effects by these means, while Gourieroux et al have allowed for 
specification error. A gamma-distributed parameter has led to negative 
binomial models (see also Ehrenberg [1972]). Such extension of the Poisson 
model allows for overdispersion ( ht > p t) and produces a natural diagnostic 
for the Poisson model. Cameron and Trivedi [1985] propose alternative 
regression-based tests for over-and under-dispersion parameterizing the 
conditional variance under the alternative hypothesis as
ht =• pt + a hi (pt ),
for some positive function hi . Then a < 0 (a > 0) results in under- (over-) 
dispersion and a = 0 represents the Poisson null hypothesis.
Using Poisson characteristics with a continuous dependent variable 
results in Poisson-type models in which the central issue is the moment 
relationship in (14). Cameron and Trivedi [1985] and also Pagan and Sabau 
[1987a] consider the model
yt I C T t ~ N [ p t ( ß ) , p t ( ß ) ] ,
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and the former authors consider alternative assumptions by specifying the first 
four moments. Here again the fulfillment of the assumptions in § 2.2 depends 
on the nature of pt and its variable arguments in 7 1.
§ 2.3.4 The ARCH class of models
Engle [1982a] proposed the ARCH model to account for inflation 
uncertainty, and subsequently this model has been successfully applied to 
study many financial variables (see Engle and Bollerslev [1986] for a survey of 
applications). The conditional variance of an ARCH process depends on past 
information, drawing a clear distinction between the conditional and the 
unconditional second moment of the variable under study. The (linear) 
ARCH(q) process is characterized by
. A  2 ,ht = cco + 2, ai ut-j = zt <*, 
j=l
2 2where zt = (1 , ut-i ut-q )' and a = ( ao , a i ,..., aq)' , and therefore has a
q
linear-in-a structure. The derivative with respect to ß is wt = - 2 £ ut-j xt.j .
j=l
The positivity constraint requires ao > 0 and aj > 0 , j = l,...,q , which may be 
implicitly incorporated by parameterization in terms of the af . An alternative 
approach has been to restrict the lag structure to reduce the number of 
parameters and hence the probability of obtaining negative values. Although 
this procedure does not formally exclude negative estimates it has been 
successfully applied (see Engle [1982a, 1983], Engle et al [1987]).
The moment structure of the ARCH(q) was analyzed by Engle for some 
cases, and Milhoj [1985] has produced general results. For wide-sense
q
stationarity we require ao > 0 and £ ccj < 1 (Theorem 1 of Milhoj), and then 
q j=l
E [ ht ] = ao [ 1 - I  aj T1 . The condition for the existence of fourth order
j=l
moments is that 3 a i' (Iq - A) ai < 1 , where cci = (ai,...,aq) ' , A = I ay I =
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II bi+j + bi_j II , and bi = for 1 < i < q and bi = 0 otherwise. Thus for 
exam ple for the  ARCH(l) the condition is a? < 1/3 (Theorem 3 of Milhoj). The 
ARCH(q) im plies a leptokurtic d istribution  for y t , and th is is one of its 
a ttrac tiv e  fea tu res for m odelling in te res t ra tes, exchange ra tes, inflation, stock 
prices and  o ther financial data.
A nother in te resting  aspect of the ARCH model is th a t <)aß = 0 under 
conditional norm ality  and so the  ML estim ates of a  and ß are asym ptotically 
independen t (Engle [1982a]). Thus although the conditional variance is a 
function of ß th rough  the presence of ut-j , the  ARCH model re ta in s  a 
stochastic struc tu re  which is sim ilar in  several aspects to the sim ple 
hete roskedastic  model.
The variance m em ory of an  AB,CH(q) dies after q periods and  th is led 
Bollerslev [1986] to p u t forward the  GARCH(qi,q2) process whose conditional 
variance is
or
bt -  OCo + ^  ctj ht-j + ^  ttq-L+j u t-j >
j= l j= l 
2
oci(L) h t = oco + 0C2(L) u t ,
- (15a)
- (15.b)
qi 02
w here L is the lag operator, oti(L) = 1 - X <*j LJ , and 0C2(L) = X ocq +j L3 * for
j=l j=f
q2 > 0 . The boundedness of ht away from zero still requires oco > 0 and (Xj > 0 
for j > 0 , but- since (15) allows for a long memory w ith a more parsim onious 
param eteriza tion  th an  the simple ARCH, it  is also less dem anding in  term s of 
achieving positivity in  estim ation. The conditional variance is not linear-in -a  
in  the  GAJRCH model.
Bollerslev provided the necessary and sufficient conditions for wide-sense
sta tionarity  of the  GARCH(qi,q2) process, which is th a t <xi(l) - 0C2G) > 0 , or
qi+02
equivalently th a t X ocj < 1 . He also gave the necessary and sufficient
j= l
^  A = II a*j I is used to denote that a,j is the typical (ij)-th element of A .
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conditions for the existence of 2m-th order moments in the GARCH(1,1), and
2 2in particular for the fourth moment we require that ai + 2 oq 0C2 + 3 ct2 < 1 , and
similar conditions may be established for higher order processes following the
2
lines of Milhoj [1985] in obtaining the autocorrelation structure for ut .
There is a close resemblance of the GARCH variance specification to 
ARMA models for the mean of a process. This is better appreciated by 
substituting the variance equation (6) in (15b) to get
2
<xi2(L) ut = ao + ai(L) et , - (16)
where a i2(L) = oqCL) - 0C2CL) . Because of this similarity Bollerslev suggested 
the use of the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions of ut as 
tools for model identification (see also MacLeod and Li [1983]). The et follow a 
heteroskedastic pattern and have changing support (see Engle and Bollerslev 
[1986]), but nevertheless Bollerslev's suggestion is entirely appropriate if fourth 
order moments exist because then et is unconditionally homoskedastic. An 
interesting alternative for model identification which is also valid in these 
circumstances is the Hannan and Rissanen [1982] procedure with some 
information criterion such as AIC (Akaike [1974]) or BIC (Schwarz [1978], see 
also Geweke and Meese [1981]), and the advantage of such procedure is that it 
relies more on direct analytical results and less on visual inspection and 
subjective judgement.
We assume that the polynomials oci(L) and 0C2(L) do not have any 
common factors. The wide-sense stationarity and positivity conditions ensure 
the invertibility of cci(L) and OC12 (L). Thus solving (16) for ut we obtain
2
ut = a i2(l)'1 oto + a i2(L)-1 ai(L) et ,
2
which provides the MAM representation of ut . Aso, solving (15) for ht we 
can write
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ht = ai(l)-1 ao + ai(L)*1 a2(L) ut ,
which expresses the GARCH(qi,q2) as an ARCH(«0. Thus the normal GARCH 
process is also leptokurtic, and Bollerslev [1985] and also Engle and Bollerslev 
[1986] have proposed the use of the conditional t-distribution for fatter tails. 
Similarly, the block-diagonality of the information matrix of the normal ARCH 
extends to the normal GARCH.
ARMA models provide a rational approximation to the undeterministic 
component of Wold's decomposition of wide-sense stationary time series.
Diebold [1986a] has argued that GARCH models may play a similar role in 
modelling conditional variances with time series data, and this suggestion is 
already implicit in Engle's [1982a] paper. Diebold argues that the 
undeterministic component of wide-sense stationary series allows for a 
changing conditional variance and hence GARCH processes are not excluded. 
But the power of the GARCH parameterization as an approximation to many 
heteroskedastic patterns is better understood from its ARMA form: if yt 
possesses fourth order moments then ut is wide-sense stationary and (16) 
provides a rational approximation to to its undeterministic component, while 
its changing conditional mean is ht = E [ ut I t  ] •
Our main concern in econometric modelling is to construct statistical 
models of economic propositions. ARMA models are atheoretical propositions 
in general and from the previous argument the same could be said about 
GARCH models for the conditional variance. What is important about these 
models is that they permit us to make statistical propositions even in the 
absence of a priori knowledge. As theory says more about the second moment 
we expect a movement towards a mixture of the different models presented in 
this section. Dependence of ht on jit and exogenous variables may represent 
the theoretical propositions about the variance, while a GARCH component can 
represent the dynamics in ht . This is the variance analogy of transfer
2
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function models (see Harvey [1981]) and leads to the generalization of the 
GARCH(qi,q2) which we will call the GARCHZ(qi,q2,q3) model
ai(L) ht = a 3(L)' zt + a 2(L) u? ,
*
where zt is a vector of measurable functions of y  t representing the variables
theoretically affecting the conditional variance, and CC3(L) is a vector of
*polynomials of orders given by the integer vector q3 . We take zt to include a 
constant, so that the GARCH(qi,q2) model is nested within this model. The 
simple heteroskedasticity, Amemiya and Poisson models may also be nested in 
this structure. Such a model for ht is in the spirit of the proposition by Weiss 
[1984,1986a, 1986b], where he also allows for MA errors though lagged ht's are 
not included in his parameterization. The variance equation can now be 
expressed as
a i2(L) \ i t  = 0C3CL.)' zt + ai(L) et ,
or in transfer function form as
2 a 3(L)' * ai(L)
a i2(L) ^  a12(L)
*  *
Wide-sense stationarity of yt requires that xt and zt be wide-sense
*  *
stationary, and further depends on the nature of zt . If zt is strongly
exogenous then ai(l) - a 2(l) > 0 is still the necessary and sufficient condition,
and Weiss [1986b] has given conditions for the wide-sense stationarity of yt in
*
the GARCHZ model in some cases in which zt includes squared lagged 
dependent variables.
*
The elements of zt must also be strongly exogenous to preserve the block 
diagonal structure of the information matrix between ß and a of pure 
GARCH processes. The GAUCHZ model is attractive under these 
circumstances both because of its generality and tractability. However, in a 
pure time series context Weiss [1984] has found significant relationships for the
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2conditional variance of many economic variables with yt-i , which argues 
against the empirical plausibility of simple combinations of strongly exogenous 
variables and GARCH effects. In such case <jaß * 0 in general, and the same 
occurs when functions of (it affect h t .
For further reference in this Thesis the terms 'ARCH class' or 'ARCH 
model' denote the more general family of GARCHZ parameterizations that 
preserve a block diagonal information matrix, as this turns out to be a central 
issue for the properties of this class.
§2.4 Objective and design of Monte Carlo experiments
The theoretical results derived in the Thesis are based on asymptotic 
theory. In practical situations with economic data the sample sizes are 
typically small, but asymptotic theory makes complex general problems 
tractable and thus provides an approximation to the sampling properties of 
estimators and tests. In the absence of operative exact results, this 
approximation makes possible empirical work in a wide range of situations 
and provides a benchmark for further theoretical developments. The cost of 
using asymptotic results in small sample situations is, of course, that we are 
dealing only with approximations whose quality may differ substantially from 
one problem to another.
At the other extreme we have Monte Carlo methods, which permit a more 
precise assessment of the sampling properties of estimators and test-statistics 
in specific situations, but are limited in scope to the specific forms of data 
generating processes and models used and thus lack generality. In some 
cases, the availability of results on invariant properties of the exact distribution 
of some statistics gives more general validity to simulation results. For 
example, the distribution of least squares residuals in the classical linear 
model does not depend on the true value of the parameter vector , amplifying
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the scope of simulation experiments in this context (see for example White and 
MacDonald [1980]). In generalized regression models, a topic of particular 
relevance for our purposes, Breusch [1980] proved a similar result and thus 
established the invariance of various statistics to the true value of the mean 
parameters. Unfortunately, these invariance properties do not extend to the 
type of models that we consider because generally the dependence of the 
conditional variance on mean parameters and the nonlinear nature of the 
problem cause the distribution of the residuals of both the mean and the 
variance equations to depend on the full parameter vector 9 .
A different approach to extend the conclusions obtained from Monte Carlo 
experimentation has been put forward by Hendry [1979,1984], who advocates the 
use of response surfaces. These surfaces represent attempts to estimate the 
distribution of statistics conditionally on the key parameters of the problem, 
using a specification coherent with the theoretical asymptotic distribution. 
Maasoumi and Phillips [1982] have expressed a skeptical view on the 
possibilities of response surfaces, but nevertheless the approach seems to be 
gaining popularity, and Engle et al [1985] provide an application of this 
approach to the study of the ARCH model.
As a complement to the theory presented in the next few chapters, we have 
performed some Monte Carlo experiments. The nature of this evidence is 
rather limited because we cannot even claim the applicability of Breusch's 
results in our framework, and therefore the aim of our experiments is simply 
to analyze in a few models whether the asymptotic results provide reasonable 
approximations to the properties of estimators and test-statistics in small to 
moderate samples, or whether there are obvious departures from the 
asymptotic theory which might suggest situations where special care is 
required in the application of the theoretical body of the Thesis. The results of 
the simulations are presented and discussed in Chapters 3 to 6 .
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The experiments consider the estimation and testing of two different 
models, the Poisson-N model,
yt I ~ N [ xt' ß , xt' ß ],
and the ARCH(l) model,
yt I y  t ~ N [ xt' ß , ao + ai ut-i ] ,
where xt = (1 , xi t )'.
We have conducted two types of experiments. The first type looks at the 
behavior of estimators, and the second type looks at the size and power of tests. 
The DGP's are designed to provide either correct specification or a misspecified 
model. Specification error may take the form of a misspecified conditional 
mean, a misspecified conditional variance, or a misspecified distributional 
form. The regressor xn was generated as an independent uniform variate in 
( - 1 , 0 ) ,  and an additional regressor X2t generated as independent uniform in 
( 0 , 1 )  was also included in some experiments to induce mis specification in the 
conditional mean. The correlation between xit and X2t was set to 0.5 , the 
regressors were fixed in repeated samples, and all pseudo-random numbers 
were generated using NAG Library routines. Most experiments consider four 
sample sizes ( T = 20 , 50 , 100 , 200 ) ,  and in order to reduce experiment variance 
the smaller samples are always taken as subsamples of the larger ones. The 
number of replications for each simulation experiment was 500 .
It was thought convenient to have the simplest possible DGP's. The true 
mean parameter vector ßo was set to ßo = ( 0 ,0  )' for the ARCH model, and to ßo 
= ( 1 , 1 ) '  for the Poisson-N simulations. However some of the departures from 
the null hypothesis analyzed for the ARCH model have no consequence if ßo = 0 
(e.g. ht = ao + ai yt_i and ht = ao + ai ut-i are identical) , and a true parameter 
vector ßo = ( 1 , 1 ) was also considered for some ARCH estimation experiments, 
and for the simulations to assess the power of the consistency tests presented in
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Chapter 5. The additional regressor X2t , whenever included, was assigned a 
coefficient of unity.
There are no a parameters in the Poisson-N model, and in an ARCH(l) 
process the strength of the conditional variance effect is directly related to the 
ratio r = ai /oto . We considered a mild effect ( r = 0.25 ) , a strong effect ( r = 4 ), 
and a regular effect ( r = 1 ). For the mild ARCH effect the parameters were set 
at ao = 0.8 and oci = 0.2 , so that yt would possess moments of order eight. This 
DGP is referred to as ARCH I in the Monte Carlo sections and tables, or simply 
as the 'mild model'. For the strong ARCH effect the parameters were set at ao 
= 0.2 and ai = 0.8 , so that yt would not possess moments of order four. This 
DGP is referred to as ARCH II in the the Monte Carlo sections and tables, or 
simply as the 'strong model'. For the regular ARCH effect the parameters 
were set at ao = ai = 0.5 , so that yt would possess moments of order four but 
not of order six. This DGP is referred to as ARCH HI in the Monte Carlo 
sections and tables, or simply as the 'regular model'. An additional ARCH 
DGP (referred to as ARCH IV in the tables) was a second order ARCH process 
with parameter values of oco = 0.5 , ai = 0.3 , and a2 = 0.2 , so that ao = ai + a2 = 
0.5 , and the strength of the conditional variance effect would be similar to that 
in the regular model . The parameters of the conditional variance of other 
DGP's used in the experiments to induce mis specification in ht were assigned 
in similar form and are detailed in the tables reporting the simulation results 
(e.g. for ht = ao + ai yt-i the same parameter values of the corresponding ARCH 
process were used).
Most DGP's used were conditionally normal, and in such case the mean 
innovations ut were calculated as ut = h*72 > where the £t were generated as
NI [ 0 ,1  ] . To analyze the power of the efficiency tests presented in Chapter 5 
we also considered generating the as independent drawings from the 
following distributions: uniform in (-1 ,1  ) , Student's t with fifteen degrees of 
freedom , Student's t with five degrees of freedom , %2 with two degrees of
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freedom, be ta  w ith  param eters ( 0.5 , 0.5 ) , lognormal w ith param eters ( 0 , 1 ) ,  
and  Cauchy w ith  param eters ( 0 , 1 ) .  In  these cases ut was calculated as 
ut = h t [ - 5 1 » where q = E [ 1 for distributions other th an  the Cauchy, in
which case ^ was the  m edian of the  distribution.
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CHAPTER 3
ESTIMATION AND LIKELIHOOD FACTORIZATION
Our concern in this chapter is the estimation of the parameters in the 
model presented in Chapter 2 . We concentrate initially on the extraction of 
information about 9 from each conditional moment separately using 
orthogonality conditions which arise from the specification of the conditional 
moments and some efficiency considerations. Later in the chapter conditional 
normality is assumed and maximum likelihood (ML) estimation undertaken.
This organization serves several purposes. First, it separates clearly the 
different sources of information that contribute to the overall process of 
inference. A complicated problem is broken down into two simpler ones and 
this may be helpful for model specification. Second, proofs are greatly 
simplified by referring to Hansen [1982] and to White and Domowitz [1984] 
using Theorem 2.1 and Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 . Many of our propositions are 
given in a more general environment than usually found in the literature on 
heteroskedastic models and are simple corollaries to the GMM theory of 
estimation. Finally, the extent to which the properties of different estimators 
depend on the normality assumption is made evident. In the classical linear 
model the ML estimator (MLE) under normality is best linear unbiased even 
when normality does not hold (e.g. Dhrymes [1970], Theil [1971]). In the more 
general framework of a nonlinear heteroskedastic model the properties of the 
MLE under normality (which is referred to as the quasi-MLE or QMLE when 
normality is not assumed) are similar to those obtained in the linear 
homoskedastic case. The QMLE becomes asymptotically a matrix weighted 
average (MWA) of two independent Gauss-Markov type estimators. Besides,
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the GMM approach is suitable for problems not restricted to conditional 
normality, or even to symmetry. This will be exploited later in Chapter 10.
Throughout the chapter we assume 'correct specification' in the form of 
(CiO) or (Cl O'), and that the set of regularity conditions given by (CU) - (Cl7) or 
(Cll) - (Ci8) are fulfilled. We also assume the conditional distribution of yt to be 
symmetric.
The organization of the chapter follows. In section § 3.1 we discuss 
estimation using the information provided by the conditional mean, in section 
§ 3.2 we discuss estimation using the information provided by the conditional 
variance, and in section § 3.3 we use all the information, first combining the 
orthogonality conditions and later considering ML estimation, and show the 
two estimators to be asymptotically equivalent under normality. The joint 
estimator is given a MWA interpretation, where the conditional moments are 
the separate sources of information. In section § 3.4 we suggest ways of 
measuring the relative contributions to efficiency of each conditional moment. 
Finally, in section § 3.5 we discuss some Monte Carlo evidence on the 
performance of several of the estimators reviewed in the chapter.
§3.1 Extracting information from the conditional mean
In this section we consider estimating the param eter vector ß using only 
the information contributed by the mean equation
yt = Pt (ß) + ut . - ( 1 )
To extract the information from the mean innovations ut we consider
T
orthogonality conditions of the form T'1 £  ft u t , for some vector ft e 7 1 of
t=l
dimension greater or equal to k. Since the martingale sequence ut has
conditional variance ht , the efficiency benchmark for the estimation of ß in (1)
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is obtained setting ft = h^xt (White [1984], Chapter 4). Assuming that the 
conditional variance ht is known this produces the generalized least squares 
(GLS) ’estimator' (see for example Amemiya [1985]: 181-185). Denote this 
’estimator' by ßm . Thus
T
ß* = min Y ht u? = min u' £2_1 u , 
ß t=l ß
for known h t . The asymptotic properties of ßm are well known: it is a 
strongly consistent estimator of ßo and has asymptotic distribution given by
ti/2 (ßm - ßo) = t1/2 (x 'a-1 x )-i x' a*1 u + opd)
-A* N [ 0 , Ö {T-1 X' Q-1 X H ]. - (2)
It is convenient to represent ßm as a GMM estimator with orthogonality 
conditions
T
V* (ß) = T-1 X  ht1 xt ut = T-i X' £2-1 u . - (3)
t=l
Since there are as many orthogonality conditions as parameters, the definition
of a weighting matrix is not necessary. The distribution of ßm follows from
*
Theorem 2.1 and Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 by observing that E [ Ym(ßo) ] = 0 , and 
E [ T v*(ß0) \|/*(ßon = - E [ ay*(ßo) /9ß' ] = E [ T-i X' £2-1X ]. Most proofs of the 
asymptotic distribution of ßm found in the literature on heteroskedastic models 
are given under more restrictive conditions. For example, Jobson and Fuller 
[1980] and Carroll and Ruppert [1982b] consider the case of a linear mean and 
independent observations.
In the remaining of this section we consider the more realistic case in 
which ht is not known. In § 3.1.1 we consider the parametric approach and 
in § 3.1.2 we briefly discuss semi-parametric approaches.
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§ 3.L1 The parametric approach
Suppose ht = ht (9) is known except for the values of the parameter vector 
9 , and we have a root-T consistent estimator 9 of the true value 9o (1). Let
< V  ' V  ^
ht = ht (9) and Q = L>(9) and define the estimator ßm as the feasible GLS 
estim ator
T
ßm = m^n Y ht1 ut = min u' Q’1 u , 
ß t=l ß
or equivalently as the GMM estimator with orthogonality conditions
-(4)
T
Vm(ß) = T-1 £  in xt Ut = T-1X' Q-1 u . - (5)
t=l
Carroll and Ruppert [1982b] have shown that in the case of linear and
/ N  A ^ C
independent observations ßm has the same asymptotic distribution as ßm . For 
the more general case we prove
Lem m a 3.1. - Under the assumptions (CiO) - (Ci7), and 9 being a root-T 
consistent estimator of 9o , then
%
(i) (a) ¥m(ß) - ¥m(ß) 0 uniformly in B , and
(b) TV* [ Vm(ßo) - V* (ßo) ] -aft 0 ,
and
(ii) (a) T [ Vm(ßo) Vm(ßo)' - Ym(ßo) V^ßo)' 1 ^ 0 ,  and
(b) 3_VmCßo)_ 
9 ß'
9 ¥m(ßo)
--------------  0 .
9ß'
Proof: By the Mean Value Theorem for random functions (MVT) (Jennrich
[1969]) we can express h t (9)_1 = ht Wo)"1 + [ 9ht (9) /99' ] ( 9 - 9o),  where
■
9 s [ 9 , 9q] , and so we have that
¥m(ß) = ¥ *(ß) + ¥ 9( 9 ; ß ) (  9 - 9 0 ), - ( 6)
(L 0 is root-T consistent if it is strongly consistent and 0 -  90 is Op(T1/2).
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T
where 'PeO ; ß) = T'1 £  ut xt [ öhlH©) /30' ] . From (C|3) - (Ci5) the sequence 
-i t=l
ut xt 5ht /30 obeys a Strong Law of Large Numbers uniformly in B , and 
therefore ¥ 9(0 ; ß) is Op(l) uniformly in B , a.e. in © . Moreover, at ß = ßo the 
sequence has zero mean and obeys a Central Limit Theorem and so 
T1/2vPe(0 ; ßo) is Op(l) a.e. in © . Hence the strong consistency of 0 ensures 
that the second term in (6) is op(l) uniformly in B , and that it is op(T'172) at ßo . 
This establishes (i).
Forming T \|/m(ßo) ^mCßo)' with (6) and using the fact that T1/2vFq(0 ; ßo) is 
Op(l) a.e. in © results in
T Vm(ßo) Vm(ßo)' = T V* (ßo) v ltß o / + Op(l) ,
which establishes (ii) (a) . The use of iterated expectations in the derivative of 
(3) shows that E [ cty^(ßo) /3ß' ] = - E [ T Ym(ßo) ¥m(ßo)/ ] > while from (5) we get
T
E [ ] -  - E [ T W Po) ¥m(ßo)' ] + E [ T-i t  hi1 ut ,oß oß
and a simple expansion of ht aroimd 0o and repeating the argument below (6) 
shows that the second term converges to zero. This completes the proof.
A J j !  p m
Condition (i) (a) ensures that ßm - ßo —> 0 , condition (i) (b) establishes 
that T172 (ßm - ßo) = T1/2 (ßm - ßo) + Op(l), and (ii) guarantees that both 
covariance matrices converge to the same limit. Therefore, using (2) ,
t 172 (ßm - ßo) = T172 ( X' a-1 x  )-i x ' a-1 u + op(i)
-i*  N t O . e t T - i X 'Q - i X } - 1] .  -(7)
The crucial assumption here is that of a correctly specified conditional 
variance and so it is worth stressing the need for a careful assessment of the 
specification of h t . If this is the case then the availability of 0 to compute ßm 
is ensured , as we shall see in § 3.2 .
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§ 3.L2 A note on semi-parametric approaches
The argument that Economic Theory rarely provides propositions about 
the variance calls for an attempt to make inferences about the mean 
parameters ß without imposing a parametric structure on the variance. The 
least-squares (LS) estimator does not require knowledge of ht for its 
computation and constitutes the simplest semi-parametric estimator of ß 
under heteroskedasticity. It is well known nevertheless that its covariance 
matrix is incorrectly estimated from LS output and this may result in incorrect
A
inferences about the parameters. The LS estimator ß  ^ is obtained from the 
orthogonality conditions \|/* (ß) = T*1 X' u . With iterated expectations we can 
see that E [ (ßo) ] = 0 , E [ T (ßo) \|0 (ßo)' ] = E [ T4 X' Q X ], and 
E [ c)\|fz (ßo) / dß' ] = - E [ T*1 X' X ] . From Theorem 2.1 and Propositions 2.2 and
A
2.3 , ß  ^ is strongly consistent for ßo with asymptotic distribution given by
T1/2(p^ - ßo) = T1« (X' X)-1 X'u + Op(l) N[ 0 ,S { T(X' X)-1 X'OXOC X)-1) ] ,
A
which shows that V(ß^ ) (2> depends on the form of the heteroskedasticity.
Eicker [1967] and more recently White [1980b] have produced an estimated 
covariance matrix robust to heteroskedasticity of unknown form. White’s 
principle has by now been extended to the more general settings of lagged 
dependent regressors (Nicholls and Pagan [1983]), misspecified general models 
(White [1980a], White [1982a], Domowitz and White [1982] inter alia ), and 
nonlinear models, instrumental variables and GMM estimation (White and 
Domowitz [1984], Hansen [1982], Burguete et al [1982], White [1982b, 1984],
A
Chamberlain [1987], Duncan [1987], inter alia ). With this V(ß^ ) is consistently 
estimated by
A A /“V A A A r) A A A
V(ßi) = T( X' X)-1 X' U2 X ( X' X)-1 ,
(2) The operator V(-) denotes the covariance matrix of the asymptotic distribution.
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where X = X(ßU and Ü = diag { ui(ß^) u r (ß i)} .
A A
It is well known that V(ßi) - V(ßm) is positive semidefinite (psd) (see for 
example Amemiya [1985]: 182-183, who also provides conditions under which
A  A
V(ßi) = V(ßm) ). If the data generating process (DGP) is only conditionally 
heteroskedastic but unconditionally homoskedastic E [ ht ] = a2 for all t , and
A
in this case the covariance matrix of ß^ reduces to
VCß )^ = a2 S {TSX'X}-1 . - ( 8)
There does not seem to be in the literature a comparison of V(ßi) and V(ßm) in
A A
these circumstances. In fact, ßm remains efficient relative to ß^ as shown in
Lemm a 3 . 2 Under the assumptions (CiO) - (Cl7) and E [ ht ] = a2 for all t , 
V (ßU -V (ßm) is psd.
Proof: V(ßU - V(ßm) is psd <=> V(ßm)-1 - V(ßi)-1 is psd. But
V( ßm)'1 - V( ßi)-1 = Ö ( T-1 X' Q-1 X - o-2 T-1 X' X }
= 6 {T*1 X' (Q-1 - o“2It ) X }
T
= e { T - i X ( h i 1 -o-2)xt xt' ) ,
t=l
and since er2 = E [ ht ]'1 and h^ is a convex function of ht it follows from 
Jensen's inequality (White [1984], Proposition 2.38) that E [ h^ - cr2 ] > 0 , so that 
the last expectation is psd.
This result differs from the usual argument for the efficiency of GLS over 
LS which assumes unconditional heteroskedasticity. It is interesting because 
it illustrates the possible gains from using conditional information which is 
lost unconditionally, and in fact Engle's [1982a] argument for AUCH models 
was made along these lines.
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A
A simplified covariance matrix for ß  ^ of the form in (8) may occur in 
other circumstances apart from unconditional homoskedasticity. Cragg [1983] 
has noted that when the heteroskedasticity is unrelated to the variability of the 
regressors in the sense that 
T
Ö { T - i X ( h t - E ) x t xt' } = 0 ,
t=l
_  T
where h = T*1 £  ht , then 
t=l
v(ßi) = e  (Et -mx'X)}-1 - ö ( T ( x x w  (q -Eit ) x  (X'X)-1) = s  (Et -kx 'X)}-1 .
There is no advantage in using the heteroskedasticity-robust covariance matrix
A /A
in this case, and the biases of V(ßU in small samples suggest that care must 
be exercised ( see Chesher and Jewitt [1987]).
The next step in the semi-parametric estimation of ß is to try to improve
A
upon the efficiency of ß^ . Amemiya [1983] and Cragg [1983] have proposed the 
partially generalized least squares (PGLS) estimator (see also Chamberlain 
[1982,1987] and White [1982b]), defined by the orthogonality conditions
T
VP(ß)=T-i X q tu t = T -iQ 'u , 
t=l
where qt includes the derivatives of pt with respect to ß , qt = ( xt' , p t ')' for 
some pt € y  t of fixed dimension. Using iterated expectations it is seen that 
E [ T ¥p(ßo) ^p(ßo)' ] = E [ T-i Q' Q Q ] , and that E [ ayp(ßo) / 9ß' ] = - E [ T-1 Q' X ], 
and it follows from Theorem 2.1 and Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 that
TVH ßp-ßo) N [0 , S (T-1 X'Q( Q 'Q Q ^Q 'X }-1 ] .
Consistent estimation of V(ßp) is obtained by evaluating all functions at ßp
A
and substituting Q by U2 . Note that although Amemiyas proposal for pt is 
not of a measurable function of 2T t > this has no effect on the asymptotic
A
distribution of ßp . Both Amemiya and Cragg show that PGLS has 
intermediate efficiency between LS and GLS, and Balestra [1983] provides
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conditions under which PGLS and GLS are equivalent. Cragg provides a 
sampling experiment which effectively produces efficiency gains, but the 
problem of selecting the additional instruments pt is not completely resolved 
and requires further research.
An alternative approach to improve efficiency upon LS is feasible GLS as 
in (4), using non-parametric estimates ht of ht . Different forms of obtaining 
such non-parametric estimates have been suggested in the literature (see for 
example Fuller and Rao [1978] and the references therein) but most of them
A
produce a semi-parametric estimator of ß which is inefficient relative to ßm . 
Carroll [1982] and Robinson [1987], however, have provided non-parametric 
estimates of the conditional variance such that the semi-parametric estimator 
of ß attains full efficiency with respect to the information in the conditional
A
mean (i.e. is as efficient as ßm ). Carroll uses kernel estimation for ht , while 
Robinson uses non-parametric nearest neighbor regression and produces more 
general results. These efficient semi-parametric estimators have not yet 
attained a high level of generality and their behavior in small samples is not 
known. Still with some more research they may prove an important tool for 
specification and estimation in heteroskedastic models since they permit an 
almost perfect separation of the problems of extracting information from the 
conditional mean and from the conditional variance. This point becomes 
evident after the next two sections.
§ 3.2 Extracting information from the conditional variance
In this section we concentrate on the estimation of the parameter vector 9 
using only the information contributed by the variance equation
2
ut = ht (9) + 8t . -(9)
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Since we are assuming that the distribution of yt is conditionally symmetric it 
follows that E [ut St ] = 0 and hence the mean and variance equations represent 
unrelated sources of information. In principle the estimation problem for 9 in 
the variance equation is of the same form as the estimation of ß in the mean 
equation, but there are some major differences:
(i) the positivity of ut implies a changing support for St,
2
(ii) ut is not observable whereas yt is, and
(iii) there may be problems associated to the identifiability of 9 in the
variance equation, whereas ß is identifiable by assumption in 
the mean equation.
Ignoring the changing support for et may result in negative predictors for
2ut. But this does not prevent us from obtaining the proper asymptotic 
distribution of GMM estimators from orthogonality conditions in et because 
these are proper innovations under (ClO) . The positivity of ht must be ensured 
by restrictions on © and/or ht , and in all well known models this can be 
achieved by reparameterization. When the form of the conditional pdf is 
known, this prevents us from producing negative predictors. For example, 
under conditional normality ut is conditionally gamma distributed.
2The unobservability of ut can be solved if ß can be estimated consistently 
in the mean equation by ß , say. The squared residuals ut = [ yt - M-t (ß) r  can 
then be used in place of ut , producing an alternative form for the variance 
equation,
u? =ht (9) + et , -(10)
'■'*2 2where et = £t + (ut - ut ) . The following Lemma generalizes some of the results 
in the Appendix of Pagan and Hall [1983]:
Lemma 3.3.- Given (ClO) - (Cl7) and
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(a) the existence of m om ents of yt up to order r,
(b) a root-T consistent estim ator ß of ß , and
(c) a m easurable function ft (tc) of 3  ^t , where k  is a  p a ram eter 
vector for which a root-T consistent estim ator k  is available,
th en  for all positive in teger r  ,
(i) T - i £ f i ( 5 - u J ) - 2 2 > 0 ,
t=l
an d
T
(ii) T-i/2 £  £  (u£ - u j ) 4>  N[ 0 , r2 S{ T-i F X V iX ) V(ß) S{ T4 X'Qr-iF ) ] .
t=l
For r  = 2 we have th a t 
T
(iii)  T - i/2 ^
t=l
and  m oreover, if  the conditional d istribution  of yt is sym m etric th en  
T
(iv) T4/2 ft (ut - u[ ) ~ >  0 for r  even,
t=l
where u t = yt - Pt (ß) = yt - P t , ft* = diag {E [ ut I T t  ] )  for s < r, ft = f^ 7r) , and 
F  = ( f i , . . . , f T )'.
Proof: We have th a t ut = ut - (pt - P t) , and so 
r  r
£  ( " ^ ( - l K p t - p t ^ u J '^ u J + ^ ^ V - l ^ p t  - p t )iu[ 
j=0 V 7 j = l V 7
r-j
T herefore,
T r  T r
I  g (3 ■- « * )=% g) (-di x  a ölt - iit )) utr-j =J  m (-di «j>,
t= l j= l t=l j= l
X -V- -V, • —  -V
w here ^(j) = S  ft (Pt - Pt $ u t • We can express pt - Pt = xt ( ß)' (ß - ßo ) ,  using the 
t=l
MVT , where ß € [ ßo , ß ] . Then
T
M )=  I f t ( U t - H t ) i  i**
t=l
X  ft (p t - p t)1-1 u t'J xt (ßy 
t=i
V
( ß - P o ) ,
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and from (a) and the boundedness of xt in (Ci 3) , the term in brackets is of the
T ~  r-(j-l)
same order of magnitude as £  ft (M-t - M-t )*"1 ut , j = 1 r -1 , so that from 
^ t= l
the consistency of ß it follows that Op[ ^(j) ] = Op[ T*1/2 ^(j-1) ] , j = 2 r , and 
^(1) dominates ^(j) for j > 1 . Because ^(1) is Op(T1/2) , we have that
T ^ ^ T
X  ft(^t - l i t ) = -I*X ft (M-t- ^ t)u t4 + Op(l) = - rX  ft Ut*1 Xt'( ß -  ßo) + Op( l ) ,
t=l t=l m t=l
T
and using (a) and (c) we obtain T*1 £  ft ut’ xt' —> S{ T*1 F' Qr.i X }, so that (i)
t=l
follows from (b), and
T ^ ^ T
T-1/2 £  ft (uj - uj ) = -r ( T-1 £  ft u T V ) T1/2 (ß - ßo ) + Op(T-i'2) 
t=l t=l
4> N[ 0 , r2 S ( T-! F' n r4X ) V(ß) S { T'1 X' n r.xF } ] ,
proving (ii). Also, since E [ u t l 3 rtl = 0we have that Qi = 0 and hence the 
covariance matrix is null for r  = 2 , which establishes (iii) . Finally, when the 
distribution is symmetric Qr-i = 0 for r even and this completes the proof.
Therefore using ut in place of ut in (9) is innocuous asymptotically to the 
order of T172 and (10) is the ’operative’ version of the variance equation.
The issue of identifiability of 9 in the variance equation now follows. First 
note that (Ci7) ensures that a  is identifiable in the variance equation given ß . 
But the identifiability of the whole vector 9 depends on the parameterization of 
h t . Consider for example the linear Amemiya model in which ht = a  ( xt' ß )2 , 
where 9 is not identifiable because ht = ( x / ß* )2 for ß* = a 1/2 ß provides an 
observationally equivalent parameterization (Fisher [1966]). As a contrast, 
consider the ARCH class of models under normality, in which
T T q q
E [ T-1 X  ht w ,w ,']= 4 E [T -1 X  ht X  Z  “i ai u«  Ut-J xw xt-j' 1 
t=l t=l i=lj=l
q T
= 4 £  af E [ T-i X  ht ut-j xt.j xt.j' ] ,
j=l t=l
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w here the expectations for i * j vanish  because these term s are conditionally 
odd functions of u t.j (see Lem m a 3 of P agan  and Sabau [1987a]). I t follows th a t 
T ’1 W ' Q*2 W is uniform ly positive definite in  an  open neighborhood of 9o , and 
so is T-1Z 'Q -2Z in  view of (Cl7). Engle [1982a] has shown th a t T_1W'Q*2 Z -34 
0 , and therefore T-* S' Q*2 S - diag { T’1 W' Q-2 W , T4 Z' Or2 Z } -Ü4 0 , and  it 
follows th a t T’1 S ' Or2 S is uniform ly positive definite in  an  open neighborhood 
of 9o , and  hence th a t 9 is identifiable in  the variance equation. In  general, 
however, only a function
<t> = (j) (9) e O < IRP , 0 < p* < p ,
is identifiable in  the variance equation. We assum e th a t  p* is the m axim um  
num ber of identifiable functions of 9 and th a t the function <j> is continuous in 
0  . W hen 9 is identifiable we have (j) = 9 .
After these considerations we can exploit the sim ilarities betw een the
2
m ean and the variance equations. Since E [ 8t I IT t ] = Kt the efficiency 
benchm ark for the estim ation of (J) is the  GLS 'estim ator' <j>v assum ing the  Kt 
known, th a t  is,
T
$v = m in  £  k^ 1 e? = m in e' K"1 e ,
<t> t=l (j)
w ith  the equation reparam eterized  in  term s of the identifiable functions <j> .
S ' *
Equivalently, (J)v m ay be seen as a GMM estim ato r’ w ith  orthogonality 
conditions
T
Vv (<j>) = T-1 ^  Ki1 s^t et = T-1 S*' K-1 e , 
t=l
where s<bt = 9 h t/ 3<(), and  S^ = ( s ^ i s<j,t ) ' .  Using ite ra ted  expectations it  can 
be seen th a t E [ \|/v(<j>o) 1 = 0 ,  and also th a t E [ T \|/v(<j>o) Vv^o)' ] = - E [ 3 ^  (do) ] 
= E [ T’1 S<j,' K'1 S(j, ] , where <j)o = b(0o) • The la tte r  m atrix  is uniform ly positive 
definite in  an  open neighborhood of <j>o because (j) is identifiable by assum ption.
I t  follows from Theorem  2.1 and Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 th a t <j>v is a  strongly
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consistent estimator of (j>o and has asymptotic distribution
T!/2 ( £  - <t>o) = T1« ( S*' K-1 S* )-i St,' K-1 e + Op(l)
JU  M [ 0,S{T-i S*' K-i S*)-i ] ,  - (11)
where the expectation is evaluated at <{) = do •
When more information is available on the conditional distribution a 
specific form can be given to the kurtosis factors Kt. For example, if the 
conditional distribution is normal then Kt = 3 ht - ht = 2 ht , so that K = 2 Q2 , 
and V(<j>*) = 2 5 { T4 S<j,' Q-2 S<j> l'1 , and if the conditional distribution is 
Student's t  with k degrees of freedom (Bollerslev [1985], Engle and Bollerslev 
[1986]) then Kt = [3 (tc - 2)/(tc - 4) - 1] ht for tz > 4 and so K = [3 (tc - 2)/(tt - 4) -1] Q2, 
and V(0*) = [3 (7t - 2)/(jt - 4) -1] S (T-i S*' S*}-i .
When 9 is identifiable in the variance equation such as in the ARCH case 
then bv = > say, and
T1« (6* - 0o) = V -'2( S' K-1 S )-i S' K-1 e + op(l)
N[ 0 ,S {T-i S' K-i S )-i ]. - (12a)
'''•sfc />s(s
Partitioning 9V = ( ßv' , o q /)' and using partitioned inversion we get
T1^  ( ß* - ß0) = Ti72 ( W' K-i/2 Qz K-i/2 W )-i W' K-i/2 Qz K-i/2 e + op(l)
-i»  N [ 0 ,S {T-i W' K-^2 Qz K-i/2 W }-i ] ,  - (12b)
and
V -'2( - oto) = V -12( Z' K-1/2 Qw K-1/2 Z )-i Z' K-i/2 Qw K-i'2 e + op(l)
-i*  N [ 0 ,S {T-i Z' K'l/2 Qw K-i/2 Z )-l ] ,  - (12c)
where Qz and Qw are the projection matrices, respectively, onto the spaces 
orthogonal to the ranges of K*1/2 Z and K*1/2 W .
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§ 3.2.1 Two-stage estimators for a
The idea of estimating ail the identifiable functions in the variance 
equation has seldom been considered. Exceptions are Jobson and Fuller [1980] 
and Amemiya [1977], though the latter paper only deals with a simple 
heteroskedastic model. The emphasis has been on ML estimation of 9 , and 
the variance equation on its own has mainly been considered to get a two-stage 
initial estimator of a given one of ß , say ß (see for example Pagan [1984a], 
Engle [1982a, 1983], Weiss [1984,1986a]).
In this subsection we consider two alternative two-stage estimators for a : 
the simple LS estimator (SLS) obtained from the regression of ut on ht (ß,oc) 
(e.g. Jobson and Fuller [1980]) and the simple GLS estimator (SGLS) obtained 
from the weighted regression of ut on ht (ß,a) taking into account the 
heteroskedastic nature of et (Amemiya [1977]). These estimators are attractive 
for their simplicity, especially in linear-in-a models for which the regressions 
are linear.
Two-stage estimators have been studied by Pagan [1984b, 1986], and in the 
case of conditional normality we can view the SGLS estimator ag , say, as a 
straight-forward application of these results. The pseudo-log-likelihood 
function for a given ß is then from (2.10)
1 T  i  T
X  (ß,a) = - 2 X  loght (ß > a) ■ 2 X  ht (ß 1 ut > 
t=l t=l
1 ~which has the form of a log-likelihood from a gamma parent, T  [ ^  , 2 ht (ß,ct) ]. 
This pseudo-log-likelihood is maximized by the SGLS estimator (Amemiya 
[1973]). Conditions (i) - (vi) of Theorems 1 and 3 of Pagan [1986] are fulfilled 
under (GO') - (Cl7), provided that ß is a root-T consistent estimator of ßo , and 
hence ag is a strongly consistent estimator of ao with asymptotic distribution
T172 ( ctg - ao) -i> N [ 0 , V(Sg) ]. -(13)
To obtain an expression for the covariance matrix we assume that ß uses only
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information from the mean equation, so that it is asymptotically independent of 
functions of the 8t . Then, using the score and information matrix in (2.11) 
and (2.12), respectively, we have that
lim Cov[T1/2( ß - ß 0),  da (0)] -»O,
,  T —>ooand so
V(og) = 2£{T-i Z' Q-2 Z}-i + Ö{(Z'n-2Z)-iZ'Q-2W] V(ß) £{W' Or2 Z (Z' Q-2Z)-i) .
-(14)
*X*
The more efficient the estimate ß used from the first stage, the more efficient 
ocg is. But for practical purposes the LS estimator ßi is the interesting one to 
consider because a g is needed before we can get ßm . When the information 
matrix is block-diagonal between ß and a  the second term in (14) vanishes 
and a v and a g have the same asymptotic distribution. This is Amemiya's 
[1977] result for the simple heteroskedasticity model and it extends to the ARCH 
class.
If conditional normality is relaxed while retaining symmetry, the 
distribution in (13) still holds but the covariance matrix in (14) is modified to
V(Og) = S{ T-i Z'K-iZ }-i + (ZTC-iZ)-1 Z'K'WV} V(ß) £{ WTC^Z (ZTC^Z)^ } .
For these more general cases one would need to estimate the conditional 
kurtosis implicit in Kt . This could be done by parameterizing the fourth 
conditional moment or following a non-parametric approach.
/ x
The SLS estimator a s , though less efficient, overcomes these problems 
and provides a simpler initial estimator of a  , which is obtained from the first 
order conditions 
T
T - i £  zt (ß , a*) [ u ? - h t(ß,  S3)] = T-i Z(ß , as )' [ u2 -h(ß , Ss ) ] = 0 , 
t=l
and using the operative variance equation we get
Z(ß, a s )' { £ + (u2 - u2) - [ (h (ß , O s) - h (ßo , a0 ) ]} = 0 . -(15)
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From the MVT for random functions (Jennrich [1969]) we have
ht (ß , Og) - ht (ßo , oco ) = W  (ß -  ßo) + zt (as - oco),
where wt = wt (ß , a ) and zi = zt (ß » a ) for ß e [ß , ßo ] and a e [ ocg , ao ] , and 
substituting in (15) produces
Z'Z( 0 3 - 0 0 ) = Z'e+ Z'( u2-u2)- Z ' W(ß-ßo) ,  -(16)
where Z = Z(ß , as ) , Z = Z(ß , a ), and W = W(ß , a ). Lemma 3.3 ensures that 
T-t/2 Z' (u2 - u2) 0 , whereas T4  Z' W converges a.s. and T4  Z' Z is
uniformly positive definite in an open neighborhood of 9o . Strong consistency
A
follows since T4  Z' e 0 . Further the central limit theory of White and
A
Domowitz [1984] applies to T4 /2  Z' e , which converges in distribution to 
N [ 0 , 6  { T4  Z' K Z ] ] , and premultiplying (16) by T1/2 ( Z' Z )4  and taking 
limits we get
T*« (6L, - oo) -d» N[ 0 ,S(T(Z'Z)-1Z'KZ(Z/Z)-1) + S((Z'Z)-1Z'W} V(ß) SfW'Z (Z'Z)’1} ] ,
where the expectations are evaluated at 9 = 0 o .
Unless Kt is paramaterized in terms of 9 , we now have a problem 
estimating V(os) . White's [1980b] covariance matrix does not provide a 
consistent estimator unless T4  2Y W 0 , as in the simple heteroskedasticity
/N A A
and ARCH models. Nevertheless, as is root-T consistent so that ( ß /  , as' )' 
constitutes a root-T consistent estimator for 9 , and its covariance matrix need
A
not be computed if it is only required as an initial estimator (e.g. to obtain ßm ).
Now if there exists a GARCH component in the conditional variance, we 
may write cci(L) ht = oco + 0C2CL) ut , as in (2.15b). The dynamic component in
A A
the unobservable ht makes the above estimators as and ag unfeasible. But 
consider the ARMA-type form a i2(L) ut = oco + oti(L) £t of (2.16). When fourth 
order unconditional moments of yt exist, the unconditional variance of £t is
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constant and we may apply the procedure of Hannan sind Rissanen [1982] to get 
an initial set of consistent estimates. This involves fitting a long 
autoregression for ut, taking the residuals 8t, say, and then getting estimates 
of a i2 (L) and oci(L) from the regression of ut on ut-i,..., ut-q and et-i,...^ ^  > 
where q = max ( q i , q2  ) . This procedure can also be used for model 
identification, in conjunction with some information criterion such as AIC 
(Akaike [1974]) or BIC (Schwarz [1978]).
§ 3.2J2 Estimating the identifiable functions in the variance equation
Similarly to the estimation of ß in the mean equation, estimating (j) in the 
variance equation presents the problem that Kt is not known in general and 
thus 0V is not a feasible estimator. As in previous sections we need estimates 
of the Kt , say Kt , to define the feasible estimator
T ^
(jv = m n^ Kt1 e? = min e' K'1 e ,
0 t=l (j)
which can also be interpreted as a GMM estimator with orthogonality 
conditions
T
YvW = T-1 £  k^1 S(j)t et = T'1 S^ ' K-1 e . 
t=l
' V
If Kt is specified parametrically as Kt = Kt (9 , i t ) and k is a root-T consistent 
estimator of the parameter vector rc we have a result similar to Lemma 3.1 in
A #  A #
Lem m a 3.4.- Under (ClO) - (Ci7), and if 9 and k are root-T consistent 
estimators of 9 and n , respectively, then
*
(i) (a) \j/v (<j>) - Yv(0) 0 uniformly in O , and
(b) T172 [ \|/y (<j)o) - V*(0o) ] -M  0 ,
and
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(ii) (a) T  [ Vv (W  Vv - V y W  Vv((t)o)' ] ^  0 , a n d
(b)
9 Vv (do) 
a<j)'
9 Vv(<l>o) 
9<j>'
0 .
Proof: L e t \|/y(<l>) = T*1 S<j>' K*1 e . I f  w e s u b s titu te  \|/v (<(>) by  \j/v(<t>) in  (i) a n d  ( i i ) ,
th e  p ro o f of th is  p ro p o s itio n  is  ex ac tly  a s  th a t  of L em m a  3.1 , a n d  L em m a  3.3
~2 2 ._.
e n su re s  t h a t  th e  te rm s  in  u t - u t in  \|/v (<J>) do n o t h av e  a sy m p to tic  effect.
I t  follow s th a t  u n d e r  th e se  co n d itio n s , u s in g  (11) ,
V *  ($v - <|>o) = TU2 (S^TC-iS^-iS^TC-ie + op( l )  £ +  N  [ 0 ,0{T-i S*' K-i
The problem here is the parameterization and estimation of the 
conditional kurtosis function. If conditional normality is assumed the 
parameterization is automatic as it yields Kt = 2 ht and there are no extra 
parameters apart from 0. Moreover, initial estimates from the mean equation
A A
(for example ) and a two-stage estimate of a (for example as ) provide the 
required 9 . Because ut I ITt ~ T( 1/2,2 h t) the GLS estimator <{>v is the MLE 
using variance information only and therefore it uses all the information about 
0 that has not already been used by the conditional mean. If a conditional t- 
distribution with k degrees of freedom is assumed (Bollerslev [1985], Engle and 
Bollerslev [1986]), then Kt = [3 (tc - 2)/(k - 4) -1] ht , or K = [3 (k - 2)/(n - 4) -1] Q2. 
Because the degrees-of freedom parameter enters K only as a scalar factor, we 
can obtain 9 and $v exactly as in the normal case. We need tz , though, to
A
estimate the covariance matrix V(<j)v) . This problem is easily solved because
A
the residual variance of the generalized regression that produces <j)v is a 
consistent estimator of [3 (tc - 2)/(tc - 4) -1] if k > 4 , and we have the following
Lem m a 3.5.- Assume (C|0) - (Ci7), and that the distribution of yt conditional 
on 2Tt Is Student's t with conditional mean pt (ß) > conditional variance ht (9), 
and 71 degrees of freedom. Consider
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-  2 - 4 s2
K~ 2 - s2 ’
where s2 is the residual variance estimate from the nonlinear regression of
2 ^  ut on ht (<j>) in the metric of ht (9). Then if k > 4 , k is a strongly consistent
estimator of k given that 9 is a root-T consistent estimator of 9o .
Proof: If y1 1 y  t is t-distributed, then Kt = [3 (71 - 2)/(tz - 4) -1] ht = E (et I 2Tt) . 
From standard LS theory it follows that the residual variance s2 of the 
generalized regression in (9) is a strongly consistent estimator of the constant 
Kt / ht if 7C > 4 . Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 ensure that substituting ut and Kt(9) 
does not affect the asymptotic properties of estimators. Finally, solve 
s2 = [3 (tc - 2)/(7U - 4) -1] for k . Q
For the ARCH model with these symmetric distributions the whole vector
A A A A
9 is identifiable in the variance equation, so <j>v = 9V , and further ßv and av 
are asymptotically independent because T4 W' K’1 Z -Ü4 0 (Engle [1982a]). It
A A
follows immediately that av has the same asymptotic distribution as ag of the 
previous subsection, that is,
T172 (av - cco) = T172 ( Z' K-1 Z Y1 Z' K*1 e + op(l)
N [ 0 ,5{T-1 Z' K-1 Z l-1 ] , - (17)
and for the variance estimate of ß we have
T1« (ßv - ß0) = Ti/2 ( W' K_1W )-!W' K-1 e + op( l) - i .  N [ 0 , S { T W  K-1W }_1 ].
In the simple heteroskedasticity model 0 = a , so the asymptotic distribution of
A A
av is also given by (17) and is the same as that of ag .
For distributions other than Student's t or normal it may be harder to 
parameterize Kt. If no assumption on the conditional distribution is available, 
we are left with the semi-parametric possibilities described in § 3.1.2 to 
estimate the variance equation without parameterizing the conditional fourth
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moment, and the simplest semi-parametric alternative is to use LS. Jobson 
and Fuller [1980] have provided a proof of the properties of such an estimator 
with iid observations when 9 is not identifiable. They implicitly assume that 
the identifiable functions are a and a subvector of ß . This is not sufficiently 
general for our purposes and, paradoxically, the model they use to illustrate 
their argument is the Amemiya model which, because a is not identified, does 
not possess identifiable functions of this type. The extension, however, is a 
minor one and using the same reasoning as with LS in the mean equation we
A
get for the LS estimator (j>i that
T1/2(^-<l)o) = Ti/2(Sa,'S4)-iS<,'e + Op(l) -i*  N [O .S tm 'S ^ S V K S « ^ ^ )- ! } ] ,
A
and is consistently estimated using White's [1980b] procedure by
V (W  = T (§*' S4) Si & S* (§*' S*)-i ,
/X ^  ^  /X /X A
where S<b = S<j> (0) for any root-T consistent 9 , and E = diag { ei ,...,8t } where
/x
8t are the LS residuals. Thus when all the identifiable functions are estimated, 
the problem of estimating the covariance matrix of variance estimators found 
in the two-stage estimators of the previous subsection is overcome. We can also 
use the PGLS approach of Amemiya [1983] and Cragg [1983] provided we solve 
the problem of selecting the instruments, but the more interesting alternative 
is to extend the adaptive approach of Carroll [1982] and Robinson [1987].
§ 3.3 Combining information from the two conditional moments
The estimators for ß and a analyzed in the preceding sections are not 
the most efficient we can get, in general. This is because they exploit only one 
source of information when there are more sources available. An exception is
/x
the simple heteroskedasticity model under conditional normality when both ßm
/X
and ocv are asymptotically equivalent to the MLE. There are other exceptions
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for subvectors of 9 such as the ARCH model when av is asymptotically MLE 
but ßm is not, and Amemiya's [1973] model under the conditional gamma
A A /X
distribution when ßm is asymptotically MLE but av is not (though ag is the 
MLE for a).
In this section we consider the estimation of 9 using jointly the two 
equations. This improves efficiency but, as usual, the bid to improve efficiency 
introduces the risk of inconsistency because the additional structure imposed 
on the problem may be in error. The full information (joint moment) 
estimators commonly used for heteroskedastic models are interpreted as 
combinations of limited information (single moment) estimators, and 
understanding this structure is an important tool for specification in this class 
of models because separating the sources of information provides the means to 
assess the importance of efficiency gains and the coherency of the information 
in different sources.
§ 3.3.1 Combining information from orthogonality conditions
When the conditional variance ht depends on mean parameters the 
identifiable parameters <j) of the variance equation in general depend on ß . 
Therefore the orthogonality conditions \|/m(ß) and Vv (0) share information 
about common parameters and the natural thing is to consider them jointly. 
Thus let \j/(9) = [ \|/m(ß)', Yv ((j>)' ]' define the orthogonality conditions for the
A
joint estimator 9j , say. Because the number of orthogonality conditions in 
\}/(9) is in general greater than the number of parameters p in 9 we need to 
specify the weighting matrix, and we consider
At (9) = diag {( T-1 X' Q-i X )-i , ( TS S«,' K-* S* H } , - (18)
which evaluated at some root-T consistent 9 produces the optimal GMM 
estimator for the given orthogonality conditions because At(9) —> A(9o) , and
GL
6  { T \j/(8o) V(9o)/ ) = A(0o) (see H a n se n  [1982], a n d  C h a m b e rla in  [1 9 8 7 ]). T he
A
p ro p e r tie s  o f 9 j a re  g iven  in
T heorem  3.6.- U n d e r  (CiO) - (Ci7) a n d  yt co n d itio n a lly  sy m m etrica lly
A
d is tr ib u te d , th e  G M M  e s tim a to r  9 j w ith  o r th o g o n a lity  co n d itio n s  \|/(0) a n d  
w e ig h tin g  m a tr ix  At  (9) is  s tro n g ly  c o n s is te n t for 0o a n d  h a s  a sy m p to tic  
d is t r ib u t io n
T1/2 ( Oj - 00) A. N [ 0 ,e  {T-1 G' 2-1 G }-! ] ,  - (19)
w h e re  th e  e x p ec ta tio n  is  e v a lu a te d  a t  9 = 0q .
Proof; L em m as  3.1 a n d  3.4 e n su re  t h a t  u s in g  \|/(9) a n d  At  (0) p ro d u ces
estimators with the same asymptotic distribution than those obtained using
$ %
orthogonality conditions \j/*(9) = [ Vm(ß)', \j/v(<J>)' ]' and weighting matrix At(9o) ,
a n d  h en ce  i t  su ffices to  p rove  th e  th e o re m  fo r th e  l a t t e r  co nd itions. W e h ave  
9 [h^1 xt ut] 9 (hi1 xt )
90 ' 99 '
1 ’!■ /- h t xt xt ,
a n d
9 [Ki1 s^ t ej 9 (xi1 s^ t)
90' = £t‘ 99 '
■l / 
Kt S<j)t St
a n d  u s in g  i te r a te d  e x p e c ta tio n s  we o b ta in
9\i/(0o)' —
E [ ^ —- - ]  = - T-i ( X' n -1 X , S ' K-i S0 ) .  - (20)90
S tro n g  c o n sis ten cy  a n d  a sy m p to tic  n o rm a lity  follow  from  T h e o re m  2.1 a n d  
P ro p o sitio n s  2.2 a n d  2.3 . T h e  a sy m p to tic  co v arian ce  m a tr ix  is  o b ta in e d  from  
T h e o re m  2.1 by  s im p le  a lg e b ra  u s in g  (18) a n d  (20) , a n d  is  g iv en  by
v(0j) = e  {T*1 x' a - 1 x (X' a-* xy1 x' q -i  x + t -1 s '  k -1 s * (§»' k -1 s *)-1 s *' k -1 s h  .
N ow  since X = ( X , 0 ) i t  is  eas ily  see n  th a t  th e  f ir s t  te rm  in  th e  
e x p ec ta tio n  is  s im p ly  T*1 X' Q_1 X . To com plete  th e  p ro o f w e show  th a t  th e  
second  te rm  is T*1 S ' K’1 S , so th a t  V (9 j) = 6  { T*1 G ' X*1 G } .
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Let 4>c = be (9) be such that 0* = ( <j>', <J)C' )' = <j>* (9) is a one-to-one 
transformation. Let A = 99 / d§*' = ( A i, A2 ) . By the chain rule we have 
S A = ( S Ai , S A2 ) = ( S(j,, S A2 ) , and since A is nonsingular and rank (S) = 
rank (S$) we can assume without loss of generality that S A2 = 0 . Using this, 
premultiply the second term in the expectation by A'-1 A' and postmultiply by 
A A-1 to obtain
A'-1 ( ^  Kq S4 q )a-1 = AA>' S«,' K-1 S$ A(1),
where A’1 = ( A(1)/, A(2)/)'. Now from A A-1 = Ip we have Ai A<U = Ip - A2 A(2) , 
and thus A<L = S Ai A<L = S , using again S A2  = 0 and S Ai = . This
completes the proof upon substitution.
A
Several points are of interest in this Theorem. First, 9j is constructed as 
the optimal GMM estimator for the orthogonality conditions \|/(9) . When the 
two subsets of orthogonality conditions have some optimal properties we should
A
expect optimality for 9j with respect to the information in the first two
A
conditional moments. Indeed under normality 9j has the same asymptotic
A
distribution as the MLE , as we show in § 3.3.2 . Secondly, 9j can be obtained 
as the joint GLS estimator that minimizes o' Z'1 u and thus is also 
asymptotically equivalent to Jobson and Fuller's JGLS estimator. Under 
normality this is the two-step estimator from the method of scoring. Thirdly, 
here we have used orthogonality conditions that produce GLS estimates, but the 
same principle of combination may be applied to other estimators obtained from
A
the separate moments. Finally, 9j combines the information in a very natural 
way. To see this, note that underlying (19) we have
T1/2 ( 0j - 90 ) = T1/2 ( G' Z-1 G )-i G' Z'1 x> + op( l). - (21)
For simplicity, consider the case when 9 is identifiable in the variance 
equation. Using simple results of partitioned inversion we get
Corollary 3.7.- Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.6 ,
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ßj -  ßo = ( Ik - n ) ( (V ßo) + n ( ßv- ßo) + op(T-172) , - (22)
and
V C ß j^ ^V C M -i+ V C ß v )-! , -(23)
w here
n  = V( ßj) V( ßv)'1 = Ik - V( ßj) V( ßm)-! , - (24)
and the  covariance m atrices are V(ßj) = 6 {T-1 X' Q-1 X + T*1 W ' K*172 Qz K'1/2 W)-1 ,
A A
V(ßm) is given in  (7) , and V(ßv) is given in  (12b) .
Proof: P artition  G = ( G ß, Ga ) conformably to 9 = ( ß ' , a ' ) '.  The usual 
partitioned  regression resu lts applied to (21) (e.g. Theil [1971]) yield
T172 ( ßj - ßo) = T172 ( Gß' Z’172 Qa Gß )-! Gß' Z-172 Qa Z v  + op(l),
where Qa is the projection m atrix  onto the  space orthogonal to Z*172 Ga . B ut 
Gß = ( X ' , W ')' and  Ga = ( 0 , Z ')', so the  expression reduces to
T172 ( ßj - ßo) = T172 (X' a -1 X + W' K_1/2 Qz K-172 W)-!(X' a*1 u+W ' K-1/2 Qz K*172 e)
+ Op(l) ,
where Qz is the  projection m atrix  onto the space orthogonal to K*172 Z , and  the 
covariance m atrix  is V(ßj) = 6 { T*1 X' Or1 X + T-1 W ' K~172 Qz K*172 W Y1 . The
A
partition  of 9V is given in  (12). Collecting these resu lts  and  substitu ting  back
A
in  the expression for ßj using  (7) produces after simple algebra
T172 ( ß j - ßo) = V(ßj) [ V (ßra)’1 T172 ( ßm - ßo) + V(ßv)-1 T172 ( ßv - ßo) ] + op( l ), 
and the decomposition of the  inverse covariance m atrix  in  (23).
A /X
Therefore ßj is asym ptotically a m atrix  w eighted average (AMWA) of ßm
A
and ßv . MWA’s have been studied extensively in  the B ayesian lite ra tu re  (e.g. 
Zellner [1971], C ham berlain and Learner [1976] and Learner [1978] inter alia ) 
and they are known to be the  optim al way of combining estim ators from 
independent sources of inform ation in  the sense of achieving the sm allest
variance. Thus (22) - (24) are not surprising results and, given symmetry, we 
can combine any two estimators - one from each moment - optimally by means
A
of an AMWA. The AMWA structure of ßj is rich in intuition and it clearly 
shows how the information extracted from each of the conditional moments is 
combined to improve efficiency in estimation. One of the central issues of 
heteroskedastic models is that efficiency can be improved over GLS when the 
conditional variance depends on ß , and (22) - (24) separate clearly the 
efficiency gain. Moreover, we can break the complicated problem of joint 
specification and estimation of the two moments into the simpler problems of 
specification and estimation of each moment separately.
Although our central interest is ß because this is the subvector of the 
parameters with more than one source of information, it is also important to 
look at the properties of the estimator for a whose only source of information is 
the variance. We do this in
C o ro lla ry  3.8~ Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.6
T™ (Sj - 0 0 ) A  N [ 0 , V0 + Cov(SjJ j) V(ßj)-1 Cov(ßj,Sj) ] , - (25) 
where Va = S ( T'1 Z' K-1 Z H and Cov( aj, ßj) = -V0 fi { T’1 Z' K'1 W ) V( ß j), and 
Ti« (Sj - £v ) = Cov( oy, ßj) V( ßj)-i (ßj - ßv) + Op(l). - (26)
A
Proof: Using the partition of G = ( Gß, Ga ) in (21) yields for aj
T172(aj - ao) = T172( Z' K*1 Z )*1 Z'K-i [ 8 - W (ßj - ß0 ) ] + op( l ) , 
and the covariance matrix in (25) is obtained by simple partitioned inversion of
A A
V (9j). Similarly, the partition of 9V in (12) for a may be rewritten as 
T™ (av - oo) = I™  ( Z' K-i Z H Z' K-i [ e - W (ßv - ßo) ] + op( l ),
A A
and the result for T1/2 (ocj - av ) follows from the difference of the two expressions,
A A
using the form of Cov( ocj, ßj) .
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The difference between ocj and av is that the former takes advantage of the 
more efficient joint estimator of ß and is therefore more efficient. When 
6 { T'1 Z' K'1 W } = 0 as in ARCH class or simple heteroskedastic models, we get
A A
asymptotic independence between ßj and ocj . It follows from (26) that in these
A /"\
cases the variance equation alone provides a j with covariance matrix Va , ßv
A A A
and av are independent, and therefore a j is asymptotically equivalent to ocg.
§ 3.322 Likelihood factorization: the case of normality
In this subsection we assume the conditional distribution to be normal and 
take the more traditional ML approach. We show that the MLE is an AMWA of 
the estimators from the conditional mean and conditional variance. The log- 
likelihood, score and information matrix are ( see (2.10) - (2.12))
T T
m  = - \  T-1 X  loght- \  T-1 £  hi1 U ? , 
t=l t=l
de(9) = T-i X' Q-i u + 1 T-i S' Q-2 e = T-i G' S-i x>, 
dp(0) = T-i X'n-i u + \  T-i W' Q-2 e , 
da(9) = I  T-1 Z' Q-2 E ,
and
m  = E [ T-1 G' Z-1 G ] E
^T-iX'a-iX+| T-iW'Q-2W 
I t -iZ'Q-2W
| t -1W'Q-2z ''
| t -!Z'Q-2Z
. -(27)
We start with
A
Theorem 3 . 9 Under (CtO') - (Ci8) the MLE 9 of 9 is strongly consistent and has 
asymptotic distribution given by
T 1 / 2 ( 9 - 9 o) 4 > N [ 0 ><I(9o)-1]. -(28)
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Proof: The MLE is the GMM estimator with orthogonality conditions
de(9) = T’1 G' Z'1 u = 0 . The result follows from Theorem 2.1 and Propositions 2.2
and 2.3 . f~1
The weak exogeneity assumption is not required for the proof but is
A
included to ensure the full efficiency of 9 . The score and information matrix 
show that the MLE is formed by combining additively the two sets of 
orthogonality conditions for the mean and variance equations. In fact, simple 
inspection of the information matrix establishes
A
Corollary 3.10,- Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.9 the MLE 9 and the
A
GMM estimator 9j have the same asymptotic distribution.
Proof: Under normality K = 2 Q2 , and the distributions in (19) and (28) are 
identical.
This Theorem and Corollary establish that the MLE is an AMWA of the 
estimators obtained separately from the two conditional moments. In likelihood 
terms this suggests that we can factorize the likelihood function, at least locally.
-Y.1 ~2
To see this let ht and ut be functions of the data alone. Using the Mean Value 
Theorem we can write
,-l  2 , - 1 —2 T--1 2 ,  L-l ^2  £•- 1 —2 7-1  "2  , ht ut = ht u t + ht ut + ( ht ut - ht ut - ht u t ),
_ 2  2 1 1 ^ 1for uts [ ut , ut ] and ht e [ ht , ht ] . Then, neglecting the term in brackets,
T T T
m  = -H -12  lQg ht - ^T '1 Z  ^ t1 u? - j T'1 Z  ht1 u t-
t=l t=l t=l
~_1 -1 2
and if we choose h't and ut to approximate ht and ut in the sense given in 
Theorem 3.11 below, then maximizing the log likelihood
i*(9) = im(9) + iv(0),
where
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and
i m(6) = - |T - i  £  ht1 u? ,
t=l
T T
i v (0 ) = -|T -i X  log ht - |T -i X  ut , 
t=l t=l
yields estimators with identical asymptotic distribution to those obtained by 
maximizing i(0). This equivalence is proven in
Theorem 3.11.- The log-likelihoods i*(0) and i(9) produce estimators of 9 with
identical asymptotic distribution to the order of T1/2 if
T T
(i) T4/2 ^  xt ut ( ht1- ht1 ) -^> 0 , and T*1/2 st h 2^(u?- u? ) -^> 0 , 
t=l t=l
and
3xt
(ii) T-1 ]T ut ~ 7 ( h t-  h^ ) 0 , and T*1 X  ut) *^> 0 .
T 3hi2 st
2n as
t=l t=l 39'
^2 ^ ^
Proof: Since ut and ht are functions of the data alone, the score for i*(9) is 
d*(0) = T-1 T  Q-i u + 5  T-i S' Q-2 e = de + T-1 X' (Q4  - Q4 ) u + 1 T4  S' ß -2 (u2 - u2), 
because de(9) = T4  X' ß 4  u + j  T4  S' ß ~2 e , and e = e + (u2 - u2) , and therefore
asT172 [ d*(0) - d(9) ] —> 0 follows from (i). Taking derivatives again we have
T T St
**2 hi‘ "• rI I  ■—  * •■'-1 Ltt=l ts l
and since at 9o
E [ T-i X  hi1 ut - f + T-1 X  ^ 7 7 - etl = 0 ,
rp 3 h t 2 St
t=l 39 t=l 30'
it follows from (ii) that $J*(0o) —> <j(9o)-
-lGiven root-T consistent estimators 0 and ß , the obvious choices for ht and 
ut are given by ht = ht (0) and ut = yt - M-t = yt - M-t (ß ) , respectively, and then 
Lemmas 3.1 , 3.3 and 3.4 ensure that the conditions for Theorem 3.11 are met.
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R uud [1984] has provided a Likelihood Factorization Theorem  which we can 
apply to the likelihood function £(9 ) . This Theorem  is generalized to 
unidentifiab le  factors in
T heorem  3 . 1 2 Suppose a regu lar likelihood £o(9) for the param eter vector 
9 s  0  C  R p factorizes into the  product of two (pseudo-)hkelihoods £o(9) =
£ i(9 )  £2(9) which are regu lar for th e ir identifiable param eters di = <|>i(0) and <j>2 = 
(j>2(0) , respectively, where dj e c  for 0 < pj < p . Suppose th a t there exists a 
jo intly  identifiable function y = 7(9) so th a t we m ay partition  di = ( /  ,(pi')' and <J>2 =
( Y , (p2y  in  such a way th a t  £1 does not depend on q>2 and  £ 2  does not depend 
on cpi. Then
A A
(i) The (pseudo-)MLE's di and d2 of d obtained from each of the factors
separately  are asym ptotically independent,
A A A
(ii) The MLE y of y is an  AMWA of yi and 72 > the  (pseudo-)MLE's from 
the separa te  factors, th a t is,
V(y y1 ( y - y0 ) = V(yi)-1 ( yi - yo) +V(y2 Yl ( y2 - yo) + op(T-1/2) ,
w here yo is the tru e  value of y , and 
V(y)- i  =V(9i)-l +V(y2 )4 ,
~  a
(iii) The MLE's cpj of (pj are efficient relative to the (pseudo-)MLE’s (pj 
from the factors, for j = 1 , 2 .
Proof: Let d = ( Y  » (pi’> ^  ^  The identifiability of 9 in £0  im plies a one-to-one 
correspondence betw een 9 and  d * and by the invariance of the  likelihood 
principle (see e.g. Cox and H inkley [1974]) it  is equivalent to conduct inference 
on 9 or d . T aking logs of the  likelihoods we get io(d) = ^ i(d i) + ^2(d2) > where 
i j  = log £ j  , j = 0 ,1 , 2 . D ifferentiating produces in  obvious notation
d°(d) = “T"": od
(  doy A (  d ]v  A (  d 2y \
d i = d i + 0
d2 J l  0 J  ^ ^ 2 J 3d 3d
d!(d) + d2(d), -(29)
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and differentiating again and taking expected values at <j>o , the true value of <j>,
we get
do(do) = -E [
a2io
J
' d Oyy dyl dy2 N d^ lyy dyl 0 ^ d^2yy 0 dy2 ^
= Uly dll 0 = diy dll 0 + 0 0 0
 ^ d2y 0 d22,  ^ 0 0 0 ;  ^ d2y 0 d22 j
= ■E [ S 73+ ■E c S 73=di(<|)o)+32(<t>o) • ■(so)
U sing the Mean Value Theorem for random functions (Jennrich [1969]) on the
A
first order conditions dj (<j)j) = 0 yields for j = 0 ,1  , 2
dj (do) = dj (do) ( dj - do ) + op(T'1/2) . -(31)
The independence assertion in (i) follows by taking the variance of do(do) in (29) 
and comparing to (30) exactly as in Ruud [1984]. Substituting (29) and (30) in 
(31) results in
a  Q Q
doy(do) = doyy(y- To) + dyi (<pi - d i ) + dy2(9 2 - 92 ) + op(T-1/2)
A /N Q A 0
= dlyy(Yl - TO ) + dyl (91 - dl ) + d2yy(Y2 - TO ) + d-y2 (d2 * 92 ) + Op(T-1/2) ,
-(32)
where do = ( To' > dl' >d2 Y  , and
dj (do) = djy(?- To) + djj (q>j - dj° ) + OptT-i'2)
= djy(yj - To) + djj (dj - d)° ) + Op(T'1/2) , - (33)
~ o o
for j = 1 , 2 . Solving subsequently (33) for ( (pj - <pj ) and ( dj " dj  ^ we 
<fj - <ß° = sjjj [ dj (<|>o) - djy( 18 - 7b) ] + Op(T-1/2) ,
and
?j - «ft = djj [ dj (<t>o) - djy( 13 - To) ] + Op(T-1/2) ,
which upon substitution in (32) yields
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( 3oyy- iyl <Jll dly" $y2 ^22 <J2y) ( Y- To) + Op(T'1/2)
= ( fare hi <Jii hy) (?i ’ Yo) + ( Joyr ^  ^22 ^2 7 ) (7i - Yb) + op(T-1/2) , 
and partitioned inversion in (30) together with standard ML theory produces
V(y)"1 ( y - yo) = V(yi)-1 ( yi - yo) + V ^ )-1 ( Y2 - Yo) + op(T*1/2) ,
and
V(9)-1 = VC^)-1 + VC^)-1 ,
A
which establishes (ii). Finally, (iii) follows from (33) and the efficiency of y relative 
to T5- □
The proof follows closely tha t of Ruud, except that it uses only the consistency 
of the identifiable functions in the factors. It can also be generalized to cover more 
than two factors. To conform to this Theorem we must select the identifiable 
functions in the variance equation so that b may be partitioned as b = ( Y , bi* Y * 
where y = y(ß) and bi does not depend on ß . Denote by k* the dimension of y 
and by m* = p* - k* that of bi • Clearly, 0 < k* < k and 0 < m* < m . Thus we
A A A A A
have the estimator bv = ( y / , b iv ')' from the variance factor. Let ym = y(ßm) and 
use (7) to obtain
t 1/2 ( ym -  yo ) n  [ 0 , npo) v ( f ü  i w  ] ,
where T(ß) = 3y(ß) /9 ß '. Using Theorems 3.11 and 3.12 we obtain
Y - Yo = ( Ik* - nu) ( ym - Yo) + n u ( Yv - Yo) + op(T'1/2) , - (34)
where
n u = V(y) V(yv)'1 = Ik* - V(y) V(9m)-1 ,
and
V(9)-i=V(9m)-i+ V(9v)-1 , -(35)
and the AMWA interpretation applies to the jointly identifiable functions.
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As an example consider the linear Amemiya model. The k-1 dimensioned
function y = ( p2/ßi ßk/ßi) is identified in the variance equation (the
normalizing coefficient may be any nonzero ßj ). There is one more identifiable
parameter in the variance equation, given by ßx = a1/2 ßi , and the normalizing
coefficient ßi is an additional parameter in the mean equation reparameterized
in terms of ( Y  , ß i ')' . This conforms to the parameter structure in Theorem 3.12
*because i m does not contain any information about ßx and, conversely, i v does 
not contain any information about ß i .
When 0 is identified in i v we have that y = ß as in the ARCH model and the
A A A
Poisson-type parameterization. In the ARCH model Cov(av, ßv ) = 0 and so ßv
^2 A
can be obtained from the generalized regression of ut on ht ( ß, a ) , while the 
covariance matrix of Corollary 3.7 simplifies to V(ßv) = 2 6 { T-1 W' Qr2 W p1. In
A
the Poisson model a is not present and so ßv can be obtained from the 
generalized regression of ut on pt (ß) > and has covariance matrix V(ßv) =
2 6 {T-iX'Q-2X}-i.
§ 3.4 Analyzing the contributions to efficiency
To complete the picture, we must assess the information content of each of 
the moments. This allows us to discern whether the information in both 
moments is coherent, when one or both sources are not informative enough, 
and when alternative parameterizations can be more fruitful.
To measure the relative contributions to efficiency from each of the two 
conditional moments we construct a quadratic in the (inverse) variance 
decomposition (35) and divide by the left-hand-side to get
^V(Ym )-1 C C'V(Yv)-1 g
~ + /N — (Pm + (pv — 1 >
C'V(y)-i£ C'V(y)-K
- ( 36)
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with (pm and qv defined in obvious way. These quantities measure the relative 
contributions to efficiency from the conditional mean and from the conditional 
variance, respectively. These relative contributions can be estimated consistently 
by substitution of the corresponding estimators, but because the relation holds 
only asymptotically the covariance matrices must be evaluated at the same 
estimator. Simple choices for £ to employ in an efficiency comparison may be the 
parameters themselves y , and also a vector of ones.
Consider the related measure of relative efficiency given by (p = q>v/q>m • As 
(p falls (as (p grows) the conditional mean (variance) becomes more
A
informative relative to the conditional variance (mean). We can rewrite V(y) 
using (35) as
V(Y) = Vm[ v £  + cp Vy ]-i = Cfv [ cp-1 v ä  + v;1 ]-i,
A
where Vj = cpj V(y)) for j = m , v , and from (34) we obtain
9 =  [ v ä  + 9 Vv ]-! [ V i  9m+ <P Vvl 9v ] + Op(T-1/2) =
= [ r 1 Vm + Vv1 ]-l [ (p-1 V,£ 9m + Vv1 9v ] + 0p(T4/2) ,
A A qq A /N
so that as (p —> 0 we have y - ym —> 0 and V(y) -V(ym) —> 0 , and thus all the 
information is coming from the mean equation. Similarly as (p -4 ( cp-i —> 0 )
A A 3,3 ^  A
we have y - yv —> 0 and V(y) -V(yv) —> 0 , and all the information is coming 
from the variance equation.
The above discussion suggests that we may extract information from the 
variance equation in relative independence from the mean equation, and this 
point deserves a more careful examination. If such is the case it appears that 
assumption (Cj7) , which requires that ß be identifiable in the mean equation 
alone, is unnecessarily strong because the information contained in the 
variance equation could be used to identify ß . To assess this proposition 
observe that
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ran k  ( T’1 G' S’1 G ) = rank
T-1 X' Q-i X + W' K-1 W T-1 W' K-1 Z  ^
T -iZ 'K -iW  T-i Z' K-1 Z ,
= rank
f  T-1 X' a-1 X + W' K*1/2 Qz K r ™  w  
T-i Z' K-i W
0 1
T-1 Z' K-1 z y
where Qz is the  projection m atrix  onto the  space orthogonal to K4/2 Z , and 
therefore the  identifiability  of ß depends on the ran k  of the m atrix
VT = T-1 X' Q-i X + W ' K'1/2 Qz K-i/2 W .
Let us consider the case w hen ht = ht ( | i t , yt-j , ut.j ; 1 < j < n  , a ) ,  so th a t the ß
coefficients affect the variance only through cu rren t predictions and past
errors. All well known models of the conditional variance fall into th is
description, and  it  seem s h a rd  to th ink  of cases w here the  coefficients of the
conditional m ean would be affecting the  conditional variance in  a different
n
way. We can then  express wt = dht /dß = £  \jt  xt-j > where Xot = 3ht /3|it > and Xjt =
j=0
^ht /Sjit-j + dht /dut-j, for 1 < j < n , and if  we ignore the  first n  observations we 
can w rite W = AX , where A is a T*T m atrix  which accomm odates properly the 
Xjt • S ubstitu ting  W in  the  expression for Vt we get
VT = T-1 X' ( Q-1 + A' K*1/2 Qz K*1/2 A ) X ,
and it  is im m ediate th a t ran k  (Vt) £ rank  ( T-1 X' Q_1 X ) , and therefore no aid 
in  the identifiability  of the  m ean param eters can be obtained from the 
inform ation in  the conditional variance. I t is unlikely th a t  the  first n 
observations can b reak  the  collinearity lock in  sm all to m oderate sam ples, bu t 
even if th is  were the  case one would expect very im precise estim ates. Therefore 
we require th a t  ß be identifiable in  the m ean equation alone, assum ption (Cl 7) 
cannot be relaxed, and the  variance inform ation m ay play only a quan tita tive  
and not a qualitative role in  the  estim ation of ß . N evertheless, th is 
quan tita tive  role of the variance inform ation m ay be very im portan t, especially 
w hen w orking w ith  tim e series da ta  in  which dynam ics and the highly
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collinear nature of economic time series may result in imprecise estimates for 
ß obtained from the mean equation alone.
§ 3.5 Some comments on Monte Carlo evidence
Tables 3.1 to 3.4 present simulation results on the performance of different 
estimators of 9 and measures of the contribution to efficiency of the two 
moments under correct specification. For the mean parameters we report the
A A A  A
estimators ßi (OLS) , ßm (GLS), ßv (VAR) , the matrix weighted average of ßm
A A
and ßv (MWA) , and ß (ML) . For the variance parameters we report the
A A A  A
estimators as (SLS), ag (GLS) , av (VAR) , and a (ML) . The parameter vector 
9 is identifiable in the variance equation in both the Poisson-N and ARCH 
models. The row 'Inf. meas.' contains the sample means of the information 
measures (pm for the conditional mean, and (pv for the conditional variance, 
given in (36) . The sampling variances of these statistics were in all cases very 
small and are not reported, and the quadratic forms and covariance matrix 
estimates were evaluated at the MLE, without restricting the measures to add 
to unity. Below the information measures there are two blocks of information 
for the estimators of the coefficients. The first block reports the sample mean
A
and standard error for the bias ( = 9 - 9 ) of different estimators, and the second 
block reports the skewness coefficient Vbi and the kurtosis coefficient b2 , which 
are tabulated in Pearson and Hartley [1962]. For a sample of size 500 the one- 
tailed 5 % and 1 % critical values for Vbi are ± 0.179 and ± 0.255 , respectively, 
and for b2 the one-tailed upper (lower) 5 % and 1 % critical values are 3.37 (2.67) 
and 3.60 (2.57), respectively.
All biases show a clear tendency to vanish as the sample size grows, in 
agreement with the consistency of the estimators, but convergence to normality 
does not seem to be fast. Most of the estimators show significant skewness and 
significant departures from mesokurtosis. The vast majority of the estimators
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show thinner tails than the normal distribution, and in almost all cases the 
variance estimators VAR show thicker tails than the mean estimators OLS 
and GLS. The latter effects are transmitted to the mixed estimators MWA and 
ML depending on the relative contributions of information of the two moments.
The Poisson-N model reported in Table 3.1 is interesting because, having 
equal mean and variance, it should show whether the information can be 
extracted equally well from both moments. The information measures suggest 
that this is the case by showing that the contribution of both moments to overall 
efficiency is roughly the same, and this is in agreement with the substantial 
improvement in efficiency of the MLE over the GLS estimator in all sample 
sizes and both coefficients. In most cases, mean biases are small in magnitude 
and they are statistically insignificant (at the 5 % level) in those estimators 
which use mean information only, but they are statistically significant in those 
estimators that use variance information. This may be due to the effect of some 
extreme values because of more kurtosis in the variance estimators. The 
efficiency gain in GLS over OLS is small and both estimators behave similarly, 
and GLS dominates VAR in both bias and efficiency. The latter fact casts some 
doubt on whether the contributions to efficiency are equal from the two 
moments, but still the variance contribution is clear. Except for the smallest 
sample, the MWA estimator performs reasonably well but it is poorer than the 
MLE, especially in efficiency considerations.
The ARCH models are reported in Tables 3.2 - 3.4 . In contrast with the 
Poisson-N model in which ß enters both jit and ht in identical form, in the 
ARCH model pt is a linear function of ß , while ht is a more complex nonlinear 
function of ß , and this naturally makes information more difficult to extract in 
the variance equation. The contribution of the variance information to 
efficiency increases with the strength of the ARCH effect as one would expect, 
and in the largest sample it registers 5 % in the mild model, 18 % in the 
regular model, and 30 % in the strong model. The consequence is that the
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efficiency gains in ML over GLS are very small in the mild model, but become 
clearer in the regular model and are important in the strong model. Likewise, 
OLS and GLS are very similar in the mild model, but GLS becomes 
substantially more efficient as the ARCH effect is stronger for T = 50 or larger. 
Almost all biases are statistically insignificant for the ß coefficients, but the 
mean biases of variance estimators are very large in magnitude. GLS is 
clearly superior to VAR in all cases, and the MWA estimator is dominated by 
the ML estimator except for the mild model in which they are very similar.
With respect to the a parameters, a distinctive feature of the simulation 
results is that the mean bias is substantially smaller in magnitude and 
significance for the MLE in relation to the other estimators in almost all cases. 
Remember that for this model GLS , VAR and ML are asymptotically 
equivalent, and more efficient than SLS , but the latter effect is not clear when 
the ARCH effect is mild. With a stronger ARCH effect, the improvement in 
efficiency of GLS , VAR and ML over SLS is evident for the ao coefficient, but 
not for oci in which the SLS is in general more efficient . The performance of 
VAR and GLS is similar, and ML performs remarkably well in the very small 
sample.
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TABUE 3.1 . - ESTIMATION ( Poisson-N, correct specification). 
Model:yt I 0 ^ - + + DGP:yt I 3ft -  N [1 + xlt, l  + xlt]
T = 20 T = 50 T = 100 T = 200
m e a n var. m e a n var. m ea n var. m ea n var.
In f.m eas. 0.492 0.498 0.495 0.509 0.486 0.520 0.493 0.500
ßo
OLS
bias s td .e rr. bias s td .e rr. bias s td .e rr. bias std .e rr.
-0.014 0.017 -0.007 0.011 -0.009 0.008 -0.005 0.006
GLS -0.031 0.016 -0.012 0.011 -0.014 0.008 -0.008 0.005
VAR 0.097 0.030 0.067 0.015 0.085 0.014 0.092 0.014
MWA 0.053 0.019 0.021 0.009 0.034 0.009 0.027 0.007
ML
ft
OLS
0.048 0.011 0.032 0.007 0.020 0.006 0.018 0.004
-0.028 0.021 -0.019 0.014 -0.019 0.011 -0.012 0.008
GLS -0.038 0.021 -0.019 0.015 -0.021 0.010 -0.014 0.008
VAR 0.153 0.056 0.076 0.018 0.101 0.016 0.097 0.015
MWA 0.073 0.037 0.015 0.011 0.037 0.010 0.024 0.007
ML 0.079 0.013 0.045 0.008 0.028 0.006 0.023 0.004
ßo
OLS
V b i b2 V b  i b2 V b i b2 V b i t>2
-0.440 1.344 0.254 1.309 -0.409 1.312 0.459 1.328
GLS -0.484 1.338 0.076 1.313 -0.381 1.339 0.701 1.403
VAR 1.823 2.856 0.807 1.534 1.423 2.441 1.827 2.907
MWA 1.831 2.958 -0.304 1.430 1.330 2.179 1.169 1.954
ML
ft
OLS
0.677 1.357 0.513 1.327 0.691 1.320 0.843 1.449
-0.472 1.361 0.087 1.312 -0.349 1.279 0.472 1.319
GLS -0.590 1.483 0.667 1.404 0.619 1.359 1.071 1.756
VAR 2.413 4.000 0.724 1.553 1.347 2.301 1.759 2.777
MWA 2.455 4.102 -0.590 1.461 1.160 1.993 1.060 1.971
ML 0.806 1.402 0.708 1.354 0.818 1.391 0.951 1.546
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TABUE 3.2 . - ESTIMATION ( ARCH I , correct specification). 
Model:yt I y t ~ Ntßo + frxjtjOb + aiiiJi] DGP:yt I 3 ^ - N [ 0,0.8 +0.2 u«]
T = 20 ii CJl o T = 100 T = 200
m e a n var. m ea n var. m ea n var. m e a n var.
Inf.m eas. 0.925 0.079 0.935 0.069 0.946 0.056 0.947 0.053
ßo
OLS
bias s td .e rr. bias s td .e rr. bias s td .e rr. bias s td .e rr.
-0.012 0.019 -0.008 0.013 -0.014 0.010 -0.005 0.006
GLS -0.020 0.019 -0.006 0.013 -0.013 0.010 -0.004 0.006
VAR 2.459 4.031 8.562 6.858 -0.441 0.498 -0.123 0.184
MWA -0.017 0.019 0.001 0.013 -0.019 0.010 -0.006 0.006
ML
ßi
OLS
-0.022 0.019 -0.004 0.012 -0.012 0.009 -0.004 0.006
-0.033 0.031 -0.028 0.021 -0.032 0.016 -0.015 0.011
GLS -0.033 0.034 -0.020 0.021 -0.030 0.016 -0.012 0.011
VAR 6.659 9.109 -21.170 21.266 1.021 1.516 0.034 0.347
MWA -0.032 0.034 -0.011 0.021 -0.038 0.016 -0.015 0.011
ML -0.046 0.033 -0.019 0.020 -0.027 0.015 -0.012 0.011
«0
SLS 0.044 0.016 0.041 0.010 0.037 0.008 0.025 0.006
GLS 0.022 0.016 0.023 0.011 0.019 0.008 0.012 0.005
VAR 0.009 0.019 0.031 0.012 0.030 0.009 0.012 0.005
ML -0.040 0.016 -0.013 0.011 -0.002 0.008 0 . 0 0 0 0.005
«1
SLS -0.153 0.011 -0.074 0.008 -0.051 0.006 -0.029 0.005
GLS -0.137 0.014 -0.058 0.009 -0.035 0.006 -0.017 0.005
VAR -0.069 0.009 -0.033 0.008 -0.026 0.006 -0.015 0.005
ML 0.030 0.015 0.017 0.010 0.002 0.007 0.001 0.005
ßo
OLS
V b i t>2 V b i b2 V b i b2 V b i b2
-0.534 1.389 0.215 1.314 -0.377 1.333 0.512 1.343
GLS -0.547 1.367 0.200 1.323 -0.414 1.328 0.456 1.332
VAR 2.507 4.331 -2.719 4.540 -1.861 3.183 -1.297 2.413
MWA -0.493 1.331 0.291 1.319 -0.507 1.341 0.474 1.334
ML
ßi
OLS
-0.416 1.335 -0.288 1.315 -0.371 1.343 0.459 1.333
-0.634 1.397 -0.351 1.339 0.194 1.306 0.527 1.319
GLS -0.608 1.364 -0.472 1.357 -0.417 1.288 0.411 1.298
VAR 2.705 4.561 -2.810 4.716 2.462 4.159 -1.055 2.651
MWA -0.532 1.340 0.196 1.367 -0.482 1.311 0.362 1.297
ML -0.626 1.358 -0.492 1.368 -0.455 1.308 0.356 1.297
Oo
SLS 1.015 1.539 0.613 1.281 0.702 1.315 0.654 1.308
GLS 0.977 1.504 0.704 1.278 0.790 1.327 0.648 1.304
VAR 1.109 1.568 1.034 1.632 1.097 1.612 0.698 1.340
ML 0.925 1.468 0.629 1.271 0.767 1.330 0.584 1.287
«1
SLS 0.791 1.458 0.886 1.438 0.771 1.363 0.632 1.333
GLS 0.805 1.422 0.667 1.272 0.602 1.285 0.246 1.302
VAR 1.266 1.671 0.987 1.348 0.831 1.291 0.634 1.281
ML 1.267 1.674 1.102 1.521 0.917 1.378 0.647 1.289
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TAB LE 3.3 . - ESTIMATION ( ARCH II , correct specification). 
Model:yt I y t ~ N [ ßo + ßixu, Oo + o ^ i ]  DGP:yt I -  N [0 ,0 2  + 0.8i i i ]
T = 20 T = 50 T = 100 T = 200
m ean var. m ean var. m ean var. m ean var.
Inf.m eas. 0.783 0.225 0.723 0.277 0.711 0.289 0.703 0.297
ßo
OLS
bias std.err. bias std.err. bias std.err. bias std.err.
-0.003 0.017 -0.007 0.012 -0.012 0.010 -0.004 0.007
GLS -0.008 0.018 -0.008 0.009 -0.010 0.006 -0.003 0.004
VAR -0.863 0.485 0.633 0.439 -1.626 1.784 -0.265 0.259
MWA -0.012 0.017 0.006 0.010 -0.008 0.008 -0.006 0.006
ML
ßi
OLS
-0.008 0.012 0.001 0.007 -0.001 0.005 -0.001 0.003
-0.019 0.028 -0.031 0.020 -0.032 0.016 -0.015 0.011
GLS -0.006 0.035 -0.026 0.015 -0.022 0.011 -0.008 0.007
VAR -1.219 0.996 2.399 1.465 -2.274 2.568 -0.128 0.135
MWA -0.019 0.034 0.001 0.018 -0.016 0.014 -0.017 0.011
ML -0.016 0.021 -0.005 0.011 -0.006 0.008 -0.003 0.005
cto
SLS 0.350 0.107 0.309 0.042 0.282 0.024 0.279 0.021
GLS 0.243 0.073 0.063 0.007 0.031 0.004 0.010 0.002
VAR 0.237 0.063 0.259 0.141 0.061 0.008 0.029 0.003
ML 0.031 0.008 0.006 0.004 0.001 0.003 0 .0 0 0 0.002
«1
SLS -0.574 0.016 -0.438 0.014 -0.393 0.008 -0.354 0.007
GLS -0.463 0.024 -0.192 0.020 -0.096 0.012 -0.032 0.009
VAR -0.500 0.014 -0.282 0.016 -0.164 0.011 -0.082 0.008
ML -0.164 0.028 -0.043 0.017 -0.011 0.011 -0.002 0.008
ßo
OLS
V b i t>2 V b i b2 V b i b2 V b i b2
0.752 2.058 0.721 1.661 1.097 2.065 1.038 1.866
GLS 1.352 2.346 -0.209 1.441 -0.477 1.351 0.575 1.371
VAR -0.725 2.014 2.508 4.219 -2.776 4.664 -2.807 4.712
MWA 0.576 2.301 -0.627 1.561 -0.610 1.663 0.607 2.260
ML -0.652 1.473 -0.487 1.392 0.357 1.322 0.503 1.308
Pi
OLS -0.652 1.922 0.605 1.613 0.940 1.852 0.820 1.612
GLS 1.728 2.911 -0.840 1.660 -0.300 1.335 0.576 1.355
VAR -0.672 2.172 2.714 4.544 -2.768 4.652 -2.711 4.557
MWA 1.577 2.998 -0.594 1.678 0.695 1.780 -1.510 2.504
ML -0.678 1.460 -0.641 1.481 -0.396 1.301 0.403 1.284
«0
SLS 2.761 4.633 2.371 3.908 2.068 3.296 2.047 3199
GLS 2.591 4.262 -0.735 2.262 1.146 1.706 -0.922 1.706
VAR 2.655 4.436 2.792 4.685 2.326 3.872 1.794 2.859
ML 1.159 1.572 1.031 1.541 0.867 1.421 0.694 1.310
<*i
SLS 1.486 2.347 1.830 2.941 0.655 1.362 0.430 1.254
GLS 1.082 2.071 1.754 2.946 0.618 1.348 0.785 1.484
VAR 1.065 1.445 1.416 2.345 -0.130 1.324 0.539 1.462
ML 1 .0 0 0 1.401 0.553 1.311 0.465 1.375 -0.263 1.356
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TABLE 3.4 . - ESTIMATION ( ARCH H I, correct specification). 
Model:yt I y t ~ m V o + h x ^ a o  + Okuti] DGP:yt I y t ~ N [ 0 , 05 + 0.5 u£i]
T = 20 T = 50 T = 100 T = 200
m ean var. m ean var. m ean var. m ean var.
Inf.meas. 0.854 0148 0.829 0171 0.828 0.172 0.823 0.177
ß o
OLS
bias std.err. bias std.err. bias std.err. bias std.err.
-0.009 0.018 -0.010 0.013 -0.015 0.010 -0.005 0.007
GLS -0.020 0.018 -0.012 0.012 -0.012 0.009 -0.004 0.006
VAR -5.274 3.755 -0.226 0.305 -0.209 0.195 0.000 0.024
MWA -0.020 0.017 -0.001 0.012 -0.012 0.008 -0.003 0.005
ML
ra
-0.021 0.017 -0.002 0.010 -0.007 0.008 -0.002 0.005
Pi
OLS -0.030 0.031 -0.033 0.021 -0.037 0.016 -0.018 0.011
GLS -0.037 0.032 -0.024 0.019 -0.027 0.014 -0.010 0.010
VAR -5.906 4.376 -0.026 0.476 -0.048 0.359 0.068 0.081
MWA -0.033 0.030 -0.004 0.019 -0.029 0.014 -0.010 0.009
ML -0.039 0.029 -0.013 0.017 -0.018 0.012 -0.007 0.008
«0
SLS 0.201 0.020 0.167 0.012 0.144 0.009 0.122 0.007
GLS 0.126 0.016 0.070 0.014 0.037 0.006 0.017 0.004
VAR 0.134 0.017 0.080 0.009 0.047 0.006 0.024 0.004
ML 0.023 0.014 0.004 0.008 0.002 0.006 0.000 0.004
a i
SLS -0.351 0.013 -0.226 0.011 -0.180 0.008 -0.139 0.006
GLS -0.282 0.018 -0.134 0.017 -0.067 0.009 -0.030 0.007
VAR -0.276 0.011 -0.144 0.011 -0.084 0.009 -0.041 0.006
ML -0.085 0.021 -0.022 0.014 -0.009 0.010 0.000 0.007
ß o
OLS
Vbi b2 Vbi b2 Vbi b2 Vbi b2
-0.691 1.479 -0.042 1.388 0.385 1.470 0.659 1.424
GLS -0.602 1.424 -0.437 1.332 -0.402 1.322 0.392 1.320
VAR -2.531 4.127 -1.424 2.416 -1.752 2.898 0.655 1.758
MWA -0.512 1.366 -0.720 1.450 -0.393 1.339 0.332 1.331
ML
ft.
-0.547 1.369 -0.485 1.350 -0.403 1.346 0.513 1.325
Pi
OLS -0.763 1.502 -0.291 1.398 0.465 1.417 0.602 1.366
GLS -0.668 1.407 -0.571 1.384 -0.386 1.291 0.381 1.291
VAR -2.682 4.502 -0.989 2.225 1.284 2.992 2.404 4.034
MWA -0.535 1.372 0.281 1.396 -0.437 1.320 0.412 1.352
ML -0.672 1.396 -0.605 1.432 -0.499 1.317 0.419 1.298
O o
SLS 1.454 2.150 0.833 1.751 1.049 1.558 1.063 1.577
GLS 1.260 1.867 2.198 3.684 0.887 1.389 0.730 1.338
VAR 1.299 1.896 0.940 1.454 0.901 1.394 0.735 1.344
ML 1.150 1.706 0.830 1.333 0.853 1.386 0.633 1.298
«1
SLS 1.142 1.849 1.382 2.245 0.681 1.292 0.608 1.284
GLS 0.944 1.535 -1.843 3.135 0.411 1.298 -0.446 1.330
VAR 1.083 1.475 0.839 1.345 0.494 1.301 -0.456 1.354
ML 1.066 1.435 0.764 1.302 0.596 1.341 -0.351 1.363
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CHAPTER 4
THE ROBUSTNESS OF THE QMLE.1
In this chapter we consider misspecification of the model and analyze its
A
implications on the asymptotic distribution of the QMLE 9 of 9. The main 
issues here are the consequences of specification error on the consistency of the 
QMLE and on the possibility of drawing asymptotically correct inferences based
A
on its distribution. Sufficient regularity is preserved for 9 to remain 
asymptotically normal (e.g. Domowitz and White [1982]) and so we need only
A
concentrate on the first two moments of the asymptotic distribution of 9 .
Various aspects of estimating under misspecification have been analyzed 
by Burguete et al [1982], Domowitz and White [1982], Gourieroux et al [1984a], 
and White [1982a] inter alia . Here we use their results on conditionally 
heteroskedastic models, exploiting the insights gained on the estimation of 
such models in Chapter 3 .
Our basic framework is that of estimating on the presumption that (ClO') 
holds when this is not the case. We replace this "correct specification" 
assumption with different possibilities of misspecification. Assumptions (Cll) - 
(Cl8) are preserved to maintain regularity, though (Cl2), (Cl4), (Cl5) and (Cl7) 
must now refer to the pseudo-true value 9* = ( ß*', a * ')' rather than to the 
"true" value 9o which, depending on the nature of the misspecification, may be
A
void of meaning. The pseudo-true value is such that 9 -£5*, 9* .
1 In this Chapter Sections § 4.1 and § 4.3 are based on joint work done with A.R. Pagan , reported in 
Pagan and Sabau [1987a].
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In section § 4.1 we study the conditions that the likelihood function must 
obey to preserve consistency of the QMLE. These conditions are used in the 
following sections together with the MWA decomposition given in Chapter 3 . 
Section § 4.2 is devoted to specification error in the conditional mean, while 
§ 4.3 analyzes misspecification of the conditional variance. Cases are 
presented in which the estimators are robust in the presence of certain classes 
of departures, and the ARCH model is particularly interesting in this respect. 
Section § 4.4 is then concerned with misspecification of third and higher order 
moments — departures from normality — where it is made clear that 
misspecification of such moments does not affect the consistency of the QMLE. 
Specification error in the third and fourth moments, however, may produce 
incorrect inferences. Some Monte Carlo evidence on the behavior of estimators 
under specification error is discussed in § 4.5 .
§ 4.1 Some conditions on the likelihood function
We start this section with the additional assumption
$
(BO) The solution 0T of the normal equations E [ de( 9 ) ] = 0 exists for
sufficiently large T, where the score under normality is given by
He
de( 0 ) = T*1 G' E'1 u . Further the sequence { 0T } converges almost 
surely to the non-stochastic limit 9*.
* * 
This assumption implies that the solutions, ßmT of E [ X' G_1 u(ß) ] = 0 , and dvr
% $
of E [ S(j,' Q-2 s(9) ] = 0 exist, and the sequences { ßmT} and { dyr) converge almost
*  *
surely to nonstochastic limits given by ßm and dv > respectively.
(Cl7) implies that 0o is identifiably unique, and Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 
3.3 of Domowitz and White [1982] ensure that 9 0* and T1/2 (0 - 0* ) is
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asymptotically normal. Similarly, ßm -£§► ßm and bv d, , and the 
asymptotic normality of T1/2 ( ßm - ßm) and T172 (<j>v - (j)v ) also follow.
A
The concept of the pseudo-tnie value of 9 to which the QMLE 9 converges 
almost surely is now clear. An alternative equivalent statement is
6 { d0 (9*)} = 0 , - (1)
where the expectation is taken with respect to the true probability measure.
This is Lemma 1 in Pagan and Sabau [1987al (PS in the remaining of this 
Chapter), and also follows from Domowitz and White [1982] and Gourieroux et
A
al [1984a] inter alia . Thus if 9* = 9o , 9 is a consistent estimator under 
misspecification and (1) states the conditions that the likelihood function must 
satisfy for this purpose.
It is convenient to analyze separately the consistency of the parameter 
subvectors ß and a  , and for this purpose we use
Lemm a 4.1. - If dß (ßo , a*) - E [ dß (ßo , a*) ] -^4 0 and Jee (9) + dee (9) -^4 0 , 
where Jee = 32i  /9939' , and dee = - 6 { Jee } is positive definite , a necessary and
A
sufficient condition for ß to consistently estimate ßo is that 6 { dß (ßo , oc*)} = 0 .
A A
Proof: Necessity follows from (1). For sufficiency expand d ß (ß ,a )  around 
(ßo, a* ) to get
dß (ß , a) = 0 = dß (ßo, a* ) + Jßß (9) (ß - ßo) + Jßa (9) (a  - a* ), 
where 9 = ( ß ' , a ' )' lies between 9* = (ßo', a * ') and 9 . Taking limits we get 
0 = dß (ßo, a* ) - dßß (ßo, a* ) (ß - ßo) - 3ßa (ßo, a*) (a  - a*) + op (1).
A A
Since a  Ü4 a* , ß - ßo 0 provided dßß (9*) is positive definite and 
dß (ßo,a*) - E [ dß(ßo,oc*) ] -34 0 , so S { dß(ßo ,cc*)} = 0 is a sufficient condition. Q
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This is Lemma 2 in PS. By a symmetric argument S { da(ß*,ao)} = 0 is a
A
necessary and sufficient condition for the consistency of a . These conditions 
are applied to normal heteroskedastic models by substituting the pseudo-score 
de( 9 ) = T*1 G' E*1 u , as we do in
Lem m a 4.2. - Let
T T
<pp(9) = S { T 1 X hi1xt E [ u t ltrt ] ) + |  S (T-i £  wt E [ et l y t ] ),  
t=l ™ t=l
and
(p«(8) = |  S{T-i X ^ 2ztE[£t i y t ] l ,  
t=l
- ( 2)
-(3)
9e(0) = ( 9ß(e)'> 9a(0)')'. -(4)
Then under (BO) and (CU) - (Cj7) ,
A
(i) ß is a consistent estimator of ßo if, and only if, 9 ß( ßo , a* ) = 0 ,
(ii) a is a consistent estimator of oto if, and only if, 9 a( ß*, oco ) = 0,
and
A
(iii) 9 is a consistent estimator of 9o if, and only if, 9e( 9o) = 0 .
Proof: (BO) and (CU) - (Cl7) are sufficient for the conditions of Lemma 4.1 ( see
White and Domowitz [1982]). Using iterated expectations on the pseudo-scores 
T T T
dß( 9 ) sT*1 X b^xt ut + I t -1 X ht2wt £t and da( 9 ) = ^T*1 X bi2zt 8t and using 
t=l t=l t=l
Lemma 4.1 shows that 9 ß (  ßo , a* ) = 0 and 9 a ( ß* , oco ) = 0 are the necessary
A A
and sufficient condition for the consistency of ß and a , respectively. The 
joint result proves (iii).
This result generalizes Theorem 2 of PS and will be used repeatedly in the 
sections to follow. The two terms of 9ß(9) in (2) are associated with consistent 
estimation of ß (or the estimable functions of ß ) in the mean equation and in 
the variance equation, respectively. This corresponds to the MWA
A A A
decomposition of ß (or of y ). If the first term of 9ß(9) is nonzero, ßm is
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inconsistent. If the second term is nonzero yv is inconsistent. These
A A
inconsistencies are transmitted to y , and thus to ß , by the MWA in (3.34)
*  *  *  *
r* = ( Ik* - riu) Ym + yv , - (5)
*  *  /N
and either ym * yo or yv * yo results in y* ^ yo in general. For a , it is clear
A
from (3) that all inconsistency arises through av .
These conditions are related to more specific forms of specification error 
in the following three sections.
§4.2 Specification error in the conditional mean
The consequences of mis specification of the mean function in regression 
have been the subject of a vast literature and one of systematic treatment in 
econometrics textbooks (e.g. Theil [1971], Intrilligator [1978], Amemiya [1985], 
Spanos [1986], inter alia ). In general, the regression parameters are 
inconsistent. Thus in our model estimators obtained from the mean equation,
A
ßm in particular, are inconsistent.
Suppose the true conditional mean of yt is Jit * pt . Then
E [ u t l3rt ] = E [ y t -pt  13^] = P t -P t * 0  ,
and the first term of <pß(9) is nonzero in general. Substitute (CiO) by
(ClO-m) yt I IFt~N [JIt ,ht ] , JTt * (it (ß) for any ß € B .
There are many factors which may produce misspecification of the 
conditional mean:
- incorrect parameterization of the conditional mean, resulting in 
violating of the exogeneity assumptions and causing Jit * jit.*
incorrect functional form or dynamic specification,
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- autocorrelation so that M-t = M-t + X Pj ut-j
j
- the parameters are not constant through time, so pt = |it (ßt) and 
by the MVT pt - Pt = *t ( b t)' b t> where bt = ßt - ß and "Et € [ ß * ßt 1> 
for some definition of ß (see Chapter 8).
Consider autocorrelation for example. In homoskedastic models, it is well 
known that autocorrelation does not affect consistency unless the regressors 
include lagged dependent variables (e.g. Durbin [1970]). To allow for 
heteroskedasticity, we also require that ht not be a function of lagged y's and 
u's so we can have E [ h[X xt (pt - jit) 1 = E [ h[X xt X Pj ut-j 1 = 0 , and the first term
j
of cpß(0) vanishes. This preserves the consistency of ßm .
If E [ u t l £ F t ] * 0  then the ut are not the innovations in the conditional 
mean and so Var [ yt I 2Tt J = ht *  E [ ut I ^  t ] . Thus specification error in the 
conditional mean induces specification error in the variance equation even 
when the conditional variance is correctly specified. In fact we have that 
ut = yt - Pt = ( yt - P t) + ( Pt - P t) > and because yt - Jit are the true innovations and 
M-t, M-t e y t we get
E [ ut I 3" t ] = ht + ( fit - Ht )2 .
A second problem in the variance equation appears when ht depends on M-t-j > 
j > 0 , directly or through dependence on ut-j, j > 1 . In this case specification 
error in pt affects also the specification of the conditional variance even when 
ht is correctly specified. The true conditional variance is ht = ht (M-t-j) > and so
E [ ut I y  t ] = ht + ( ]It - Ht )2 .
producing
E [ 8 t l y t ] = E [ u t 2 - h t l 7 t ]  = (Ht-Ht)2 + ( h t - h t ) . - ( 6)
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This renders the second term in (pp(0) nonzero in general, and thus
misspecification of the conditional mean has a double effect on the consistency
of ß . It causes ßm * ßo , and it induces specification error in the variance
*
equation making (j>v * do . This clearly renders ß* * ßo , and a* * ao .
A
There may be conditions under which ß may remain consistent. We
A
have already considered a case in which ßm ßo . Note that when there is 
autocorrelation and ht is not a function of ß , the second term of (pp vanishes 
because wt = 3ht /3ß = 0 . Thus noting that (BO), (CiO-m) and (CU) - (Cl7) are 
sufficient for Lemma 4.2 , this completes the proof of
Lemm a 4.3.- Under (BO), (CiO-m) and (CU) - (Cl 7) the QMLE ß of ß is 
consistent when the misspecification in (CiO-m) is due only to the presence of 
serial correlation of the errors of the mean equation if
(i) jit and ht are functions of strongly exogenous variables only,
and (ii) ht does not depend on ß .
Condition (ii) avoids any problem with the estimation of ß in the variance 
equation by simply excluding it from the parameterization of the conditional 
variance. This may be weakened in a way that consistency of the mean
A
equation estimator ßm is retained, as we show in
Lem m a 4.4.- Under (BO), (ClO-m) and (CU) - (Cl 7) and the misspecification in
(ClO-m) is due only to the presence of serial correlation of errors in the mean
equation, then if is a functions of strongly exogenous variables only and ht is
T  - ian even function of ut-j conditional on t , S { T'1 £ ht xt E [ ut I 7 11) = 0 •
t=l
Proof: E [ ht1 xt ut ] = E [ ht1 xt £ pj ut-j ] , and under the assumptions h^ xt is a
j
conditionally even function of ut-j , whereas ut-j is a conditionally odd function.
The distribution of ut is symmetric because ut = ( yt - Pt) + Z Pj ut-j > and
- i  Jtherefore E [ ht xt ut ] = 0 from Lemma 3 of PS.
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For the ARCH class ht is conditionally even as required by the lemma,
A
and so a sufficient condition for ßm to remain consistent under autocorrelation 
in this class is that pt be a function of strongly exogenous variables only, and 
this may be further relaxed to require only that xt be a conditionally even
A
function of ut-j . To preserve yv from inconsistency when ht depends on ß is
much harder and will seldom be the case. If wt = 3ht/3ß is an odd function of
ut-j conditional on y t . the first term in (6) does not introduce inconsistency in
yv because ht wt ( pt - Pt )2 is conditionally odd and its expectation vanishes.
qThis is the case in the ARCH model, where wt = -2 £  (Xj ut-j xt-j(2), but the term
-  j=1in ht - ht is not a conditionally even function of ut-j under autocorrelation and
A
thus will in general induce inconsistency in ßv .
The expectation in (6) also illustrates that cpa(9) * 0 in general and thus
A
the QMLE a is inconsistent. Indeed it may be very difficult to preserve
consistency here. In general, zt is an even function of ut-j conditional on 3^ .
This is clear when ht has the linear-in-a structure ht = zt(ß)' a . The
evenness of zt is practically a requirement of ht > 0 . If zt is conditionally
-2 —even then (pa(9) * 0 because ht ( Pt - Pt )2 is also conditionally even.
§ 43  Specification error in the conditional variance
A
Carroll and Ruppert [1982a] and PS have investigated the robustness of ß
A
-  in the consistency sense -  under mis specification of ht . In general ß is 
inconsistent. An intuitive explanation is that specification error in the
/ x
variance equation renders yv inconsistent and this inconsistency is
✓ X /X
transmitted through the MWA to y and hence to ß . By a similar argument,
/X
a is also inconsistent in general.
(2) For our purposes it is equally relevant that a function be an odd function ( f[-x) = - f(x)),  or that it 
be a linear combination of odd functions in view of the linearity of the operator E[-], and thus we will 
denote either case by simply saying that "f is an odd function "
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Suppose the true conditional variance of yt is "Kt * h t , and replace (0.0) by 
(CiO-v) yt I Xt  ~ N [ jit > "5t 1 , E t*h t .
Then E [ ut ISF1 1 = 0 still holds, but
E[et i y t ]=Et-ht,
and therefore
T
and
<pp(6)=| S{T-i ]Tht w tC Et-ht)}, 
t=l
T
<Pa(0)= h 0{T-1 X h t  z t (Et -ht) } .  
t=l
A well known result is
-(7)
Lemm a 4.5.- Under (BO), (ClO-v) and (01) - (07) the QMLE ß is consistent 
when ht does not depend on ß .
Proof: wt = 3ht /9ß = 0 and therefore cpp(0) = 0 . Q
A
An immediate consequence of this lemma is that ßm remains consistent 
under variance misspecification. Thus (5) becomes
Y* =  Yo +  riu ( Yv - T o) .
*  *
and 7* = To only if yv = To because 11^  is nonsingular. But it must be noted
A
that the covariance matrix of ßm is not 6 { T_1 X' Q*1 X } and so basing
A
inferences on the GLS output for ßm may lead to incorrect inferences when ht 
is misspecified. White's [1980b] heteroskedasticity-robust covariance matrix 
must be used to produce correct asymptotic standard errors, and it must be 
kept in mind that biases in small samples may be substantial (Chesher and
A
Jewitt [1987]). Clearly, the correct asymptotic distribution of ßm is
t 172 (ßm - ßo) -i»  N [ o , e  {T(X’n*-ix)-i x'Q*-ian*-ix(X'q*-ix)-i } ],
where £2* = £2(9*) and £2 = diag { ) .
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For the Amemiya [1973] and the Poisson-type models (Cameron and 
Trivedi [1985]) it is very unlikely that the conditions for (pß(9) = 0 will be met. 
These cases are studied in detail in Theorems 3 and 4 of PS. This suggests that
A A
one should also consider the alternative estimators and ßm , which are
A
robust, as the risk of inconsistency in ß is high. Further, the semi-parametric 
approaches of Carroll [1982] and Robinson [1987] appear as attractive 
alternatives not requiring specification of the conditional variance, although 
their small sample performance remains to be investigated. Careful 
diagnostic testing of the specification is the least one can suggest and this will
A
be tackled in Chapters 5 and 6. The same happens in these models with a 
since it is also unlikely that cpa(0) = 0 •
The most interesting case from the consistency-robustness point of view
A
seems to be that of the ARCH class of models. Robustness of ß results when ut 
is symmetrically distributed and ht is a conditionally even function of ut-j , as 
we show in
Lemma 4.6.- Under (BO), (CjO-v) and (Cil) - (Ci7) the QMLE ß is consistent 
when ht is parameterized as GARCH, ht is a conditionally even function of 
ut-j and ut is symmetrically distributed around zero.
Proof: Since ht and ht are conditionally even, it follows that h^ 2 ( ht - h t) is 
conditionally even. But wt = 9ht/9ß is conditionally odd for the GARCH class 
and it follows from Lemma 3 of PS that cpß(0) = 0 . Q
A
This lemma is Theorem 5 in PS. ß remains consistent, for example, when 
the conditional variance is driven by simple heteroskedasticity that is a 
function of strongly exogenous variables, or when the true variance is member 
of the symmetric ARCH class put forward by Engle [1982a] (see also Engle and
A
Bollerslev [1986], and Geweke [1986]). A comforting result is that ß remains 
consistent if the orders of the GARCH specification are incorrect. However, 
symmetry of the conditional distribution is quite crucial. Also observe that
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cpa(0*) *  0 and so a is inconsistent in these cases, thus absorbing the cost of
A
the specification error. And, of course, the covariance matrix of ß reported in 
standard output is inconsistent .
A more surprising result, although empirically less important, appears 
when Tit can be decomposed into a component that is a function of strongly 
exogenous variables and a component that is a conditionally odd function of the 
lagged errors . Then we have
Lemma 4.7,- Suppose (BO), (CiO-v) and (CU) - (C*8) hold. If ht is 
parameterized as ARCH and ht = hxt + hQt , where hxt is function of strongly 
exogenous variables only and hot is an odd function of ut-j, conditional on ¥  t >
A
then the QMLE ß is consistent if the conditional distribution of yt is 
symmetric.
Proof: Partition zt = (1 , z u ')' and a = ( ao , a i ' )' and observe that the
derivative wt = - 2 ( ut-i xt_i,..., ut-qxt-q) ai vanishes when ai = 0 . Therefore,
0^=0 is a sufficient condition for (pp(0) = 6 { T*1 X  ht wt E [ 8t I CFt 1} = 0 .
t=f
Because zt is conditionally even in ARCH models, it follows from Lemma 3 of 
T _
PS that T-1 X ht2 zt hot 0 » and therefore, 
t=l
T
<Pa(9) = I  5 (T -l^ h fz tC h x t-h t)} . 
t=l
* * * *
Suppose = 0 , so that \  =1^ ( ßo, oc* ) = ocq . Then
<Pa(ßo , a*) = — e {T-1 X zt(^x t-O o)) = CS{T-i £  (5*t-a<,)}
2°^ t=l t=l
where £ E [ zt ] , which can be factorized because of the strong
exogeneity of Ext and the strict stationarity assumption on y t . Now consider
T-i X ^  u t - T-i £  h t 
t=l t=l
- l A Azn ai .
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T
^  A gg
If aT = 0 , then oco —> S {T4 X fixt} =
t=l *
that the pseudo-true value of a has
ocq , and so (pa( ßo, a*) = 0 , showing
= 0 . □
This is Theorem 6 of PS. Under these circumstances ß is not identifiable 
in the variance equation because 6 { T4 W*' Q-2 W* } = 0 . Indeed, only a is 
identifiable in the variance equation and hence the ß - ßm —> 0 . Observe 
again the crucial role played by the symmetry of the distribution together with 
the fact that fit does not include an even term in ut-j (other than a function of
A
strongly exogenous variables). On the other hand, the inconsistency of a is 
obvious. The Lemma also shows that the true conditional variance must have 
a conditionally even component in ut-j for the ARCH model to be able to extract 
any information about ß from the variance equation. If ht consists of only this
A
even component, Lemma 4.6 establishes that ß is consistent as long as ut is 
symmetric. But if the true variance combines conditionally even and
A
conditionally odd components then ß becomes inconsistent in general (e.g. 
Theorem 7 of PS). As an example, consider a process with linear conditional 
mean pt = xt' ß , and conditional variance of the form
T- 4  2
ht = cto + 2 ,  yt-j .
j=i
2 2 2and rewrite yt.j = pt-j + 2 pt-j ut-j + ut.j . Then
q 2 q 2
fit - ht = £  aJ + 2 ut-j) = X  ai Mt-j" wt' ß » - ( 8)
j=l j=l
because wt = - 2 X «j t^-j xt.j . Then, apart from op(T4/2) terms,
j=l _  q
( ßv - ßo) = ( W' 0-2 W )-i W' Or2 e =  ( W  Q-2 W )-i W' Q-2 [ e + £  aj p.j - Wß0 ] ,
j=l
where s is the vector of true variance innovations, and p^  = ( pi_j ,..., px-j )'.
_  q 2
Now, T4 W' Q-2 [ e + X aj M-j 1 -^4 0 because St has zero mean and the term in
2 ~ 
p.j vanishes asymptotically through even/odd effects. It follows that ßv 0
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and therefore ß* = (Ik - II) ßo , so the size of the inconsistency depends on the 
relative informativeness of the two moments about ß . If the mean is very
A /-V
informative in relation to the variance, then V(ß) = V(ßm) and the
A
inconsistency in ß is negligible.
Many applications have been made of the ARCH model (see Engle and 
Bollerslev [1986] ) and the above robustness results add a further attraction to 
the ARCH class. But concern has also arisen over whether the class is too 
restrictive, and a number of alternatives have been proposed. Weiss [1984] for 
example estimated ARMA models with heteroskedasticity of the form 
presented in § 2.3.4 ,
q 2 r  2 2ht = a 0 + ctj ut.j + £  ctq+j yt-j + a<,+r+i p* - (9)
j=l j=l
and found ocj * 0 for j > q frequently for economic time series which casts 
some doubt on the above consistency-robustness of the ARCH class because 
departures in the direction of (9) render the QMLE of ß inconsistent.
§4.4 Specification error in higher order moments
When the parameterized moments of an econometric model are correctly 
specified, the consequences on the QMLE of a non-normal distribution may 
range from mild losses in efficiency to severe inconsistencies, depending on the 
nature of the model. In the classical linear model, for example, because the 
Gauss-Markov Theorem does not depend on normality the OLS estimator may 
be inefficient only in relation to some other nonlinear estimator. As a 
contrasting example, the QMLE may be inconsistent in limited dependent 
variable models (e.g. Bera et al [1984]).
In conditionally heteroskedastic models the QMLE is not rendered 
inconsistent by the misspecification of any moment of order higher than the 
second, as shown in
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L em m a 4.8.- Under (BO) and (CU) - (Ci7) the QMLE 9 is a consistent 
estimator of 9o if the conditional mean and conditional variance are correctly 
specified, regardless of the form of the true conditional distribution.
Proof: When the conditional mean and the conditional variance are correctly 
specified E [u t l3 rt ]=E[8t lDrt] = 0- Therefore (pe(0o) = 0 from (2) - (4), and 
the result follows from Lemma 4.2 .
However non-normalities may be causing a loss in efficiency in relation to 
estimators that take into account the proper structure of the information 
contained in higher order conditional moments. There is also the risk of
A
drawing incorrect inferences if the estimated covariance matrix of 9 does not 
take into account the correct form of the third and fourth moments.
To analyze the implications of asymmetry consider the two-equation 
system (see (2.7)) ,
rit = gt(9) + vt •
If the distribution is symmetric, the conditional covariance matrix Xt of Ut is
A A
diagonal. Therefore estimating the two equations separately ( by ßm and <j>y ) 
and imposing the cross-equation restrictions by means of the MWA structure is 
asymptotically efficient with respect to the information provided by the first two 
conditional moments. If £t is not diagonal this procedure ignores the 
information in the covariances between the equations, resulting in inefficiency. 
An alternative GMM argument is that using the weighting matrix in (3.18) 
with the off-diagonal blocks improperly set to zero does not produce a GMM 
estimator that attains its variance bound (e.g. Hansen [1982], Chamberlain
A
[1987]). The correct asymptotic distribution of the QMLE 0 is then
T^ce-eo)  -&* N [o ,S { T (G , £)1G)-1 G'2s G(G'ZoG)-1)] ,
where Xo is the covariance matrix under symmetry, and
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Io1
A >V’1
2Q2 Lo =
V
\
\  A  Qr3 \  Or2
where we retain mesokurtosis but this is easily dispensed with using K instead 
of 2 Q2. It is evident that using the covariance matrix from MLE estimation
may lead to erroneous inferences. However, V(9) may be estimated using 
White's [1980b] procedure in the two-equation system. The marginal
A A
distributions of ß m  and <j)v  are not affected, but these estimators are now
A A A
asymptotically dependent and hence y is no longer a MWA of ym and yv . The 
factorization of the likelihood function does not correspond to the true 
likelihood.
The consistency-robustness properties for the ARCH class of models 
cannot be established without symmetry, and thus assessing the symmetry 
assumption in this class of models becomes an evaluation of the potential for 
robustness. Also observe that the asymptotic independence in these models
/X A
between ß and a is lost without symmetry (Engle [1982a]).
Another interesting property of the ARCH class of models is that, under 
conditional normality, it produces a leptokurtic unconditional distribution.
This is in agreement with the empirical characteristics of many economic 
series as exchange rates, rates of return and stock prices data. Bollerslev 
[1985] and Engle and Bollerslev [1986] have proposed to fatten the tails further 
by allowing a leptokurtic conditional distribution such as the t distribution. In 
empirical work with exchange rates and rates of return they rejected the 
hypothesis of conditional mesokurtosis (normality) in favour of conditional 
leptokurtosis (t-distribution).
When we use the likelihood function derived from conditional normality 
2we impose Kt = 2 ht , and if this is not the case the variance equation in (3.9) is
A
weighted with an incorrect conditional variance. The QMLE dv obtained 
under conditional normality remains consistent (Lemma 4.5), though it is 
inefficient and its correct distribution is given by
TV* ($v - t o )  -SU N [0,0 { T (SV ß-2 SV1 SV Q-2 K Q-2 S* (SV Q-2 S«,)*1} ], 
leading to
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TW2(e-0o) X  N [ 0 , S {T (G' £o G)'1 G'2kG(G'2o G)-1}],
where
S k = So
f ß ° 1 -1 "a-1 0  >1 ° K J l o  = 0 |u -2K
V 4  ;
Thus both ß and a become inefficient and the ML covariance matrix may- 
lead to incorrect inferences. The inefficiency can be decomposed in two effects. 
There is the inefficiency associated to the use of am incorrect covariance 
matrix, and if the conditional distribution is not normal, we are not using the 
potential additional information in the fourth moment (and possibly in higher 
moments). In section § 3.2 , for example, we saw that it is the fourth moment 
that provides information to estimate the degrees of freedom parameter in the t 
distribution, and it also adds information for the estimation of ß and a  .
The asymptotic distribution of ßm is determined by the first two moments,
A
and that of (j)v by the first four moments. Thus if moments of higher order 
than these are misspecified, this does not affect the asymptotic distribution of
A
the QMLE 9 given in (3.28). However, there may be additional information to 
be extracted from these higher moments to improve efficiency in the estimation 
of 9 . This issue will be considered in Chapter 10.
§4.5 Some comments on Monte Carlo evidence
We have conducted simulation experiments with misspecified models. 
The results are presented in Tables 4.1 - 4.11 for the same estimators that were 
considered in the experiments under correct specification in section § 3.5 . 
Tables 4.1 - 4.11 report the sample mean and standard error of the bias for the 
estimators in the same format as Tables 3.1 - 3.4 , though in this chapter we do
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not report information measures and the coefficients of skewness and kurtosis.
§4.5.1 Specification error in the conditional mean
Tables 4.1 - 4.4 refer to models where the conditional mean is misspecified 
by the exclusion of the regressor X2t , so that E [ ut I ^  t ] = *2t» w^ e the 
conditional variance is correctly specified in nature (e.g. it is Poisson-type for a 
Poisson-type DGP, or ARCH for an ARCH DGP). The excluded regressor is 
correlated with the included one and hence the estimators are rendered 
inconsistent.
The results for the Poisson-N model are reported in Table 4.1 . Because of 
the Poisson-type nature of both the model and the DGP the nature of the 
conditional variance is correctly specified, but the specification error in the 
conditional mean implies the same type of specification error in the conditional 
variance (both pt and ht are excluding X2t ), so that using (6) the disturbances of 
the variance equation have expectation
E [ 6t I 1 = ( ht - h t ) + ( pt - lit )2 = X2t + xit >
and hence ht is omitting two regressors. With a few exceptions, the biases are 
substantial both in magnitude and significance from the smallest sample and 
contrast sharply with the results under correct specification given in Table 3.1 . 
The results show that the mean biases in ML are not substantially different 
from the mean biases in the estimators using only mean information (OLS and 
GLS). This is clearer in the estimates of ßo , where the bias of VAR is similar 
to that of GLS , especially as the sample size grows. For ßi , the bias of VAR is 
not as close to that of GLS , causing the MLE to move away from the GLS 
estimator, but still the difference is not large.
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Tables 4.2 - 4.4 report the results for the mild, strong and regular ARCH 
models, respectively. Using (6), the variance equation disturbances have 
expectation
E [ et I Ft 1 = - 2 oci ut-i x2t-i + <xi xi t-i + x lt ,
and because the X2t are not autocorrelated, they are also uncorrelated with ut-i 
and we would expect the last term not to have an effect on the estimation of the 
variance equation. The biases in the estimation of the ß coefficients are large 
and significant from the smallest sample for all the estimators using mean 
information (OLS, GLS, MWA and ML) as one would expect. The biases of 
VAR , although in many cases large in absolute value, are insignificant in the 
mild model for all sample sizes, while the regular and strong models require 
the largest sample to show significant biases. This causes the biases of mean 
and mixed estimators to be very similar, especially those of GLS and ML .
The effect of the misspecification on estimators using variance 
information is better captured by the estimators of the a parameters, whose 
biases in most cases are statistically significant. The biases in estimating a<> 
are not much larger in general than those in the correctly specified model for 
the smallest sample size, but they do not show the same tendency to vanish as 
sample size increases. The biases for the estimates of oci show a clear 
dependence on the strength of the ARCH effect, being small when the ARCH 
effect is mild, and increasing in the regular and strong cases. However, it does 
not seem that the misspecified conditional mean will have a dramatic effect on 
the biases in the estimators of oq which are still decreasing clearly with sample 
size at T = 200 .
We have conducted another experiment with the ARCH model with a 
misspecified conditional mean, by introducing first order autocorrelation in the 
DGP, so that E [ ut I fF1 1 = P ut-i . Because the conditional mean includes only 
strongly exogenous variables, this has no effect on the consistency of the
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estimators of ß using only mean information (Lemma 4.4), but it affects 
estimation in the variance equation as we have from (6) that
2 2E [ 6t I y t ] = - 2 (Xi P Ut-1 Ut-2 + OCl p2Ut-2 + p2Ut-l ,
which illustrates how autocorrelation induces an ARCH component in the 
conditional variance (i.e. in a homoskedastic model E [ ut I 3^ 1 = &o + p2ut-i , 
see Engle et al [1985]). The last two terms of this expression are conditionally 
even functions of lagged errors and hence will not affect the consistency of 
variance estimators of ß (see the discussion after Lemma 4.4).
Results for the mild and strong models are reported in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 , 
for p = 0.8 . All estimators of ß using mean information have insignificant 
biases as expected. The variance estimator of ßo does not appear to be strongly 
affected by the term - 2 oci p ut-i ut-2 , and biases are insignificant in the mild 
model and become significant only at the largest sample size of the strong 
model, where they behave erratically with sample size. ML and MWA present 
insignificant biases as a consequence. The biases of the estimators of ao are 
large and significant in both models, and though they are decreasing with 
sample size, this effect is very slow. The biases in ai are smaller but 
significant in the mild model and do not show a tendency to vanish. In the 
strong model these biases are much larger and significant, and are still 
decreasing with sample size at T = 200 , and this effect is very clear for the MLE 
which shows evident signs of consistency. An intuitive, though not fully 
satisfactory, explanation for these effects in the estimation of the a parameters 
is that the first term in E [ et I & 1 1 has opposite sign to the remaining two and 
thus there may be a cancelling effects in the expectation when multiplied by the 
even component ht2 zt.
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§ 4.5.2 Specification error in the conditional variance
Tables 4.7 - 4.11 report experiments in which the conditional mean has 
been kept correctly specified so that E [ ut I £Ft ] = 0 , but the conditional variance 
is misspecified and hence the et are not proper innovations. It follows from 
Lemma 4.5 that estimators using only mean information should remain 
consistent, but estimators using variance information will be affected in 
general.
For the Poisson-N model, the DGP has conditional variance 
ht = 0.5 + 0.7 x it,
and the results are reported in Table 4.7 . The biases for the OLS and GLS 
estimators are small, mostly insignificant, and decrease evidently with sample 
size. In contrast, the variance and mixed information estimators show large 
and significant biases (all t-ratios are over 100 for T = 200 ).
For the ARCH model we have conducted two experiments: one that should 
induce inconsistency in the MLE and one that should not do so. The first 
experiment is reported in Tables 4.8 and 4.9 for the mild and strong ARCH 
effects, respectively, and in this the DGP has conditional variance
ht = cto + cti yt-i = ht + cci |i?-i - wt' ß ,
where the last equality follows from (8) , and the DGP has ßo = ßi = 1 . The 
combination of even and odd effects in the true conditional variance must 
induce inconsistency in the MLE of ß . The estimators using only mean 
information have indeed small and insignificant biases which shrink 
appropriately with sample size. The estimator using only variance 
information presents very large biases but it is very inefficient, especially in the 
mild model, and the biases in ßi are in many cases insignificant. This 
estimator should converge to zero as the sample size increases, but this is not
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all that clear in the simulation results though in many cases the bias is not 
significantly different from zero. When the information is mixed to compute 
the MWA and ML estimators, these show large and significant biases as 
expected, which of course are larger for the strong process. Thus the 
experiment shows nicely how the MLE of ß is not robust to misspecification of 
ht of this sort. The a estimators also show the effects of the modelling error, 
and for oco the biases are clear in size and significance and do not shrink as the 
sample grows. The effect on oci is much smaller in the mild model, but it is 
evident in the strong model.
The second experiment considers a departure in the conditional variance 
to which the MLE of ß is robust, namely misspecification of the order of the 
ARCH process. The DGP has conditional variance
ht = 0.5 + 0.3 u?.i + 0.2 u l 2,
and the results are reported in Table 4.10 . The biases of the ß estimators are in 
most cases small and insignificant and show a clear tendency to vanish with 
sample size, in agreement with Lemma 4.6 . The weight of the specification 
error falls, of course, on the estimators of the a parameters which have 
significant biases. An interesting fact is that the omitted regressor in the 
variance equation affects mainly oco and not cci, thus showing essentially the 
effect on the 'unconditional' component of the variance (the constant), rather 
than in the 'conditional' component ( ut-i ). This experiment was performed 
with the DGP having a zero conditional mean, and was then repeated with |it = 
1 + xit to make an assessment of the effect of different parameter values on the 
small sample distribution of the estimators. The results of this second 
experiment are reported in Table 4.11 , and are essentially identical to those of 
Table 4.10 , allowing for a few natural round-up errors. This suggests that 
Breusch's [1980] invariance results might carry through to the ARCH model 
under correct specification, and maybe even under the sort of misspecifications
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considered in  Lem m as 4.6 and 4.7 . This point has been used w ithout proof by 
Diebold [1985] in  reporting  some sim ulation experim ents, and it  is an 
in te res tin g  topic for fu rth e r research.
TABLE 4.1 . - ESTIMATION ( Poisson-N, misspecified mean). 
Modei:yt I y t ~N[ ß0 + ß1xlt,ß0 + ß1xlt] DGP:yt I y t - N [ l  + xlt+x2t , l  + xlt+x2t]
T
o<MII T = 50 T = 100 T = 200
ßo
OLS
bias s td .e rr. bias s td .e rr. bias s td .e rr . bias s td .e rr.
0.744 0.025 0.674 0.016 0.677 0.011 0.755 0.008
GLS 0.703 0.026 0.613 0.017 0.579 0.010 0.717 0.007
VAR 0.539 0.056 0.396 0.056 0.487 0.051 0.706 0.016
MWA 0.630 0.030 0.505 0.025 0.513 0.022 0.694 0.008
ML
Q
0.742 0.023 0.654 0.015 0.613 0.009 0.724 0.007
Pi
OLS 0.458 0.035 0.333 0.024 0.418 0.016 0.508 0.011
GLS 0.389 0.039 0.224 0.026 0.234 0.015 0.432 0.010
VAR 0.180 0.073 -0.103 0.069 -0.014 0.059 0.304 0.021
MWA 0.253 0.044 0.027 0.035 0.062 0.029 0.334 0.012
ML 0.459 0.031 0.263 0.021 0.248 0.013 0.395 0.009
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TABLE 4.2 . - ESTIMATION ( ARCH I , misspecified mean). 
Modßl:yt I & t ~  N[ßo + ßiXtt,Oo + aiu£i] DGP:yt I 0=**- N [ , 0.8 + (X2 u li]
T = 20 T = 50 T = 100 T = 200
ßo
OLS
bias s td .e rr. bias s td .e rr. bias s td .e rr. bias std .e rr.
0.749 0.021 0.675 0.014 0.684 0.009 0.756 0.007
GLS 0.730 0.022 0.662 0.014 0.676 0.009 0.752 0.006
VAR 1.271 1.169 -0.718 1.079 -1.858 2.560 1.346 0.905
M W A 0.730 0.022 0.670 0.015 0.680 0.010 0.749 0.007
ML
ßi
OLS
0.730 0.022 0.667 0.014 0.680 0.009 0.752 0.006
0.466 0.034 0.331 0.023 0.427 0.015 0.512 0.011
GLS 0.403 0.037 0.300 0.023 0.414 0.015 0.504 0.011
VAR 2.368 2.009 -0.814 1.867 -1.864 3.344 1.057 1.160
MWA 0.414 0.037 0.313 0.024 0.420 0.016 0.502 0.011
ML 0.409 0.036 0.307 0.023 0.417 0.015 0.505 0.011
«0
SLS 0.097 0.017 0.115 0.011 0.127 0.008 0.112 0.006
GLS 0.076 0.019 0.091 0.011 0.115 0.008 0.100 0.006
VAR 0.070 0.020 0.104 0.013 0.120 0.010 0.102 0.006
ML 0.013 0.018 0.049 0.012 0.094 0.008 0.088 0.006
cti
SLS -0.163 0.010 -0.097 0.007 -0.075 0.006 -0.055 0.005
GLS -0.151 0.014 -0.074 0.009 -0.064 0.006 -0.044 0.005
VAR -0.073 0.009 -0.053 0.007 -0.053 0.006 -0.042 0.005
ML 0.015 0.015 0.005 0.010 -0.030 0.006 -0.029 0.005
TABLE 4.3 . - ESTIMATION ( ARCH H , misspecified mean). 
Model:yt I y t -N t ß b  + ßiXujOo + ociU^ i] DGP:yt I 3^-  N [x2t,0J2 + 0.8 uli]
T = 20 T
otoii T = 100 T = 200
ßo
OLS
bias s td .e rr. bias s td .e rr. bias s td .e rr . bias s td .e rr.
0.757 0.018 0.690 0.017 0.694 0.010 0.761 0.006
GLS 0.732 0.016 0.666 0.011 0.680 0.007 0.748 0.004
VAR -0.035 0.588 0.203 0.426 0.440 0.226 0.731 0.048
MWA 0.734 0.017 0.667 0.011 0.674 0.009 0.747 0.010
ML
ft.
0.743 0.014 0.660 0.009 0.676 0.006 0.744 0.004
Pi
OLS 0.474 0.029 0.353 0.027 0.444 0.016 0.521 0.011
GLS 0.401 0.027 0.299 0.017 0.418 0.011 0.499 0.007
VAR 0.359 1.037 0.168 0.716 2.060 1.859 0.517 0.096
MWA 0.421 0.027 0.307 0.020 0.403 0.015 0.499 0.015
ML 0.414 0.023 0.296 0.014 0.410 0.010 0.495 0.006
«0
SLS 0.308 0.021 0.453 0.078 0.381 0.038 0.347 0.023
GLS 0.223 0.015 0159 0.009 0.146 0.005 0.112 0.003
V A R 0.220 0.015 0.210 0.021 0.182 0.011 0.154 0.023
ML 0.124 0.010 0.098 0.005 0.127 0.004 0.112 0.002
ai
SLS -0.638 0.013 -0.511 0.010 -0.448 0.009 -0.387 0.007
GLS -0.560 0.019 -0.311 0.017 -0.261 0.014 -0.175 0.010
VAR -0.549 0.013 -0.388 0.014 -0.316 0.011 -0.218 0.008
ML -0.319 0.026 -0.193 0.018 -0.222 0.012 -0.177 0.008
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TABLE 4.4 . - ESTIMATION ( ARCH m , misspecified mean). 
ModeI:yt I &t ~ N [ ßo + ßiXu, Oo + OjU«] DGP:yt I 31 ~ N [ , 0.5 + 0.5 uti]
T = 20 T = 50 T = 100 T = 200
ßo
OLS
bias std.err. bias std.err. bias std.err. bias std.err.
0.754 0.021 0.681 0.014 0.689 0.009 0.759 0.007
GLS 0.728 0.021 0.662 0.013 0.676 0.008 0.750 0.006
VAR 0.346 0.784 -0.127 0.815 0.648 0.212 0.738 0.042
MWA 0.734 0.021 0.674 0.014 0.683 0.009 0.751 0.006
ML
ßi
OLS
0.740 0.019 0.662 0.012 0.677 0.008 0.749 0.005
0.471 0.033 0.338 0.023 0.433 0.015 0.516 0.011
GLS 0.396 0.034 0.298 0.021 0.414 0.014 0.503 0.010
VAR 0.748 1.358 -0.121 0.921 0.590 0.332 0.503 0.064
MWA 0.415 0.034 0.322 0.022 0.422 0.015 0.505 0.010
ML 0.415 0.032 0.301 0.020 0.414 0.013 0.501 0.009
öo
SLS 0.252 0.018 0.260 0.014 0.238 0.010 0.202 0.007
GLS 0.190 0.017 0.141 0.010 0.146 0.007 0.117 0.005
VAR 0.208 0.020 0.166 0.011 0.157 0.007 0.125 0.005
ML 0.089 0.016 0.080 0.009 0.115 0.007 0.102 0.005
«1
SLS -0.378 0.012 -0.272 0.009 -0.222 0.008 -0.173 0.007
GLS -0.329 0.016 -0.171 0.012 -0.142 0.009 -0.095 0.007
VAR -0.299 0.011 -0.193 0.011 -0.154 0.009 -0.105 0.006
ML -0.125 0.020 -0.072 0.015 -0.096 0.010 -0.072 0.007
TABLE 4.5 . - ESTIMATION ( ARCH I , autocorrelation).
ModeI:yt I y t ~ N [ + ß i x it» oto + o tiu J i]  DGP:yt I 7 t -  N [1 + xtt+ 0.8 x1« , 0.8 +0.2 u l i ]
T = 20 T = 50 T = 100 T = 200
ßo
OLS
bias std.err. bias std.err. bias std.err. bias std.err.
-0.017 0.025 -0.006 0.016 -0.005 0.013 0.004 0.009
GLS -0.017 0.025 -0.005 0.016 0.001 0.013 0.008 0.008
VAR -0.062 1.014 -1.534 1.868 -0.306 0.235 0.096 0.309
MWA
Pi
OLS
-0.023 0.025 0.004 0.017 -0.001 0.013 0.007 0.008
-0.048 0.032 -0.032 0.021 -0.021 0.018 -0.003 0.014
GLS -0.043 0.035 -0.026 0.022 -0.008 0.017 0.007 0.013
VAR -0.708 2.107 -0.754 2.358 -0.583 0.488 -0.542 0.780
MWA -0.047 0.036 -0.008 0.023 -0.014 0.017 0.005 0.012
ML -0.034 0.033 -0.022 0.021 -0.009 0.016 0.007 0.012
Oo
SLS 0.538 0.029 0.490 0.019 0.446 0.013 0.417 0.010
GLS 0.491 0.030 0.434 0.019 0.396 0.013 0.380 0.009
VAR 0.504 0.034 0.430 0.021 0.396 0.013 0.379 0.009
ML 0.345 0.030 0.337 0.019 0.345 0.013 0.352 0.009
«1
SLS -0.147 0.010 -0.022 0.008 0.022 0.006 0.050 0.005
GLS -0.120 0.013 0.013 0.010 0.054 0.007 0.074 0.005
VAR -0.063 0.009 0.019 0.009 0.055 0.007 0.074 0.005
ML 0.084 0.021 0.113 0.013 0.100 0.008 0.099 0.005
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TABUE 4.6 . - ESTIMATION ( ARCH I I , autocorrelation).
Model:yt I y t ~ N [ßo + ßiXu, Oo + c^uti] DGP:yt I 3rt ~ N [ l  + xlt + 0.8ut.1,0.2 + 0.8 uli]
T = 20 T = 50 T = 100 T = 200
ßo
OLS
bias std.err. bias std.err. bias std.err. bias std.err.
0.000 0.027 -0.001 0.017 -0.005 0.014 0.004 0.009
GLS -0.011 0.026 0.001 0.015 0.002 0.011 0.008 0.007
VAR 0.040 0.934 -0.785 1.778 0.444 1.595 -2.124 0.899
MWA -0.012 0.027 -0.003 0.019 -0.020 0.017 0.001 0.012
ML
ß i
OLS
0.008 0.025 -0.009 0.014 -0.012 0.009 0.001 0.006
-0.023 0.038 -0.033 0.024 -0.026 0.020 -0.006 0.013
GLS -0.023 0.039 -0.018 0.021 -0.003 0.016 0.004 0.010
VAR 0.312 1.666 -0.044 3.004 0.232 1.087 -4.254 3.000
MWA -0.010 0.041 -0.010 0.032 -0.021 0.028 0.026 0.020
ML 0.011 0.038 -0.013 0.019 -0.015 0.013 0.003 0.010
°o
SLS 0.867 0.217 0.825 0.099 0.787 0.063 0.773 0.054
GLS 0.785 0.230 0.596 0.098 0.503 0.052 0.427 0.026
VAR 0.916 0.333 0.803 0.259 0.597 0.106 0.492 0.044
ML 0.570 0.216 0.392 0.092 0.288 0.015 0.280 0.008
«1
SLS -0.690 0.012 -0.540 0.010 -0.490 0.008 -0.454 0.007
GLS -0.639 0.017 -0.382 0.018 -0.289 0.015 -0.213 0.012
VAR -0.610 0.012 -0.439 0.014 -0.340 0.013 -0.251 0.011
ML -0.258 0.035 -0.076 0.032 -0.031 0.030 -0.001 0.023
TABLE 4.7 . - ESTIMATION ( Poisson-N, misspecified variance).
Model:yt I y t - N[ßo + ßiXlt,ßo + ßiXlt] DGP:yt I 3^ -  N [1 + xlt,0.5 + 0.7xlt]
T = 20 T = 50 T = 100 T = 200
ßo
OLS
bias std.err. bias std.err. bias std.err. bias std.err.
-0.010 0.011 -0.005 0.007 -0.006 0.005 -0.004 0.004
GLS -0.014 0.010 -0.006 0.006 -0.007 0.005 -0.003 0.003
VAR -0.622 0.008 -0.658 0.005 -0.673 0.003 -0.683 0.003
MWA -0.308 0.007 -0.316 0.004 -0.324 0.003 -0.332 0.002
ML
ß i
OLS
-0.323 0.008 -0.358 0.005 -0.374 0.003 -0.375 0.002
-0.015 0.014 -0.010 0.009 -0.010 0.007 -0.007 0.005
GLS -0.022 0.011 -0.011 0.007 -0.012 0.005 -0.006 0.003
VAR -0.593 0.009 -0.639 0.005 -0.657 0.004 -0.673 0.003
MWA -0.284 0.008 -0.294 0.005 -0.302 0.004 -0.318 0.003
ML -0.287 0.009 -0.332 0.005 -0.350 0.004 -0.359 0.003
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TABLE 4.8 . - ESTIMATION ( ARCH I , misspecified variance). 
ModeI:yt I y t ~ N[po + ^ x tt,ao + oj|uJi] DGP:yt I 5*t -  N [1 + xlt,0.8 + (X2yt.i]
T = 20 T = 50 T = 100 T = 200
ßo
OLS
bias s td .e rr. bias std .e rr. bias s td .e rr. bias s td .e rr.
-0.012 0.019 -0.006 0.013 -0.012 0.010 -0.004 0.007
GLS -0.013 0.020 0.000 0.013 -0.008 0.010 -0.003 0.007
VAR -2.396 0.930 -0.950 2.504 -1.490 1.001 -1.416 0.497
MWA -0.049 0.020 -0.058 0.013 -0.095 0.010 -0.090 0.007
ML
ßi
OLS
-0.042 0.019 -0.040 0.013 -0.053 0.010 -0.048 0.006
-0.035 0.032 -0.027 0.022 -0.032 0.017 -0.014 0.012
GLS -0.033 0.035 -0.015 0.022 -0.024 0.016 -0.010 0.012
VAR -3.625 2.124 0.517 2.847 -0.645 1.401 -0.542 0.727
MWA -0.070 0.035 -0.065 0.022 -0.111 0.017 -0.102 0.012
ML -0.067 0.034 -0.058 0.021 -0.069 0.016 -0.057 0.011
Oo
SLS 0.112 0.017 0.114 0.011 0.104 0.009 0.097 0.006
GLS 0.095 0.018 0.094 0.011 0.084 0.008 0.083 0.006
VAR 0.067 0.020 0.112 0.014 0.082 0.009 0.082 0.007
ML 0.015 0.018 0.049 0.012 0.054 0.009 0.063 0.006
Cli
SLS -0.155 0.011 -0.082 0.008 -0.054 0.006 -0.031 0.005
GLS -0.141 0.014 -0.065 0.009 -0.037 0.007 -0.019 0.005
VAR -0.074 0.008 -0.043 0.007 -0.027 0.006 -0.015 0.005
ML 0.042 0.016 0.015 0.010 0.008 0.007 0.006 0.005
TABLE 4.9 . - ESTIMATION ( ARCH II , misspecified variance). 
Model:yt I y t ~ Ntßo + ^ x ^ ,Oq+ 0 1^1^ 1] DGP:yt I y t ~ N [ l  + xlt,0.2 + 0.8yt.i]
T = 20 T = 50 T = 100 T = 200
ßo
OLS
bias s td .e rr. bias std .e rr. bias s td .e rr. bias s td .e rr.
-0.008 0.022 -0.003 0.020 -0.015 0.015 0.000 0.010
GLS 0.008 0.020 0.016 0.013 0.002 0.009 0.005 0.006
VAR -2.673 0.782 -4.068 1.296 -2.286 0.441 -2.028 0.313
MWA -0.185 0.022 -0.367 0.022 -0.483 0.018 -0.559 0.019
ML
O
-0.137 0.018 -0.216 0.011 -0.274 0.008 -0.292 0.005
p i
OLS -0.032 0.037 -0.031 0.032 -0.041 0.024 -0.014 0.017
GLS -0.014 0.037 0.000 0.022 -0.012 0.015 0.000 0.011
VAR 1.223 0.737 -3.686 1.745 -2.964 0.474 -1.372 1.244
MWA -0.190 0.035 -0.368 0.035 -0.482 0.027 -0.542 0.022
ML -0.156 0.030 -0.221 0.017 -0.289 0.012 -0.303 0.008
Oo
SLS 0.716 0.159 1.025 0.118 0.929 0.068 1.009 0.110
GLS 0.511 0.056 0.419 0.021 0.318 0.010 0.295 0.007
VAR 0.518 0.035 0.517 0.044 0.362 0.014 0.412 0.057
ML 0.254 0.016 0.196 0.009 0.166 0.005 0.176 0.004
a i
SLS -0.552 0.019 -0.458 0.013 -0.412 0.008 -0.364 0.007
GLS -0.444 0.024 -0.244 0.018 -0.115 0.014 -0.040 0.011
VAR -0.500 0.016 -0.314 0.020 -0.210 0.012 -0.121 0.010
ML -0.058 0.035 0.045 0.022 0.101 0.015 0.124 0.010
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TABUE 4.10 . - ESTIMATION ( ARCH IV , misspecified variance). 
Model:yt I y t - Nt ßo  + ßiX^ao + aiUti] DGP:yt I y t ~ N [ 0,0.5 +0.3 u£i +0.2 uta]
T = 20 T = 50 T = 100 T = 200
ßo
OLS
bias s td .e rr. bias std .e rr. bias s td .e rr. bias std .e rr.
-0.018 0.018 -0.011 0.013 -0.016 0.010 -0.006 0.007
GLS -0.029 0.019 -0.009 0.012 -0.015 0.009 -0.005 0.006
VAR -0.771 0.916 1.890 0.993 0.294 0.350 0.133 0.179
MWA -0.030 0.018 0.003 0.012 -0.019 0.009 -0.008 0.006
ML
ßi
OLS
-0.030 0.018 -0.004 0.012 -0.010 0.009 -0.004 0.006
-0.040 0.031 -0.033 0.021 -0.036 0.016 -0.018 0.011
GLS -0.043 0.033 -0.023 0.020 -0.031 0.015 -0.014 0.010
VAR -2.982 1.504 3.476 1.688 0.234 0.559 0.272 0.210
MWA -0.050 0.033 -0.003 0.021 -0.036 0.015 -0.019 0.011
ML -0.052 0.032 -0.017 0.019 -0.023 0.014 -0.012 0.010
°0
SLS 0.256 0.022 0.251 0.014 0.234 0.010 0.220 0.008
GLS 0.225 0.022 0.203 0.013 0.181 0.009 0.166 0.006
VAR 0.209 0.022 0.207 0.014 0.187 0.009 0JL70 0.006
ML 0.138 0.018 0.144 0.012 0.144 0.009 0.145 0.006
ai
SLS -0.218 0.013 -0.109 0.010 -0.066 0.007 -0.031 0.006
GLS -0.190 0.016 -0.070 0.012 -0.016 0.009 0.020 0.007
VAR -0.138 0.010 -0.051 0.010 -0.020 0.008 0.016 0.007
ML 0.002 0.019 0.036 0.014 0.041 0.010 0.052 0.007
TABLE 4.11 . - ESTIMATION ( ARCH IV , misspecified variance). 
Model:yt I 0^- Ntßo + ßiXitjöo + aiUfci] DGP:yt I 3 ^ - N [ l  + xlt,0.5 + 0.3u*.i + 0J2ut2]
T = 20 T = 50 T = 100 T = 200
ßo
OLS
bias s td .e rr. bias s td .e rr. bias s td .e rr. bias s td .e rr.
-0.018 0.018 -0.011 0.013 -0.016 0.010 -0.006 0.007
GLS -0.029 0.019 -0.009 0.012 -0.015 0.009 -0.005 0.006
VAR -0.771 0.916 1.890 0.993 0.294 0.350 0.133 0.179
MWA -0.030 0.018 0.003 0.012 -0.019 0.009 -0.008 0.006
ML
ßi
OLS
-0.029 0.018 -0.004 0.012 -0.010 0.009 -0.004 0.006
-0.040 0.031 -0.033 0.021 -0.036 0.016 -0.018 0.011
GLS -0.043 0.033 -0.023 0.020 -0.031 0.015 -0.014 0.010
VAR -2.982 1.504 3.476 1.688 0.234 0.559 0.272 0.210
MWA -0.050 0.033 -0.004 0.021 -0.036 0.015 -0.019 0.011
ML -0.052 0.032 -0.017 0.019 -0.023 0.014 -0.012 0.010
Oo
SLS 0.256 0.022 0.251 0.014 0.234 0.010 0.220 0.008
GLS 0.225 0.022 0.203 0.013 0.181 0.009 0.166 0.006
VAR 0.209 0.022 0.207 0.014 0.187 0.009 0.170 0.006
ML 0.140 0.018 0.144 0.012 0.144 0.009 0.145 0.006
ai
SLS -0.218 0.013 0.010 -10.900 -0.066 0.007 -0.031 0.006
GLS -0.190 0.016 0.012 -5.833 -0.016 0.009 0.020 0.007
VAR -0.138 0.010 0.010 -5.100 -0.020 0.008 0.016 0.007
ML 0.002 0.019 0.014 2.571 0.041 0.010 0.052 0.007
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CHAPTER 5
GENERAL SPECIFICATION TESTS 0)
The situation presented in Chapter 4 shows the implications of 
specification error and calls for a careful evaluation of the model. We have 
seen misspecification directions in which the quality of the estimators is 
fragile. In particular, applied workers using parametric specification of ht 
need to be concerned that any failure to specify ht correctly may contaminate 
the estimates of ß , which is normally their primary interest. One possibility is 
to rely on robust estimation procedures, particularly GLS, which remain 
consistent in the presence of misspecified heteroskedasticity. There are now 
semi-parametric GLS estimators that are asymptotically as efficient as the GLS 
yet presume no knowledge of the heteroskedasticity (see § 3.1.2). Consequently, 
if researchers are going to continue to use MLE’s in heteroskedastic models, it 
is important that some information be provided along with the estimates to 
assess the validity of the chosen specification.
There are, of course, many diagnostic tests for incorrect specifications in 
the conditional mean and variances of the general linear model — Pagan 
[1984a] surveys these -  and all might be applied. Engle [1983], Engle et al 
[1987], Kraft and Engle [1982], and Weiss [1984,1986a] inter alia have proposed 
diagnostics for specific departures in the context of heteroskedastic models.
But it is always useful to have some tests that utilize information that is 
available solely within the estimated model since this can be provided with 
computer output, and this Chapter analyzes some possibilities.
(L In this Chapter Section § 5.2 is based on joint work with A.R. Pagan, reported in Pagan and 
Sabau [1987b].
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In sections § 5.1 and § 5.2 we concentrate on departures that render the
A
QMLE 0 inconsistent. The MWA interpretation of Chapter 3 produces 
naturally one such test by checking the coherency of the information about 
common parameters in the mean and variance equations. This test is 
analyzed in section § 5.1 . In section § 5.2 we argue for what we call a set of 
"consistency tests". Simple examples are that the MLE residuals sum to zero 
and that the postulated heteroskedastic pattern conforms to the evidence in the 
squared residuals. These are functions of the output of any MLE program and 
could be supplied as standard results. The tests in these two sections are 
related to other procedures in the literature and their power functions under 
local parametric alternatives are obtained. In section § 5.3 we concentrate on 
departures that render the QMLE inefficient or may lead to incorrect 
inferences, but do not affect the estimator consistency. Some Monte Carlo 
evidence on test performance is presented in section § 5.4 .
To consider local alternatives we follow Newey [1985a,bl and restate the 
basic assumption (C*0) allowing for an extra set of parameters At depending on 
the sample size, such that At = Ao + T*1/2 5 for fixed Ao and 5 , and at 5 = 0 we 
obtain the null hypothesis of "correct specification". That is
(CiO") yt l3^~N[Mßo,A.T),ht(e0 , k r ) L  -tt)
where jit = M-t (ß) = Jit (ß > Ao) and ht = ht (9) = ht (0 , Ao) for all 9 e 0 ,  or 
gt = gt (9) = gt (0 , Ao) with gt (9 , At) = ( |it(ß , At) , ht(0 , At) )'. The 
derivatives of both jit and ht with respect to the A parameters obey 
the same assumptions as those with respect to 0 .
As T increases, (1) approaches correct specification at the required rate to 
keep the noncentrality parameters finite in the distribution of the test-statistics 
that we consider in the following sections.
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Corresponding to the sequence of local alternatives are the mean and 
variance innovations ut (At) = ut (ß , At) = yt - M-t (9, At) and 8t (At) = £t (0 , At) = 
ut (At)2 - ht (9, At) , with ut = ut (Ao) and et = £t (Ao) under the null hypothesis. 
Similarly, x>t (At) = (ut (At) , £t (At) )' > and Ut = Vt (Ao) under the null hypothesis. 
The derivatives of the log-likelihood function at observation t are
d«t (9 , XT) = 9gt(^ ’ XT) St (Xt)-1 wt (XT) , - (2)O 9
and
d u  ( 9 ,  XT) =  9 g t (5:* —  ■ S t (Xt )’1 i*  (XT) , - (3 )oA
where Zt (At) = Zt (9 , At) = diag{ ht (At) , 2ht (At )2 }, and Zt = Zt (9,Ao) under the
null hypothesis. The score for the t-th observation under the null hypothesis is
T
dot = det(9 , A o), and do = do(9) = T*1 X Jet • The negative o f the Hessian with
t=l
respect to 9 is
Jet (9 , At) dgt (9» At)' 39 St (At)-1
dgt (9, At) 
39' + Aet >
where
Aet = [ v>t (At)' ® Ip ]
dgt (9, At )' ^ „ \ 1 t 3[-----—-----St (At)-1 ]
39'
Using the law of iterated expectations Aet is seen to have zero expected value at 
9o under the local alternatives in (1). Therefore, the information matrix is 
given by
T T
<)(90) = 6{ T4 £  Jet dot'} = S {T*1 £  Jet} = Ö { T-1 G' Z-1 G } , -(4)
t=l t=l
where all terms are evaluated at 9o and Ao . 3(9o) is the appropriate 
information matrix for 9 under both the null hypothesis and the sequences of 
local parametric alternatives. To see this we use the MVT for random 
functions to express
dgt (9 »At)' dgt(9»Ao)'
39 39
+ T-!/2 Bt (9,A)5,
I l l
where Bt (9,V) properly accommodates the second derivatives of gt with respect 
to 9 and X, and X e [ Xo , Xt ] . Since Bt is adequately bounded by assumption, 
the quantities involving the second term of this expression vanish 
asymptotically when constructing <](9o) in view of the factor T'1/2 .
§ 5.1 Coherency tests
We have seen in Chapters 3 and 4 that the k* jointly identifiable functions y 
can be estimated consistently from the information on either moment if the model
A A
is correctly specified, while inconsistencies arise in general in ym or yv if (it or ht 
are misspecified. Thus in general, direct comparison of the alternative 
estimators of these common estimable functions may warn of possible 
inconsistencies arising through misspecification of either conditional moment.
A A
More formally if q = ym - Tv then in general q will converge to a nonzero quantity 
if there is misspecification in either conditional moment, while it will differ from 
zero due only to sampling variation when the model is correctly specified. The
A
corresponding test-statistic is x = T q' V(q)"1 q and we have
Theorem  5.1.- Under (C|0M) - (Ci7) the (asymptotic) covariance matrix of
A A /N A
q = Ym * Yv is given by V(q) = V(ym) + V(yv) , which is positive definite. The 
asymptotic distribution of the test-statistic is
t —> x2( k* ; 8 'D' V(q)'iD 5 ), -(5)
where D = TV(ßm) S{ T-i X' Q-* Mj.} - j  ( Ik. , 0 ) V($v) S{ T-i S*' Hx) , r  = dy/3ß'.
= 9(i /dX ' , and Hx = 9h /dX', and all expectations are evaluated at the true values 
under correct specification.
Proof: Using the Mean Value Theorem for random functions we can write
M-t (P > kr) = M ß )  + 9(it (ß,X)dX' T-i/2 5 , or |j.(ß , hr )  = q(ß) +T-^ 5 ,
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where X e [ Xo, Xt] and Mx. = /9X' evaluated at X . The first order conditions
now are
X' Q-1 X (ftn- ßo) = X' Q-1 ( Ü + T_1/2 Mx. 5 ) ,
where ut = yt - Pt (ß , Xt) are the true innovations. But T-1 X' Q-1 X —>
S ( T-1 X' Q-1 X } = V(ßm)-i, and T l/2 X' Q-1 ü  4> N [ 0 , V( ßm)-i ] , and hence
T1/2 (ßm-ßo) i > N  [ B 5 , V ( ß m) ] ,
where B = V(ßm) S{ T’1 X' Q-1 Mx.}, and so for ym = y(ßm) it follows that
T1/2 (Tm -To)i > N [ r B 5 ) rV(ßm) r ]  .
*2 2For the variance equation the term in ut - ut still vanishes in view of 
Lemma 3.3 , and using the Mean Value Theorem for random functions we can 
write
ht (0 , XT) = ht (0) + aht,(9; ^  T-V2 5 , or h(0 , XT) = h(0) + T-i'2 Hj. 5,
d X
where X e [ Xo, Xt ] and Hx. = 3h /3X' evaluated at X . The first order conditions 
now are
S o 'a -2 §*(?, -<j>o) = s ^ a ^ d + T - ^ H x S ) ,
— 2  ^ /N /N
where £t = ut - ht (9 , Xt) are the true variance innovations. But % T'1 S$' Or2 
—> 7  e  { T-i S*' Q-2 S4) = VC^)-1 , and \  T-1/2 S*' Or2 e A . N [ 0 , VC^ ) ’1 ] ,  and 
partitioning <j) = ( y  , )' we get
tu*(tv-‘»)4>n [c s .vctv)],
where C = \  ( Ik* , 0 ) V($v) 6  {T' 1 S$' Q-2 Hx.} . From the independence of ym
A
and Yv it follows that
T1/2 q = Ti/2 ( ym . yv ) 4> N [ r  B 5 - C 5 = D 5 , V(ym) + V(yv) = V(q) ] ,
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where V(q) is positive definite because both V(ym) and V(yv) are so. The 
distribution in (5) is obtained by constructing the quadratic form and substituting 
a consistent estimator of the covariance matrix.
Thus, under the null hypothesis of correct specification t has asymptotically 
a central x2(k*) distribution, and the local power function of the test is given by the 
noncentral %2(k*) distribution. The test may be inconsistent since the 
noncentrality parameter may vanish under the alternative. An example is the 
ARCH model when the alternative belongs to the robust class described in § 4.3 .
It is worth noting that in models with unidentified parameters in the 
variance equation the parameterization of the (j> function is not unique, and the 
test depends in finite samples on the parameterization chosen (Gregory and Veall 
[1985] and Breusch and Schmidt [1986]). The parameterization of d must 
therefore be selected a priori for inferences to have any meaning, and it should be 
a natural selection if it is to convince anyone apart from the researcher. This 
problem is not present when the variance equation is identified for the test is
A A
based directly on ßm - ßv , as shown in
Corollary 5.2.- Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 and 9 is identifiable in the
A A
variance equation, the (asymptotic) covariance matrix of q = ßm - ßv is given by
/*N A
V(q) = V(ßm) + V(ßv) which is positive definite. The asymptotic distribution of the 
test-statistic is given by
t 4> x2( k* ; S' D' V(q)-1 D 5 ),
where D = V(jL) S( T-1 X' £2-1 ) - \(Ik , 0 ) V(8v) S{ T-1 S' Q-2Hx} , and all
expectations are evaluated at the true values under correct specification.
Proof: When 9 is identifiable in the variance equation y=ß , k* = k , T = Ik, 
S<j) = S , and <j) = 9 , and the result follows from Theorem 5.1 .
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The Hausman interpretation of the test follows from Ruud [1984]. In fact,
A A
(3.22) shows that ßm - ßv is asymptotically a nonsingular transformation of both
A A A A
ß - ßv and ß - ßm , relating the test directly to Hausman's [1978] original 
proposition. Equivalent tests are also the test of coherency of information Theil 
[1971] and the Chow [1960] test, an interpretation also noted by Ruud. That is, the 
test of ßi = ß2 in
yt = M-t (ßi) + ut and ut = ht ( ß2 , a ) + et , - ( 6)
using Cl = Cl( 0) as estimate of the covariance matrix, with 9 being a root-T 
consistent estimator of 9 under the null hypothesis. Using the Mean Value 
Theorem we can write ht (ß2 , a) = ht (ß i, a) + wt' (ß2 - ß i) , where wt = wt ("ß , a ) , 
and "ß <= [ß i, ß2] • Under the null hypothesis b = ß2 - ßi = 0 , and the test may be
A *  A #
constructed as a variable addition test by including wt = wt (9) in the variance
equation and testing its coefficient to be zero with residuals replacing the
dependent variables in both equations in (6). Moreover, using the same argument
as Breusch and Godfrey [1986], the LM test under normality in the latter case is
T1 1 A -2based on the subvector of the score ?r W' Q-2 e = j  £  ht wt et, and because
-2 t=l
E [ ht wt £t I ^  t ] = 0 under the null hypothesis, the test also has a conditional
moment interpretation (Newey [1985a,b] and Tauchen [1985]). This interpretation
is interesting because it is the condition for consistency of the MLE given in
Theorem 2 of Pagan and Sabau [1987a] (our Lemma 4.2 when E [ut I 2Tt ] = 0 ). It
also provides the link of the coherency test analyzed here with the consistency
tests of the next section.
For the unidentified variance equation case we can reparameterize in terms 
of jointly identifiable functions, or use a generalized inverse estimator for ß from
A A
the variance equation. We can see from (3.34) that q = Ym - Tv is asymptotically a
A A A A
nonsingular transformation of y - yv and also of y - ym . If a generalized inverse
/A A A
estimator ßv is used, then q = ßm - ßv is asymptotically a nonsingular
/A /A ✓ A /A
transformation of ß - ßv and a singular transformation of ß - ßm . In both cases,
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of course, V(q) has rank k* only and a generalized inverse must be used for V(q). 
Holly [19821 has established that Hausman tests are invariant to the choice of 
generalized inverse, but this invariance property does not apply to the choice of
A
the jointly estimable functions y  or, equivalently, to the generalized solution for ßv.
A /X A A
Therefore the tests based on ß - ßv and ß - ßm may not be equivalent. The latter is
A
in fact invariant in view of the unique solution for ßm and thus constitutes a 
natural choice.
§ 5.2 Consistency tests
The possibility that the MLE of ß might inconsistently estimate ßo 
motivates the development of tests for the adequacy of the assumed 
heteroskedastic specification. To appreciate our choices consider the score for 
0 (see (2.11))
and
T T
dß(0) = T*1 hi1 Xtut + I-T*1 £  ht wt 8t , 
t=l t=l
T
da(6) = 5-T-i X  h? Zt 8 t . 
t=l
-(7)
- ( 8)
A
The necessary and sufficient condition for the consistency of ß is
A
E [ dß(ßo , a*) ] = 0 (Lemma 4.1). Unfortunately, dß(0) = 0 by construction and no
test can be based on it, but from (7) sufficient conditions for E [ dß(ßo , a*) ] = 0
T Tx -1 x -2are that E [ T-1 X  ht xt ut 1 = 0 and E [ T4 X  ht wt £t 1 = 0 , making it appropriate 
t=l t=l
that tests for the adequacy of the assumed model be based upon these separate
orthogonality conditions which are not imposed on the data by the QMLE.
At a more basic level, correct specification of the two conditional moments
T
requires E [ u t l3rt] = 0 and E[e t l3rt ] = 0 ,  implying that E [ X  ut ] = 0 and 
T T T t=l
E [ X  £t 1 = 0 , and this makes X  ut and X  £t attractive as tests for the adequacy 
t=l t=l t=l
of the model in view of their simplicity. No external information is needed in
their construction, unlike most diagnostic tests which introduce new data
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supplied by postulating alternative models. Replacing the unknowns ß and a
T .
by their MLE's, the sample quantity T-1 £  £t for example should tend in
t=l
probability to zero under the null hypothesis; if it does not, the evidence in the
A 2 a
squared residuals ut is inconsistent with that in ht.
It is convenient to embed the simple tests described above in a wider class 
derived from sets of n first order conditions of the form
T T
m(O,0) = T-1 £  mt (Ot , 0) = T*1 ]T Ot x* = T*1 O' u , - (9)
t=l t=l
where the Ot = ( Oi t » ) are n*2 matrices of measurable functions of fFt >
Oj = ( Oji OjT)', j = 1 , 2 , and O = ( Oi', 0 2 ' ) ' .  The class of tests in (9) is 
referred henceforth as the class of "consistency tests". The Ot must obey some 
regularity conditions which are clarified in § 5.2.2 . The mt (Ot ,9) are n- 
vectors, and under correct specification we have
E [ m(O,0) ] = 0 ,
because E[mtl3F' t ] = O t E [ u t l 3 rt I = 0 .  The corresponding covariance matrix is
Var[ TV* m(O,0) ] = E [ T*1 O' I O  ] , - (10)
because E [ Ot Vt t>3' Os' I y  t ] = StsOt £t O t', where 5ts is the Kronecker delta. The 
two simple consistency tests described above are obtained by setting Ot = (1 , 0 ) 
¥  t and Ot = ( 0 ,1  ) ¥  t , respectively, and a joint consistency test is obtained 
making Ot = I2 ¥  t .
Corresponding to the theoretical moments m(O,0) are sample moments
A A
m ( 0 ,0) and these are suitable "consistency test-statistics", since they would 
tend to be close to zero if the model specification was adequate. These 
consistency tests are related to other procedures in the literature in § 5.2.1 , 
their distribution is derived in § 5.2.2 , their local power considered in § 5.2.3 , 
and a simple application is presented in § 5.2.4 .
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§ 5.2.1 Consistency tests and other tests in the literature
Before we obtain the distribution of the sample moments m(O,0), it is 
useful to look at these tests in somewhat greater detail and to relate them to 
other procedures in the literature in order to put them into the proper 
perspective.
The simple consistency test, say m^, based on the sum of ML residuals is 
an interesting one because many diagnostic tests for specification error (e.g. 
RESET, Ramsey [1969]) arose because such a criterion was not available in the 
general linear model as the sum of OLS residuals is identically zero whenever 
an intercept appears among the regressors. It does not seem to have been fully 
appreciated in the literature that the residuals defined by other estimators need
A  /X
not share this property. Consider the OLS estimator ßi of ß and let u^t be the
T „
corresponding residuals. Because £ u^t = 0 we have that
t=l
T T T T
nv = T-i X  ut = T-i X  ut - T-i £  = T-1 £  xt' (ß, - ß) = x' (ß, - ß ), - (11)
t=l t=l t=l t=l
and consequently can be viewed as a specific weighted average of the 
difference between the ML and OLS estimators, when the weights are the
/X
sample means of the regressors. Since ß  ^is consistent irrespective of the 
specification of the variance, the test-statistic focuses directly upon the 
inconsistency in the MLE of ß .
An alternative strategy for assessing the adequacy of the maintained
/x ✓x
model would be to directly compare ß and ß  ^, i.e. to conduct a specification test
of the form given by Hausman [1978]. In fact this was White's [1980a]
suggestion, and it can be regarded as a special case of the test-statistics
considered in this section viz. when Ot = ( xt', 0 ). To see this, observe that 
T
m(X , ß) = T*1 X xt ut = T’1 X' u . But T’1 X' u^ = 0 and therefore 
t=l
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m( X , ß ) = T'1 X' u = T*1 X' (u - ) = T*1 X' X ( -  ß ) ,  -(12)
showing that m(X , ß) is a nonsingular transformation of (ß^ - ß) and hence the 
derived test-statistics are identical.
More generally, we can use the MVT for random functions (Jennrich 
[1969]) on m(O,0) , and after expansion around 0o and grouping terms of OpCT*1) 
and smaller, we get
T T T
m(O,0) = T-1 £  Ot'üt = T’1 £  Ot nt + T-1 £  Of 
t=l t=l t=l
dgt(9p)
00 ' ( 0 -
0o) + At ( 0 - 0 o) + Op(T-1),
T
where At = T’1 X (W ® In) 9vecOt/00'. At 0 because 9vecOt/00' is a 
t=l
A
measurable function of £Ft > and therefore the term At (0 - 0o) is OpCT*1) and can
be relegated to the remainder. Suppose that the p orthogonality conditions 
T
T4 X Of x>t = 0 define the consistent estimator 0 where Of includes Ot as a 
t=l
submatrix i.e. a GMM estimator as in Hansen [1982]. We can expand similarly 
m(O,0) which equals zero from the definition of 0. Then under the 
assumption of a correctly specified model we have
m(O,0) = m(O,0) - m(O,0) = T '  TS £  Otut
m t=l t=l
dgt(9p)
-(13)
T*1 X  (9 - 0 ) + Op(T_1) = T-i O' G (0 - 0) + Op(T-i)
t=l a0
When O* = O so that T'1 O' G converges to a nonsingular matrix (a regularity 
condition for the GMM procedure), we have an asymptotically equivalent 
Hausman test. When O is a proper submatrix of O* the consistency test is
*** A
being based asymptotically on linear combinations of 0 - 0 .
Another special case of (13) of particular interest is when Ot = Ot =
(h^xt', 0 ) .  Then T*1 O' u = 0 defines the GLS estimator ßm , and we have
T  ^ T  ^ T  ^ ^
T-1 £  htXxt ut - T-1 ]T hint Xt umt = ( T-1 £  hi‘xt xt' ) (ßm- ß) + OpCT1) , - (14)
t=l t=l t=l
which also relates to Hausman’s [1978] procedure but now with GLS as the
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consistent estimator under the alternative. Because ßm - ß is asymptotically a
A A
nonsingular transformation of ßm - ßv when ß is identifiable in the variance 
equation, the test based on this choice is also equivalent to the coherency test of 
Corollary 5.2 . If ß is not identifiable in the variance equation, the distribution 
of the statistic in (14) has a singular covariance matrix and a generalized 
inverse will need to be used. Alternatively, Theorem 5.1 provides an
asymptotically equivalent test which is based on the maximum number of
linear combinations that define a proper asymptotic distribution in (14). If
TA /N A
there is a constant among the regressors then T_1 £  hmt umt = 0 , and defining
l t=l
<ht = ( ht , 0 ) we get
T T T
T-i £  hi1 ut - T-i X  h i t  S g t  = [ T-i £  hi1*  1 (Pm - P> + Op(T-i), - (15) 
t=l t=l t=l
A A
which again centers on the inconsistency of ß, since ßra is robust to variance
misspecification. Here the differences of estimators are weighted by the 
sample mean of h ^ x t.
In the above illustrations, the estimator ß for ß came from a set of first 
order conditions involving ut only, and no attention was paid to the second
orthogonality condition involving et . This meant that the consistency tests 
related to ß - ß . Similar relations can be found for the a  parameters. For
simplicity, take the case where ht = zt(ß)' a  , which is the most common in
A
applied work. Consider the SLS as of a  described in § 3.2.1 . The residuals are
TA ~ 2  ~  A A A
est = ut - zt(ß)'as . Assuming a constant in zt we have T*1 £  est = 0 and, letting
T ^ t=l
Ot = ( 0 ,1  ) , we have for m^ = T*1 £  £t >
t=l
T T T
mh = T-i X  et - T-i X  e« = T-1 X  zt' (i  - a) + Op(T-i) 
t=l t=l t=l
= z' (ctg - a) + OpCT1) , -(16)
and when Ot = ( 0 ,z t), then
m(Z , a) = T-1 Z' e = T-i Z '(e - * )  + Op(T-!) = T-1 Z' Z (a , - a ) + OpCT-1) , - (17)
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which are the counterparts for a of the weighted and full difference of OLS and 
ML estimators in (11) and (12). In the expansions for mh and m(Z , a) we have 
taken ß as given because we want to concentrate on the a parameters. 
Substituting any consistent estimator of ß in the construction of z or T'1 Z' Z 
has no effect on the asymptotic distribution of the statistics.
/x _2
We can also consider the SGLS estimator ag for a  , so setting Ot = ( 0 , ht ) 
-2and Ot = ( 0 , ht Zt ) we get, respectively,
T T T
T-i £  hi2 et - T-i £  ht2egt = [ T-i £  hi2zt ' ] ( «g- a) + Op(T -i), - (18) 
t=l t=l t=l
and
T T T
T-i £  ht zt it -T-i £  hi2?t % = [ T-i £  hi2zt zt' ] (Sg - a) + Op(T -i), - (19) 
t=l t=l t=l
as counterparts for a  of (15) and (14). We can also use joint mean/variance 
consistency statistics e.g. consider and mh jointly.
The simple consistency tests also arise from residual analysis to diagnose 
the model (Pagan and Hall [1983]). The constraints E [ ut I 3^ 1 = 0 and 
E [ 8t I 2T1 1 = 0 may be written as
E[utiyt] = §i,
and
E [ 8 t l 3 M  = ^2,
where = ^ 2  = 0 . From these expectations we derive the estimating equations
A /V
U t = £ 1  +  U t +  { U t - U t } , - (20a)
and
A A
£t = + et + { 8t - et }. - (20b)
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Regressing ut and et against a constant yields = T’1 X ut = m  ^ , and q2 =
T .  t=l
T'1 X 8t = mh . The argument extends to the general class of consistency tests 
t=l
m(O,0) , where the restriction E [ x>t I £F1 1 = 0 may be expressed as
E [ n t  I
when  ^= 0 , and we derive the estimating equations
Ut = Ot' % + Dt + { x>t - v t } + ( <£>t - V 5 , - (21)
so now the regression of Ut would be against Ot . To ensure that Ot is a 
function only of information available after MLE it will need to be made a
A A
function of either ht or perhaps past values of ut and et. For example selection
T T-1 x _ i / \  -*■ /^ - l />2
of Ot = I2 ® hi produces tests based upon X ht ut and X (ht ut - 1) ,  statistics
t=l t=l
that appear as outputs in many ARCH programs. Setting Ot = ( 0 , h t) would
/v
effectively produce a test based upon whether the coefficient of ht in the
A A
regression of ut against ht was equal to unity, the value the coefficient would be 
if the model was correctly specified. Thus we focus attention upon the
A A
innovations ut and e t . An analysis of these quantities should be the primary 
mode of detecting specification errors in heteroskedastic models. The idea is 
closely linked to the tests for over- and under-dispersion in Cameron and
Trivedi [1985].
The consistency tests are also related to the LM test for variable addition 
(Breusch and Pagan [1980], Engle [1982b, 1984], Pagan [1984a] inter alia ). This 
test is considered in Chapter 6 where we show that such LM tests amount to 
choosing a specific Ot normally from data outside the model, and it has the 
potential to be the best diagnostic if the chosen Ot correlates well with the 
specification error.
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§ 5.222 The distribution of consistency test - statistics
O ur m ajor problem  w ith im plem enting the  consistency tes ts  lies in  the
A A A
derivation of the  lim iting distribution  of T1^  m (0 , 9) . Because 9 is obtained as
A
the solution to a  set of first order conditions, de(9) = 0 , i t  is ap p aren t th a t
A A
m (0 , 9) are  conditional m om ent restric tions of the sort analyzed in  T auchen 
[1985] and Newey [1985a,b]. The las t paper is particu larly  re levan t here and 
Theorem  5.3 below is extracted from it.
The m atrix  of derivatives of m (0, 9) w ith respect to 9 has an  ou ter product 
form which under both the  null and  the  sequence of local a lte rna tives is given
by (see Newey [1985a, p. 1051-1052])
T
M = M(90) = 6 {T-i]T
t=l
3mt (Op) 
39'
T
} = - 0  { T - i^ m tO o )  de t'l . 
t=l
Using (9) and  (2) in  the las t equality  we get
M(90) = - Ö [ T - i ^ O t  
t=l
'3gt (9, Xt )'\
39'
} = - e  {T-1 O' G }, - ( 22)
by the  law of ite ra ted  expectations, evaluated under Ho . We now prove
T heorem  5.3,- U nder (CiO") - (Cl8) and the sequence {Ot} , Ot e »being such 
th a t  the  function g* = ( m (0, 9)', d o ')' obeys the  regularity , continuity, 
dom inance and  m ixing conditions in  assum ptions (1) - (6) of Newey [1985b], 
th en
T1/2m(3>, 9) -^> N [ \ |/ , Qd,] ,  -(23a)
w here
\|f = [Ö { T-i O' G x} - M(90) dOo)’1 Ö { TS G' S*1 Gx } ] 5 , - (23b)
Q<^  = Vo - M(90) d(Oo)-1 M(90) ' , - (23c)
Gx = 3g /3A,', and  Vo is the lim it of the  covariance m atrix  in  (10) , w ith  all 
expectations evaluated  under Ho . A consistent estim ator of Qo is
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Q* = T-i O' £1/2 Tn, £1/2 O , - (24)
where TTl* = I2T - £*1/2 G ( G' Z-1 G )_1 G' Z*1/2 and all estimates are under Ho .
Proof: The result is Lemma 1 in Newey [1985b] with some specialization. In 
our context dot Oo) and mt (<E>,0) are martingale differences with respect to the 
G-field y  t , and so the matrix V simplifies from Newey s corresponding 
expression to
V ' Vo -M(0 on
-M(e0)' 3(0o) ,
Let L be the matrix selecting m (0, 9) from g* , L = ( In , 0 ) ,  C = E[* 
(0, Ip), and Pc = Ip+n - C ( ü  O 1 Ü . Then using (4) and (22), L Pc =
ag*(e0)
90 '
A A
( In , -M(9o) (^Oo)"1 ) » and hence the covariance matrix of T172 m (0 , 0) is given by
Qd, = L Pc V Pc' L' = V0 - M(0O) ^Oo)-1 M(0O) ' .
Again using (4) and (22) together with (10), and following the argument in 
Newey [1985a, p.1052], especially that connected with his equation (2.11), yields
A
the consistent estimator Q# of Qd> in (24). Finally, note that
E [ T-i X  mt du ' ] = E [ T-i X  V  5 1 t f r  ] = E [ T-i <D'Gx ] ,9gt
t=l t=l
using iterated expectations and, similarly, 
T T
E [ T-i X  det d u ' ] = E [ T-i X  ^  2?  U tV ^ t1 =^7 ] = E [ T* G' I '1 Gx ] .
t=l t=l
Because these two matrices form the matrix K in Newey [1985b, p.233], the
noncentrality parameter follows directly.
A A
The lim iting distribution of T1/2 m(O,0) when the model is correctly 
specified is established by setting 5 = 0 in Theorem 5.3 , a result given in
Corollary 5.4.- Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.3 , when the maintained 
model is correctly specified (5  = 0 ) ,
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T1/2 m(0,9) 4> N [ 0 , Q«, ] .
Proof: Set 5 = 0 in Theorem 5.3 . Q]
Cases of particular interest are when Ot = (1 , 0 ) and <X>t = ( 0 ,1  ) , making 
the simple consistency statistics m^ and m ^. The next corollary specializes 
Theorem 5.3 to these situations:
Corollary  5.5.- Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.3 ,
Ti/2nv  4> N [ (4x' - 40'V(0) GeX) 5 , a2 - 40'V(0) 40 ] ,
and
Ti« mh 4> N [ (Ex' - Ee' V(0) Gex) 5 . 2x2 - Ee' V(0) Ee ] ,
T t
where 4x= S! T-i 2  34t/9A.}, 4e= 0{ T-i 2  34t/36 ), Gex = S( T-* G' I-i Gx), a2 = 
t=l fc=l
T _  T T T ,
5(T-i 2 h t ) , hx=Ö(T-i 2  3ht /3X} ,E0=Ö{T-i 2  3h t/3e} ,andx2 =0{T-i 2 h t } . 
t=l t=l t=l t=l
Proof: For Ot = (1 , 0 ) note that Ot Qgt /90' ) = 5p*/90', ( dgt f d X ' ) = 9|it /dX\ and
d>t Zt Ot' = ht. , and use these expressions in Theorem 5.3 . For Ot = ( 0 ,1  ) note 
that Ot Ogt /90 ') = 3ht /30', Ot ( dgt /dX' ) = dht /dX\ and Ot Et Ot' = 2 h ^ , and use 
these expressions in Theorem 5.3 .
In the models we are considering the conditional mean does not depend on
—  A  _ _ _  —
a  , and therefore the variance of T1/2 m^ simplifies to a2 - x 'V(ß) x , where x is 
the limit of the sample mean of x t . Similarly, when ht does not depend on ß the
_  a _  _
variance of T1/2 m^ simplifies to 2 x2 - z'V(oc) z , where z is the limit of the 
sample mean of z t . When the information matrix is block-diagonal between ß
_  a _  _  a _  _
and a  the variance of T172 m^ is given by 2x2 - z' V(a) z - w' V(a) w , where w is 
the limit of the sample mean of w t. An important case is the AUCH model, for 
then <J(0o) is diagonal and also
w = -T-1 £  ccj ut.j xt.j 0 , 
j=l
- ( 25)
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resulting in the simple variance 2x2 - z' V(a) z . For the joint test with Ot = I2 , 
proceeding as in Corollary 5.5 and noting that Vo is diagonal by construction, it 
is seen that cov [ m ,^, ] = - jie' V( 9) ha . The statistics are rarely
independent, but here again the ARCH class is an exception. This follows from
€IS ___
combining w —> 0 with dßaOo) = 0 and p«=0.  Of course many other test-
statistics might be used e.g. there are some advantages to employing the sum of
T TA A ^ A A 2  A
standardized residuals T'1 X^t ut or T'1 X bt 8t which relate to the differences
t=l t=l
between ML and GLS estimators and thus have smaller sampling variation 
under Ho for large T. All of these can be handled with Theorem 5.3 by 
appropriate choices of <X>t, and the asymptotic distributions obtained as in 
Corollary 5.5 . The variances are consistently estimated by replacing 
expectations with sample moments.
It is important to note that the fact that 0 needs to be estimated means that 
the asymptotic variance of the test-statistics is less than it would be if 9 were 
known, so that inference needs to allow for this extra source of uncertainty.
The situation is therefore analogous to that which occurs when testing for 
serial correlation in the presence of lagged dependent variables (Durbin [1970]). 
It is useful to reconsider the tests in the framework of Pagan and Hall [1983].
A
The variances of the ^ in (20) and (21) depend upon two factors: the errors ut 
and £t and the difference between these and their estimated values. As shown
A
in Corollary 5.5 , the OLS standard errors accompanying ^ overstate the true 
standard errors. This means that any t-statistic for = 0 from the regressions 
in (20) and (21) is biased in favour of the null hypothesis. Still, such regressions 
can provide quick checks of the adequacy of the variance and mean 
specifications since, if Ho: = 0 is rejected, this conclusion would not be
reversed if the correct standard errors were employed.
It is also possible to produce a simplified calculation of the statistics using 
the correct estimate of the variance, by means of an uncentered coefficient of
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determination of an auxiliary regression as in Engle [1982b, 1984], Newey 
[1985a], and Davidson and MacKinnon [1984], and this is especially attractive 
when using multidimensional tests. For this purpose we produce
Theorem 5.6.- Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.3 ,
s = T m(0,9)' m(0,9) A> %2( n ; ) , - (26)
where = 5' S { T*1 G*.' Z’1/2 U ^Z ’172 Gx) 5 , and H# =
m  Z1/2 O (O' Z1/2 m  Z1/2 O ^ O ' Z1/2m  . Moreover, if ( G , Z O ) has full column 
rank then s - s* 0 where s* = 2 T Ro , and Ro is the uncentered coefficient of
A A A A A
determination of the regression of u on G and Z O in the metric of Z .
Proof: From Theorem 5.3 s = T m (0,9)' m(0,9) —> %2( n ; Y  Qo ¥  )• But
using (9) and (24) we get
s = u'5> (O' Z1/2 ?0> Z1/2 O)*1 O' u . - (27)
A A A A
From the definition of 9 we have T-1 G' Z’1 u = 0 , and using an argument 
identical to Engle [1982b,p.l02] it follows that s is the explained sum of squares 
(ESS) of the auxiliary regression,and because ^T*1 u' Z"1 u —>1 , it follows that 
s —> 2 TRo = s*. The noncentrality parameter is obtained using (4) and (22) in 
the expression for y  , so that
¥  = 6 {T-1 [ O' Gx- O' G (G' Z-1 G Yl G' Z-1 G \ ] } 5
= Ö { T-1 O' Z1'2 m  Z‘1/2 Gx} 5 , - (28)
and the result follows using (24).
The immediate result under the null hypothesis is
Corollary 5.7.- Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.6 and the model being 
correctly specified (5  = 0 ) ,  s —> and s - s* —> 0 .
2 _Proof: Setting 5 = 0 in Theorem 5.6 results in X# = 0 .
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Theorem 5.6 is general enough to accommodate wide classes of 
heteroskedastic models, allowing for separate or joint testing of either 
conditional moment. For example, the additional variables to the bivariate 
regression are ( h t , 0 )' for (11), or ( ht xt', 0 )' for (12). This establishes a 
relation between variable addition and variable transformation tests as in 
Breusch and Godfrey [1986].
The auxiliary regression of Theorem 5.6 uses the model residuals as 
dependent variable, and incorporates the specific form of the information 
matrix in heteroskedastic models. Thus the testing procedure has more 
structure than the more general auxiliary regressions of Newey [1985a] and 
Davidson and MacKinnon [1984].
Because many tests in OLS and GLS regression can be expressed 
asymptotically as T Ro from a single-length auxiliary regression with the 
residuals as dependent variable (Engle [1982a,l 982b,1984]), it is of some 
importance to analyze under what conditions the consistency tests can be 
equivalently obtained from single-length auxiliary regressions. The first
/ X
requirement is, of course, that the test focuses on only one set of residuals (u or
/ x
e ). Hence we consider the partition O = (3>i', O2 Y > so that when <X>2 = 0 the
/x
consistency test is based on u , and when Oi = 0 the consistency test is based on
✓x
e . Using this partition in (27) and denoting s = s(<t>) = s(d>i, O2 ) it is seen that
and
s( <£>1 ,0 ) = u' <I>i ( (Di' Q.Oi - d>i' X( X' X h1 X' Oi >1 $ 1' u , 
s( 0 , O2 ) = e' O2 (2 0 2' O.2 «>2 - 2>2' S (  G' £-1 G Y1 S' O2 )-1 0 2' e .
As an alternative we can use an estimator ß and residuals u , and obtain the 
ESS of the regression of u on X and QOi in the metric of Q. , that is,
A #  ^ A rf
s*( ß) = u' Q_1/2 N G_1/2 u = u' Q-1/2 Ni Q'1/2 u + u' G_1/2 N2 G"1/2 u ,
< V  A ^
where N, N i, and N2 are respectively the projection matrices onto the range
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spaces of ( G_1/2 X , G1/2 Oi ), G_1/2 X , and ( It - N i) Q1/2 Oi . Hence N = Ni +N2 .
When ß = ßm it follows that X' Q-1 u = 0 , and then
S*(ß) = u' ®1 ( ®i' Q ®1 - $ l ' X( X' Q4 X )■! X' 0 1  )•! 0 l ' u ,
which is of similar form to s( Oi , 0 ). If ß * ßm then X' Q_1 u ^O  , and the
a*
la tter expression for s*( ß) is not correct. Thus a limited information version 
of consistency tests based on residuals from the mean equation can be 
constructed using the GLS estimator. Such tests have adequate size but are
A A
less powerful than s( <E>i , 0 ) because they use less information, unless ßm = ß 
(i.e. simple heteroskedasticity).
Similarly we can use an estimator a  and residuals e , and obtain the ESS
^  A rf  A *
of the regression of s on Z and 2 G2<I>2 in the metric of 2 Q2 , that is,
^  1  A *  A *  A *  A *  A ^  “1 ^  A #  A *  jf* A  A #  “1 A *  A #  A *  A *  A *
s*( a) = e' G_1 N* G_1 u  = ?r e' G_1 G_1 s + % £' G*1 N2 G*1 e ,
— . ~  ^  ~  *
where N*, Nx , and N2 are respectively the projection matrices onto the range 
spaces of ( G_1 Z , V2 G Oi ), ^  G-1 Z , and V2 ( It - Nx ) G Oi . Hence
N* = N* +N* . When a  = a g (SGLS) it follows that Z' G*2 e = 0 , and then
S*(ot) = \  £'02 ( 02' Cl202 - <h'Z ( Z' Q-2 Z )-! Z' 02 )4  0 2 ' E .A /
A *
In what sense are s*(a) and s( 0 , O2 ) similar ? When dotß(Öo) = 0 > SGLS is 
asymptotically the MLE, and we can write
0 2' S V(9 ) S' 0 2 = 0 2' W V(ß ) W' 0 2 + 0 2' Z V(a ) Z' 0 2 ,
and if T'1 0 2 ' W —> 0 then s*(a) and s( 0 , O2 ) are asymptotically equivalent.
A #
For the simple heteroskedasticity model W = 0 and s*(a) = s( 0 , O2 ) . For the 
ARCH model a sufficient condition for the asymptotic equivalence is tha t 0 2 t be 
a conditionally even function of ut-j (Lemma 3 of Pagan and Sabau [1987a]).
The above relations refer to the original form of the statistic in (26) or (27). 
2
If an Ro computation is used the same asymptotic equivalences apply but the
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exact relations in the case of simple heteroskedasticity cease to hold.
§ 5.2*3 Some power considerations
In order to analyze the local power of the tests, it is convenient to 
decompose \p in (23b) into y  = , where y^ summarizes the inconsistency
arising from a misspecified conditional mean, and yh summarizes the 
inconsistency arising from a misspecified conditional variance. Partitioning 
Ot = ( O it, <$2t ) and after simple algebraic manipulation we get
We also decompose M(0o) = Mn(0o) + Mh(0o) , where Mn(0o) = S { T*1 X ^lt ~ 1  ,
T ah* t=l 39
and Mh(0o) = 6 { T*1 £  <&2t TT7 1 •
Since Q<i> is positive definite, the tests have power against misspecification 
in jit whenever \\f^ * 0 , and against misspecification in ht whenever y^ * 0 . It is 
of particular interest to examine the power of tests designed for one conditional 
moment when misspecification appears only in the other.
Let us consider first a mean test with a correctly specified conditional
mean. Then d>2t = 0 and so M(0o) = M^(0o), and also = 0 . From (29) we
i -  T o 3ht 3ht
get = 0 and therefore y  = y^ = - Mm (0o) V( 0) 6 { T’1 £  ht t— rry 1 5 • Only in
t=l dQ dX ^
special cases will y^ vanish. Hence when there is inconsistency in ß arising 
from conditional variance error this induces power through \|%. In the cases
in Chapter 4 where we established consistency of ß despise a misspecified h t, 
the expected value in \\% vanishes and the test has no power.
The other case is that of a variance test with a correctly specified 
conditional variance. Then Oit = 0 and d h t / d \  = 0 , so M(0q) = Mh(0o) and yh = 0 .
and
- (29a)
- (29b)
1
t=l 96
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^ ^  -i 3u* 3u>
This produces \\r = \\r^= - Mh(9o) V(9) 6 { T4 £  ht T— “ *} 5 which is zero only
39 BX'
in very special cases. For example, when the misspecification is in the form of 
auto correlated errors and neither conditional moment depends on lagged y's. 
Hence depending upon the context the variance test is capable of detecting 
misspecification in the conditional mean.
The above cases place properly into perspective our terming the tests as 
"consistency" tests, for any departure not affecting the consistency of the subset 
of parameters on which the test focuses are part of the implicit null hypothesis. 
Performing groups of consistency tests singly and jointly may provide a 
valuable tool for assessing the model and, because of Theorem 5.6 , performing 
a wide range of tests has a small computational cost.
Another point of interest in terms of power is the comparison of the one- 
degree-of-freedom and the n-degrees-of-freedom consistency tests presented in 
(11) - (19) (n = k for mean tests and n = p - k for variance tests). The one-degree- 
of-freedom tests are favored for having less degrees of freedom (see DasGupta 
and Perlman [1974]), but the noncentrality param eter (NCP henceforth) is 
larger for the n-degrees-of-freedom, as we show in
Theorem 5 . 8 Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 5.3 hold and let 
m(0, 9) denote a consistency statistic with n degrees of freedom, and A be a 
n*ni matrix of rank ni < n . Then the asymptotic distribution of the test- 
statistic based on m(0, 9) has NCP no smaller than the one based on m(OA, 9) .
Proof: Let D = TTL Z1/2 O . From Theorem 5.6 , the NCP for the test based on 
m(<D, 6) is A* = 5' S {T'1 G\' I '172 D ( D' D )-i D' S‘1/2 G>.} 8, and that for the test 
based on m(OA,0) is = 8' S { T-i Gx' I ' 172 D A t A ' D ' D A  Y1 A' D' I '1/2 Gx) 8 . 
But
B = D(D' D)-iD' - DA(A' D' D A)4AT)' = D R4 [ In - R A (A' R' R A)4 A' R' ] R'4 D ',
where D' D = R' R for nonsingular R , and the matrix in the middle is a
2 2
projection matrix. Hence B is positive semidefinite, so that Xq * < X& .
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In the cases of (11) - (19) the matrix A simply selects the element of xt or zt 
assumed to be unity. Therefore we cannot obtain a general conclusion as to 
which tests have better power and this depends on the structure of xt and zt in 
each case, and on the form of the departure from the null hypothesis.
It is also of interest to compare the power of the simple consistency tests
based on direct sums of residuals as in (11), (12), (16) , and (17), with that of
tests based on weighted sums of residuals as in (14), (15), (18), and (19). If we
let m(0, 0) be the basic statistic for any of the direct sum tests, the basic statistic
for the corresponding weighted sum test is m( Z^O, 9) . The NCP for m(0, 9) is
as given in (26), and = 5' S { T-1 G*.' Z*172 U r 1# £*172 } 5 is the NCP for
m( E^O, 0), where U r 1# = S'172 O  (O' Z*172 U> 2'1/2 O Y1® ' S'172 1U . Since both
tests have the same degrees of freedom, the question is whether U r 1# - U# is
2 2positive semidefinite to result in X #  < X -^ i^  . We have not been able to prove this
in general. If both OLS and GLS remain consistent under the alternative
hypothesis there is a heuristic argument stemming from the relative efficiency
2 2of GLS to suggest that X$ < . But this would not apply to the one-degree-of-
freedom tests because the two estimators are weighted differently. If the 
departure from the null hypothesis renders OLS or GLS (or both) inconsistent, 
their differences with the MLE will have different sizes and affect differently 
the NCP's.
The power of general consistency tests against specific departures may be 
assessed by comparison to the relevant LM tests, which are derived and 
analyzed in Chapter 6. There we make clear that to evaluate the power of a 
consistency test in a specific direction all that needs to be done is to assess how 
well the relevant matrix O projects onto the space spanned by E'1 G>.. The 
smaller the distance of O from this space, the greater the power in the specific 
direction under analysis. The situation resembles that of choice of instruments 
to achieve efficiency in estimation.
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To illustrate the argument let us consider the linear ARCH(l) model
yt I SF t ~ N [ xt' ß , ht = ao + «1 = zt' a  ] , -(30)
where zt = (1  , ut-i )' and a  = ( oco , a i )'. Suppose the true conditional variance ht
2departs locally in the direction of 1  ^= oco + oci yt-i . Using (4.8) we may write
2
h*= ht - wt ' ß + a i ( xt-i' ß )2 , -(31)
and we may consider separately the two departure directions by making
where 8 = ( 8i , 82)' and zat = ( -  wt' ß , ( xt-i' ß )2 )'. Weiss [1984] has found
statistical evidence for the presence of yt-j in the conditional variance of time
*
series models for many economic variables, and so the alternative ht is
interesting empirically. It is also interesting theoretically because the two
departure directions in (32) are, respectively, conditionally odd and
conditionally even functions of ut-i ( see Chapter 4). Consider the simple tests
, . 2
based on my. and m^ . From Corollary 5.5 and (25) the variances are = 
z' a  - x' V(ß) x and <Jh = 2 x2 -z' V(a)z , respectively, where x2 = a' S{ T'1 Z' Z } a  . 
Because the mean is correctly specified the term \|fy. in (29) is zero, and to obtain 
the term we need
conditionally even in u t-i, it follows from Lemma 3 of Pagan and Sabau [1987a] 
that the off-diagonal elements of this matrix have zero expectation. Therefore,
ht = ht - T-i/2 81 wt 'ß + T-i/2 62 ( xt-i' ß )2 = ht - T-i/2 zat' 5 , - (32)
/  T T
- X  ht wt wt' ß ^  ht wt ( xt.i' ß )2
t=l t=l J
-2 -2and because w tis conditionally odd in ut-i while ht zt and ( xt-i' ß )2 are
T1 x -2where d = 6 { -^T*1 £  ht zt (xt-1/ßo)2 ) and the expectation has been evaluated 
t=l
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under correct specification. Use has been made of V(ßv) = 2 6 { T*1 W' Q-2W Yl .
T
Also, hx 5 = 5i c i , where Ci = S { T'1 £ ( xt-i'ßo) 2} , in view of (25). Finally, using
t=l
the diagonality of the information matrix between ß and a , we get 
2
sr = A  x2 (1 ; ^  = ^  {I '  V(ß) V(ßv)-1 ßo }2/ 4  ) , - (33a)
<*
and 2
mh , _
Sh = T— -2>x2( l ; ^ h  = 5 i (c i -z 'V(S)d)2/ah ). -(33b)
Oh
The power for the mean test comes from the odd misspecification 
direction. This is in agreement with our previous findings because the even
A
term does not induce any inconsistency in ß , while an odd term produces 
inconsistency when combined with an even term. From section § 3.4 , the
A A
factor V(ß) V(ßv)-1 is just the (generalized) proportional contribution to the 
efficiency of the MLE for ß obtained from the information in the conditional 
variance. Therefore, the power of Sy. increases with the informativeness of the 
variance relative to the mean (about ß) . This is the natural thing to expect 
because only when the signal from the variance is very clear we can get 
substantial information from it. Thus power is good in the cases when there 
may be a substantial gain in efficiency over estimating ß by OLS. The power of 
the variance test, on the other hand, comes completely from the even term. The 
odd term vanishes in the expectation when multiplied by the even function zt of 
ut-i . Clearly, power grows as the presence of the lagged squared mean 
becomes clearer in the true conditional variance.
§ 5.2.4 A simple example
Engle and Bollerslev [1986] study the evolution of the exchange rate 
between the US dollar and the Swiss franc. They fit a pure GARCH model (zero 
conditional mean) to the difference of logs of the exchange rate. Weekly data 
from July 1973 to August 1985 is used, with a total of 632 observations. The data
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is reported as an appendix to their paper, and Engle and Bollerslev present 
three estimated specifications in their equations (24), (26), and (34). The first 
two are modelled as conditionally normal and the last as conditionally t- 
distributed, and variance integration is imposed on the second and third 
models. A range of LM tests were performed by the authors to assess the 
specification of the models.
As a quick check, we have regressed the variance residuals on a constant,
T TA A A A A
on ht , and on h"t , to produce consistency tests based on T*1 X > T*1 X ht £t >
T ^  t=l t=l
and T'1 X ht £ t, respectively. Significance of these statistics with the usual 
t=l
regression t-statistics would then constitute a warning of possible 
misspecification. The t- ratios were -4.31, -6.92, and -2.55, respectively, for their 
equation (24); 0.01, -3.47, and 5.14 for their equation (26); and 0.01, -3.89, and 
5.23 for their equation (36) . This suggests possible misspecification in these 
models. The interesting thing to notice is that in all these cases the LM tests 
applied by Engle and Bollerslev did not detect any source of specification error 
and thus highlights the potential of consistency tests.
§ 5.3 Efficiency tests for higher order moments
A
The tests of the previous two sections focus on the inconsistency of 0 
induced by specification error in the first two conditional moments. Here we 
concentrate on higher order moments. In Chapter 4 we established that 
misspecification in conditional moments of order three or more would not
A
induce inconsistency in 0 , but only inefficiency and the risk of drawing 
incorrect inferences. Thus by looking at the third and fourth moments we are
A
checking whether the covariance matrix of 0 is correctly estimated, whereas 
by looking at fifth and higher order moments we are considering whether
A
there is still room for improving on the efficiency of 0 .
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Simple intuitive diagnostics for this purpose are provided by conditional 
moment restrictions of the form
T T
me ($, s, r; 0) = T*1 metOpt, s, r; 0) = T*1 cpt [u? etr - q t (s, r ) ] , - (34) 
t=l t=l
for the (2 r + s)-th moment, where met (<pt, s, r; 0) = cpt [ut £t - q t (s , r ) ] , and 
qt (s, r) = E [u? Et I 1 * so that E [ me(i5, s, r; 0) ] = 0 . The n*l vector <pt is a 
measurable function of 3Tt and it may be a function of 0 , and = (cpi,..., (pT)'. 
The test is designed for a single moment, and using a multivariate statistic 
searches for power in different directions. The form of the function qt (s, r) is 
given in
Lemm a  5.5.- Under (CiO’) , qt (s, r) = E [ u? e[ I 1 = £(s , r) h ^  , where
C(s, r)
0 for s odd
" X  ( j ) (-1 )r'J cj+l for s even * -(35)
and cr = ]^[(2i -1).  
i=l r
Proof: E[utStr i y t ] = E [ u ? ( u ? - h t ) r | y t ] = E [ u ? X  (T) ut2j (-ht)N I y t ]
r j = o v ;
= £  ( " W i E t u r ^ t ] ,
j = o VJ;
and if s is odd, s + 2j is odd and the expectation is zero for all j , in view of 
normality. Also, if s is even E [ ut+2^ I £Ft ] = Cj+^ . hj*^ and substitution yields 
the result.
Note that the tests in (34) are not consistency tests as in § 5.2 . Because 
they focus on the efficiency of the QMLE we refer to them as efficiency tests'. 
The basic statistic is the sample moment
T ~ ~ T ^
me(i5, s, r;0) = T*1 £  n^tfcpt, s, r;0) = T*1 £  q>t [uI sj* - q t (s, r)] , - (36)
t=l t=l
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with all functions evaluated at the QMLE 9 . These efficiency tests can also be 
seen as an extension of residual analysis (Pagan and Hall [1983]) for higher
A A
order moments, since they focus on the residuals ut and £t to detect 
misspecification. The variance of m« ((p, s, r; 9) is given by
T
var [ Ti'2 meOfr, s, r; 9) ] = [ £(2s , 2r) - £(s,r)2 ] E [ TS £  h f +V  <Pt' 1, - (37)
t=l
where we have used the fact that the met are martingale differences, and
E [ met (cpt, s, r; 9) m«t (q>t, s, r; 9)' I 2Ft 1 = [qt (2s , 2r) - qt (s , r)2] cpt cpt' •
Note that for s odd £(s, r) is zero, and define Ve(fi, s, r; 9o) as the limit of the 
covariance matrix in (37), that is
Ve(a, s, r; 90) = [ £(2s , 2r) - £(s , r)2 ] Ö { TS d ' Q2™ $} .
We also require the equivalent of matrix M(9o) in (22), which we denote 
Me(i>, s, r; 9o) for the efficiency tests. Using the outer product form,
E [ met(cpt, s, r; 9) det' I y t 1 = <Pt E [u?et ( h^x t ut + %h.?st £ t) I 1
£(s+l , r) ht+(s"1)/2cpt xt' for s odd 
\  £(s , r+1) ht’1+s/2cpt St' for s even
and so
Me(i>, s, r; 90)
C(s+1 ,r)0{T-ifi'ar4<s-i)/2X} 
. |C(s . r+l) S{ T-i fl' }
where all the expectations are evaluated under Hq.
for s odd 
for s even
-(38)
Sequences of local alternatives here are not specified in much detail as 
they are not linked to the arguments of the pdf but rather to the form of the pdf 
itself. We consider
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(Cl O'") The conditional distribution of yt is f( yt I 3u >9o , A/r) where
Xt =Xq + T4/2 5 for fbced Xq and 5 . At 5 = 0 f( • I •) is the pdf of the 
normal distribution with mean |it(ßo) and variance ht (0o).
Denote du = Olog f /dX? . The following Theorem is a special case of Lemma 
1 of N ewey [1985b].
Theorem 5 . 1 0 Under (CiOm) - (Cl8) and the sequence {cpt} , <pt e 3u , being 
such that the function g* = ( m^O, s, r; 0)', de')' obeys the regularity, 
continuity, dominance and mixing conditions in assumptions (1) - (6) of Newey 
[1985b], then
T1/2 me ( S ,  s, r; 0) 4 >  N [ Ye, Qtf ], - (39)
where
and
T
Ye = 6 {T-1 £  m t^ (cpt, s, r; 0O) du (0o)'} 5
t = l  rp
- Me(^, s, r; 0O) d(0o)-1 6{ T*1 det (0o) du Oo)') 5 ,
t=l
Qfl = Ve($, s, r; 0O) - Me ($, s, r; 0O) dOo) '1 Me ($, s, r; 90) ' .
A
A consistent estimator of Q# is , which substitutes all expectations
A
with sample moments evaluated at 0.
Proof: The proof is identical to that of Theorem 5.3 replacing the relevant 
functions Vo and Mo of consistency tests by Ve and Me of efficiency tests.
Note that for s odd the matrix M« has a n x ( p - k) zero submatrix
A
corresponding to a and thus its covariance matrix depends only on V( ß) . The 
test-statistic follows in
Corollary 5.11.- Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.10 , the efficiency test- 
statistic is
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se = T m € (§, s, r; 0)' Q# me ($, s, r; 0) A+ x2 ( n ; ¥e' Q# ¥ e ) •
Proof: Construct the quadratic form in (39) and substitute the consistent 
estimator of Q#.
This provides a wide range of tests for a single moment. Omnibus tests 
can be constructed as joint moment tests. Since the joint tests are also 
conditional moment tests, the joint distribution of basic statistics as (36) is 
asymptotic normal, and we only require the covariance between an arbitrary 
pair to determine the complete joint asymptotic distribution of any 
combination of efficiency statistics. This covariance is given in
Theorem 5 . 1 2 If m ^S, s, r; 9) and me(d*, s*, r*; 9) are efficiency tests 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5.10 , then
lim  cov [ t i/2 me (S, s, r;9) , T1/2 me (S*, s*, r*;9) ] =
T—>oo
[ £( s +  s*, r  +  r* ) - £( s, r  ) £( s*, r* ) ] Ö { T*1 d ' Qr+r*+(s+s*)/2 }
- Me($, s, r; 9o) V(0) Me(d*, s*, r*; 9o)' . - (40)
Proof: We need the off-diagonal component of the covariance matrix of the 
joint efficiency statistic. Following Theorem 5.10 (or Theorem 5.3), this 
component is given by
lim  cov[ qn/2 nieCO, s, r ;0o) t T1/2 nie(d*, s*, r*;9o) ]
T—>oo
- Me(i3', s , r  ;9o) V(0) Me($*, s*, r*;0o)'.
Now
E [{ut 8t - qt(s , r ) } {ut eT - qt(s*, r*)} I 2Tt I = [qt( s + s*, r  + r*) - qt(s , r)qt(s*, r*) ]
= h r  +(S+S V2 [ C( s + s*, r + r* ) - £(s , r) £(s*, r*) ] ,
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using Lemma 5.9 . The expected value of sums of this elements multiplied by
* < cpt <pt 7 provides the first term in the covariance and completes the proof.
Note that the first term of this covariance is always null when one of the 
moments is odd and the other is even, because s + s* is odd and this makes 
both £( s + s*, r + r* ) and £(s , r) £( s*, r* ) equal to zero. The second term is not 
zero in any well defined model with non-observable mean innovations. The 
covariance can vanish in tests combining an odd and an even moments only 
when the disturbances are themselves observable (i.e. k = 0 and X =3 p/3ß7 = 0 ), 
because then M® 0$, s, r; 0o) = 0 for s odd. Thus, to get an omnibus test having 
independent components in a regression model it is necessary that its 
components be linear combinations of different moments. This is used in the 
LM test for normality against the Pearson family in Chapter 6.
§ 5.4 Comments on some Monte Carlo evidence
§ 5.41 Consistency and coherency tests
We have considered eight different consistency tests in the simulation
experiments with the ARCH and Poisson-N models, and all test-statistics were
calculated from the coefficient of determination of the auxiliary double-length
regression. Six of the test-statistics produce one-degree-of-freedom tests, and
the remaining two have k degrees of freedom ( k = 2 in the experiments). The
direct and weighted sums of residuals provide the basic statistics for four of the
T T T T/x x /\ A/x-2/N
univariate tests, namely £ ut, X £t > X ht u t , and X fit £t • Observe that the
t=l t=l t=l t=l
weighted sums of mean and variance residuals produce identical tests in the
Poisson-N model because the orthogonality conditions are in this case
X' Q-1 U  + 5-X' Q"2 8 . The two remaining one-degree-of-freedom tests are of the
RESET type (Ramsey [1969]): if the mean auxiliary regression is augmented
with pt * from Theorem 5.6 this produces the consistency test statistic with Ot =
T-1 2  . . />,-l '"'2( ht pt , 0 ), or basic consistency statistic X ht pt ut ; if variance auxiliary
t=l
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2regression is augmented with ht , this produces the consistency test-statistic
T1 - 1  A /N_l /X
with Ot = 2 ( 0 , ht ), or basic consistency statistic £ ht 8 t. The k-degrees-of-
t=l ^ ^
freedom tests are the usual Hausman statistic based on ß - , or equivalently
A A A
on X' u as seen in (12), and the coherency test based on ß - ßm , or equivalently
A A
on X' Q_1 u as seen in (14).
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 report proportion of rejections for these consistency and 
coherency test- statistics when tests are performed using the asymptotic 
distribution, by taking the 5 % significance points of the %2 distribution with the 
appropriate degrees of freedom. In the Poisson-N model (Table 5.1) the 
nominal test size mostly understates the real size obtained in the simulations. 
The largest estimated size is 9.2 % , so that the chances of over-rejection of true 
hypotheses do not seem dramatic. For the ARCH model with mild and strong 
effects (Table 5.2) there is a more marked tendency to have a conservative test 
based on the asymptotic distribution, especially in the smallest sample. This 
effect is clearer in the test based on the sum of variance residuals, whose 
estimated size is always close to 1 % . On the whole, we think that test-sizes are 
reasonable and there is no major case for concern in the use of consistency test- 
statistics that arises from this evidence.
To assess the power of the tests using the true (empirical) and asymptotic 
distributions of the test-statistics, 5 % significance points were obtained from 
1000 simulation replications under the null hypothesis of correct specification. 
The results are reported in Tables 5.3 - 5.5 for various misspecified models, 
with proportion of rejections using the asymptotic distribution reported in the 
columns headed as ’rejec.', and proportion of rejections using the simulation 
critical values reported in the column headed as power'. Each block of figures 
corresponds to one DGP and is headed by the source of the mis specification, 
with the remaining characteristics of the DGP being correctly specified, pt and 
ht denote the moments under the null hypothesis, and pt and ht denote the 
true moments of the DGP. We do not discuss an ordering of tests in terms of
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power because any conclusion will be very sensitive to the specific type of 
departure. Rather we are concerned with the general ability of the tests to 
detect specification errors of different types. If we have a specific alternative in 
mind we can design the consistency test to have the most power in such a 
direction i.e. the LM test.
Table 5.3 presents the estimated powers for the Poisson-N model. Real 
powers are in general smaller than rejections based on the asymptotic 
distribution, in agreement with the difference in nominal and real probabilities 
of type I errors. The first experiment corresponds to the misspecified mean by 
the exclusion of the regressor X2t , and it is clear that all the tests have 
essentially no power against this departure. In the simulations of Chapter 4 
we noted that the mean biases induced by this type of misspecifications were 
very similar in the OLS , GLS and ML estimators. Several of the consistency 
tests used here are transformations of differences of these estimators, and thus 
inconsistencies of the same size result in no power. This suggests that the 
relation between the biases of the different estimators is not just in their 
means, but on a case by case basis, and highlights the possibility of inconsistent 
tests even in the presence of inconsistent estimators.
The second experiment also involves a misspecified conditional mean, but 
now in the form of first order autocorrelation ( p = 0.8 ). All tests detect this 
error reasonably well, with the smallest (largest) power being 0.126 ( 0.216 ) at 
T = 20,0.460 ( 0.626 ) at T = 50,0.776 ( 0.900 ) at T = 100 , and 0.950 ( 0.996 ) at T = 
200 .
The third experiment is concerned with variance misspecification of the 
sort also analyzed in the simulations of Chapter 4 : ht depends on the same 
variables as ht but with parameter values different to ßo . Again power is 
satisfactory in all cases with the smallest (largest) values being 0.400 ( 0.742 ) at 
T = 20,0.608 (1.0 ) at T = 50,0.824 (1.0 ) at T = 100 , and 0.914 (1.0 ) at T = 200 .
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The last experiment with the Poisson-N model also involves variance 
misspecification, but now this takes the form of an Amemiya conditional 
variance for the DGP. Powers are good except for the test based on the sum of 
variance residuals which reaches only 0.178 at T = 200 . Without this test, the 
smallest (largest) powers are 0.304 ( 0.504 ) at T = 20,0.506 ( 0.804 ) at T = 50 , 
0.560 ( 0.948 ) at T = 100 , and 0.776 ( 0.998 ) at T = 200 .
The results for the mild and strong ARCH models are presented in Tables 
5.4 and 5.5 , respectively, and the differences between power and rejections 
using the asymptotic distribution does not cause major concern. Using
A A A
Corollary 3.8 we can see that in the ARCH model a , av and ag have the same 
asymptotic distribution under correct specification, and also under 
misspecifications that preserve the block diagonality of the information matrix 
between a and ß . Furthermore, even if the specification error renders the
A A A /N
information matrix non diagonal, we still have that a - av and a  - ocg converge
A A
to zero whenever ß - ßv converges to zero, and therefore we would not expect 
tests based on differences of these estimators to have power in these conditions.
A A
The difference between a and as in the ARCH model is analogous to the
A A
difference between ßm and ßi in the mean equation (i.e. the difference of OLS 
and a weighted least-squares estimator as in White [1980a]), and the RESET-
A ^  ^  A A A A A
type test is based on the difference a - a , where a = ( Z' Q-1 Z )-1 Z' Q_1 u2 
(another weighted least squares estimator), and these differences would not be 
too large when all ß estimators remain consistent. Hence simple variance tests 
in the ARCH model are not expected to be very powerful in a wide range of 
situations.
The first two experiments refer to a misspecified conditional mean by first 
excluding a regressor, and then having autocorrelated errors. The picture is 
very much the same for the omitted regressor case as in the Poisson-N model 
and merits no further discussion. In the case of autocorrelation we have again 
a lack of power in the tests. This is the natural thing to expect from tests based
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on mean residuals because the GLS and OLS estimators are consistency-robust 
to this type of misspecification and we saw in Chapter 4 that the biases in 
variance estimators which affect the MLE were rather small and in most cases 
insignificant.
The third experiment with the ARCH model considers a variance 
misspecification which is a conditionally even function of ut-j , namely a 
Poisson-type in the presence of strongly exogenous regressors, and therefore ß 
is robust to this type of misspecification and the consistency tests have no power 
in this situation.
Finally, the fourth experiment refers to misspecification of the conditional 
variance which combines even and odd effects and renders the MLE of ß 
inconsistent. The size of the inconsistency depends on the strength of the 
process, and the simulation results are in agreement with this, with a 
substantial increase in the power of the strong process over the mild process.
§ 5.4.2 Efficiency tests
To analyze the performance of efficiency tests we have chosen two tests for
symmetry, two tests for kurtosis, and two omnibus tests in the third and fourth
moments. The two tests in each direction differ essentially in the use of
residuals from only one equation or mixing residuals from the two equations.
T -l T -l 3The symmetry tests are based on mi = X bt ut 8t and m2 = X ht ut , while m3
T T t=l fc=l1 _2 2 2 1 _2 2 2= X bt ( ut Et- 2 ht ) and 1114 = X bt ( Et - 2 ht ) provide the basic statistics for the 
t=l t=l
tests of the fourth moment. The first joint test (Joint 1 in the Tables) is based on 
( mi , m3 )', and the second joint test (Joint 2 in the tables) is based on 
( m2 , ni4 )'. Observe that the components of these omnibus tests are not 
asymptotically independent.
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The conditional mean and conditional variance ( or their quantile 
analogous in the Cauchy distribution) were kept correctly specified, and the 
misspecification appears through an erroneous form given to the conditional 
distribution in the model (see § 2.4) . Four of the distributions considered under 
the alternative hypothesis are symmetric: the uniform distribution in ( -1 , 1  ) , 
the Student's t distribution with fifteen and five degrees of freedom, and the ß 
distribution with parameters .5 and .5 . Two other distributions considered 
under the alternative are asymmetric: the x2 distribution with two degrees of 
freedom, and the lognormal distribution, and a final distribution does not 
possess moments of any order, namely the Cauchy distribution. For this 
experiment only three sample sizes were simulated. Following a suggestion of 
Weisberg [1980] that the number of regressors might have a considerable effect 
on the performance of tests for normality, additional experiments were 
undertaken including three additional regressors, but these are not reported 
since we did not find any qualitative difference with the basic experiments 
other than a natural reduction in power because more information is being 
used to estimate a larger number of parameters. Tables 5.6 - 5.8 report 
proportion of rejections of the efficiency tests using the asymptotic distribution 
(5 % significance points of the x2 distribution with the appropriate degrees of 
freedom), and each block of figures corresponds to one test-statistic. The 
headings in the columns denote sample size (T) , and the conditional 
distribution of the DGP, as follows: normal (N) , uniform (U) , Student's tis 
(ti5), Student's ts (ts), X2 (X2) > beta (ß) , lognormal (LN) , and Cauchy (C).
The simulation results for the Poisson-N model are presented in Table 5.6. 
The first column (N) gives the proportion of rejections under the null 
hypothesis using the asymptotic distribution at the 5 % level, and thus provides 
estimates of the size of the tests, which are reasonable except perhaps for the 
kurtosis tests in the smallest sample which are conservative. All tests reject 
clearly the Cauchy alternative from the smallest sample. The tests for the
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third moment do not detect two of the symmetric distributions (U and ß), but 
their power increases as leptokurtosis is introduced (tis and ts), and they show 
good power to detect the asymmetric alternatives. The tests for kurtosis have 
problem in detecting the uniform and ß distributions in the smallest sample, 
but both reject clearly these alternatives when the sample is increased to T =
100 , and as expected rejection of the t distribution is clearer as the tails become 
thicker. The x2 and lognormal departures are well detected by these tests. The 
performance of the omnibus tests is in agreement with that of their 
components, showing good power except for the U and ß alternatives in the 
smaller samples.
The results for the mild and strong ARCH models are given in Tables 5.7 
and 5.8 , respectively. The Cauchy alternative is not presented for either model 
and the lognormal alternative is not presented for the strong model. These 
departures proved to be strong enough to produce a large proportion of 
convergence failures in the estimation algorithm and the corresponding 
experiments were suspended. Both models show that basing the tests on the 
asymptotic distribution tends to produce conservative tests because the real 
sizes are well below the nominal 5 % , and thus the powers reported (proportion 
of rejections using the asymptotic distribution) would be enhanced by this fact. 
The overall picture is similar to that in the Poisson-N model, but now both tests 
for kurtosis show a better detection of the uniform and ß departures when T = 
50.
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TABUE 5.1 ESTIMATED SIZE OF CONSISTENCY AND 
COHERENCY TESTS IN THE POISSON-N MODEL.
yt I -  N [ 1 + X u , 1 + Xu ]
o<MIIE-* T  = 50 T = 100 T = 200
X u t 0.076 0.058 0.064 0.056
X u t/ht 0.042 0.034 0.042 0.032
X MtWit 0.076 0.066 0.066 0.058
Xet 0.092 0.080 0.060 0.060
Xet^t2 0.042 0.034 0.042 0.032
Xet/ht 0.092 0.072 0.066 0.060
X xtut 0.056 0.058 0.060 0.064
X XtUt/ht 0.052 0.044 0.052 0.046
TABLE 5.2 ESTIMATED SIZE OF CONSISTENCY AND 
COHERENCY TESTS IN THE ARCH MODEL.
yt 1 N [ 1 + xl t , 0.8 + 0.2 u h  ] yt l 9Tt - N [ 1 + xit , 0.2 + 0.8 ut-i ]
o<NIIEh T = 50 T  = 100
oo<NIIEh T = 20 T = 50 T  = 100 T = 200
X u t 0.020 0.036 0.032 0.040 0.026 0.032 0.034 0.042
X u t/ht 0.008 0.028 0.042 0.042 0.030 0.054 0.054 0.040
X MtWit 0.012 0.042 0.044 0.050 0.022 0.060 0.058 0.048
X £t 0.010 0.012 0.016 0.012 0.012 0.008 0.006 0.008
Xet/ht2 0.062 0.070 0.052 0.071 0.056 0.065 0.049 0.046
Xet/ht 0.054 0.048 0.062 0.042 0.042 0.050 0.050 0.060
X x tut 0.016 0.032 0.034 0.052 0.020 0.026 0.054 0.034
X xtivht 0.018 0.032 0.034 0.052 0.052 0.054 0.058 0.038
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TABLE 5.3 REJECTION FREQUENCIES OF CONSISTENCY AND 
COHERENCY TESTS IN THE POISSON-N MODEL.
T = 20 T = 50 T = 100 T = 200
rejec. pow er rejec. pow er rejec. pow er rejec. pow er
Ht = Ht +  X2t
S Ut 0.060 0.038 0.036 0.024 0.040 0.032 0.066 0.062
S u t/ht 0.052 0.052 0.036 0.044 0.032 0.032 0.074 0.094
I 0.060 0.032 0.036 0.022 0.040 0.032 0.066 0.062
Set 0.058 0.034 0.028 0.022 0.040 0.032 0.054 0.048
IM v? 0.052 0.052 0.036 0.044 0.032 0.032 0.074 0.094
S e^ /ht 0.062 0.024 0.038 0.024 0.042 0.034 0.066 0.062
S x tut 0.040 0.030 0.038 0.028 0.050 0.048 0.046 0.046
S xtut/ht 0.036 0.028 0.034 0.034 0.044 0.044 0.062 0.064
Ut = Ut +  0.8 Ut-i
S ut 0.244 0172 0.580 0.548 0.856 0.846 0.952 0.952
S u t/ht 0.216 0.216 0.608 0.626 0.876 0.876 0.954 0.954
S MtWk 0.248 0.172 0.580 0.538 0.856 0.846 0.952 0.952
Set 0.228 0154 0.500 0.460 0.798 0.776 0.962 0.960
S e ^ 2 0.216 0.216 0.608 0.626 0.876 0.876 0.954 0.954
Set/ht 0.276 0126 0.646 0.572 0.912 0.900 0.996 0.996
Sxtut 0.226 0192 0.578 0.560 0.858 0.852 0.952 0.950
S xtUt/ht 0.236 0.210 0.618 0.608 0.862 0.862 0.956 0.956
ht = 0.5 +  0.7 x i t
S ut 0.766 0.710 0.988 0.988 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
S 0.632 0.632 0.998 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
X Mt2Ut/ht 0.734 0.686 0.972 0.970 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Set 0.504 0.400 0.656 0.608 0.824 0.810 0.922 0.914
Set/ht2 0.632 0.632 0.998 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
S et/ht 0.842 0.742 0.996 0.996 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
S x tut 0.676 0.644 0.976 0.976 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
X xt Ut/ht 0.744 0.726 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
ht = ( 1 +  Xu J2
S ut 0.432 0.358 0.642 0.624 0.822 0.802 0.980 0.978
S ut/ht 0.504 0.504 0.468 0.506 0.560 0.560 0.738 0.776
S MtS/ht 0.364 0.304 0.606 0.578 0.802 0.774 0.976 0.974
Set 0.140 0.080 0.190 0.148 0.194 0.172 0.190 0.178
Set/ht2 0.504 0.504 0.468 0.506 0.560 0.560 0.738 0.776
Set/ht 0.444 0.322 0.840 0.804 0.956 0.948 0.998 0.998
S x tut 0.374 0.336 0.574 0.550 0.736 0.728 0.982 0.980
S xt Ut/ht 0.444 0.418 0.640 0.628 0.822 0.822 0.984 0.984
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T A B L E  5.4 R E JE C T IO N  F R E Q U E N C IE S  O F  C O N S IS T E N C Y A N D
C O H E R E N C Y T E S T S  IN  T H E  A R C H  M O D E L I .
T  = 20 T  = 50 T  = 100 T  = 200
re je c . p o w e r re je c . p o w e r re je c . p o w e r re je c . p o w e r
M-t -  M-t + x2t
Z u t 0.010 0.036 0.026 0.038 0.048 0.064 0.046 0.054
Z UtAt 0.016 0.058 0.032 0.052 0.038 0.040 0.056 0.064
Z MtVK 0.012 0.044 0.034 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.058 0.060
Zet 0.008 0.036 0.014 0.042 0.020 0.066 0.022 0.048
Se, A»2 0.066 0.042 0.052 0.042 0.034 0.034 0.058 0.066
Zet/ht 0.048 0.062 0.042 0.040 0.052 0.052 0.036 0.036
Z x tut 0.012 0.048 0.030 0.058 0.042 0.064 0.062 0.062
Z xtut/ht 0.020 0.044 0.034 0.058 0.034 0.068 0.048 0.050
fit = Ut + 0.8 ut-i
Z u t 0.052 0.104 0.080 0.118 0.138 0.182 01 4 2 0170
Z u t/ht 0.008 0.032 0.030 0.036 0.022 0.024 0.038 0.058
Z wHjA 0.020 0.040 0.038 0.060 0.024 0.024 0.058 0.062
Zet 0.006 0.042 0.004 0.044 0.014 0.036 0.002 0.012
S et* ,2 0.054 0.033 0.056 0.052 0.065 0.063 0.068 0.084
Zet/ht 0.060 0.070 0.050 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.042 0.042
Z x tut 0.026 0.094 0.058 0.084 0.084 0.144 0.124 0126
Z XtUt/ht 0.022 0.050 0.026 0.060 0.036 0.058 0.052 0.058
h t = 1 + x it
Z u t 0.012 0.030 0.012 0.036 0.020 0.030 0.034 0.038
Z Ut/ht 0.030 0.052 0.014 0.036 0.042 0.048 0.058 0.066
Z Mt2^ /ht 0.020 0.042 0.022 0.032 0.054 0.060 0.054 0.056
Zet 0.008 0.048 0.016 0.042 0.024 0.056 0.034 0.052
Zet/ht2 0.098 0.056 0.072 0.070 0.088 0.083 0.052 0.062
Zet/ht 0.084 0.104 0.068 0.064 0.068 0.068 0.064 0.064
ZXtUt 0.006 0.030 0.016 0.026 0.016 0.032 0.028 0.028
Z xtUt/ht 0.016 0.048 0.020 0.048 0.032 0.054 0.052 0.056
h t = 0.8 + 0.2 yt-i
Z u t 0.014 0.060 0.042 0.056 0.066 0100 0.158 0178
Z u t/ht 0.012 0.066 0.060 0.100 0.136 0.152 0.294 0.332
Z Mt2Ut/ht 0.026 0.066 0.080 0.112 0.180 0.196 0.380 0.394
Zet 0.004 0.040 0.008 0.038 0.020 0.052 0.016 0.038
Zet/ht2 0.069 0.045 0.056 0.048 0.059 0.055 0.056 0.066
Zet/ht 0.052 0.064 0.052 0.044 0.046 0.046 0.034 0.032
Z x tut 0.018 0.072 0.034 0.074 0.048 0.094 0.134 0.138
Z xtivht 0.026 0.066 0.062 0.102 0.146 0.162 0.294 0.306
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TABLE 5.5 REJECTION FREQUENCIES OF CONSISTENCY AND 
COHERENCY TESTS IN THE ARCH MODEL H .
T  = 20 T  = 50 T  = 100 T  = 200
rejec. power rejec. power rejec. power rejec. power
M-t =  M-t + x 2 t
X  u t 0.008 0.038 0.024 0.032 0.042 0.070 0.048 0.054
X  u t /ht 0.026 0.068 0.032 0.026 0.062 0.060 0.068 0.082
X  M tV h t 0.020 0.036 0.042 0.030 0.068 0.058 0.072 0.072
X e t 0.006 0.042 0.002 0.040 0.006 0.022 0.004 0.018
X e t /h t2 0.060 0.052 0.051 0.041 0.053 0.055 0.048 0.034
X  £ t ^ t 0.054 0.036 0.054 0.056 0.054 0.046 0.028 0.044
X  Xt Ut 0.018 0.036 0.020 0.032 0.038 0.042 0.038 0.052
X  x t Ut/ht 0.046 0.046 0.052 0.046 0.066 0.062 0.060 0.060
M-t =  M-t +  0.8 ut-i
X  u t 0.036 0.094 0.064 0.088 0.118 0.154 0.110 0122
X  u t /ht 0.020 0.040 0.038 0.034 0.070 0.070 0.088 0.098
X  M A vh t 0.034 0.050 0.038 0.028 0.066 0.064 0.094 0.094
Xet 0.010 0.054 0.008 0.034 0.000 0.036 0.004 0.036
S e M v 2 0.086 0.071 0.066 0.066 0.061 0.061 0.077 0.064
X e t /h t 0.066 0.042 0.050 0.060 0.040 0.036 0.028 0.032
Xxtut 0.024 0.052 0.036 0.048 0.078 0.080 0.080 0.092
X  x t ut/ht 0.038 0.036 0.052 0.040 0.080 0.074 0102 0100
h t  = 1  + x i t
X  u t 0.012 0.028 0.016 0.030 0.022 0.032 0.022 0.026
X ut/ht 0.006 0.026 0.028 0.028 0.040 0.038 0.066 0.068
X  M tW ^t 0.014 0.014 0.020 0.012 0.026 0.026 0.050 0.050
Xet 0.012 0.054 0.010 0.038 0.020 0.068 0.036 0.096
X e t /h t 2 0.094 0.074 0.073 0.057 0.049 0.055 0.049 0.037
X  et/h t 0.070 0.048 0.080 0.092 0.060 0.052 0.048 0.056
Xxtut 0.006 0.018 0.012 0.024 0.020 0.022 0.016 0.030
X  x t u t/h t 0.022 0.016 0.042 0.032 0.054 0.048 0.062 0.062
ht = 0.2 + 0.8 yt-i
X ut 0.020 0.060
X ut/ht 0.082 0.198
X Mt^ht 0.148 0.192
Xet 0.004 0.036
Xet/ht2 0.060 0.043
Xet/ht 0.060 0.046
Xxtut 0.030 0.070
X x t Ut/ht 0.078 0.072
0.058 0.088 0.148
0.456 0.446 0.858
0.586 0.532 0.922
0.008 0.050 0.004
0.047 0.041 0.048
0.040 0.048 0.062
0.074 0.090 0.148
0.470 0.424 0.878
0.214 0.334 0.358
0.848 0.998 0.998
0.914 1.000 1.000
0.044 0.016 0.078
0.052 0.056 0.038
0.048 0.040 0.052
0.158 0.352 0.404
0.868 1.000 1.000
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TABUE 5.6 REJECTION FREQUENCIES OF EFFICIENCY
T N
I  ute<A
20 0.054 
50 0.056 
100 0.056
I u t3/ht
20 0.058 
50 0.056 
100 0.060
H utV atW
20 0.018 
50 0.036 
100 0.058
Het2-2htW
20 0.020 
50 0.036 
100 0.056
Joint 1
20 0.042 
50 0.054 
100 0.066
Joint 2
20 0.042 
50 0.062 
100 0.070
POISSON-N
u tl5 t5
0.000 0.096 0.286
0.000 0.160 0.448
0.000 0.178 0.568
0.000 0.102 0.270
0.000 0.156 0.444
0.022 0.188 0.568
0.004 0.072 0.272
0.414 0.159 0.555
0.976 0.264 0.826
0.004 0.078 0.270
0.004 0.159 0.555
0.946 0.258 0.824
0.004 0.092 0.304
0.006 0.191 0.588
0.884 0.278 0.822
0.006 0.094 0.306
0.004 0.193 0.578
0.508 0.278 0.816
MODEL.
P
2
X2 LN
0.000 0.490 0.188
0.000 0.940 0.560
0.000 1.000 0.860
0.000 0.334 0.146
0.000 0.816 0.384
0.000 0.992 0.624
0.000 0.454 0.374
0.968 0.902 0.910
0.998 1.000 0.996
0.000 0.441 0.326
0.000 0.896 0.838
0.996 1.000 0.992
0.000 0.552 0.374
0.128 0.956 0.892
0.998 1.000 0.996
0.000 0.480 0.338
0.000 0.928 0.838
0.528 1.000 0.992
TABLE 5.7 .- REJECTION FREQUENCIES OF EFFICIENCY
IN THE ARCH MODEL I .
T N
X UtEt/ht
20 0.028 
50 0.022 
100 0.026
X ut3/ht
20 0.030 
50 0.024 
100 0.026
X( ut2et- 2ht2yht2
20 0.010 
50 0.014 
100 0.016
Het2-2htW
20 0.010 
50 0.010 
100 0.016
Joint 1
20 0.018 
50 0.014 
100 0.028
Joint 2
20 0.018 
50 0.012 
100 0.026
U tl5 ts
0.000 0.018 0.078
0.000 0.056 0.182
0.000 0.084 0.282
0.000 0.018 0.078
0.000 0.054 0.170
0.000 0.076 0.272
0.000 0.012 0.052
0.234 0.056 0.268
0.948 0.122 0.554
0.000 0.012 0.054
0.162 0.058 0.270
0.944 0.122 0.562
0.000 0.016 0.076
0.016 0.070 0.280
0.562 0.130 0.566
0.000 0.016 0.078
0.000 0.066 0.272
0.524 0.122 0.560
P
2
%2 LN
0.000 0.420 0.194
0.002 0.904 0.774
0.000 0.992 0.990
0.000 0.406 0.178
0.002 0.852 0.648
0.000 0.978 0.976
0.000 0.318 0.098
0.742 0.844 0.500
1.000 0.982 0.844
0.000 0.312 0.096
0.702 0.842 0.496
1.000 0.984 0.840
0.000 0.396 0.178
0.146 0.972 0.742
0.994 1.000 0.988
0.000 0.392 0.172
0.020 0.958 0.702
0.992 1.000 0.970
TESTS
C
0.892
0.994
0.994
0.896
0.994
0.992
0.982
1.000
1.000
0.978
1.000
1.000
0.984
1.000
1.000
0.980
1.000
1.000
TESTS
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TABUE 5.8 REJECTION FREQUENCIES OF EFFICIENCY TESTS
INTHE ARCH MODEL H •
T N u t l 5 t5 ß
2
X 2
X U t £t/ht
20 0.020 0.002 0.030 0.058 0.004 0.196
50 0.006 0 .0 0 0 0.024 0.066 0.002 0.384
100 0.018 0 .0 0 0 0.046 0.130 0 .0 0 0 0.654
S u t3/ht
20 0.020 0.002 0.028 0.058 0.002 0.180
50 0.010 0 .0 0 0 0.022 0.048 0.002 0.244
100 0.012 0 .0 0 0 0.040 0.112 0.002 0.448
X( u.t2 - 2h(;2yht2
20 0.010 0 .0 0 0 0.034 0.066 0 .0 0 0 0.202
50 0.008 0.134 0.044 0.216 0.692 0.758
100 0.016 0.920 0.100 0.510 1 .0 0 0 0.954
K e t2 -2 h t2Vht2
20 0.010 0 .0 0 0 0.034 0.064 0 .0 0 0 0.198
50 0.008 0.108 0.044 0.216 0.644 0.750
100 0.016 0.920 0.100 0.508 1 .0 0 0 0.954
J o in t 1
20 0.018 0.002 0.038 0.072 0 .0 0 0 0.239
50 0.008 0.002 0.044 0.192 0.082 0.800
100 0.014 0.416 0.100 0.478 0.996 0.972
J o in t 2
20 0.016 0.002 0.036 0.072 0 .0 0 0 0.224
50 0.008 0 .0 0 0 0.042 0.190 0.018 0.762
100 0.014 0.412 0.094 0.464 0.996 0.960
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CHAPTER 6
TESTING THE MODEL AGAINST SPECIFIC ALTERNATIVES &>
The tests of Chapter 5 are designed without a specific alternative in mind 
and therefore do not require information external to the model. However if 
information is available on the likely form of specification error, using this 
information will enhance power in the desirable directions. We consider such 
tests in this Chapter. The null hypothesis is (ClO') ,
H o : y t i y t ~ N [ Mß o ) , h t ( e o ) ] ,  -tt)
and we use the Lagrange multiplier (LM) principle (Breusch and Pagan [1980], 
Engle [1982b,84]) as the basic tool, presuming that we are testing the model for 
misspecification in different directions and we are not in principle interested in 
estimating any of the alternative models. The LM principle has the advantage 
of requiring estimation only under the null hypothesis and thus is in general 
more attractive as a diagnostic.
In section § 6.1 we derive the LM test for variable additions (Pagan [1984a]) 
in either conditional moment and show that it is a member of the class of 
consistency tests described in § 5.2 . Thus the distribution of the test-statistic is 
immediate and the results of Engle [1982b,1984] are extended to the case of a 
non block-diagonal covariance matrix between ß and a . The LM test for 
variable additions constitutes a powerful tool for testing many alternatives in 
either or both conditional moments. It includes misspecified functional forms, 
dynamics, coefficient stability, etc. Some of these deserve more careful analysis
(L In this Chapter section § 6.1 is based on joint work with A. R. Pagan, reported in Pagan and Sabau 
[1987b].
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and are considered in sections § 6.2 to § 6.4 . In section § 6.5 the LM test for a 
non-normal conditional distribution is derived. The alternative is taken to 
belong to the Pearson family as in Jarque and Bera [1980] and Bera and Jarque 
[1982], and concentrates on the third and fourth moments . This test is not a 
consistency test but rather it belongs to the class of efficiency tests described in 
§ 5.3 . Finally, some Monte Carlo evidence is produced in section § 6.6 .
§ 6.1 The LM test for variable addition
Suppose we want to test the maintained hypothesis in (1) against the 
alternative hypothesis
(ClO'-a) yt I art - M [ p t (ß,ßA),ht(0,0A)],  -(2)
where ßA and 0a represent the additional parametric dimensions in the 
conditional moments. When the conditional variance depends on present and 
lagged values of the conditional mean, as in the Poisson, Amemiya and ARCH 
models, a natural consequence of modelling the second moment as a function 
of the first is to spread any error in the specification of fit to h t , so that 0a 
includes ßA and hence 0a may be partitioned as 0a = ( ßAr > cca' )' • It is clear 
from de(0) in (2.11) that the subvector of the score for 0a is
T T
(1a(0,0a ) = T-1 ]T h t ^ A ) ’1 xAtuAt 4 T - i X  ht(9,0A)'2 sAt£At, 
t=l t=l
where UAt = yt - Ht (ß , ßA),  x^t = / 00a = ©Ht / ^ a' , 0 )' = ( xAt' , 0 ) ', s^. =
3ht (0,0a ) /0ÖA> and eAt = u-At - ht (9,0a ) • Then under Ho: 9a = 0 ,
T __ T
dA(6) = T-i X  ht Oh1 ut + 1 T-i £  ht (0)-2 sAt et , - (3)
t=l t=l
where XAt = xAt and SAt = sAt are evaluated at 0a = 0 . The LM test for Ho is based
upon (3) and it is a particular case of the general consistency test in (5.9) by 
_1_  ^ _2
making = ( ht XAt, % ht SAt) • Thus denoting Ga = 0g(0,0A) /00A we have 
Theorem 6.1.- Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.3 the LM test for
Ho: 0A = 0 (i.e. (CiO') and (CU) - (C18) ) against the alternative Hi: 9a * 0 
(i.e. (C;0-a) and (01) - (08)), is given by
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slm = Ga [ Ga 2*1/2 m  2-1/2 ga]-i Ga 2-i u , - (4a)
and its distribution under parametric local alternatives in the direction of Hi is
slm4> x2( n ; Xlm = 5' S {TS GA'£ -1/2 ITU'1'2 GA} 5), -(4b)
where n = dim(0A) , and 7H, is the projection matrix onto the space orthogonal to 
2*1/2 G . An asymptotically equivalent statistic is given by s ^  = 2 T Ro from the
A A A A
regression of u on G and Ga in the metric of I, with all matrices evaluated at 
the MLE under Ho .
T ' ,
Proof: The subvector of the score for 9a in (2) is T-i £ —— It Ut = T-i Ga^ “1^
t=l^0A
under Ho . Therefore, set 0  = I 4 Ga in Theorem 5.6 to establish the asymptotic 
distribution of slm and the asymptotic equivalence of sLM . For local parametric 
alternatives in the direction of Hi we have G\ = Ga , and substituting this in 
(5.24) we get Q<j> = £ { T4 Ga' 24/2 <JTl24/2 Ga }, and substituting in (5.28) we obtain 
v  = S { T-1 Ga' X-1/2 TflX‘1/2 GA) 5 . Therefore, Xlm = V  Q*1 ¥  =
5' S (T-i Ga' X-1/2 m i -1/2 Ga ) 5. □
The Ro construct of the Theorem requires a double-length auxiliary
regression to incorporate the information about ß in the variance and to allow
for a possible non-diagonal information matrix between ß and a , a case
explicitly excluded from Engle's [1982b] Theorem 1 . The LM statistic and its 
2
2 T Ro version use directly the residuals and the specific form of the 
information matrix, and therefore introduce more structure into the testing 
procedure in heteroskedastic models than the also asymptotically equivalent 
calculations based on T Ro from the auxiliary regression of unity on the score 
(e.g. Engle et al [1987]).
It follows from the discussion in § 5.2.2 that in simple heteroskedastic
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2models T Ro from single-length auxiliary regressions provides asymptotically 
equivalent tests for a single moment. This fact underlies the construction of 
LM tests for heteroskedasticity (Breusch and Pagan [1979], Engle [1982a,1983]). 
In the ARCH class equivalent tests on the conditional variance can be obtained
A
from a single length auxiliary regression with £t as the dependent variable, 
provided 9gt /99a is a conditionally even function of ut-j (e.g. Kraft and Engle 
[1982]). Single-length tests for the conditional mean have the correct size if 
constructed with GLS residuals (Theorem 1 of Engle [1982b]), but they are not 
the LM tests in this context because they ignore the information about ß in the 
conditional variance.
The tests of Theorem 6.1 have the usual optimal properties of LM, LR and 
Wald tests and therefore to evaluate the power of a consistency test in a specific 
direction all that needs to be done is to assess how well the relevant O projects
onto the space spanned by Q-1 Ga • For example, in the linear ARCH(l) model
*  2 of (5.30) the LM test against the alternative b^  in (5.31) can be obtained as T Ro
A A A A A
from the regression of 8t on (z / ,zat ') in the metric of 2 ( zt' a )2 and has NCP
Xlm = 5? ß' V(ßv)-1 [ V(ßv) - V(ß) ] V(ßv)-1 ß + s! { C2 - d' V(a) d } , - (5)
T T
where C2 = 6 { T’1 £  ht2 ( xt-i'ß )2 ) » and d = 6 { T-1 £  ht2 zt ( xt-i'ß )2 } , as used in 
t=l t=l
(5.33) . The first term comes from the odd misspecification direction and the 
second term comes from the even misspecification direction. It is now 
apparent that the power of the LM test that comes from the odd direction 
contrast sharply with that of the mean consistency test s^  given in (5.33a): when
A
the conditional variance provides most of the information ( so that V(ßv)
A
approaches V(ß) ), the power of s^  increases to its maximum while the first 
term in (5) vanishes. In fact, the <X> matrix for this simple mean test has a null 
projection on the space spanned by S*1 Ga and thus its power may be far from 
optimal, though it has the attraction of a wide range. For the variance test, the
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projection of O onto the space spanned by I*1 Ga is th a t of a vector of ones onto
-2the space spanned by the vector w ith typical elem ent ht ( xt-i ß )2 , and has a 
m uch closer rela tion  w ith the power of the LM tes t arising  from the even 
m isspeeification direction.
In  the sections to follow we refer to the  2 T Ro version as the LM test.
§622 LM tests for autocorrelation and dynamics 
§ 6.2.1 Autocorrelation in the conditional mean
Diebold [1986b] notes th a t tes ts  based on the  autocorrelation function 
(B artlett's  confidence bounds as well as the Box-Pierce [1970] and Ljung-Box 
[1978] statistics) over-reject the  null hypothesis of no autocorrelation in the 
presence of heteroskedasticity  of the  ARCH type. He pu ts forward asym ptotic 
corrections for these sta tistics and  assesses the size of the  tes ts  by m eans of a 
M onte Carlo experim ent. Domowitz and  Hakkio [1985] te s t for autocorrelation 
in  the presence of an  ARCH variance using a heteroskedasticity  robust version 
of Godfrey's [1978] LM test, referring  to a previous paper (Domowitz and Hakkio 
[1983]). R ather th a n  looking for a heteroskedasticity-robust test, the sp irit of 
th is Thesis is to use the  inform ation in  the variance. Thus we look here a t 
testing  (1) against the a lternative
n
Hi : yt I ~ H [ jit (ß) + X  Pi vt-j » W 0 » p) 3 > - (6)
j= l
where p = ( p i ,..., pn )', and  vt = yt - M-t ( ß ) , while we re ta in  u t = yt - E [ yt I 3^  ] to 
denote the  innovations. A m ore fam iliar expression of H i is in  regression 
form ,
n
and vt = X p j vt-j + ut .
j=l
yt = M-t (ß) + vt ,
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n
Let fit denote the true conditional mean, flt = pt + X Pj vt-j = fit + p'vt.i , where
j=l
vt-i = ( vt- i v t - n )' • Thus under Ho , ut = vt and |it = Pt .
Clearly (6) is a particular case of (2), with the addition of vt-i to the 
conditional mean and thus we require
9 M-t
—  = »-! = Ut-1 9 -(7)
3ht 9ht
^P i>o ^Pt-i
9 Pt-i * 9ht
, -  V Ut-i-l .
9p j>Q 9(it-i
-(8)
where both equalities are valid only under Ho , and ut-i = ( u t - i u t - n )' • The 
testing procedure for autocorrelation is given in
Corollary 6.2.- Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 the LM for n-th order
2 2autocorrelation in the mean equation is given by smac = 2 T Ro , where Ro is the 
uncentered coefficient of determination of the regression of
on
(  £ '  xt
V
0 Ut-1 Ut-n
*  I
i>0
aht .
T U t-i-l. . .
oMt-i
y  iilL  
i>6
A
U-t-i-n
J
-(9)
A  A  j
in the metric of Z t, with all functions evaluated at 9 . Under Hq , Smac — 2Xn
Proof: Use (7) and (8) in Theorem 6.1 . □
Two cases of particular interest in view of their empirical importance are 
the simple heteroskedasticity and ARCH models. For the former we have wt = 
0 and 9ht / 9pt-i = 0 for all i . Thus an asymptotically equivalent test may be 
computed as smac = T Ro from the single-length regression of ut on 
( xt',ut-i St-n)' > in the metric of fit • For the ARCH(q) model we have
d h t
dpt-i
- 2 cq ut- i ,
under Ho , and so smac = 2 T Ro from the regression of
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 ^ A Axt 0 ut-i
q
A . A . — * A A A
w t Zt - 2  £  GCi Ut-i Ut-i-1  ...
i=l
Ut-l Ut-n
- 2  I  Oi U u  Ut.i-n ’
i=l J
in the metric of Zt •
§ 6.2.2 Dynamics in the conditional mean
One of the most complex methodological issues in time series 
econometrics is the dynamic specification of the model ( see Davidson et al 
[1978], Hendry and Richard [1982,1983], Hendry et al [1984]). In this subsection 
we consider tests for order of lags and the closely related issue of the existence 
of common factors in the lag operator polynomials (Hendry and Mizon [1978], 
Mizon and Hendry [1980] ). Consider the (linear) mean equation
where the polynomials ßi(L) and (the vector) ß2(L) have degrees Ni and N2 , 
respectively, and the zero order coefficient of ßi(L) is null. The equation is 
derived from the model
Suppose the polynomial b(L) of order n < min { N i ,N2 } is a common factor of 
1 - ßi(L) and ß2(L ), so that 1 - ßi(L) = b(L) [ 1 - bi(L) ] and ß2(L) = b(L) b2(L ), 
where bi(L) is of degree ni = Ni - n , and b2 (L) is of degree n2 = N 2 - n . (10) 
may be re-expressed in this case as
[ 1 - ßi(L)] yt = ß2(L)' x,. + ut , - (10a)
yt I SFt ~ N [ ßiCU yt + ß2(L)' xt , ht ] . -(10b)
[ 1 - bi(L) ] yt = b2(L)' x,. + b(L)-1 ut , -(11a)
from
yt I D^ t ~ H [ bi(L) yt + b2(L)' xt + b(L) vt , ht ] , - ( lib )
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provided the roots of b(z) lie outside the unit circle. If the common roots are 
null then b (L) = 1 and (11) reduces to a form like (10) with lower order 
polynomials,
[ 1 - bi(L)] yt = b2(L)' xj* + ut , - (12a)
from
yt I y t -  N [ bi(L) yt + b2(L)' y* , h t ] .  - (12b)
To test for lag orders in the conditional mean, (12) is the null hypothesis 
and (10) represents the alternative^ , and the LM test is constructed by fitting 
(12) and computing 2 T Ro from the regression of
U t on
l e t J
V
A / 
Wt
* * \  
0 yt-m-i ••• yt-Nx •••
^  + + + +
Zt yt-nx-l • • • yt-Nx x t-n2-l • • • Xt-N2 j
-(13)
a + 3ht + 3ht ★
in the metric of It , where yt-j = Z 7---- yt-i-j > and xt-j = Z 7---- x^.j • Tbis
statistic is asymptotically XnCdimCx^ ) +1 ] under the null.
Testing for zero roots in the common factors ( b(L) = 1 ) considers (12) 
against (11), and the LM test is the test for n-th order autocorrelation of 
Corollary 6.2 .
The test for common factors is that of (11) against (10) and there is no 
problem in principle to produce the LM test for this situation, but the situation 
is complex because the restrictions that need to be applied to (10) to obtain (11) 
are difficult to state explicitly. Since the alternative model is easy to estimate, to 
use the likelihood ratio test appears as a simpler procedure, though it has the 
disadvantage that both models need to be estimated. Sargan [1980] has provided 
an algorithm (COMFAC) that requires estimates only under the alternative
(2) The lag orders do not have to be reduced in the same number and the way to approach this 
problem is methodologically important. For our technical purpose we lose no generality by posing 
the problem in this way.
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and applies a sequence of Wald tests for successive common factors. This 
procedure is very attractive because it only uses the initial unrestricted 
estimates and their covariance matrix to produce the sequence of Wald tests, 
and it is directly applicable in heteroskedastic models because it does not 
depend on the choice of estimator. The LM and LR tests require new estimates 
every time the existence of further factors is to be tested, and they also have 
other disadvantages, as discussed in Hendry et el [1984].
A strategy for the dynamic specification of the conditional mean in 
heteroskedastic models is to determine the initial lag lengths using some 
information criteria such as AIC (Akaike [1974]) or BIC (Schwarz [1978], see 
also Geweke and Meese [1981]), and to use the test for lag orders in (13) and the 
test for autocorrelation as diagnostics for the chosen specification. Once this is 
settled, we can proceed to use COMFAC to test for further common factors and 
zero roots to achieve a more parsimonious parameterization.
§ 6.2.3 Autocorrelation in the variance equation
Autocorrelation may also be present in the variance equation. Suppose 
the true conditional variance is
ht = ht + Yj Pj " ht-j) = ht + p(L) [ u? - ht ] = p(L) ht + p(L) u? , 
j=ln
where p>(L) = £ Pj L* » and p(L) = 1 - p(L). The alternative hypothesis is
j=l
Hi: ytl3rt ~ N [ i i t (ß), ht (0,p)].
Autocorrelation in the variance equation is a sign of improper dynamic 
specification and an interpretation is suggested in the next subsection in terms 
of common factors in transformations of the GARCH polynomials. The test is 
simpler than that for autocorrelation in the conditional mean because / dp = 
0 in this case, and since under Ho
aht
aP
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= £$-l , - (14)
where £$.i = ( et- i , £t-n)', we have
Corollary 6.3.- Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 the LM test for n-th
order autocorrelation in the variance equation is given by svac = 2 T Ro , where
2
Ro is the uncentered coefficient of determination of the regression of
\
U t
f  Cl f  r\xt 0 0 ... 0 >
A on A m A .
l £t j [ W t  Zt Sri £t-n j
^  ^  A 2
in the metric of Zt, with all functions evaluated at 9 . Under Ho , svac Xn •
Proof: Use (14) in Theorem 6.1 . Q
A joint test for autocorrelation may be constructed by adding 
simultaneously the variables in (9) and (15).
§ 6.2.4 Dynamics in the conditional variance
Consider the conditional variance of a GARCH(qi , cß ) process,
2
oci(L) ht = ao + a2(L) ut . - (16a)
If there are common factors in oq(L) and a 2 (L) these cancel out and we are left 
with a lower order model. Since the equality in (16a) is preserved multiplying 
both sides by the same quantity this shows that common factors in oci(L) and 
0C2 (L) are not identifiable. <xi(L) has a unit coefficient associated to L° , and 
ct2 (L) has a zero coefficient associated to L° . Let oci(L) = 1 - oci(L) (i.e. excludes 
L° ), and <X2 (L) = 1 - a 2 (L) (i.e includes L° with unit coefficient). Substituting 
these polynomials in (16a) and rearranging terms using St = ut - ht we obtain
cc2(L) u? = ao + ai(L) ht + et , - (16b)
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which is the variance equation for a GARCH process. Suppose the polynomial 
a(L) of degree q < min { qi , q2 } is a common factor of ai(L) and 0C2(L) , so that 
oci(L) = a(L) ai(L) and 0C2(L) = a(L) a2(L). Then(16b) may be rewritten as
a2(L) u? = ao + ai(L) ht + a(L)-1 et , - (17a)
where ao = a(l)-1 ao , provided the roots of a(z) lie outside the unit circle. This 
imposes restrictions on the parameterization of the conditional variance which 
are better seen by writing (17a) as
[ 1 - a(L) Ii(L) ] ht = ao + [ 1 - a(L) I 2(L) ] ut2 , - (17b)
which shows how autocorrelation may arise in the variance equation. If the 
common roots are zero we have a(L) = 1 , so that the variance equation is
a2(L) u? = ao + ai(L) ht + et , - (18a)
where aj (L) = 1 - aj (L), j = 1 , 2 , and the conditional variance is defined by
2
ai(L) ht = ao + a2(L) ut , - (18b)
which define the GARCH( qi - q , q2 - q ) process.
Suppose we have identified the model for ht (see § 2.3.4 and § 3.2.1 ). A 
suitable diagnostic for the chosen parameterization is the LM test of (18) 
against (16), which is constructed by fitting the lower order model and using 
2 T Ro from the regression of
cxt' 0 0 ... 0 0 ... 0 ^
A A A A /v2 /"\2
Wt Zt ht-c^+q-1 ••• fit-eft Ut-q2+q-l . . .  Ut-q2 ’K
and an asymptotically equivalent test may be constructed as T Ro from the 
variance auxiliary regression deleting wt because ht-j and ut-j are conditionally 
even functions of ut-j . Another suitable diagnostic is the test for 
autocorrelation of Corollary 6.3 (i.e. testing for misspecified orders with
/ ~ \
Ut
A on
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common factor restrictions). Finally, we can use COMFAC to test for the 
existence of further factors in the chosen model.
§ &3 Parameter stability
The importance of stable parameters in econometric relations has long 
been established, see Chow [1960], Fisher [1970], Hendry [1979], Hendry and 
Richard [1982,1983], Engle et al [1983], inter alia . In this section we follow the 
structural break approach of Chow [1960] to test the constancy of parameters in 
heteroskedastic models (see Pesaran et al [1986] for a recent survey). Other 
forms of assessing parameter constancy are considered in Chapter 8 . The 
main issues here are to take advantage of the full information in both 
conditional moments, and to allow for breaks in either of them. In § 6.3.1 we 
extend Chow's test by breaking the sample information, and in § 6.3.2 we 
consider testing prediction errors using one-step forecasts.
§ 6.3.1 Structural break
Toyoda [1974] analyzed the Chow [1960] test using an approximation to its 
distribution when the structural break was accompanied by a change in 
variance. His basic conclusion was that the test would have a poor size unless 
one of the subsamples at least was very large. Schmidt and Sickles [1977] 
analyzed Toyoda's approximation and their numerical calculations suggested 
that Toyoda's conclusion for the size of the test appeared to be too pessimistic. 
In view of Toyoda's findings, Jayatissa [1977] produced a version of the Chow 
test that would be robust to heteroskedasticity, also in the form of a single 
change of variance coinciding with the structural break. With White's [1980b] 
heteroskedasticity-robust covariance matrix, to produce a robust version of the 
Chow test is now a trivial matter (see Pesaran et al [1986]), but it is more in the
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spirit of this Thesis to provide tests that use the information in the conditional 
variance, and the Chow test is easily extended to heteroskedastic models.
Partition the sample (index) T = {1 T } into two subsamples To and 
T i such that T  = To U T i . The conditional moments given by gt (9) are 
assumed to have the same parameterization all through T , but the true value 
9o for t s To changes to 9i = 0o + A0 for t e T i . Thus gt = gt (0o) for t e To 
and gt = gt (9o » A0 ) for t e T i , and A0 = 0 under the null hypothesis of 
parameter constancy. When a structural break affects the conditional mean so 
that pt = Pt (ßo) for t e To and pt = Pt (ßo » Aß) for t e T i we get
3pt _ I 0 for t s To
0Aß "1 xt for t s Ti -(19)
f
If ht depends on ß then ht = ht (9o) for t e T0 , and ht = ht (0o , Aß) for
I
t s T-. , so that
d h t
0Aß
for t e Tn
(20)
wt for t s Tx
f
where T = T 0 U ^  , and the distinction in the partition simply takes into 
account that the dependence of ht on pt may be lagged. For example in the 
ARCH(l) model a break in pt in period t shows in ht in period t + 1 .
For a structural break in the conditional variance we have ht = ht (0o) for 
t e T 0 and ht = ht(9o, Aa) for t e T t , T = T 0 U T x . Therefore,
9Aa
for t e T,
for t s Ti
- ( 21)
zt —  - -  - i
and pt = Pt (ßo) for te  T  because there is no feedback from ht to p t .
Corollary 6.4.- Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 , consider the test of 
parameter constancy against the alternative that there has been a structural 
break in the conditional mean during T i and a structural break in the
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*  2 2 conditional variance in T 1 . The LM test is based on ssb = 2 T Ro , where Ro is
the uncentered coefficient of determination in the regression of
(  r  r \xt 0 on apt/aAß' o "
l^W t Zt aht/dAß' aht / dAcc^
✓N ^  J 2
in the metric of Zt , with all functions evaluated at 9 . Under Ho , ssb Xn .
*  *
where n = p if both T i and are non-empty, n = k if is empty and 
n = p - k if T i is empty.
Proof: Use (19) - (21) in Theorem 6.1 . Q
The test is easily extended to multiple breaks and/or to partial structural 
breaks in which only a subvector of 9 is affected.
§6.3.2 Prediction error tests
In this subsection the full sample T of T observations is used to estimate 
9 , but we assume that an extra set Tf of n observations has been set aside to 
assess parameter constancy. We use one-step predictors, that is, the 
information set y  f is assumed available to predict for t e <Tf. Under these 
conditions the optimal forecasts are given by the conditional expectations pt 
and h t , and so the predictors are
yf = Pf(ß) and fif = hf (9),
where yf e <Tf is an n-vector, and so are hf and pf . The prediction error for 
the conditional mean is
uf = yf - yf = Pf (ßo) - Pf (ß) + uf = uf - Xf (ß - ßo) + op(T-1/2) , - (22)
by use of the Mean Value Theorem. If Tf is fixed while T —» (something
which is odd but is the usual way of getting an operative approximation), the 
second term in (22) approaches zero and we are left only with Uf , with
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covariance matrix £lf = diag { hf } . Thus as in Davidson et al [1978] this 
suggests the test
under Ho . Pagan and Nicholls [1984] suggest that using the variance of the 
term in ß - ßo to approximate the covariance matrix of Uf may produce better 
results in small samples. This would lead to the modified statistic
whose computation is more complicated than (23), but Salkever [1976] has 
devised a simple method to produce the information for smpe by the simple 
addition of the observations in 7 f  and some dummy variables. Pagan and 
Nicholls [1984] have extended Salkever's results in several directions, and from 
their equations (4) and (5) we need to look at the estimation problem
where Uf = yf - (if (ß) - 5m . Because 5m e Rn , the second term is annihilated by
making 5m = yf - (if = Uf . The first term is minimized at the MLE 9 .
A
Therefore 8m = Uf and its covariance matrix from the GLS estimation in (25) is
the one used in (24) for the construction of smpe , and we must add the
*
observations yf = (if (ß) + 5m + % with metric £lf to the mean equation of the 
two-equation system in order to obtain smpe • Considering only the mean 
equation as in Pagan and Nicholls would produce prediction errors in terms of
A A
ßm and not of ß , with the corresponding loss of the variance information and 
hence power, though the test has the correct size.
For the conditional variance the prediction error is £f = hf - hf , where
A A
hf = h(0) , but this has no diagnostic use because hf is not observable. We must 
turn to the operative prediction error
-(23)
-(24)
mini;)' L - i u  +  u / Q f  m  } ,  
e,5m
-(25)
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which using ~2U f 2 , />.2 2 xU f +  (U f  - U f ) may be rewritten as
ef = £f - (hf - hf) + (uf - Uf ) = 6f - Sf(9 - 9q) + op(T*1/2) , - ( 26)
where the last inequality has been obtained using the Mean Value Theorem 
and Lemma 3.3 . The second term in (26) is op(l), and so as T —» <»
*
Svpe
1 ef i2f ef 2Xn > -(27)
under Ho . Following the argument of Pagan and Nicholls to consider a 
higher order approximation to the covariance matrix we get
Svpe = ef [2  Of +T-1 SfVCejSf']-1 ef M 2Xn >
under Ho , and the information for the calculation of Svpe is provided by the 
estimation criterion
min { V' £ - 1 +  i. e*' o f  e* ) ,
0,5V 2
where ef = uf - hf (0) - 5v . That is, add uf = hf (9) + 5v in the metric of 2 ßf to 
the variance equation of the two-equation system.
A joint mean-variance prediction error test is produced from (23) and (27) ,
* ~ , £-1 ~  * * j  2
Spe =  'Of Ef ^  =  Smpe +  Svpe X2n ,
2
under Ho , where Uf = ( Uf, Ef )' and Lf = diag { Qf y 2 Qf } . The absence of
*
correlation between Uf and Ef implies asymptotic independence for smpe and 
*
svpe , but this is lost at the higher order approximation because the term in
A
9-00 in (26) is correlated with both terms in (22). The correct statistic is
spe = Sf [£f + T-i Gf V(0) Gf']-i Sf ,
which may be obtained by adding jointly the observations for the prediction 
errors in both equations.
We have only treated one-step prediction errors. Pagan and Nicholls have
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also considered the case of multi-step prediction errors and their results can be 
applied to our two-equation system to produce the more demanding dynamic 
prediction error tests.
§ 6.4 LM Tests for weak and strong exogeneity
Weak exogeneity of a set of conditioning variables for a parameter vector 
requires (see Engle, Hendry and Richard [1983], EHR henceforth)
(i) an orthogonality condition between these variables and 
the disturbances of the conditional model, and
(ii) that the conditional likelihood contains all the relevant 
information for the estimation of the parameter vector.
Condition (i) suffices for consistent estimation and condition (ii)
*
establishes efficiency. Suppose the DGP for ( y t , xt ) can be expressed 
parametrically as
D ( y t , x t* I 9 t ; ö  = D(yt I y t ; 5 i ) D ( x t* I 9 t ; §2 ) ,  -(28)
where % is the parameter vector and both and ^2 are functions of £ . The 
proposed model for the conditional distribution of yt is f ( yt I 3^  t ; 9 ) and the 
parameters of interest are k  = tu(0) . The orthogonality condition is fulfilled if 
the model represents the proper conditional pdf in (28) in the sense that for 
some 9o e ® , f ( y t l 3 rt;0o) = D( y t l 3 rt;5i)* Condition (ii) requires all 
information about k  to be provided by f  ( yt I 2T t ; 9o) > and is presented by EHR as 
having variation free and ^2 • We find it convenient to separate this into two 
concepts: the "complete information" and the "sufficient information" of the 
conditional likelihood 2(0) about the parameters of interest. By complete 
information we mean that all relevant information about n  be contained in
T *
2(0) , or equivalently that the marginal likelihood 2 (^ )  = II f ( x* ' 9t I £2 ) does
t=l
not contain any information about k  . By sufficient information we mean that
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£(9) does not depend on parameters which do not properly belong to the 
conditional model.
★
To illustrate this situation let ^  be scalar and consider a first order 
bivariate ARCH model (see Kraft and Engle [1982]). The mean is assumed zero 
for simplicity, and the conditional variances are
var( yt I 9 t ) = ht = oco + ai ut.i + 0C2 vt-i + a3 ut.i vt.i , - (29a)
and
var( Xj. I 9 t ) = hxt = ocxo + ocxi ut.i + vt_i + ax3 ut.i vt-i , - (29b)
*  *
where vt = xt - E [ x t I 9t 1 • We assume joint normality conditional on 9t with 
zero conditional covariance between yt and xt . The parameters of interest are 
a = ( ao , ai )'. The model yt I ^  t ~ N [ 0 , ht ] provides the conditional likelihood, 
while the submodel xt I 9 t -  N [ 0 , h^ ] produces the marginal likelihood. 
Observe that an ARCH(l) process for yt does not provide the adequate 
conditional likelihood and results in inconsistent estimates for a. The 
marginal likelihood contains information about a through the presence of ut-i 
in hxt.. Thus Z (9) does not have complete information about a . For complete 
information we require ocxi = aX3 = 0 . At the same time, the conditional 
likelihood depends on the ax's through the presence of vt_i in ht. Thus £(9) 
does not have sufficient information about a . Sufficient information is 
achieved if <X2 = CC3 = 0 . In this case sufficient information also makes the 
ARCH(l) the correct model.
To formalize these concepts partition 9 = (9i', 92') ' in such a way that the 
parameters of interest are a function of 9i only, 7C = 7r(9i), and 92 is a set of 
nuisance parameters. To avoid arbitrariness other than the selection of 
parameters of interest — always a subjective matter — partition 9 such that all 
elements of 9i are required for tz , i.e. d %  /99ij * 0 for all 9ij in 9i. Then we have
Definition 6.5.- The conditional likelihood £(9) is said to be information-
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complete for inference on iz (denoted i-complete) if 9i and £2 are variation free, 
and it is said to be information-sufficient for inference on k (denoted 
i-sufficient) if 82 and ^2 are variation free.
The following result re-interprets EHR's definition of weak exogeneity:
$
Lem m a 6.6.- The conditioning variables xt are weakly exogenous for 
tz = 7t(0i) if, and only if,
(i) £(9) is derived from a proper conditional/marginal factorization,
(ii) £(9) is i-sufficient (for inference on tc ) ,  and
(iii) £(0) is i-complete (for inference on tc) .
To test for weak exogeneity we produce separate tests for each of the three 
conditions of Lemma 6.6 given the remaining two conditions, so that each test 
is easily interpreted, and the implicit assumptions are clear when weak 
exogeneity is assessed from a subset of the three conditions.
Tests for the orthogonality condition (i) have been put forward in 
homoskedastic linear models by Wu [1973,1974], Revankar and Hartley [1973], 
Revankar [1978], Hausman [1978], Hwang [1980] and Spencer and Berk [1981], 
inter alia . The relations between some of these tests have been analyzed by 
Nakamura and Nakamura [1981], and EHR have shown that under certain 
assumptions about the structure of the implicit simultaneous model, the tests 
can be interpreted as tests for the weak exogeneity of a subset of the endogenous 
variables for the parameters of the structural equations of the remaining 
endogenous variables. Alternative sets of such assumptions are presented in 
their Theorem 4.3 . Engle [1982b, 1984], making explicit reference to weak 
exogeneity, provides more general versions of the Wu and Hausman tests and 
establishes their asymptotic optimality by showing them to be asymptotically or 
numerically equivalent to the LM test in a limited information framework.
The tests mentioned above are essentially tests of the adequacy of the
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$
proposed condi tional/marginal factorization of the joint DGP for ( y t , xt ) .  To
produce a similar test in a heteroskedastic context the model in (1) is completed
*
with the distribution of xt conditional on 9t * assumed to be
x* l9 t  ~ N  [px t ,H xt ] ,  -(30)
and possibly a set of structural relations defining implicitly the conditional 
*
m ean of xt , say Ft (jixt ) = 0 , with pxt, Hxt, Ft e 9t- Thus we are implicitly
*
assum ing that the structural equations for xt do not depend on yt.
Alternatively, we may allow Ft to depend on yt provided that Ft represents a set
of exactly identified equations and hence imposes no restrictions on the
parameters of (30) (see EHR). To analyze whether (1) and (30) properly define
*
the conditional/marginal factorization for the joint DGP for ( yt , xt ) we 
generalize this joint pdf to
D ( y t , *I 9 t ) = (2jc)-<V1V2 I Ht I eXp{ - \  vt' H^ 1 vt }, - (31)
where vt = ( yt - Pt, ( xt - Pxt )')', nx = dim(xt ) ,  and Ht = f ^ ^  J . Although
D ( y t , xt I 9 t ) has the form of the normal pdf, the distribution of ( y t , xt )
conditional on 9t need not be normal because pt and ht may not measurable
*
functions of 9t (they may be functions of xt ). Therefore (pt > Pxt")' and Ht may
not be the moments of the distribution conditional on 9t • When ct = 0 for all t ,
*D( y t , xt I 9 t ) collapses into the conditional/marginal factorization given by (1) 
and (30). By the usual completing of squares for the terms in ut of the exponent 
in (31) (see e.g. Zellner [1971]), we can factorize the joint pdf into the factors
f  ( yt I S 't ) = (27zYm  at1 exp {- - ^ r  ( ut - ct' v*t )2 } , - (32a)
2at
f  ( X* I 9 t ) = (27i)-nx/21 Hxt I 4/2 exp { -y Vxt' H^ vxt } , - (32b)
where at = ( ht - Ct' Hxt Ct) ,  and v*t = x -^ px t . To test for proper factorization we 
parameterize the function ct = Ct (a i2 ) , in such a way that OC12  = 0 implies Ct = 0 . 
The log-likelihood for the conditional model under the alternative hypothesis is
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then from (32)
T T .
9, a i2 ,9X) = - T-i £  log a t - T-1 £  —j(u t - ct 'H« v«)2 , 
t=l t= l2at
while the marginal likelihood is
T T
i x ( 9 >a 12,9x) = 4 T - 1X  logIHÄ I - s T ’1!  ,
t=l t=l
where 9X are the parameters of the marginal distribution. The joint log- 
likelihood is simply
£j( 9 , cci2 , 9X) — /£( 9 , (Xi2, 9X) + i x( 9 , (X12 ,9X) .
We then have
Corollary 6,7,- Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 and
He
(i) ^  I 9t ~ H [ Pxt> Hxt ] and the functions Pxt and Hxt obey the same 
regularity conditions as pt and h t , and
(ii) Z (9) is i-sufficient and i-complete,
the LM test for proper conditional/marginal factorization is spf = 2 T Ro from 
the regression of
\
Ut
f
St 0 Q , H-1 9 c ‘ ") Vxt -H-xt .. .on 3a, 2
l £t J ^ Wt' Zt
O
, in the metric of I t  >
where all functions are evaluated at 9 , 9X , and OC12 = 0. Under Ho: OC12 = 0 ,
j 2
s pf ---- * Xdim (a12 ) ’
Proof: From (32a) we have pt (9, 9X , (X12 ) = Pt (9) + ct (cc^)' Hxt (9X)-1 Vxt (9X) , and 
ht (9, 9X , a i2 ) = ht (9) - ct (0112)' Hxt (9x)-1 ct (a i2) , using the i-completeness and i- 
sufficiency of £(9) . Therefore under Ho ,
9pt (9, 9X , a i2 ) dct' __.i
Hxt v ^ ,
9ai2 9ai2
and
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dht (9, 9X , CC12  ) 
d«i2 dai2
and the Theorem is proved using these expressions in Theorem 6.1 . [
This result is a generalization ofWu's test to a heteroskedastic setting.
The test almost as simple to construct as the test under homoskedasticity (see
Engle [1982b,1984]). The differences are the double-length auxiliary regression
*
to incorporate variance information, and that the distribution for xt is allowed
to be heteroskedastic . At a diagnostic level researchers may prefer to ignore
*
the latter fact and assume xt homoskedastic, so that the residuals and 
covariance matrix may be obtained by simple multivariate regression. The 
most remarkable feature is that no regressors need to be augmented to the 
auxiliary variance equation. This can be explained because satisfying the 
orthogonality condition for the mean equation fulfills the condition for the 
variance equation: when the moments are correctly specified E [ ut I y  t ] = 0 
implies E [ et I y  1 1 = 0 because et = ut - ht . As an example consider the 
bivariate ARCH(l) model in (29) completed with a nonzero conditional 
covariance given by
ct («12 ) = COV( yt , Xt I 9t ) = (XyxO + CCyxi n i l  + 0tyx2 v i l  + CCyx3 «t-1 Vt-l ,
2 2where a12 = ( ayxo , ayxi , , ayx3 )'. Then d ct / 9oci2 = (1 , ut.i , vt.i , ut.i vt. i )',
and therefore the variables to add to the auxiliary mean equation are given by
A /^2 ^ 2  A A
the vector hxt vxt (1 , ut-i , vt.i , ut-i vt. i )'.
To analyze both i-sufficiency and i-completeness we define gxt ( 9 , 9x ) =
( M-xt"» [vech Hxt Y  Y t where vech is the vectorization of the lower triangle of Hxt
(see Henderson and Searle [1979]). To test for i-sufficiency the dependence of gt
on 9X must be made explicit. We take this to arise through dependence on the
*
conditional moments of xt as
Pt = Ut ( ß > Xyi ; gx,t-j , j  ^0 ) , and ht = ht ( 9 , xy ; gx>j , j > 0 ) , - (33)
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where xy = ( xyi ' , zy2 Y , so that pt does not depend on gx>t.j when xyi = 0 , and the
same applies to ht when xy = 0. The partition of xy allows for ht to depend on 9X
either directly ( xy2 ) or indirectly through its dependence on pt ( xyi )• The
presence of gxt in pt may be due to cross-autocorrelation or risk terms defined
*
on the distribution of xt (e.g. Pagan [1984b], Pagan and Ullah [1986]), and the 
presence in ht may be caused by multivariate ARCH effects (Kraft and Engle 
[1982]). We then have
Corollary 6 , 8 Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 and 
*
(i) ^  I 9t ~ N [ pxt , Hxt ] and the functions Pxt and Hxt obey the same 
regularity conditions as pt and h t , and
(ii) £(9) is properly factorized and i-complete,
(iii) 9 and 9X are variation free, and
(iv) the dependence of gt on 9X is as given in (33),
the LM test for i-sufficiency of £(9) is given by sis = 2 T Ro from the regression of
(  n  dHt n ^
\
Ut dtyl
A
E t
on
~ 3ht 3ht\ /
W t Z t 3  ^  ,\  dXyl 3xy2 J
A A
, in the metric of Zt >
where all functions are evaluated at 9 , 9X , and xy = 0. Under Hq: xy = 0 ,
Xdim (Xy)
Proof: If 9 and 9X are variation free we only require gt not to depend on 9X . 
Given that this dependence takes the form (33) and OC12 = 0 , the test is a variable 
addition test and thus a particular case of Theorem 6.1 , and the additions to 
the auxiliary regression follow obviously.
As an illustration consider again the bivariate ARCH in (29). For this
2case xyi = 0 and Xy2 = ( 0C2 , 0C3 ) ', and we simply add ( vt.i , ut-i vt-i )' to the 
auxiliary variance equation.
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Similarly, to test i-completeness the dependence of gxt on 9 must be made 
explicit , and we take this to arise through dependence on lagged conditional 
moments of yt as
M-xt — M-t ( ßx } Xxi \ gt-j > j > 0 ) » a n d  Hxt — Hxt ( 9X > xx ; gt-j »j > 0 ) > ~ (34)
where xx = ( Xxi' > x^2 Y > and \ixt does not depend on gt.j when xxi = 0 and the 
same applies to Hxt when xx = 0 . The interpretation of xx may be given along the 
same lines of that of xy for i-sufficiency. The next corollary is included here for 
the sake of completeness, though it uses the multivariate version of Theorem 
6.1 which is presented in Chapter 9 .
C o ro lla ry  6.9,- Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 and 
*
(i) xt I 9t -  N [ lis t , ] and the functions fixt and Hxt obey the same
regularity conditions as |j.t and h t , and
(ii) £ (9 ) is properly factorized and i-sufficient,
(iii) 9 and 9X are variation free, and
(iv) the dependence of gxt on 9 is as given in (34),
the LM test for i-completeness of £ (9 ) is given by SiC \  nx ( nx + 3) T Ro from the
regression of
( vt
A ^  A
l^vech [ vt vt' - H^ 1J
( M^-xt
aßx'
3 vech Hxt
V  3ßx'
0
3 vech Hxt 
dccx'
3u-xt
3xxi
3 vech Hxt 
3Xxi
A
0
3 vech Hxt 
3 x^2' j
^  - l  ^  - l  ^  - lin the metric of diag { H it , P ( Hit ® H it ) P ' } , where P is the matrix such that
A A
vec Hxt = P' vech Hxt > and all functions are evaluated at 9 , 9X , and xx = 0.
a 2Under H0: xx = 0 , sd -S* Xdim (x*) •
Proof: If 9 and 9X are variation free we only require gxt not to depend on 9 . 
Given that this dependence takes the form (34) and OC12 = 0 , the test is a variable 
addition test and is a particular case of Theorem 9.14 . The additions to the
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auxiliary regression follow obviously.
$
The number of auxiliary regressions depends on the dimension of xt . If 
no restrictions are imposed a priori on Hxt , the number of parameters 
increases geometrically (see Kraft and Engle [1982], Diebold and Nerlove 
[1986]), and thus the test may only be feasible for small nx . For the bivariate 
ARCH in (29) we have Txi = 0 , while Xx2  = ( ocxi , aX3  )', so the additions to the 
auxiliary equation for the variance of xt are given by ( ut-i , ut-i vt.i )'.
Collecting the three corollaries we may construct a full test for weak 
exogeneity. Under weak exogeneity s\c is asymptotically independent from both 
spf and sis »though the latter two statistics are dependent. A joint test of proper 
factorization and sufficiency, say spf.is , may be constructed by adding jointly the 
variables of Corollaries 6.7 and 6.8 to the auxiliary regression. The statistic to 
test for full weak exogeneity is then swe = spf.is + sic , which is asymptotically x2 
under the null hypothesis, with dim (0C1 2 ) + dim(xy) + dim(xx) degrees of 
freedom .
Weak exogeneity allows for consistent and efficient estimation. The next
question is whether extraneous predictors of the weakly exogenous variables
can be used in order to predict y t . For this purpose, the conditioning variables 
*
xt must be strongly exogenous for the parameters of interest, that is, they must
be weakly exogenous and not G-caused (caused in the sense of Granger [1969])
by y t . Therefore to test for strong exogeneity we must add a test for G-causality
to the testing procedure considered above. Tests for G-causality have been
considered by Geweke [1978,1984], and the null hypothesis is that the
conditional distribution of xt does not depend on the past of y t . If this is the
case we can write f ( xt I 9 t ) = f  ( x* I Xt.i , Yo ) , conditioning on initial values
of the dependent variable. In a heteroskedastic environment we must ensure
that neither conditional moment is being affected by Yt.i . Suppose we can
*
decompose the conditional moments of xt as
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H-xt ( ßx > 9 t ) — M-ixt ( ßxi *> Xt.1 , Yo ) + }i2xt ( ßx2 > 9 t ) > ~ (35a)
and
vech Hxt O x ; 9 t ) = vech Hixt ( ßx , otxi ; 9 t ) + vech H2xt ( <*x2 ; 9 t ) > - (35b)
where ßx = ( ßxi » ßx2 ) > ccx = ( ccxi  , 0Cx2 ) » M-2xt ( ßx2 = 0 > 9 t ) = 0 >
^2xt (&x2 = 0 > 9t ) = 0 , and Hixt ( ßxi > ßx2 = 0 > &xl *» 9t ) = Hixt ( ßxi > &xl *> Xt-i,Yo ). 
Thus when ßxi = 0 neither Pxt nor vech H ixt depend on Yt-i , and when a*2 = 0 in 
addition, vech Hxt does not depend on Yt-i . The next corollary also uses 
Theorem 9.14 and is included here for the sake of completeness.
C o ro lla ry  6,10,- Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 and 
*
(i) xt is weakly exogenous for 9 , and
*
(ii) xt I 9t -  N [ pxt» Hxt 1 * the functions Pxt and Hxt obey the same 
regularity conditions as jit and h t , and have the form in (35),
* 1 2the LM test for strong exogeneity of xt for 9 is given by Sg© = %nx ( nx + 3) T Ro
from the regression of  ^ N
f  d\Llxt 9 lJ « w  \
f
vech [ vt vt - Hxt ]
on
fd2xt
9 ßx i' dßx2'
9 vech Hixt 9 vech Hixt 9 vech H ^  9 vech H2xt
V 9 ßxi' 9axi' 9ßx2/ 9ax2' J
/N _1 /N _1 A 1
in the metric of diag { H xt» P ( Hit ® H it ) P ' } , where P is the matrix such that
A A
vec Hxt = P' vech Hxt , and all functions are evaluated at 9 , 9X , ßx2 = 0 > and a X2
0 . Under Ho , sse Xdim (ßx2 ) + dim (a^ )
Proof: Given weak exogeneity, we need only test that the conditional moments 
of Xt do not depend on the past of y t , and this is accomplished when ßx2 = 0 and 
0Cx2  = 0 in view of (35) . The test is a variable addition test and is a particular 
case of Theorem 9.14 . The additions to the auxiliary regression follow 
obviously.
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To construct a full test for strong exogeneity observe that sic and Sse are 
asymptotically dependent in general, but the auxiliary regression that 
incorporates the additional variables in Corollaries 6.9 and 6.10 (avoiding 
redundancies if  necessary) provides a statistic Sic.se that is asymptotically 
independent of spf_is , and thus Sfse = spf.iS + Sic-se gives the appropriate statistic. 
An alternative approach to measure the feedback between time series rather 
than constructing G-causality tests has been put forward by Geweke 
[1982,1986b], and this may be adapted to the heteroskedastic case given fourth 
order stationarity.
§ 6.5 Testing normality
White and MacDonald [1980] proposed constructing well known tests for 
normality using LS residuals and compare different tests in some Monte 
Carlo experiments. An alternative approach is adopted by Jarque and Bera 
[1980], by embedding normality into a more general class of distributions - the 
Pearson family - and using the LM principle. The approach has been 
extended to other situations by Lee [1982,1984a, 1984b] and Bera et al [1984].
We follow the approach of Jarque and Bera, and thus the LM test derived 
below is a simple generalization of theirs that allows for heteroskedasticity 
under the null and for additional evolution of the conditional third and fourth 
moments. The Pearson family pdf for yt conditional on 7 1 is given by
ft y t l  ^ t )  = exp { (pt (u t) } / b t ,
where
and
<pt (u t) =
*________ bit (bi,9) - ut________
ht(0) - bit (bi,0)ut + b2t (b2,9)ut
dut ,
& J exp { (pt (ut) } dut ,
-oo
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and the bjt are measurable functions of & t such that bjt = 0 when bj = 0 , 
j = 1, 2 . This parameterization is similar to the linear-in-a structure for the 
variance, where a = 0 implies homoskedasticity. The distributional 
parameter bit is closely related to symmetry because bit = ht(9)1/2 Sk(yt) > Sk 
being Pearson's measure of skewness (Kendall and Stuart [1968], pp.85 and 
149). Given symmetry, b2t is a monotonically increasing function of the 
kurtosis measure y2(yt) (fourth cumulant), and has the same sign. Therefore, 
symmetry implies bit = 0 , and adding mesokurtosis implies b2t = 0 . It is 
easily seen that bit = b2t = 0 results in the conditional normal distribution. 
These relations between distributional parameters and the third and fourth 
moments suggests some plausible parameterizations for the bjt in coherency 
with the specification of the first two moments. For example, in the ARCH 
model we might propose bit = bit (uj?.j; j > 0) and b2t = b2t (ujf j ; j > 0).
If we define b = ( bT , b2 ' )' and £ = ( 0 ', b ')', the log-likelihood function is
T T T
m = T-1 X  *  (9  = T-i X  <Pt (ut; 9  - T-i X  log (9  •
t=l t=l t=l
The null hypothesis of normality in (1) can then be expressed as 
Ho : bi = 0 and b2 = 0 ,
and if we denote by nj the dimension of bj and rjt = rjt (9 = 3bjt /9bj , j = 1, 2 , 
and follow the appendix to Bera and Jarque [1982] we find that under Ho
dit = —
and
d2t = 77“  = l r2t ( h[2 ut - 3 ), 
ob2
The LM statistic is based on the subvector of the score d = (d i', d2 ' )'
T
= T4 X d t , where dt = (d u ', d2t' Y , which shows that this test is an efficiency 
t=l
test as those considered in § 5.3 . We then have
Theorem 6.11.- Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.10 ,
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and
sk = T d2' [ 6 T W  R2 - f  T W  a-1 § V(0) T 1 S' Q-1 R2 1 1 d2 - i»
under the null hypothesis of conditional normahty, where Rj = (rji ,...,rjT ) ' ,
A A A
j = 1,2 , V(0) is a consistent estimator of V(9) , and all evaluations are made
at 9 under Ho . Moreover sg and Sk are asymptotically independent and the 
LM test for normality is given by
under Ho .
Proof: In the notation of § 5.3 , let ma = m(Q-1 Ri , 1 , 0 ; 9 ) ,
mb = m(Q-2 Ri , 3 , 0  ; 9 ) , and m^  = m(iV2 R2 , 4 , 0  ; 9 ) . Let Vj =
lim  var [ T172 > = lim  cov [ T1/2 mi t T172 m. ] t for i , j = a , b , c .
T —^°° T—)°°
From Theorem 5.10 and using (5.35) , (5.37) and (5.38) we obtain
Va = e {T*1 R J  Q-1 RJ*1 - Ö {T-1 R J  a-1 X] V( ß) Ö {T-1 X' a-1 Ri) , - (36a)
Vb = 15Ö {T-i Ri' Q-1 RJ-1 - 9Ö {T-1 RJ Q-1 X} V( ß) ÖfT1 X' Q*1 RJ , - (36b)
Vc = 96Ö{T-! RJ R2}-1 - 360{T-i r2' q-i S) V(9) SfT-1 S' Q-1 R2] , - (37)
and from Theorem 5.12 we get
Vab = 3Ö{T-i RJ Q-1 RJ-1 - 3e{T-! RJ Q-1 X) V(ß) SfT-1 X' Or1 RJ , - (38)
Sn — Ss +  Sk
and
Vac = - 6 0{T-1 RJ a-1 X] V(9) C{T-! S' ß-1 R2} , - (39a)
and
Vbc = - i s  err-1 r j  a -1 x i v(9) srr-1 s ' a-1 r 2} . - (39b)
Therefore, from (36) and (38),
V( d i ) = Va + I Vb - 1  Vab = I Ö {T-1 Ri' a-1 Ri } ,
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1while V( d2 ) follows from d2 = ^ me . Independence is established using (39) 
in
and the asymptotic distribution of the statistics under Hq follows from
The theorem provides three test-statistics to assess normality: s3 
emphasizes departures from symmetry, Sk emphasizes on departures from 
mesokurtosis, and sn is an omnibus test in the third and fourth moments. 
The theorem is sufficiently general to allow for different parameterizations of 
bit and b2t reflecting alternative propositions about conditional skewness and 
kurtosis. However, if the objective of the researcher is simply that of 
producing a diagnostic to evaluate normality, it may appear that the 
specification of such functions consumes too much time and this is a 
drawback to the use of the test. For this reason, it may be of interest to have a 
standard statistic which gives a good indication of whether more careful 
thought should be given to non-normality before proceeding with further 
inference. To produce such a standard statistic we make bit and b2t 
constants, so that ru = r2t = 1 and ni = n2 = 1 , and we have
Corollary 6.12.~ Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.11 with bit = bi and 
b2t = b2 ,
Corollary 5.11 . □
T
3 L X  ( h ^ t - ^ u ?  )]2
t=l
Sg = T
t=l
and
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T
[ T-i £  ( h f  u* - 3 ) p  
t=l_______________________________________  H 2
Sk — rp rp Xl >
4 T [ 2 4 - 9 T - i ^  h ^ st' V (0 )T - i^  h ^ sd  
fc=l t=l
under the null hypothesis of conditional normality, where all evaluations are
A A A A
made at 9 under Ho and V(9) is a consistent estimator of V(9) . Moreover s3 
and Sk are asymptotically independent and the LM test for normality is
sn = s3 + Sk X2 ,
under Ho .
Proof: Set rit = r2t = 1 in Theorem 6.11 . Q
This provides a test which does not require the specification of any 
moment further than the variance, being analogous to the Jarque-Bera 
statistic except for the heteroskedasticity under the null hypothesis. It is easy 
to see that it is indeed the Jarque-Bera test when ht is constant for all t . 
Making the bjt constants does not affect the size of the test because they are 
indeed constants under the null.
In the linear-in-a case the statistic Sk may be simplified because using ht 
= zt'a we get
T T
T'1 ^  htXst = T'1 £  ht St zt'a £8, 2 ( D<*ß , üoa Y a  , 
t=l t=l
and since V(9) = ^(9)‘1 and ( 3aß , daa) j^*1 = ( 0 , Ip.k ) the variance of 6.2 may
^  *2be simply expressed as ( 6 - 9 a' <3aa a  ) .  By using <Jaa = 6 { T*1 £  ht zt z t'}, we
t=l
can then express the test-statistic as
[T-i £  ( h;2 u^ - 3 ) ] 2
t=l
S k  =  r p  •
24 [ 4 - 3 S' ( T-i £  ht2 zt zt' ) a ]
t=l
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When the information matrix is block diagonal, then <Jaa = V(a)-1 and the 
variance is easily estimated from regression output for the estimation of a .
Bera et al [1984] note that some members of the Pearson family violate 
regularity conditions which are required for the asymptotic properties of ML , 
such as having supports depending on the parameters. Then, no claim can be 
made about optimal properties for the LM te s t . The distribution under the 
null, however, is not affected.
§ 6.6 Some comments on the Monte Carlo evidence
We have conducted Monte Carlo experiments to assess the performance of 
the LM tests discussed in this Chapter in small to moderate samples for the 
cases of autocorrelation and normality, and the results are discussed in the 
next two subsections. The results are presented in Tables 6.1 - 6.6 which have 
the same format than Tables 5.6 - 5.8 . In Tables 6.1 - 6.3 the column headings 
are the values of the first order autocorrelation coefficient p .
§ 6.6.1 LM tests for autocorrelation
Tables 6.1 - 6.3 report the power (proportion of rejections using the 
asymptotic distribution at the 5 % level of significance) of tests for first order 
autocorrelation as the autocorrelation coefficient p is varied from 0 (no 
autocorrelation) to 0.8 . Two alternative tests have been considered: the LM test 
Smac given in Corollary 6.2 , and a consistency test which ignores the variable 
additions to the auxiliary variance equations, though it still uses a double­
length auxiliary regression and evaluates all functions at the MLE. The latter 
test is denoted ssac in the tables and the objective of including it was to form an 
idea of whether we should expect substantial loss in power by ignoring the 
mis specification induced in the conditional variance by the specification error 
in the conditional mean.
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The results for the Poisson-N model are reported in Table 6.1 . The size of 
the test is reasonable for the smaller samples, but it increases in the samples of 
size 100 and 200 . There seems to be a tendency of test size to increase with 
sample size and this fact is hard to explain under the null hypothesis. Source 
programs were checked thoroughly to see if some other source of 
misspecification was being induced in the DGP, but we did not find any, and we 
would expect this effect to disappear as the sample size is further increased. 
However, we did not conduct experiments with larger samples. The power of 
the tests is good and there does not seem to be any important loss in power 
when ignoring the induced misspecification in the variance equation. In fact, 
the ssac test appears to have more power unless the autocorrelation is very 
strong ( p = 0.8 ).
Powers based on the asymptotic distribution are reported for the mild and 
strong ARCH models in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 , respectively. Test sizes are 
relatively close to the nominal size, except for the smallest sample, and the 
power' effect under the null found in the Poisson-N model is not present here. 
Power is good, and the most remarkable feature of the results is that the non- 
LM test dominates the LM test. This fact cannot be attributed to differences in 
size of the tests because these differences are small, and though unaccounted 
autocorrelation might be confused with ARCH effects, we do not find that this 
is a convincing explanation for this effect and the matter deserves further 
study.
§ 6.6.2 LM tests for normality
In Tables 6.4 - 6.6 we present power calculations (proportion of rejections 
using 5 % significance points from the asymptotic distribution) for the LM tests 
for non-normalities in the Poisson-N, and mild and strong ARCH models, 
respectively. The asymptotically independent components for symmetry and
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kurtosis are presented separately, and we also include figures showing the 
performance of the Jarque-Bera [1980] test which is constructed under the 
assumption of homoskedasticity under the null hypothesis.
The component of the LM test in the third moment differs from the
efficiency tests reported in § 5.4.2 in essentially two ways: the component in
-2 -1third powers of ut is weighted by ht rather than by ht , and an additional 
element has been introduced in ht1 ut to achieve asymptotic independence with 
the component of the LM test in the fourth moment.
The size of the test is in the three models smaller than the nominal size 
thus producing a conservative test. This effect is also present in the efficiency 
tests for the ARCH model, but not in the Poisson-N model. The superiority of s3 
over the efficiency tests for symmetry of section § 5.4.2, though not large in 
general, is clear in both ARCH models, but the t and Cauchy distributions 
seem to be better detected by the efficiency tests in the Poisson-N model, with a 
mixed result for the %2 distribution. It appears, however, that these results in 
the Poisson-N model can be attributed to the difference in the size of the tests 
and that the LM test would in fact dominate the efficiency tests of the previous 
Chapter.
The component of the LM test in the fourth moment is very similar to the 
efficiency tests considered in § 5.4.2 . There we considered a test based on 
variance residuals and a test based on a mix of mean and variance residuals. 
The LM test completes the picture by providing a test based on mean residuals 
only. The performance of the tests is not substantially different, but 
nevertheless the LM test dominates the efficiency tests in the three models. In 
terms of size there is no major difference between the efficiency and LM tests.
The LM test for normality combines independent components, and thus it 
is in this test that we would expect a clear dominance over the omnibus tests 
considered in § 5.4.2 . This dominance is clear in both ARCH models, while in
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the Poisson-N model we have an exception in the t distribution. But here again 
this effect can be essentially attributed to the different size of the LM and 
efficiency tests and thus sn seems to be a more powerful option to test for non 
norm alities.
The Jarque-Bera test is denoted JB in the tables, and it clearly shows the 
effect of ignoring heteroskedasticity when testing normality, which may result 
in substantial over-rejection of true hypotheses.
TABLE 61 REJECTION FREQUENCIES OF LM TESTS FOR 
AUTOCORRELATION IN THE POISSON-N MODEL.
P
T 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
20 0.064 0.086 0.166 0.312 0.458
50 0.040 0.242 0.498 0.796 0.894
100 0.094 0.476 0.864 0.986 0.984
200 0.132 0.736 0.990 0.998 0.998
20 0.062 0.174 0.264 0.346 0.436
50 0.060 0.392 0.612 0.786 0.852
100 0.108 0.614 0.892 0.984 0.988
200 0.136 0.826 0.990 0.998 0.998
TABLE 6.2 .- REJECTION FREQUENCIES OF LM TESTS FOR 
AUTOCORRELATION IN THE ARCH MODEL I .
P
T 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
20 0.048 0.082 0.086 0.126 0.166
50 0.058 0.114 0.242 0.404 0.442
100 0.056 0.236 0.532 0.762 0.756
200 0.060 0.398 0.868 0.958 0.970
20 0.086 0.132 0.160 0.294 0.344
50 0.056 0.208 0.492 0.780 0.846
100 0.052 0.390 0.858 0.982 0.996
200 0.052 0.686 1.000 1.000 1.000
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TABLE 6.3 REJECTION FREQUENCIES OF LM TESTS FOR 
AUTOCORRELATION IN THE ARCH MODEL H .
P
T 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
20 0.082 0.090 0.124 0.180 0.188
50 0.058 0.140 0.386 0.478 0.478
100 0.054 0.276 0.640 0.806 0.778
200 0.062 0.470 0.914 0.970 0.934
20 0.084 0.104 0.142 0.256 0.282
50 0.048 0.164 0.476 0.572 0.662
100 0.054 0.334 0.716 0.876 0.904
200 0.048 0.522 0.942 0.984 0.974
TABLE &4 REJECTION FREQUENCIES OF LM TESTS FOR 
NORMALITY IN THE POISSON-N MODEL.
T N U t l 5 t5 P
2X2 LN C
20 0.002 0.006 0.030 0.098 0.116 0.504 0.330 0.796
50 0.018 0.014 0.080 0.178 0.376 0.914 0.866 0.964
100 0.046 0.074 0.110 0.246 0.626 0.990 0.956 0.986
20 0.018 0.004 0.072 0.276 0.000 0.472 0.412 0.984
50 0.038 0.774 0.159 0.557 0.994 0.908 0.944 1.000
100 0.056 0.982 0.268 0.820 0.998 1.000 0.998 1.000
20 0.014 0.008 0.076 0.260 0.187 0.562 0.462 0.984
50 0.036 0.280 0.167 0.529 0.932 0.968 0.964 1.000
100 0.068 0.978 0.248 0.788 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000
20 0.201 0.403 0.218 0.347 1.000 0.168 0.046 0.572
50 0.343 0.996 0.419 0.666 1.000 0.646 0.216 0.968
100 0.452 1.000 0.546 0.878 1.000 0.942 0.378 1.000
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TABLE &5 REJECTION FREQUENCIES OF LM TESTS FOR 
NORMALITY IN THE ARCH MODEL I .
T N U t l5 t5 P
2
12 LN
Ss 20 0.026 0.000 0.018 0.088 0.000 0.466 0.256
50 0.022 0.000 0.070 0.206 0.002 0.998 0.890
100 0.028 0.000 0.102 0.328 0.000 1.000 1.000
Sk 20 0.012 0.012 0.010 0.050 0.016 0.318 0.098
50 0.018 0.298 0.056 0.262 0.750 0.844 0.500
100 0.018 0.948 0.118 0.554 1.000 0.982 0.844
Sn 20 0.016 0.000 0.016 0.078 0.000 0.411 0.198
50 0.016 0.058 0.072 0.282 0.244 0.998 0.834
100 0.032 0.578 0.140 0.568 0.994 1.000 1.000
JB 20 0.050 0.000 0.058 0.188 0.006 0.576 0.344
50 0.076 0.000 0.176 0.426 0.008 1.000 0.838
100 0.138 0.430 0.274 0.686 0.988 1.000 0.982
TABLE &6 REJECTION FREQUENCIES OF LM TESTS FOR 
NORMALITY IN THE ARCH MODEL H .
T N U t l5 t5 P
2
12
Ss 20 0.024 0.002 0.034 0.074 0.004 0.306
50 0.018 0.000 0.068 0.118 0.002 0.894
100 0.022 0.000 0.084 0.268 0.000 0.986
Sk 20 0.010 0.008 0.034 0.066 0.020 0.209
50 0.008 0.158 0.044 0.216 0.716 0.766
100 0.018 0.922 0.100 0.510 1.000 0.954
Sn 20 0.016 0.002 0.042 0.080 0.000 0.294
50 0.010 0.012 0.064 0.216 0.152 0.974
100 0.018 0.442 0.118 0.516 0.996 1.000
JB 20 0174 0.002 0.218 0.342 0.006 0.398
50 0.444 0.006 0.576 0.786 0.012 0.930
100 0.756 0.232 0.846 0.966 0.996 0.992
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CHAPTER 7
RISK MODELS
In the preceding chapters we have worked with the implicit assumption 
that the mean equation is a conventional (possibly nonlinear) regression with 
heteroskedastic disturbances. By conventional we mean that pt is a function of 
observables and (unknown) constant parameters. In such case the derivative 
xt = 3pt/3ß is easily calculated for given values of ß , or further it is a direct 
observable if pt is linear in ß . In this chapter and the next we allow for 
certain forms of unobservables. The estimation and evaluation problem 
depicted in Chapters 3 to 6 is then complicated by the fact that we require to 
extract the signal, use two-stage estimation, or embed the problem into a more 
general model, depending on the circumstances.
The extension that we introduce here to the basic model of Chapter 2 is a 
risk measure affecting the conditional mean. In recent years many authors 
have used risk variables to explain economic phenomena. The way of 
measuring risk, although essentially presented in the form of a second 
moment from a distribution, has been diverse. Pagan and Ullah [1986] have 
classified the alternative proposals of measuring risk into four types, analyzing 
the relative merits of each of them: moving average measures (Klein [1977], 
Ibrahim and Williams [1978], Minford and Brech [1978], Gylfason [1981]); 
relative price measures (Pagan et al [1983]); survey measures (Levi and Makin 
[1979]); and parameterized measures (Hansen and Hodrick [1983], Domowitz 
and Hakkio [1985], Bollerslev et al [1985], Engle et al [1987]). Pagan [1984b] 
showed that when the risk variable is an expectation the simple strategy of 
substituting it by an observable random variable will almost invariably produce
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inconsistent estimates, and he proposed alternative consistent IV estimators. 
Using a result similar to Lemma 3.3 he also proved that using parametric 
predictors would not affect the asymptotic distribution of the IV estimators. 
Pagan and Ullah [1986] have farther considered this problem and extended the 
IV estimator to the case where the random variable is estimated 
nonparametrically, though they note that the rate of convergence will be slower 
than in the parametric case and therefore very large samples may be needed to 
produce good results.
We concentrate on the case where the risk measure is parameterized and 
show that, provided there exists a root-T consistent estimator of the parameters 
underlying the risk measure, there is no need to resort to IV estimation. The 
main argument is developed in a likelihood framework but the results can be 
related to the more general setup in which the pdf is not given a specific form 
and the information is extracted by means of orthogonality conditions from 
each moment. The basic model of Chapter 2 is reformulated to include 
parametric risk measures in section § 7.1 . Parametric risk models are then 
classified into y-risk models (the risk measure is a function of the conditional 
variance of yt itself), and x-risk models (the risk measure is a function of the 
conditional moments of other variables), and simple tests for the presence of 
such risk effects are derived. The problems of estimating and diagnostic 
testing are analyzed in section § 7.2 for y-risk models and in section § 7.3 for x- 
risk models.
§7.1 Parametric risk models and testing for risk effects
The conditional mean is now modelled as
E [ y t l3rt]=M>t(ß;rt ,7c) - ( 1 )
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where rt e 7 1 is a risk measure, parameterized as a function of the vector 
7U e n  . Although more general forms can be allowed, the parameterization 
can be thought of as essentially linear in r t , so that by partitioning 
ß = (ßi', p2 r Y the conditional mean is not a function of rt when ß2  = 0 . The 
conditional variance is, accordingly,
var [ ytl SXt] = ht ( 0 , tc) , - (2)
and it is not a direct function of rt but depends on k indirectly through pt-j > 
j > 0 . If conditional normality is assumed, (1) and (2) are subsumed into
yt I F t ~ N [ M  ß ; rt , * ), ht ( 0 , ic) ] . - (3)
The risk measure is taken to be a function of the conditional moments of 
some random variable. We define a y-risk model when the risk measure is 
parameterized as a function of ht = var [ yt I 3^ 1 > and we define an x-risk 
model when the risk measure is parameterized as a function of the conditional 
moments of xt (the set of conditioning variables). The main example of y-risk 
is the ARCH-M model of Engle et al [1987], Domowitz and Hakkio [1985] and 
Bollerslev et al [1985], while Hansen and Hodrick [1983] provide an example of 
an x-risk model.
We restrict y-risk models to use the conditional variance of yt because this 
is the usual measure of risk and also because this is the natural development 
in our heteroskedastic framework. The y-risk model is characterized by
(CiO-yr) pt = M-t ( ß ; ht , 9 ) = pt (Ö), and ht = ht (0) , 
or
(ClO'-yr) yt i y t ~ N [ p t ( e ) , h t ( e ) ] ,
and the distinctive feature with our previous model is that pt now depends on 
the whole parameter vector 9 .
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We do not restrict x-risk models to use a conditional variance to measure 
risk because then our conclusions readily extend to other situations (e.g. 
parametric cases of generated regressors, Pagan [1984b]). The risk measures 
are restricted to be functions of the conditional moments of the the conditioning 
variables for simplicity. The x-risk model is characterized by
(CiO-xr) pt = Pt ( ß ; 9X) = Pt (9 , 9X) , and ht = ht ( 0 , 9X), 
or
(ClO'-xr) yt I SFt ~ N [ pt (0 ,0*) ,  ht ( 0 , 0X) ] ,
*
where 0X is the param eter vector underlying the distribution of xt .
Before undertaking the more complex task of estimating the risk models it 
may be convenient to test for risk effects (i.e. ß2 = 0 ). When p2 = 0 the model in 
(3) is the heteroskedastic model of the previous chapters, and therefore the test 
for risk effects is a simple variable addition test of the sort analyzed in Chapter 
6 . We then have
Corollary 7.1. - Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 the LM test for risk
2
effects ( Ho : ß2  = 0 vs Hi : ß2  * 0 ) is given asymptotically by Sr = 2 T from
A
the regression of Ut on (xt , St)' and (xrt , Srt)' in the metric of St > where xrt
A A
= 9pt /3ß2 , Srt = 3ht /3ß2 , and all functions are evaluated at the MLE (9 , iz) 
under Ho . Under local parametric alternatives,
sr A  X2 [dim (ß2) ; 5' S {T-i G / I ^ 2 n  I-y2 Gr } 5 ] ,
where Gr = (X/ , S / ) ' , Xr = ( xri ,..., XrT)', and Sr = ( Sri ,..., SrT)' •
Proof: That the test for ß2 = 0 is a test for variable addition in a heteroskedastic 
model is evident from (3) and the parameterization of pt and h t . When rt = ht 
this completes the proof because k = 9 . When rt = rt ( 9X ) , xt is weakly 
exogenous for 9 under Ho . Therefore f ( yt ISF t ) does not contain any
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information about 0X and f ( xt 13^) does not contain information about 0 , 
which allows the test to be constructed from the double-length regression . [
If there is evidence for the existence of risk effects we must proceed to the
more general risk model and it is convenient to re-assess the assumptions (ClO)
- (Cl8) of Chapter 2 . First (ClO) is replaced by either (ClO-yr) or (CiO-xr) , and we
assume symmetry throughout this chapter. Likewise, (Cl O') is replaced by
either (CiO'-yr) or (ClO’-xr) . Assumptions (Cll) and (Cl2) remain intact, and so
does (Cl3) which imposes smoothness restrictions to the way in which the risk
measure enters pt • For proper estimation of 0X , and hence of r t , all
*
assumptions must be extended to the conditional distribution of xt given 9t • 
Assumptions (Cl5) and (Cl6) remain the same except that (Cl6) must extend to 
derivatives with respect to the whole of 0 for the mean function. The 
identifiability assumption in (Cl7) is retained as such, but observe that X has 
now a more complex structure. In the y-risk model this means tha t ß is 
identifiable given a  in the mean equation, and a  is identifiable given ß in the 
variance equation. This suffices for the identifiability of 0 in the full model.
We also preserve (Cl8) in the y-risk model so that we may produce global 
efficiency propositions. This weak exogeneity assumption can not hold in the x- 
risk case because the conditional distribution of yt depends on 0X and hence 
the likelihood is not i-sufficient (see § 6.4). We retain in this case the remaining 
implicit assumptions in (Cl 8) , namely the proper factorization of the 
conditional distribution and the i-completeness of i  (0,0X) , so that i x =2X (0X) 
does not depend on 0 . Finally, we retain (Cl4) exactly, but it is worth analyzing 
the implications on risk models of the existence of at least fourth order 
moments. Consider a normal y-risk model with
Pt = ^  ßi + ß2 h t ,
and assume that second order moments of all variables exist. Then
py = E [ yt ] = E [ pt ] = px ßi + ß2 cr,
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* 1/2where |ix = E [ ^  ] , and E [ h t ] = a  V t , and so
yt - |iy = ( ^  - px)' ßi + ß2 ( b£/2 - a ) + ut .
Now suppose that the moments of yt exist up to order r -1 and consider
r
E [ (yt - ny)r ] = E [Y  ( f)  {ut + ß2 ( h P  - a )  V  { ( ^  - nx )' ßi }N], 
j= o VJ7
*
which using the weak exogeneity of xt and iterated expectations can be
decomposed into a term whose existence is guaranteed by that of moments of
*
order r -1 or lower, and terms in the expectations of r-th powers of ( xt - 1ix)' ßi 
1/2and ut + ß2 ( ht - a ) . This shows that for the existence of r-th moments of y t,
* rxt must be r-th order stationary and E [ ht ] must exist because under
normality E [u{r] is proportional to E [hJtr/2] . Thus in this case the risk and
non-risk models place similar restrictions on the param eter subspace Ci , but
this is dependent on the way in which ht enters pt and the form of the
distribution. For example, if pt is a linear function of ht the restrictions on Qx
are essentially ’doubled’ because in this case E [ ht ] must exist, and then the
y-risk model requires that Ci be restricted by conditions which are equivalent to
those for the existence of 2r-th moments in the corresponding no-risk model.
*
Similarly, in the x-risk model the stationarity requirements on xt will depend 
on the way in which its moments appear in p t . In the sections to follow we 
refer to the assumptions (CiO) - (Ci8) with the modifications discussed above as 
(ClO-yr) - (C*8-yr) or (CiO-xr) - (Cl8-xr) for y-risk and x-risk models, respectively.
We conclude this section by showing that parametric estimates of a risk 
measure have, asymptotically, the "strong property" of Pagan and Ullah [1986], 
provided a root-T consistent estimator 7C of tco is available. The mean equation 
can be written as
yt = Pt (ß o ; 7t0 ) + u t = pt (ß o; ) + {u t - [ pt (ß o ; k  ) - Pt (ß o ; ) ])  > - (4)
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so if we consider the two-stage estimator ß of ß from the regression of yt on 
fit (ß ; k ) , its consistency depends on the condition 
T
T-i X  xt m  { ut - [ pit OO -M xo) ]) 0 . - (5)
t=l
Using the MVT for random functions (Jennrich [1969]) we have
?t = rt (f) = rt (tu0) + ~ ~ 7 ^  (n - k0) , - (6)
d7C
and so for fixed t , ft - rt 0 as T —> «», but the infinite length of the vector
r = ( ri , it )' is a problem. Nevertheless, consider for simplicity the case of a
*  ^linear mean in which |it = xt ' ßi + ß2 rt , so that |it (ßo ; flf) - (ßo ; rco ) =
[ rt (7c) - rt ( juo) ]' ß2 • Using this and (6) in (5) we get
m  ^  V  *  r ( ^ 0 )  \  1 \T-1 X  Xt  [ Ut - — — —  ( tc - TCo) ] +  Op (1), 
t=l dn
which is Op (1) , and therefore (5) holds. The argument is easily extended to the 
nonlinear case using the MVT to expand (5) .
§7.2 Estimation and diagnostic testing of y - risk models 
§ 7.2.1 Estimation of y - risk models
With an ARCH parameterization for ht the y-risk model has been applied 
by Domowitz and Hakkio [1985] to analyze risk premia in the foreign exchange 
market, by Engle et al [1987] to study risk premia in the term structure of 
interest rates, and by Bollerslev et al [1985] in a multivariate CAPM model. All 
of these authors use a conditionally normal model and refer to the regularity 
conditions of Crowder [1976] or Domowitz and White [1982] for the usual 
properties of ML estimators. It must be noted, however, that many of their 
results do not conform to the conditions for existence of fourth order moments 
and there is still a need to analyze the properties of the estimators under these 
conditions. The likelihood and the log-likelihood functions of heteroskedastic
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models retain their form with the addition of y-risk (e.g. as in (2.9) and (2.10)). 
Similarly, redefining X = ( X , X«) where X« = 3p /3a' the score is still given 
by de(6) = T*1 G' Z-1 x>, and the information matrix by fl(0) = E [ T'1 G' Z'1 G ] , 
where G = ( X ', S ')'. The form for the derivatives xt and st is now more 
complex due to the feedback between and h t . Domowitz and Hakkio report 
a recursive calculation of these quantities while Engle et al and Bollerslev et al 
prefer to avoid this complication and resort to numerical calculation in 
conjunction with the Bemdt, Hall, Hall and Hausman [1974] algorithm to 
maximize the likelihood. The possibility of a block-diagonal information 
matrix is essentially lost because the off-diagonal block of the information 
matrix is now
d pa (6) = E [ T-1 ( X' Q-1 X„ + \  W  Q-2 Z ) ],
and this will not be zero in general even when W = 0 . In particular this 
destroys the robustness properties of simple heteroskedasticity and ARCH 
models studied in Chapter 4 .
Another complication of y-risk models is that no simple initial consistent 
estimates of 0 are available. Because ht is not observable it cannot be used as a 
regressor in the mean equation, and ignoring its presence results in 
inconsistent estimates for ßi . Lemma 3.3 cannot be applied to the squared 
residuals obtained from the mean equation ignoring ht and this in turn 
prevents us from using LS in the variance equation to estimate the h t . 
Nevertheless, the regularity conditions implied by (CiO'-yr) - (Cl8-yr) ensure that
A
the MLE 0 obtained from full convergence to the maximum of i  (0) is root-T 
consistent ( Theorem 3.9 ). Using 0 to obtain ht and u t , the conditions of 
Theorem 3.11 are satisfied and we can still factorize the likelihood as
i*(0) = i m (0) + i v (0),
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with the only difference that i m now depends on 9 and not only on ß . The 
question is whether the likelihood factorization may still be useful to separate 
the information contributed by each moment because i m (9) still depends on 
the unobservable ht . Theorem 3.11 permits the use of ht in place of ht in the
a *
variance of the equation, but not in the regression function. Substitute ht in 
(it to obtain
yt = Ht (ßo; £ t ) + {ut - [ Ht (ßo; ht ) - Ht (ßo; ht ) ] } ,
A *
and the GLS estimator ßm for this equation is such that
Ti«(ßm-ßo) = Ti /2(X'aiX)- iX/ Q-i[u-Xh(9-eo)]+Op(l ) ,  -(7a)
3 iit 3ht 3iJtwhere Xht = ^  = 3^  St, Xh = ( xhi , ...» x^ t )' > and the MVT has been used to
~  3|_Lt( 9) /N ------ A A
express Ht (ßo ; ht ) - Ht (ßo ; ht ) = ”3 9 ^ ( 0  - 9o), where 9 e [ 9o , 9 ] . Let ßm be
a *
the theoretical MLE from maximizing (ß ; h t) and observe that ßm is the
a *
two-stage estimator (2SE) which maximizes i m (ß ; ht ) . Then,
T ^ (ßm - ßo) = TI/2 (ßm . ßo) - VCßm) Ö {T-i X' Qr1 Xh} T ^  (§- 90) + op (1),
-(7b)
A
where the expectation is evaluated at 9o . The term in (9 - 9o) introduces
dependence between the estimators from the two factors of the likelihood and
hence the use of 2SE’s destroys the attractive feature of the factorization, which
is to separate the information by moment source. An alternative interpretation
can be given to the likelihood factorization by analyzing the mean equation in
the same manner as the variance equation was treated in section § 3.2 . is
now a function of the whole 9 vector, and substituting explicitly the
parametric form of ht in Ht we can estimate the identifiable functions of 9 in
the mean equation. Some examples may clarify this situation. Consider the
y-risk model with simple heteroskedasticity and rt = ht , so that
*  *
Ht = ßo + X,.' ßi + ß2 h t , and ht = (Xo + zt ' cci , - ( 8 )
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and substituting ht in the mean equation we can write
yt = bo + ^ ' bi + \ ' b2 + ut , - (9)
where bo = ßo + ß2 <*o , bi = ßi , and b2 = p2 <*l • If we assume ( X* , Z* ) to have
full column rank b = ( bo , b i ' , b2r) is identifiable in the mean equation. In the
1/2Amemiya risk model with rt = h t , so that
jit = V  ßi + p2 h \ /2 , and ht = a  q? , -(10)
substituting ht in qt and solving for qt gives
qt = (1 - a172 p2)_1 ^ ' ßi = ^ ' bi , - (11)
where bi = (1 - a 1/2 ß2)'1 ßi is identifiable provided oc1/2 ß2 * 1 . From these 
examples it is clear that almost certainly 9 will not be identifiable in i m . Let 
dm = dm (6) be the identifiable functions of 0 in Z m  = Z m  (dm), so that following 
the same argument as in section § 3.2 and defining = 3p/9<|>m' we have
- <t&) = X«' Q-1 X* )-x V  £2-1 u + Op (1) A *  N[ 0 , e  {T-1 X*' £2-1 X*)-1],
^  0 
where dm is the maximizer of i m (dm) and dm = dm Oo) • Denote by dv = dv (9)
A
the identifiable functions in the variance equation and let dv be the maximizer 
of Z y  (dv) • It follows that
T V 2  (Jfc, - < £) = T1/2 ( s*' a-2 S«, )-i S*' a-2 e + 0p (1) jL> N [ 0 , 2  S {T-1 S*' £2-2 S* }-i ].
where dv = dv (9o) (see § 3.2.2 ) .  We can now apply the Factorization Theorem 
3.12 provided that the identifiable functions are selected in such a way that dm = 
( Y  » dm2r)' and dv = ( Y  , dv2r Y  > where y  represents the jointly identifiable
A A
functions and y , dm2 and dv2 are variation free. Then dm and dv are 
asymptotically independent and
V( Y Y 1 Ti/2 ( y - Yo) = V(Ym )•! Ti/2 ( Ym - To) + VC%  Y 1 T172 ( yv - To) + op (1),
where Y = y(0 ) ,  Yo = y ( 0 o ) , dm = ( Ym', dm 2')', dv = ( Yv', dv2') ' > and
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V(Y Y1 = V(ym )-i + V(yv H .
To illustrate this situation consider the simple risk model in (8) and (9) , 
where a = ( ao , a i ' )' is identifiable in the variance equation. Partition b2 =
( b2i b 2 n  Y and oq = ( an  «in)' and suppose without loss of generafity that 
b2i * 0 and an  * 0 . Then y = ba ^2 = ai\ ai gives the jointly identifiable 
parameters, while (j)m2 = ( bo , b2i , ß i ')' and (j>v2 = ( cxo , an  )'. For the Amemiya 
risk model in (10) and (11), substitute (11) in ht to obtain
ht = a ( ^ r bi )2 = ( ^ ' ai )2 ,
where ai = a1/2 bi . Partition bi = ( bn bin )' and ai = ( an ain)' and 
suppose without loss of generality that bn * 0 . Then y = bn bi = ai\ ai gives the 
jointly identifiable parameters, while dm2 = bn and dv2 = an . a is recovered 
from an / bn = a1/2 , but a further restriction is required to identify ß , and 0o 
is not identifiable in this model without such a restriction. A very similar 
situation arises in a Poisson risk model when rt = ht = pt > but because now 
a = 1 a priori , the jointly identifiable functions are bi = (1 - ß2)_1 ßi .
These are simple examples. In many cases the definition of pt after 
substitution of ht will be an implicit or recursive relation and finding the 
jointly identifiable parameters may be a very difficult task. Nevertheless the 
theoretical MWA structure in y-risk models is of interest in its own right. If we 
can separate the information by moment source, we can measure relative 
contributions to efficiency as in section § 3.4 and the information arising from 
both moments can be contrasted with a coherency test such as
T (Ym - Yv )' [ V(Ym) + V(Yv) ]•! (Ym - Yv ) Urn y .
under the null hypothesis of correct specification. The noncentrality 
parameter for the power function under local parametric alternatives can be 
derived as in Theorem 5.1 . Another interesting by-product of the likelihood
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factorizations is that there may exist simple consistent initial estim ates. These 
would arise from least-squares on the mean equation to obtain an estimate of 
dm • This procedure provides adequate residuals in the sense of Lemma 3.3 to 
estimate (jv by LS in the variance equation, and from <j)m and <j>v we can recover 
a consistent initial estimate of 9 .
Finally, note that the arguments of this section under conditional 
normality can be extended to the non-normal symmetric case. We only need to 
substitute 2 ht by Kt and consider the orthogonality conditions defining (j  ^
and (j>v to produce the more general GMM estimators.
§ 7.222 Consistency and efficiency tests for y - risk models(1)
Depending on the complexity of the model the coherency tests suggested 
above may be hard to construct. A simpler procedure is to resort to the 
consistency and efficiency tests of Chapter 5 to assess the model in general, and 
to the LM tests of Chapter 6 to test it against specific departures. The 
introduction of ht as an argument of pt complicates the calculation of 
derivatives, the availability of initial consistent estimates, and the factorization 
of the likelihood. But the consistency and efficiency tests do not depend on any 
of these characteristics because they are evaluated always at the MLE. Thus 
all the Theorems of sections § 5.2 and § 5.3 apply equally well to y-risk models 
with the sole proviso of redefining the nonzero derivative 3pt /doc • The same 
can be said about the tests for specific directions of Chapter 6 , though the 
specific form of the variables to add to the auxiliary regressions may differ. 
These tests incorporate more of the structure specific to risk models into the 
testing procedure than those in Engle, Lilien and Robins [1987] (ELR 
henceforth) , while the tests for risk in Domowitz and Hakkio [1985] are in fact
(L This section relies on joint work with AR. Pagan, and the example is taken from Pagan and 
Sabau [1987b].
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consistency tests.
ELR investigated the influence of risk premia upon the excess holding
yield for 60-day Treasury bills, yt is the excess holding yield and |it(9) = xt' ß ,
where xt contains an intercept, the yield differential between 30 and 60-day
bills, and a risk premium given by log h t . The variable ht is modelled as the
ARCH process oco + ai X (fif) ut-j • MLE was apphed to this model and a
j=i
number of LM tests were performed to assess the adequacy of the specification.
A range of consistency tests was computed for ELR's preferred equation 
(eq. (22), p. 402). The ratios of m^ and mh to their asymptotic standard errors 
were respectively 0.42 and -1.28, which does not suggest that ELR's chosen
A
model is incorrect. However, inspection of the residuals ut revealed that they 
were highly non-normal, making a robust estimator of var(mh) desirable.
A
Because the term involving the covariance matrix of 9 had already been 
computed using robust estimators of its components, the only modification 
needed was the replacement of 2ht by ut-ut in the variance formula. When 
this is done the t-statistic for m^ becomes 2.15 , providing some marginal 
evidence that ELR's selected equation is deficient. A second set of consistency
A
tests was then performed. These involved testing if the coefficient of ht in the
A A A
regressions of ut and 6t against ht were zero. The regression t-statistics, 
which are biased in favor of the null hypothesis that the coefficients are zero, 
were -2.82 and -8.64 respectively, which constitutes stronger evidence against 
the specification adopted by ELR. Hence, it appears that their decision to model 
the risk premium as an ARCH process is in error.
What is particularly interesting about this situation is that the consistency 
tests have disclosed a problem in the specification of ELR’s model that was not 
apparent from the broad range of LM tests that ELR employed in their paper.
A A A
In fact, the estimated coefficient of ht in the regression of Et against ht was -0.67
^ 2  a
instead of zero i.e. the regression of ut against ht would yield a coefficient of
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0.32 rather than the theoretical value of unity it should have if the ARCH 
specification was correct. Exactly what one might do to improve the 
specification of the risk premium for the excess holding yield is an open 
question, but this example highlights the fact that the consistency tests 
advocated in this Thesis can provide crucial information about the adequacy of 
any modelling exercise involving heteroskedastic error terms.
§ 7.3 Estimation and diagnostic testing of x - risk models
§ 7.3.1 Estimation of x - risk models
The conditional mean of yt is now dependent on the parameter vector 9X
*
that characterizes the marginal DGP of xt . This opens two alternative ways to
conduct inference: we may use the joint pdf for ( y t , xt ' )  to ensure full
efficiency, or we may choose to work with the conditional pdf alone plus a
consistent estimator of 9X in a two-stage estimation (2SE) setup (see Pagan
[1986]). The latter is simpler in general at the cost of a loss in efficiency. If we
use the joint pdf the model becomes a multivariate y-risk model and can be
analyzed as in the previous section, so that there is little to be added of
qualitative importance (see also Chapter 9). Because of this we concentrate in
this section on the alternative 2SE approach to inference in x-risk models, as
this may have wider applicability. The main argument is developed around the
conditionally normal model, applying the results of Pagan [1986] . Newey [1984]
has shown how 2SE estimators may be interpreted as GMM estimators, and
with this result our conclusions extend to the more general cases substituting 
22 ht by the appropriate conditional kurtosis function.
The log-likelihood function of the conditional model has the same form as 
in heteroskedastic models, but now it also depends on 9X and so we write 
i =i(9,9x) . The log-likelihood function of the marginal model is i x= ix (9X)
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because proper factorization and i-completeness ensure that it is not a function 
of 9 (see § 6.4). The joint log-likelihood is
 ^J ( 0,9X) = Z (9,9X) + Zx (9X) . - (12)
The score for 9 under conditional normality is de(9,9x ) = T’1 G' E*1 u . Define 
9f = (O', 9xr)/ > and let 9f = (9*', 9X' )' be the full information MLE obtained 
from Z j  (9,9X) . The regularity conditions are extended to the joint DGP, so that
T1/2 (9p - 0p ) N [ 0 , <Jj ( 0p )-i ] ,  . ( 13)
where 0p is the true value of 0p , and <)j (9p) is the information matrix of i j  
which using iterated expectations may be seen to partition as
( <100 <100x^ 1 f  S [ T-1 G' 2-1 G  ] S [ T-1 G' 2-1 Gx ] 'N
3j (9 f ) =
KsäJoA = S [ T-1 Gx' 2-1 G ] - 5 [ | ^ 4 ]
V 99x 99x J
where Xx = d[i /99x' , Sx = 9h /99x' , and Gx = ( Xx', S*')'. Using G = (X ', S ' )' 
and X = ( X , 0 ),^)qx9 can be further partitioned as
<Jexe (0,9X) = [ <Jexß (9,9X) ,  <JexCt (9,9X) ]
= (5 {T-i Xx'Q-i X - 4  T-i S*'fl-2 W } , !  SlT-iSx'O-zZ}),
-(14b)
and using (13) and (14) the covariance matrix of 9 is
V(9*) = [ flee (9p) - <)eex (9f) <3gx9x (9x)_1 <Jexe (9f) l"1 • - (15)
Now it is not clear whether heteroskedastic models in which the MLE's of ß 
and a are independent lose this property with the introduction of the x-risk 
term. When $ee is block diagonal, Cov ( ß* , oc* ) = 0 if, and only if, the matrix
üßex(eF)üexex(ex)-1!)9xa(9F) = |5{T-iX'n-iXx + iT - iW ^ S ^ e ^ ^ S lT - iS ^ Z }
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equals zero, but whether this condition holds depends on the form in which 9X 
enters the conditional moments and on the form of the conditioning pdf itself, 
and even in simple heteroskedastic and ARCH models it will be rarely satisfied 
without imposing more structure on the problem.
Let us now turn to the 2SE
9 -  max i  ( 0 ,0X) , -(16)
9
where 9X is some root-T consistent estimator of 9X . We assume that 9X is the 
MLE from the marginal likelihood, so that
T“ ( e*-e°) n  [ o , ^ O x )-1 ],
but the results can be extended to other estimators. Under (CiO'-xr) we have 
ö { de (0O ,0x )} = 0 , -(17)
P ~
and since fleeOo) is positive definite and 9X is consistent, Theorem 1 of Pagan 
establishes the consistency of 9 . Misspecification of the conditioning model in 
general produces inconsistency in 9 , but Pagan's Theorem requires only that 
the condition in (17) hold at the pseudo-true value of 9X , and there exists the 
possibility of finding cases in which misspecification of the conditioning model 
does not render 9 inconsistent. The availability of initial consistent estimates of 
9 depends only on the availability of a consistent estimator of 9X .
The next issue we must consider is whether ML output from (16) produces
correct inferences. Because the likelihood is properly factorized 
~ ocov[9x , do (9o , 9X ) ] = 0 , and it follows from Theorem 3 of Pagan that
T172 (9 - 9o) -i» N [ 0 , $ 00 + <Jee £Jeex <Jexex dexö <Jee 1 • - (18)
0 ^ 0 0If 9X is known V [9 I 9X ] = SJee^ F)'1 , and this is the covariance matrix reported
in ML output, evaluated at 9X . In general the second term of V(9) is nonzero
~  ^  o . —and V(9) - V [9 I 9x] is positive semidefinite, so that for fixed 9o ,
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( 9 -  90 )' V [91 0x I-1 (0 -  9 o ) ä ( 0 -  0o )'V(0)-i ( 9 -  0o) ,
~  0
and hence inferences based on V [0 I 0X ] lead to over-rejection of the null
hypothesis 9 = 9o . White's [1980b] covariance matrix does not produce the
/%  ^
required correction and we need to estimate V(9) correctly.
Turning now to efficiency, we see from (12) that
9 i ( 9 , 9X) _ 9 ij(  9 ,9X)
99 ~ 99
which is the condition in Theorem 5 of Pagan. But without imposing more 
structure on the problem the sufficient condition for efficiency of the 2SE 
(<Jeex = 0 ) does not hold, and 9X is strictly efficient relative to 9X , so that
A ~
deex T1/2 (9X - 9X) is not op (1). The latter condition is also necessary for 
efficiency and thus we may conclude that in general 9 is inefficient relative to 
9* . The loss can be evaluated from (15) and (18).
Finally, there is the question of whether the two-stage likelihood can be 
factorized. Using (4) we get a relation similar to (7), namely,
T1«  ( iL  - ßo) = T1/2 ( ß™ - ßo) - V (|U  e  { T-1 X' Q-1 X*} T1/2 (0X - ) + Op (1),
- (19a)
and by analogous procedure in the variance equation,
T1/2 ( ev . 90 ) = t i/2 ( 9V. 0 0 ) - \  V(0v) S {T-1 S' Q-2 T1/2 ( 0X - 0x ) + op (1),
-(19b)
or jointly, using (14a) ,
Tl/2 ( 0 - 00 ) = T1/2 ( 9 - 00 ) - <186(00 ,e£)-! U9ex(0o ,9x) V-® ( 0X - 0°) + op (1) ,
- (19c)
A A A
where we assume the variance equation identified for (19b) , and 9 , ßm and 9V 
are the estimators assuming 9X known, that is,
T i / 2 ( 0 - 0o ) A *  N [ 0 , Ü8e(0o ,0Ü )-! ] ,
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Therefore, cov [ßm ,9V] * 0 and the two-stage likelihood cannot be easily 
factorized. Observe that the presence of 9X in the estimators in (19) is closely 
related to the form of <]eex in (14) , and we may find cases in which adding
'S *
structure permits the factorization of i(  9,9X).
§ 7.3.2 Consistency and efficiency tests for x - risk models
It is important to bear in mind that the estimator 9 of 9 may be rendered 
inconsistent by specification error in either the conditional or the marginal 
model. One possibility for diagnosis is to consider the joint likelihood, which 
takes us to the case of a multivariate y-risk model and we may proceed as in 
§ 7.2.2 (see also Chapter 9). A second possibility is to evaluate the two models 
separately, testing first the consistency of 9X and its estimated covariance 
matrix using consistency and efficiency tests, and proceeding then to evaluate 
the conditional model. A third and simpler possibility is to concentrate the 
diagnostic testing on i(9,9x) alone. It follows from Proposition 4.1 of Pagan 
[1986] that consistency tests in this setup are testing the more general version of 
condition (17) that
Ö {de(90,9*)}=0,  -(20)
*where 9X is the pseudo-true value of 9X . Because this condition is sufficient 
for the consistency of 9 we would indeed be testing for inconsistencies arising 
from specification error in either the conditional or marginal models. One 
problem with this procedure is that in case of rejection of the null hypothesis 
we have no information as to which of the models is causing the problem, and 
in such case we need to assess the marginal model as in the second possibility 
above. Another problem is the possibility of incorrect inferences arising from 
the marginal model. If 9X is consistent but we are underestimating its 
covariance matrix, this will induce over-rejection of true hypotheses because
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the tests depend on V(9X) . If the model is not rejected the situation would not 
be reversed by using the correct covariance matrix. To test the conditional 
model estimated by the two-stage procedure we use the following
Lem m a 7.2 - Suppose a function ma (9,0X) is such that 
(i) T1/2 ma( 9 ,0 ° )  -i> N [ \ya , Qa].
and
5ma( Bo , 9x )
(ii) 6 {-------—------- } exists and is finite.
a0F
Further assume that T1/2 ( 9X - 0X ) N [ 0 , V(9X) ] and 9X is asymptotically
A
independent from 9 . Then
T1/2 ma(0,0x) A. N [ Va, Qa + MaxOo ,e2 ) V(0X) Max(0O ,0® )' ] ,
9ma(9 ,9X )
where (0 ,0X) = S {-----— 7-----} A(0 ,9X ) ,
O0F
and
A(0,0X)
f - de e ( e , 0x )-i de9x(0 ,0X )}
Proof: We use the MVT for random functions (Jennrich [1969]) to expand 
ma(0,9x) about (0', 0X' ) ',  getting
9ma(0o , 0X) /  ~ ~ \  ' 9 -0  N
Ti/2 ma (9 ,0X) = TV* ma ( 0 , 0X ) + £ b
00F/
qn/2 ~ 0
0X-0X
V
+  Op (1 )  ,
J
where we have used the consistency of 9 , 9 and 9X. But using (19c) we can 
write
T1/2 ( 0 - 0 ) = . <)ee(0o ,0X )-i 308,(00 ,0® ) ( 0X - 0X ) + op (1),
and substituting this in the above expression and rearranging terms results in 
T1/2 ma(0 ,0X) = T1/2 ma( 0 , 0X) + M „ (0O ,0° ) T1'2 (0X - 0® ) + 0p (1), - (21)
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and the asymptotic distribution of T172 ma( 9 , 9X) follows from the distribution 
of 9X and the independence of 9X and 9 .
The lemma shows how we would be understating the covariance matrix of 
T1/2 ma( 9 , 9X) when ignoring the fact that 9X is estimated and not known, and 
we find the use of this lemma simpler to obtain the distribution of consistency 
and efficiency test-statistics than to cast the 2SE as a GMM estimator (Newey 
[1984]) and then to reproduce Theorems 5.4 and 5.10 and their corollaries.
For consistency tests we assume
(Ci0"-xr) yt I 2Tt ~ N [ jit (9, 9X, X,T) , ht (9, 9X , XT) ] ,
where Xy = Xo + T'1/2 5 for fixed 5 and Xq , and correct specification obtains when 
5 = 0 . The consistency statistic is
T
m(d>, 9 ;  ex ) = T-i^m t(<D t) 9;  0x ) = T-i O' u , 
t=l
A #
where all functions are defined as in § 5.2 and are now evaluated at 9 and 9X . 
We then have
Theorem 7.3. - Under (i) (CiOM-xr) - (Ci7-xr), (ii) the sequence { } , Ot e 3^ , is
such that the function g* = ( m (O ,9 ; 9X) ',  de ( 9 , 9X) ') ' obeys the regularity, 
continuity, dominance and mixing conditions in assumptions (1) - (6) of Newey 
[1985b], and (iii) T172 (9X - 9X ) N [ 0 , V(9X) ] , where 9X is independent of 
9 , then
T1/2 m (0 ,9  ;9X) J *  N [ V , Q*r = Q* + Mx( 90 ,9° ) V(0X) Mx(90 ,9X )' ] ,
- (22a)
where \j/ and Q$ are given in (5.23), and
Mx( 90 ,9X) = - S {T-1 O ' B ), -(22b)
where B = B( 9,9X) = ( G , Gx ) A( 9 ,9X),  and the expectation is evaluated at 9o 
and 9X . A consistent estimator for Q<j>r is
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~  A  ~
Qd>r = Qo> + T-1 O' B V (0X) T*1 B' O , -(23)
where Qö is given in (5.24) , O = O (9 ,9X), B = B(9 ,9X), and V(9X) V(0X)
Proof: For known 9X the distribution of T1/2 m (3> ,9 ;9X ) is given by (5.23) of 
Theorem 5.3 . Using iterated expectations
5 (T'1 O' u)
E [ -------- — -------- 1 -E l  ■ ] - -E [ T - iS ' ( G ,a , ) ] ,
o 9 f  d 0 F
and (22) follows from Lemma 7.2 while (23) is immediate from Theorem 5.3 and
(22b). □
There is an abuse of notation in the definition of B , which requires 
evaluating A( 9 ,9X) at the estimators. To avoid confusion, we define A( 0 ,0X) 
by substituting the submatrices of the information matrix by their consistent 
estimates, obtained by deleting the expectations in (14a) and evaluating the 
functions at the consistent estimators. The test-statistic is given in
C o ro lla ry  7.4. - Under the assumptions of Theorem 7.3 ,
s = Tm(O,0;9x)' m (0,9 ;0X) -i* x2 [ n ; Y  Q*r ¥  1 •
Proof: Construct the quadratic form in (22a) and substitute the consistent 
estimate of Q<j>r .
An important aspect of Theorem 7.3 is how misspecification in the
*
marginal model affects the test. As long as a pseudo-true value 9X exists and 
T1/2 (0X - 0X) is normal (e.g. Burguete et al [1982], Domowitz and White [1982], 
Gourieroux et al [1984a]), this will not show in the "added" element to the test 
induced by the randomness of 0X (e.g. the second term of the expansion in (21)) 
Misspecification of the marginal model induces power in the consistency test 
only if it is strong enough to cause violation of (20) . The covariance matrix Q$r 
is under-estimated when V (0X) is under-estimated. The independence of 9X 
is not a problem: as long as the likelihood is properly factorized, any estimator
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of 9X from the marginal model alone is independent of 9 . The best power for 
the test is attained using the MLE 9X . Because of the form of the expansion in
A
(21) , the relevant covariance matrix that enters Q<t> is V(9) and not V(9).
~ ^ o
When 9X is known V(9) = V [9 I 9X ] , and this matrix is consistently estimated
/ N  A *  * * * * * *
evaluating V(9) at 9 and 9X , which we denote as V(9 I 9X) . The test cannot be 
calculated from a coefficient of determination because of the extra term in the 
covariance matrix of the test-statistic induced by the two-stage procedure. 
However non-rejection using a 2 T Ro calculation cannot be reversed by using 
the correct covariance matrix. LM-type tests for specific departures in the 
specification of the first two moments obtained are members of the class of 
consistency tests of Theorem 7.3 and therefore we only need to obtain the correct 
derivatives to make them operative. Because i(9,9x) is not the likelihood of the 
conditional model we cannot claim optimality for these tests as some power is 
being lost by the uncertainty about 9X .
To extend the efficiency tests we introduce the assumption
(Cl 0m-xr) The conditional pdf of yt is f ( yt I 3^; 9» 9X > A/r),
where A/r = Xq + T'1/2 5 for fixed Xo and 5 , and at 5 = 0 , f (• I •) is the normal pdf. 
The efficiency tests are defined by the statistic
T ^ ___  T
me (5, s , r ; 9 ,9X) = T-1 £  m*t (<pt> s, r; 9 , 9X) = T-1 £  cpt [ 5  it - qt(s,r)],
t=l t=l
where all functions are as defined in § 5.3 and are now evaluated at 9 and 9X . 
The basic result is then
Theorem 7.5. - Under (i) (ClOm-xr) - (Ci7-xr), (ii) the sequence {(pt) , cpt e y t , is 
such that the function g* = ( m* ( f>, s , r ;9 ,9X) ' , de (9 ,9X)')' obeys the 
regularity, continuity, dominance and mixing conditions in assumptions (1) - 
(6) of Newey [1985b], and (iii) T172 (9X - 9X ) M [ 0 , V(9X) ] , where 9X is
A
independent of 9 , then
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T172 me (f>, s , r  ;9 ,9X) A +  M [ \|/e , Q^r Q» + Mxe(90 ,9x ) V(9X) Mxe(90 ,9X )' ] ,
- (24a)
w here \|/e and Q# are given in  Theorem  5.10 , and
Mxe(90 ,ex )
X (S + 1 ,r) S { T-1 V  Qr-Ks-iyZ Bi } 
i  l, (s,r) S ( T’1 d ' flr-i+s/2 b 2 )
for s odd, 
for s even, -(24b)
w here B = B( 9,9X) has been partitioned as B = ( B i ' , ^  Y > and  the expectations 
are evaluated a t (9q ,9x ) . A consistent estim ator of Q^r is
Q#r = Qfl + T*1 Z' Grs V(9X) T-i Grs' Z ,
A
w here Q# is given in  Theorem  5.10 , (9 ,9X) ,  V(9X) V(9X) ,
Grs = Grs (9 ,9x ) , and
- (25a)
£ (s + l , r ) Q r+<s-1)/2B1(9 ,9x ) 
£ (s,r + 1 ) Qr-i+s/2 b 2( 9,0x )
for s odd, 
for s even, -(25b)
Proof: For 0X known, the d istribu tion  of T1/2 me (S, s , r  ;0 ,9X )x  is given m
(5.39). (24b) is obtained as Me in  (5.38) from the outer product form of 
6 { T-1 dm^/dQ-p' ) > and  th en  m ultiplying by A( 9,9X) . T hen (24a) follows from
Lem m a 7.2 , and  (25) is a direct consequence of (24b) and the consistency of
Qs • n
And we have the  test-s ta tis tic  in
C o ro lla ry  7.6. - U nder the  assum ptions of Theorem  7.5 ,
T me (5, s , r  ;0 ,0X)' Q^r me (5, s , r  ;9 ,9X) X2 [ n  ; \|/e' .
- l
Proof: C onstruct the  quadratic  form in  (24a) and substitu te  the consistent 
estim ate of Q^r .
A *
The sam e comm ents apply to Theorem  7.5 in  rela tion  to the  role of 9X as 
in  Theorem  7.3 . These sim ple efficiency tests  provide the m eans to assess the 
adequacy of single conditional m om ents in  i  (9 ,0X) . For om nibus tests we
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also need the covariance matrix between statistics of different moments, which 
is given in
Theorem  7.7. - If me(9x) = me(i>,s,r;0,0x ) and me(9x) = m« (d*,s*,r*;9,9x ) 
are efficiency statistics satisfying the conditions of Theorem 7.5 , then
cov [me(0x) , me(9x)] = cov [me(0x ) , me(0x )] + Mxe(9o ,9X) V(0X) M*e(0o ,0X)' 
0 * 0where cov [me (0X ) , me (0X )] is given in (5.40) of Theorem 5.12 , and Mxe and
*  *
Mxe are the expected matrices of derivatives in (24b) for me and me ,
respectively.
■v + -a.
Proof: The result follows expressing roe(0x) and me(9x) as in (21) and taking
A A.
the cross-product expectation using the independence of 0 and 9X . [
In section § 5.3 we discussed the possibility of constructing omnibus tests 
with independent components and concluded tha t this would require 
introducing linear combinations of efficiency statistics into the components of 
the omnibus test. The situation is now further complicated by the additional
A  $  A .
terms in the covariance matrices Q$r and cov [me(9x) , me(9x)] . But these 
additional terms are usually annihilated by the same linear combinations that 
produce independent components in the no-risk case, and the LM-type test for 
normality against the Pearson family has a structure almost as simple as the 
corresponding LM test in no-risk heteroskedastic models. This is shown in
Theorem 7.8. - Under the assumptions of Theorem 7.7 ,
Ss = !  T dl' [ T-1 Rx' Q-1 Rx ]-i dx -A* &  ,
and
sk = T d2' [ 6 T-1 R2' R2 - | t -! R2' a-1 S V(0 I 0X) T-1 S' Q"1 R2
Q  ' V  » V  ^  A ^  A #  _ c \
+ I  T-i R2' Q-i B2 V(0x) T-i B2' Q-i R2]-i d2 A .  ^  ,
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under the null hypothesis of conditional normality, where the dj and Rj are 
defined in Theorem 6.11 , V(9 I 9X) —» V(0 I 9X) , and V(9X) —> V(9X) . Moreover, 
s g and Sk are asymptotically independent and the LM-type test for normality 
against the Pearson family is
H 2
Sn — Sg +  Sk %n1+n2 > 
under Ho .
Proof: The proof is almost identical to Theorem 6.11 . To account for the two-stage 
procedure add to (6.36) - (6.39) a term equal to the last term of each equation with
- v
opposite sign, replacing X by Bi , S by B2 , and both V(ß) andV(9) by V(9X) . It 
is obvious that these terms will behave exactly as their similars.
We end up this chapter by providing a more practical test that introduces no 
additional asymmetry and kurtosis (i.e. bit = bi and b2t = b2 , see § 6.5), in
Corollary 7.9. - Under the assumptions of Theorem 7.8 and bit = b2t = 1 >
X (ht ut - 0  h't ut) 
t=l d
H 2 Xl *
2 X ht 
t=l
and
S k -
j .  ' s .  n  - S ' A
X Olt U t - 3) 
t=l
4 T 24 - 9 T-i X ht1 st'V( 9 1 9X) T*i X st + 9 T-i t' S-i B2 V( 9X) T-i B2' 1
t=l t=l
2
Xi ,
under the null hypothesis of conditional normality. Moreover ss and Sk are 
asymptotically independent and the LM-type test for normality is
Sn =  Ss +  Sr -X *  ,
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under Ho .
Proof: Set rn  = r2t = 1 in Theorem 7.8 .
This result generalizes the Jarque-Bera [1980] test to
□
:-risk models.
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CHAPTER 8
VARYING COEFFICIENT HETEROSKEDASTIC MODELS
The relationship between varying coefficients and heteroskedastic models 
is a very close one. Indeed, varying coefficient models can be cast as members 
of the heteroskedastic class we have studied so far. This is hardly surprising if 
we take account of two facts. First, any unaccounted variation in the mean 
coefficients becomes part of the error terms. This introduces heteroskedasticity 
in the model and, depending on the sort of parameter change implicit in the 
DGP, it also introduces inconsistencies in the estimation of 9 . Even when the 
variation in the mean coefficients is accounted for, heteroskedasticity may 
arise from randomness in the coefficient evolution. Researchers have been 
well aware of this for some time and testing procedures for heteroskedasticity 
have power against coefficient variation and viceversa (e.g. Breusch and Pagan 
[1979]). The second fact is that the log-likelihood of the conditional model is 
naturally constructed in terms of prediction errors (Harvey [1984,1985]), and 
thus the introduction of an extra source of variation can be accommodated 
within the same framework, as has been noted by Engle and Watson [1985].
The assumptions underlying the parameter variation induce a specific 
structure into the heteroskedastic model which must be taken into account to 
derive proper inferences, and regularity conditions may be difficult to interpret. 
In section § 8.1 we analyze some varying coefficient models and try to assess 
these conditions in the presence of additional change in the conditional 
variance. Section § 8.2 considers further tests for parameter stability and 
diagnostic testing of heteroskedastic varying coefficient models.
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Assuming constant parameters has proved very useful in applied 
econometrics though the limitations it imposes have been a concern of 
econometricians for a long time (see Nicholls and Pagan [1985]). An important 
challenge to this assumption and to the utility of using econometric models for 
policy analysis was put forward by Lucas [1976], who argued that the 
rationality of economic agents would induce structural changes in the face of 
alterations in economic policy. The Lucas critique caused a good deal of debate 
and different sectors of the economics profession derived their own conclusions 
as to its relevance ( see Begg [1982], Sims [1980]). Yet the econometrics 
literature seems still to be lacking in means to assess and empirically contrast 
this critique. Engle et al [1983] have proposed a concept of exogeneity which is 
closely related to the Lucas critique, namely that of superexogeneity, and Engle 
and Hendry [1986] have provided, to our knowledge, the only proposal for 
testing this concept. In section § 8.3 we take a different approach to the 
problem by using a varying coefficient model to test for superexogeneity.
§ 8.1 Varying coefficient and heteroskedastic models
We consider the model
yt I y t ,ßt ~ N[ p ^ ß t ) , h * ( ß t , a ) ] ,
where we allow for variation only in the mean parameters ßt and keep a 
constant. The conditioning information set is now augmented with ßt to cover 
the possibility that this vector be a random variable conditional on £F t . If this is 
the case we need to compound the distributions of yt and ßt conditionally on ^  t 
to obtain the likelihood function. If ßt e CF t (though it may still be a random 
variable) the likelihood function is directly obtained from the normal pdf above. 
We assume the mean to be linear in ß t, jit = xt' ßt, xt e fFt »to keep matters 
simple and enable the derivation of expressions that avoid repeated use of
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linear approximations. The conditional variance ht may in principle depend
on ß t, but when ßt £ 3^  t explicit solutions cannot generally be obtained, and so 
*
we maintain ht e ^ t .  We then rewrite the model as
yt I y t , P t - N [ x ? ' ß t>ht*(a,3='t)], -tt)
where the explicit parameterization for both functions depends on the model 
introduced to drive the coefficients.
The simplest assumption about the evolution of the coefficients is to make 
them a function of ^  t , which adopting linearity results in
ßt = ß i+ B 2x r ,  -(2)
where xt+ e CF t > and ßi and B2 are respectively a vector and a matrix of 
constant parameters. Models of this sort have been analyzed by Belsley [1974a, 
1974b], though he also allows for conditional randomness as in the models we 
analyze below. If the xt+ are composed of dummy variables this proposition 
represents the basic model of structural change which has been widely used in 
the literature and is common textbook material. With some stochastic 
structure determining the dummies, it may be generalized to the switching 
regression model (Quandt [1972], Goldfeld and Quandt [1974], Richard [1980]), 
though such stochastic structure usually results in xt not belonging to ^ t , and 
a more general treatment is required. Also, the imposition of some smooth 
structure to transfer between regimes would result in the spline approach to 
structural change (Poirier [1976]). Substituting (2) in (1) ,
yt I y t ~ N [ xt' ß , ht (9) ] ,
where xt = ( x t ' , xt+' ® xt ' )', ß = ( ßi ' , [vec B2 ]')', ht = h ,^ and 9 = ( ß ' , a ' )' as 
usual. This trending coefficients model is a particular case of the 
heteroskedastic model discussed in Chapters 2 - 6 , and no major issue arises
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as to its treatment. The conditional variance h,. is not affected by coefficient 
variation of this sort.
If the change in the mean coefficients is to affect the variance, we require 
ßt to be a random variable with respect to the conditioning information set. 
This takes us to the random coefficients model (Swamy [1971]), in which it is 
proposed that
ßt I y t -  n  [ ß , Qp ],
where Qß is positive semidefinite and ß and Qß are constant parameters, so that 
ßt is conditionally homoskedastic. The assumption of a constant conditional 
mean can be replaced, without much consequence, by trending coefficients. By 
construction ßt is independent of yt - xt' ß t , and since h,. does not depend on ßt it 
is seen that (see for example Chow [1984])
yt I -  N [ xt' ß , ht (0  ) ],
where ht = + ( xt' ® xt ' ) vec £lß , and 9 = ( ß ', a ' , [ vech Qß ] ') '.  This is also a
particular case of the heteroskedastic model in Chapters 2 - 6 . The random
variability of the coefficients is now an extra source of heteroskedasticity, so 
*
even when 1^  is constant the resulting model is heteroskedastic. The
identifiability of ß is guaranteed from the mean equation as usual, and
conditions need to be imposed for the identifiability of the remaining
parameters a* = ( a ' , [ vech flß ] ') ' in the variance equation, given ß. This 
T 3ht
requires € { T_1 £  -—  ----} to exist and be positive definite in a neighborhood of
t=ioa* da*
9o, and a necessary condition for this is that Ro be positive definite, where
Rj = 6 { T-1 £  ( xt xt' ® xtj x tj ')}, j = 0 ,1  ,... . 
t=l
(3)
The main problem in estimating this model is that we now have two sources of
positivity restrictions: the positivity of \  and the positive semi definiteness of
*Qß . In most well known formulations of ht its positivity can be guaranteed by
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reparameterization (see Chapter 2). Swamy [1971] has discussed the problem 
of estimating Qß , and this matrix can also be reparameterized to ensure 
positive semidefiniteness e.g. Qß = R R' for some lower triangular R such that 
rank(R) = rank(ßß) . Nicholls and Quinn [1982] (see also Nicholls and Pagan 
[1985]) have studied these models when lagged dependent variables are present 
in xt , providing conditions for wide-sense stationarity and the usual properties 
of the MLE. These conditions are satisfied by (QO) - (Cl 7) of Chapter 2 .
A richer class of models may be obtained allowing ßt to have changing 
conditional moments, that is,
ßt I y t ~ N [ ßtit-i, Vtit-i ] ,  -(4)
where ßti t-i = E [ ßt I 3^ ] » and Vt it-i = V [ ßt I 3^ ] is positive semidefinite. The 
added subscript' i t-i ’ to a dated random variable is used in general to denote its 
expectation conditional on Compounding (1) and (4) we obtain
yt 1 ^ t  ~ N  [ x£' ßtit-i , h t ] , - (5)
where
ht = h  ^+ ( xt' ® x t') vec Vtit-i = h  ^+ xt'Vtlt-1 x t .
These models follow from the contributions of Kalman [1960] and Kalman and 
Bucy [1961], and were introduced to the econometrics literature, after the work 
of Schweppe [1965] on the evaluation of the likelihood function, by Rosenberg 
[1974] and Cooley and Prescott [1974,1976]. Nicholls and Pagan [1985] and 
Chow [1984] review the literature. The model must be completed with some 
assumption about the evolution of the coefficients, and a common specification 
is an ARIMA formulation of some sort. For example, Cooley and Prescott 
[1974,1976], Garbade [1977], Pagan and Tanaka [1979], and Engle and Watson 
[1985] use a random walk, while Pagan [1980] also considers a stationary 
general ARMA model. All these can be re-expressed as first order Markovian
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processes through a companion form (Pagan [1980], Chow [1984]), and so we 
can write without loss of generality
bt = M bt-i + vt ,
where bt = ßt - ß , and ß is the unconditional mean of ßt if it exists or zero if the 
expectation does not exist, M is the transition matrix and vt is white noise with 
covariance matrix Qß . Thus we get a random walk for M = Ik , a stationary 
ARMA if the roots of M He inside the unit circle, and the random coefficients 
model when M = 0 . A trending mean can also be incorporated but this raises 
no additional issues and thus will be ignored. Taking conditional expectations,
btit-i = Mbt-i it-i >
and
Vtit-i = M Vt-iit-i M' + Qß ,
constitute one part of the updating equations of the Kalman filter, and are 
completed after compounding the distributions and obtaining the conditional 
moments of ßt given yt with
b t  11 = b t i t - i  +  h t1 V t i t - i  x t  u t ,
and
V t i t  =  V t i t - i  +  h ^  V t i t - i  x t  x t 'V t i t - i
(e.g. Harvey [1985]), where we retain the notation ut for the mean innovations 
with respect to y t » and so ut = yt - ytit-i = yt - x£' ßtit-i = yt - xt' ß - x£' btit-i • Let 0 
= ( ß ' , a ' , k '  Y  , where tz is the vector of distinct and unknown elements in M 
and Qß . Then we can rewrite (5) as
yt I STt -  N [ Pt (9), ht (0) ] ,
which again takes the form of the heteroskedastic model of Chapters 2 - 6 , 
given the extensions introduced for y-risk models in Chapter 7 . The 
dependence of the conditional mean in the whole param eter vector is seen from
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the Kalman filter updating equations. Underlying this model is the fact that
the log-likelihood function is already expressed in state space form, and this
has been noted by Harvey [1984,1985] and Engle and Watson [1985], who allow
for heteroskedasticity directly in (1) . Provided the regularity conditions are
met, we can treat the evolving coefficients model -  as Nicholls and Pagan
[1985] refer to this structure — with basically the same tools we have developed.
The problem of evaluating the conditional moments and hence the likelihood
function is solved by the Kalman filter which provides the necessary algorithm.
Watson and Engle [1983] analyze the performance of the scoring and EM
*algorithms for the computation. Note that a changing ht does not contaminate 
the problem of initializing the filter because this is done purely on 
considerations that stem from the evolution of the coefficients. Thus if the 
evolution is stationary we may use the unconditional moments and set bo i o = 0 
and V o  I o =  M V o  I o M' +  Q ß  , or vec Vo i o = C Ik 2 - ( M®M ) p1 vec £>ß (Pagan [1980], 
Harvey [1985]). If the coefficient evolution is nonstationary both unconditional 
moments do not exist and can be started from zero.
Theoretically, we can factorize the likelihood and obtain separate 
estimators from the two moments, but just recognizing what is identifiable in 
each of the two equations may prove far too complicated. However, it is of 
interest that in the homoskedastic case with stationary coefficients the 
parameters can be estimated consistently (directly or indirectly) from equations 
that resemble the mean and variance equations. From Theorem 4 of Pagan 
[1980] consider the "mean equation"
yt = x£' ß + u t , - (6)
the "variance equation"
u t2 = a2 + ( xt'' ® xt' )  To + £to > ■ (?)
and the "autocovariance equations
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ut utj = ( xt-j' ® x t ') T5 + e$ , j e  J ,  - (8)
where ut = xt'bt + u t , ut are the residuals from the mean equation, a2 is the 
constant variance (1^  = c2 ),  ^ = vec Tj when Tj is the j-th auto covariance of b t, 
the 8tj are regression errors with zero mean, and JT is a set of indices such that 
there exists a one-to-one mapping between the parameters of the ARMA model 
for the coefficients and the set of autocovariances Ij for j e 1 , given the 
identification conditions in Hannan [1968]. Then ß can be estimated 
consistently by OLS in (6) under the usual conditions on x t . If the Rj defined in 
(3) are nonsingular for j 6 J , then consistent estimators of the Yj can be 
obtained by OLS in (8), and from them we can derive consistent estimates for M 
and Oß . As to (7), a2 is not identifiable when a constant is present amongst the 
regressors, but it is identifiable given M and Qß . These conditions are 
sufficient for the existence of consistent estimators for the parameters and 
hence for their identifiability ( see Deistler and Seifert [1978]). Pagan's results 
depend on the regressors being nonstochastic and bounded, a necessary 
condition to obtain an Aitken form for the likelihood function equivalent to the 
state space representation. These restrictions have been relaxed by Solo [1983, 
1984] who, using a covariance Kalman filter, shows that the state space form 
can be reparameterized as a function of ß and the autocovariances, and thus 
obtains the identifiability conditions more directly. Expressing the mean 
equation as in (6) causes the ut not to be innovations but rather autocorrelated 
through the presence of b t . This means that the variance equation does not 
contain all the information not contributed by the mean, and thus some 
autocovariance equations must be introduced. Under heteroskedasticity we 
only need to substitute the "variance equation" by
u t2 = h  ^+ ( x£' x t ' ) To + eto > - (7')
and though the errors e£j will have a more complicated structure, this does not 
affect the identifiability of the parameters.
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As to the regularity conditions, Pagan restricts the parameter space in 
such a way that the state space form is uniformly completely observable (UCO) 
and uniformly completely controllable (UCC), and he relates these concepts to 
more familiar conditions in econometrics. With this the likelihood conforms to 
Crowder's [1976] conditions and we have the usual result of consistency and 
asymptotic normality of the MLE with covariance matrix equal to the inverse of 
the information matrix at Go . This is valid for stationary parameters and also 
when M has unit roots, provided that the elements of M are known and not 
estimated, which is usually the case (e.g. M = Ik ). Weiss [1982] has allowed for 
random regressors. The existence of fourth order moments is required as we 
have already assumed, and we can safely propose that the heteroskedastidty, 
so long as it has at least finite second order expectation, will not require 
additional conditions.
At a practical level, one of the main problems in the estimation of evolving 
coefficient models is that the number of parameters grows geometrically with 
the number of varying coefficients because M is k*k and Qp has ^k (k+1) 
distinct elements. The number of parameters in Qp can be reduced using its 
canonical form and imposing zero restrictions on the eigenvalues. This 
implies that the coefficient evolution is being driven by a lower order process, 
and it is a basic element of signal extraction models (see Femändez-Macho et 
al [1986], Engle and Watson [1981,1985], Snyder [1985]). This approach has the 
disadvantage that LM tests for the restrictions on the eigenvalues cannot be 
computed because there are unidentifiable parameters under the null 
hypothesis (see Watson [1980] and Engle [1984]), but it has the advantage of 
ensuring the positive semidefiniteness of Qp . The dimensionality of M is 
typically reduced by scattering zeroes in this matrix because using a canonical 
form without symmetry becomes more complex.
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§ 8.2 Further tests for parameter stability and diagnostic tests for 
varying coefficient heteroskedastic models
In section § 6.3 we have already considered some tests for parameter 
stability against the alternative of a structural break. We expect these tests to 
have some power in the presence of smooth parameter changes such as those 
described in the previous section, and it is possible to devise more powerful 
tests for specific patterns of parameter change by considering 
Ho : constant coefficients (with (it linear in ß), 
vs Hi : varying coefficients according to trending, random, or evolving 
coefficients.
All these tests can be treated as variable addition tests.
Let us consider first the trending coefficients model. The test is a 
generalization of the Chow [1960] test in a heteroskedastic environment, and 
the additional variables for the auxiliary regression are provided by
d p t  +-+■ .  +
5 ^ =Xt ® Xt>
for the mean equation, where ß2  = vec B2 , and 
d h t  y i  Oht ++ +
äß7= X  r r “ ( x‘-j •  X‘-J} >aß2 jso 3nt-j
for the variance equation.
In the random coefficients model parameter constancy obtains when 
Qp = 0 . Hence we need not augment the auxiliary mean equation, and the 
additional variables for the auxiliary variance equation are simply
~^-=P(x£ ® xt ),  -(9)
3cc2
where 0C2 = vech Qß , and P is such that vec Qß = P' vech Qß (see Henderson and 
Searle [1979], and also Chapter 9). This is a simple extension of the Breusch- 
Pagan [1979,1980] test in which the heteroskedasticity is tested only partially
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and the remaining change in ht must be taken into account to produce a test
with correct size. This LM test ignores the non-negativity restrictions on Qß 
and thus loses power. The null hypothesis is on the boundary of the parameter 
space and the alternative likelihood ratio test has a complicated distribution 
under the null (see Nicholls and Quinn [1982], Nicholls and Pagan [1985]). 
Nicholls and Quinn propose a more powerful test than the one based in adding 
(9) to the auxiliary regression, by considering the truncated estimator of Qß .
To test for coefficient evolution we require the additional variables
9jit dbtit-i' +
3 tz d n  t  9
in the mean equation, and
in the variance equation, where vtit-i = vech Vtit-i . The derivatives of btit-i and 
Vtit-i must be computed recursively using the Kalman filter equations. If the 
model is stationary and M contains unknown parameters, testing for the whole 
of K to be zero involves some redundancy, as noted by Nicholls and Pagan 
[1985], and also by Pagan and Hall [1983] who discuss the problem as residual 
analysis relating it to the regressions in (7) and (8) . In this context Watson 
[1980] has found unidentifiable parameters under the null. If the value of M is 
fixed to avoid this problem, then Pagan and Tanaka [1979] have provided the 
statistic to test Qß = 0 when M = 1^ . The alternative likelihood ratio test has 
been studied in the same situation by Garbade [1977]. However, ^ Tanaka [1981] 
has shown that the LM statistic does not have an asymptotic x2 distribution 
under the null because there are convergence problems in the^estimated 
information matrix. Pagan and Hall [1983] offer an explanation and propose 
an alternative approach, but their conclusion is that it seems more convenient 
to base diagnostic tests for potential coefficient evolution simply on tests for 
Qß = 0 , and the same is proposed by Nicholls and Pagan [1985]. It is easy to see
dn dn 9btit-i dn dvtit-i
dbtit-i/
»
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that, since the intrinsic variance \  only enters the variance equation (7’) and 
not the autocovariance equations (8) , Pagan and Hall's argument readily 
extends to the heteroskedastic setting. They suggest a test based on the joint 
estimator of Qß obtained from (7) and a fixed number of autocovariance 
equations. However, since this becomes increasingly complicated with the 
dimension of xt and the complexity of the coefficient evolution, it appears again 
that a reasonable initial diagnostic test is that for random coefficients.
An alternative graphic approach to assessing coefficient evolution in 
homoskedastic models has been put forward by Brown et al [1975] in the form 
of the CUSUM and CUSUMSQ tests. One of the attractions of this method is 
the simple straight-line form of the bounds on the cumulative sums, though 
the CUSUM test seems to have very little power to detect parameter instability 
(see for example the simulations in Garbade [1977]). The problem with this 
method under heteroskedasticity is that there remains an implicit source of 
variation in the regression, given by the conditional variance. If the ht were 
known this could be solved easily by looking at the cumulative sums of 
recursive residuals in the mean equation standardized dividing through by 
ht/2. The best we can do is to use parametric estimates of the conditional 
variances ht = ht (9). The method loses appeal because this has an effect on the 
distribution of the recursive residuals, introducing dependence, but it may still 
be worth looking at the CUSUM and CUSUMSQ graphics as an informal check 
on likely coefficient evolution. The uncertainty introduced by the unknown 
conditional variances disappears at a fast rate when the sample size grows.
As a complement to the CUSUMSQ test, we can also apply this method to the 
variance equation to assess how well the parameterization of ht is capturing 
the changes in the conditional variance. The problem here is that unless ht 
follows a linear simple heteroskedasticity pattern the updating formulae of 
Brown et al are not valid and the problem may involve a good deal of 
computation. Under the null of parameter stability the recursive estimates
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from sample size t* should provide good starting values for the estimates for 
sample size t*+l .
Finally, if coefficient variation has been accepted and introduced into the 
model, we still need to assess the adequacy of the chosen parameterization. 
Provided the regularity conditions are met for the MLE to have its usual 
normal asymptotic distribution as discussed in the previous section, and the 
matrices O and/or of the efficiency and consistency tests also fulfill the 
regularity required by Theorems 5.3 and 5.10 , respectively, we can use these 
tests. This poses no major problem when the maintained model has trending 
or random coefficients. If the model has evolving coefficients the proper mean 
and variance equations are
yt = xt' ß + x£' btit-i + ut ,
and
u? = ht (0) + ( xt' ® x t ') vec Vtit-i + e t,
respectively. Under the null hypothesis of a correctly specified model, the 
filtered coefficients and variances btit-i and Vtit-i are a by-product of estimation 
and thus are available for computation of the statistics. Therefore general tests 
of misspecification can be easily performed from auxiliary double-length 
regressions. When a specific alternative is being entertained the computation 
of the additional variables for the auxiliary regressions may still need use of 
the updating equations of the Kalman filter. The diagnostics proposed by 
Nicholls and Pagan [1985] to deal with autocorrelation are in fact consistency 
tests of the form proposed here.
§ 8.3 Testing for superexogeneity and invariance
The Lucas [1976] critique is a serious challenge to the usefulness of 
econometric models in policy analysis. Engle et al [1983] have proposed the
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concept of superexogeneity, which is closely related to this critique. A set of 
(conditioning) variables is said to be superexogenous for the parameters of 
interest in a conditional model if it is weakly exogenous and the parameters of 
interest are invariant with respect to changes in the conditioning distribution.
The lack of tests for superexogeneity may arise from either confusion with 
the problem of parameter constancy, or from recognition that testing for 
superexogeneity complicates substantially the parameter constancy 
framework. It is therefore convenient to distinguish parameter constancy 
from invariance, and to analyze whether the approaches to the former can be 
useful in analyzing the latter. Parameter constancy is neither necessary nor 
sufficient for invariance. It is not necessary because the conditional model 
may, on its own, have time varying parameters and still be invariant to 
changes in the conditioning model. Thus Hendry's [1985] view of the necessity 
of parameter constancy for invariance does not seem adequate. It may be 
sufficient if it is known, in addition, that the conditioning model has been 
subject to change and constancy remains. Invariance does not have to be 
restricted to simultaneous changes in both the conditioning and conditional 
models because it may well be the case that agents learn and react through 
time to changes in policy, a point which is emphasized in the rational 
expectations literature. Thus, even if we have been able to detect a structural 
break in the conditioning model, this may induce one or more structural 
breaks in the (not invariant) conditional model at any time from then onwards. 
This renders structural break methods like those in § 6.3 of little use and, as 
has been suggested by Engle and Watson [1985], a varying coefficient approach 
seems to be better equipped for testing superexogeneity.
The only reference we have come across in testing for superexogeneity is 
Engle and Hendry [1986], where they propose to augment the conditional 
moments with characteristics from the conditioning distribution. This must be 
the basic principle for this type of test, and here we put forward an alternative
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view of the problem by specifying in more detail the learning mechanism on the 
part of economic agents and policy makers that would induce the changes in 
the conditional distribution. We start by extending the model of the previous 
sections to include both a behavioral equation and a policy rule. The behavioral 
equation is basically an evolving coefficient regression, but we must now take 
into account that the distribution needs to condition on the parameters of the 
policy rule as well. We partition the conditioning variables into policy and 
environmental variables, namely x£ = ( x?' ,  x t ' )' , where x? is the kpxl vector of 
policy variables, and xt is the ke*l vector of environmental variables, including 
lagged dependent variables if necessary. The behavioral equation is
yt I y t , Xt -  N [ xT ßt + Xt' ß2 , h ^ a  , y t ) ] , - (10)
where for simplicity we take the coefficients associated to x® as constants, and 
X t  is defined after (11) below. The elements other than lagged dependent 
variables of x? e 9t are assumed weakly exogenous for all the parameters of the 
model. The policy rule is represented by
X? I 9t,Xt -  N [ Rit ß« + R» ßx2 » H t^(ax , 9 t ) ] » - tt l)
where the partition of the variables Rt = ( R i t , R2t) e 9 t > which are 
kpx (kxi + kx2 ) follows a similar argument to that of x t , and X t  = ( ßt ' , ßxt")' is 
the vector of varying coefficients in the joint model. This model can be 
interpreted along the lines of Chow [1975,1981], though no claim of optimality 
is made for the policy rule as this would impose a very tight structure on the 
evolution of ßxt.
To construct the likelihood function for the model we need to marginalize 
X t  to obtain f ( y t, x? I 9 t ) , and we also require a Kalman filter to compute the 
conditional moments in terms of the evolution of the moments of X t . We 
assume that
A* I 9t ~ N [ Atit-i , Vfctit-i J , - ( 12 )
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where Xt |t-i = ( ß tit- i ', ßxtit-i')', and V uit-i = (  Ctit i ' )  ’ 2111(1 for the
argument that follows we assume that I Vxtit-i I * 0 so that this distribution is 
proper, but this can be later relaxed. From (10) - (12) we have
f ( y t , x? , Xt 19 t ) = f ( y t , x? 19 t , ) f ( 19 t )
= f ( yt I ) f ( X? 19t A t ) f (h  19 t ),
and to obtain the likelihood function and Kalman filter we factorize this as
f ( yt , X? , X  1 9 t ) = f C Xt 1 9 t + i ) f ( y t . xt 1 9 t )
= f ( Xt 19t+i) f ( yt i y t ) f ( x ?  1 9 t ) , -(13)
so that the likelihood can be separated into a conditional/marginal 
parameterization as required, and the remaining factor provides the updating 
information for the filter. In order to obtain the factorization we must be 
careful about the way in which new information is made available so that it 
conforms to the conditionaL/marginal factorization of the likelihood. Once the 
information 9t is available, the next step is to incorporate x? and condition on 
y  t . Then we incorporate yt and condition on 9t+i • To distinguish clearly the 
conditioning information sets in the formation of expectations, for any random 
variable we denote £tl t-i = E [ £t I 9t 1 > £tl t = E [ I 9t+i 1 > and the 
intermediate expectation i t-i = E [ I S' t ] • Information is incorporated 
according to the following diagram
Xtit-i and Vuit-i and Vult>1
To introduce x? we consider
f (x? ,Xt  I9t )  = f ( x f  ! 9 t , X t ) f ( ^ t  I 9 t ),
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which we want to factorize as
f (x? , Xt  I 9 t ) =  f(Xt i y t ) f (x?  19 t ) .
This density is the normal pdf because Hxt e 9 t , and we can write
xt = R it  ßxt +  R2t ßx2 +  = R it  ßxt I t-i +  R2t ßx2 +  { +  R it  ( ßxt * ßxt I t - i ) )  >
where u£ are the innovations with respect to { 9 t , X t } , and thus are 
orthogonal to X t . Then it is seen that
** j
I 9 t - N  [
( Xtlt-l A 
^tlt-1
f  Hxt Rit A2 Vxtit-i 's 
V Vxtit-i A2'Rit' Vxtit-1 J J ’ ' (14a)
where
xtlt-l — Rit ßxtlt-l + R2t ßx2 > “ (14b)
Hxt = H^ + Rit Vxt I t-i R it', - (14c)
and A2 = ( 0 ,1 ^  ) . The marginal pdf for x? is obvious in these expressions, 
and conditioning on x? we get
where
^tit-i = ^tlt-i + Vxtit-1 A2' Rit' H,rt ( X? - x?it-i) > - (15a)
and
V xt 1 t_i = V \t1 t-i - Vxt 1 t-i A2' Rit' H,rt Rit A2 Vxt 1 t-i • - (15b)
The next step is to incorporate yt into the information set, and for this we 
consider
f(yt ,A* l3rt) = f ( y t l 3 rt,A.t )f(A.t i y t ),
which we want to factorize as
f(yt,A.t i y t )= f(Xt I9t+i ) f (y t l ^ t )  .
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*
This density is the normal pdf because hj. e y  t , and we now write
yt = X?' ßt + Xt' ß2 + = X?' ßfit.! + 4 '  ß2 + { U* + X?' ( ßt - ß ^ i  ) } ,
*
where ut are the innovations with respect to { y  t , Xt} , and hence are 
orthogonal to Xt . By similar compounding procedure we get
f  ytL. >
U ) l3r‘ ~ N [ J
V J
f x?'Ai V7 \  Xtlt-1
V
where V
Xtlt-l Ai'x? Xtlt-l
1 , - (16a)
J
Y t \ t - i  = x t' ßm-i + xte' ß2 ,
h t = h^ + x f 'V f i t . !  x? = h^ + ( x?' ® x ? ') vecV fjt.! ,
-(16b)
-(16c)
and Ai = ( Ii^ , 0 ) . The marginal pdf for yt follows from these expressions, and 
conditioning on yt we obtain
Xt I 9t+i ~ H [ Xt 11, Vt 11 1 >
where
*tit = + ht1 Vu it -1 Ai '  xt < yt - y fit- i). - (17a)
Vu,t = < lw - hi1 v £ |M Ax' *r X?' Ax < |w . -(17b)
and
We can now collect results for the factorization in (13). The conditional 
likelihood is constructed from f  ( yt I y  t ) in (16). The marginal likelihood is 
constructed from f  ( x? I 9 t ) in (14). And the conditional moments for these 
distributions can be obtained using the Kalman filter equations in (15) and (17). 
These updating equations are not affected i f  the distribution of Xt is singular, 
though f  ( Xt I 9 t ) is not defined.
We still need one more element to complete the updating procedure of the 
filter: the conditional moments of X t. For this purpose we need to specify the
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learn ing  m echanism  underlying (12) on the p a rt of both agents and policy 
m akers. We s ta r t  by assum ing th a t  there  exists a constant (unconditional) 
expected behavior in  the  reactions of both agents and policy m akers, so th a t
E[A.t ]=X = (ßi' ,ßxl')' ,
and  we define the  (unconditionally) zero m ean stochastic components
l t  = (ß t \  ßxt' y = Xt - a.= ( ßt' - ßi', ßxt'-ßxi')',
so we can now rew rite the linear model in  (10) - (12) as
yt I , h  ~ N [ x t ' ß + x?' ßt , h^(a , y t ) ] ,
w here ß = ( ß i' , $2 Y  , and
xt I 9 t , ~ N [ Rt ßx + R-it ßxt > H^a* » 9 t ) ] »
w here ßx = ( ßxi" > ßx2") ',  and Rt = ( R it > &2t) • The learn ing  process is 
completed w ith  a  m u ltivaria te  sta tionary  ARMA for the  stochastic component 
of X t  , and  since th is can be re-expressed as a  first order M arkovian process 
th rough  a companion form we lose no generality  by considering the  AR(1) 
lea rn in g  process
X t  = Ma. A.t-i + vt , - (18a)
or in  partitioned  form,
'  ßt " (  M Myx X 
y Mxy MX
ßt-1
ßxt-1
Vyt^ 
Vxt ) ’
-(18b)
w here vt is a w hite noise w ith  constant conditional variance
f Vß C ^VX C' V, - (18c)
The updating  equations follow as
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I t-i =  M*. Xt-i I t-i > - (19a)
and
Vxtit-i = M Vxt-i it-i Mx + Vx , -(19b)
and the initial values assuming stationarity are given by the unconditional
Vxo I o = Mx Vxo I o Mx' + V x, or vec Vxo i o = ( I - Mx ® Mx )_1 vec Vx . - (20)
For propositions about invariance to make sense, the concept of 
''parameters” must be clarified. When we allow for varying coefficients in a 
conditional model, the parameters may be taken to be either the conditional 
moments of Xt or the constant parameters underlying the mechanism driving 
the coefficients. If we take the latter concept, then it is clear that 
superexogeneity is equivalent to weak exogeneity with respect to these 
parameters. But if we are interested in testing for invariance, more insight 
into the problem is gained by taking the conditional moments of Xt as the 
parameters of the conditional distribution and we do so in what follows. Thus 
we say tha t the conditional model is invariant with respect to changes in the 
conditioning model if the conditional moments fit and ht do not depend on the 
parameters of the conditioning distribution (i.e. the moments of ßxt ).
The learning process employed is well known in the econometric 
literature (e.g. Chow [1975], Harvey [1981]), but nevertheless it may be of 
interest to highlight its main properties. There is an exogenous component in 
the determination of the Xt , as agents and policy makers act through their 
corresponding innovations in v t . But to any such actions, an endogenous 
learning process recurs through time in three ways. Firstly, there is a 
contemporaneous effect as agents and policy makers perceive each other's 
actions. This response is transm itted through the covariances between the 
coefficients. Secondly, there is an institutional behavior, represented by M and 
Mx, which represents the memory of own actions. Finally, there is a direct
moments I o = 0 > and
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learning from the other's previous decisions through Myx and Mxy. The last 
two effects constitute the feedback mechanism. Since the process is stationary, 
an isolated intervention eventually dies out. A permanent intervention is 
gradually endogeneized by shifting the non-stochastic mean components X and 
returning the mean value of vt to zero. Likewise, any systematic behavior 
through the innovations will tend to be endogeneized by the learning process, 
provided it can be represented by an ARMA model. This is attractive because of 
the wide range of data sets that can be well approximated by models of this 
kind. It is also possible to introduce other variables in the learning process, but 
this does not introduce any qualitatively different aspect into the analysis.
This learning process suggests natural concepts of invariance. If agents 
do not learn from the actions of policy makers we define the natural conditional 
invariance hypothesis
H ci: Myx = C = 0 ,
which eliminates contemporaneous learning through the covariance and also 
the lagged reactions in ßt to changes in ßxt. Medium and long term 
covariances between the evolving coefficients of the two equations remain 
because M is block (lower) triangular and Vx is block diagonal, and so 
Mx VxMx' is not block diagonal. These medium and long term covariances are 
just reflecting the learning which is taking place by the policy makers through 
Mxy. This leads us to define the hypothesis of natural policy invariance , that 
is, that policy makers do not learn from agents reactions,
Hpi: Mxy = Cr = 0 .
We also define the joint hypothesis of natural invariance that no learning takes 
place by either agents or policy makers, and this is given by
Hni = Hci Hpi: Myx = Mxy/ = C = 0 .
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To relate these concepts of natural invariance to invariance proper as in Engle 
et al [1983] we prove
Theorem 8.1.- If the true DGP is given by (10) - (12) and (18), and 
{ ß , Vß , M } and { ßx > Vx , Mx , Mxy } are variation free, the conditional model is 
invariant with respect to changes in the conditioning model if, and only if,
(i) Myx = 0 ,
(ii) C = 0 ,
(iii) Mxy = 0 or M = 0 .
i t  nrProof: From (16) the conditional moments are invariant if ßt | t_i and Vt | t_i do not
nrdepend on moments of ßxt. From (15) we see that for ßt |t.! this requires (a) ßtit-i 
depends only on moments of ß t , and (b) Vxtit-i Kit' Hit ( x£ - xtit-i ) has zeroes 
in its first kp elements. Inspection of (19) shows that (a) holds for all t iff (i) Myx 
= 0 , whereas (b) holds for all t iff Ct i t-i = 0 , because Vxtit-i A2 = ( Ctit-i'» Vxtit-i )'. 
It can also be seen with (15) that if  these conditions hold then = Vtit-i • 
Since Ct it-i = M Vt.i it-i Mxy' + M Ct-i 1 t-i Mx' + C , and this is null for all t iff 
(ii) C = 0 , and (iii) M = 0 or Mxy = 0 . The second term in Ct 1 t-i vanishes when 
(i) - (iii) are met. If M = 0 this is trivial. If Mxy' = Myx = C = 0 , the initial 
conditions in (20) say that Co 10 = M Co 10 Mx' , for which Co 10 = 0 is always a 
solution, and since under stationarity (20) has a unique solution it follows that 
Co 10 = 0 . This makes Ci 10 = 0 , and partitioning in (17) it is seen that Ctit = 0 if 
Ctit-i = 0, which is then guaranteed by the other conditions.
Let us denote the two ways of obtaining invariance in the conditional 
model by
Hn : Myx = C = Mxy' = 0 ,
and
H12 • Myx = C = 0 and M = 0 .
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It is immediate that natural conditional invariance is necessary, but not 
sufficient, for invariance in the conditional model, and also Hni is equivalent to 
Hn , and therefore natural invariance -  no learning at all -  is sufficient, but 
not necessary for invariance of the conditional model. Further note that if Hni 
and the hypotheses of Theorem 8.1 hold, then x? is weakly exogenous for the 
parameters of the conditional model, and since the latter is also invariant, it 
follows that x? is super exogenous for the parameters of the conditional model. 
Under H12 the conditional model is a random coefficients model and it is 
invariant, but x? is not weakly exogenous because the conditional likelihood is 
not sufficient for inferences in view of the appearance of ßt in the marginal 
likelihood (see §6.4). Thus we have the following
Corollary 8.2,- Under the assumptions of Theorem 8.1 x? is superexogenous for 
the parameters of the conditional model if, and only if, Hni holds.
Proof: Follows from the above argument.
H12 implies that having constant coefficients in the conditional model is 
sufficient for invariance, though not for superexogeneity. This arises because 
of the implicit assumption that the conditioning model is changing. If this is 
not the case, we will not find evidence against invariance because of a lack of 
experimentation (i.e. all coefficients remained constant during the sample). In 
any case this gives grounds for some confidence if both parameter stability and 
weak exogeneity are not rejected when diagnosing the conditional model alone. 
Of course one runs the risk that the parameter constancy tests may have little 
power against the joint evolution of the parameters. Corollary 8.2 then 
suggests the test for superexogeneity: fit the conditional and marginal models 
separately with evolving coefficients, and form the auxiliary equations by 
adding the derivatives with respect to Mxy , Myx and C evaluated under the null, 
basing the test on the uncentered coefficient of determination of the auxiliary 
regression. This involves a good deal of computation and a more practical test
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may be constructed under the assumption that Mx = 0 . Then both the 
conditional and marginal models are separate random coefficient models 
under the null hypothesis of superexogeneity (invariance under H12 also holds), 
which can be stated as Ho: C = 0 . When Mx = 0 we have from (19) that 
Xtit-i =  ^and Vxtit-i = Vx , and simple algebra establishes that the conditional 
moments are
pt = x?' ß + { (x? - x? 1 t-i)' Rit ® x?'} vec C ,
and
ht = ht* + x?' Vß x? - x?' C R u ' Ru C  4  ,
so that a test for superexogeneity can be constructed by adding to the double­
length regression of the conditional model the variables
- ^ T T  = { ( 4  - X?| t-1)' Hä Rit •  4' ) ,a vec C
to the mean auxiliary regression, and
«T*
3ht
{(xt.j - x?.j 1 t-j-i )' Hä-j Rit-j ® xt-j') ,
5 vec C 3|it.j
where the last derivative is valid only under the null hypothesis. The 
additional variables are provided by fitting the marginal model with random 
coefficients.
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CHAPTER 9
MULTIVARIATE HETEROSKEDASTTC MODELS
This chapter extends the results of Chapters 3 to 6 to the case in which yt 
is an n-dimensional random vector. The estimation theory for the multivariate 
normal ARCH model was developed by Kraft and Engle [1982] (KE in this 
Chapter), who extended their results to the multivariate simple 
heteroskedasticity model. We use their main results and extend them to more 
general heteroskedastic models, and at the same time we provide a wide range 
of diagnostic tests for these models both against general and specific 
alternatives. The tests contemplate the assessment of the specification of any 
conditional moment of the distribution. We use extensively the results on 
Kronecker products, vec and vech operators in Henderson and Searle [1979] (HS 
in this Chapter). In section § 9.1 we extend the notation and assumptions to the 
multivariate model. The multivariate ARCH class and other models are briefly 
discussed in section § 9.2 . In section § 9.3 information is extracted from the 
mean and covariance matrix of yt by means of orthogonality conditions, and is 
combined using a MWA as in the univariate case. The corresponding 
likelihood factorization under conditional normality is also derived. The 
implications of specification error are discussed in section § 9.4 , and in section 
§ 9.5 the family of consistency tests is generalized and the LM test for variable 
addition is seen to belong to this family. Finally, the efficiency tests are 
considered in section § 9.6 . In many cases proofs are simple extensions of the 
arguments used for the univariate model, and in some others they distract 
from the main argument. These proofs are omitted in the text and presented in 
appendix at the end of the chapter.
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§ 9.1 Notation and assumptions
We reta in  the n otation  of the u n ivariate  m odel as m uch as possib le, re­
d im en sion in g  th e  required variab les. The conditional m ean
Pt(ß) = E [ y t l3rt] >
is  now  an  n x 1 vector, th e  conditional covariance m atrix  is
Ht (0) = Ht (ß, a) = E [ ut ut' I 1 >
of d im en sion  n x n , and ut = yt - M-t (ß) is  th e vector of inn ovation s in  the  
conditional m ean  w hich  defin es the (system  of) m ean  equation(s)
yt = |it (ß) + ut ,
exactly  as in  th e un ivariate  case. For th e second m om ent w e now  have the  
m atrix  o f in n ovation s
Et = ut ut' - H t ,
b u t because of sym m etry only  th e low er (or upper) tr iangle  o f Et provides new  
inform ation. T hus w e u se  th e  vech  operator w hich  vectorizes th e  low er  
tr ian gle  of a square m atrix , and tak e th e variance inn ovation s as
8t = vt - h t ,
w here et = vech E t , vt = vech  ut u t ' , and ht = vech H t . T his defines the (system  
of co-) variance equation(s)
vt = ht (9) + et .  -(1)
C om bining th e m ean  and variance inn ovation s w e get
Ut = Tit - gt ,
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where Ut = ( ut', 6t ' )', r\t = ( yt', vt' ) ', and gt = ( Pt', ht' )', which produces the 
system of n + \  n (n + 1) equations for the first two moments,
Tit = gt (9) + T)t •
Throughout this chapter we use constantly the relationship between the 
vec and vech operators. Suppose C is an n x n symmetric matrix. From HS 
there exist jn ( n  + l ) x n 2 matrices P and Q suchthat
vec C = P' vech C , -(2)
vech C = Q vec C , -(3)
Q P' = PQ' = In(n+lV2 > -(4)
and vec C = P' Q vec C .
For unique definition of Q , we take it to be the Moore-Penrose generalized 
inverse of P ' ,
Q = ( P P ')-! P . -(5)
The assumptions (ClO) - (Cl8) are easily recast in the multivariate context 
and will not be discussed. We simply refer to them as (ClO-M) - (C18-M). Observe 
that Ht must be bounded uniformly from below by a positive definite matrix, 
and that this in general implies complex restrictions on the parameter 
subspace Cl (see KE and also Engle et al [1984] for an example with the 
bivariate ARCH model). Whenever possible, it seems that the best thing to do is 
to reparameterize Ht in such a way that these restrictions are implicit. <B and 
Cl are also restricted by the moment existence conditions. For example, if pt is 
linear the polynomial matrix in the lag operator for yt must have all its roots 
outside the unit circle for first order stationarity, thus imposing structure on 
B . Likewise, for wide-sense stationarity in the ARCH model KE show that the 
same condition must apply to the relevant matrix polynomial defining the
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multivariate ARCH variance and this imposes structure on Cl . The 
multivariate (Cl4) requires the existence of fourth moments, sind this places 
further restrictions on 0  . Throughout this chapter we assume the 
conditional distribution of yt to be symmetric, and the kurtosis of this 
distribution can be characterized in terms of
Var [ vt I 3^ ] = E [ et £t' I D^ t ] = Kt ,
which is j n ( n  + l ) x p ( n  + l) and assumed to be positive definite for all t .
For example, when the conditional distribution is normal,
Var [ vec ut ut' l'£Ft ] = ( Ht ® Ht ) ( +  W ) ),
(see HS), where I(ni, na) the ni n2 x ni n2 permutation matrix such that for 
any ni x ri2 matrix C , vec C = I(ni ,1^ ) vec C ', and this implies using (3) that
Kt = 2 Q ( Ht ® Ht ) Q ', -(6)
because Q I(n,n) = Q > see HS who also establish that for square C , P ' Q ( C ® C )
= ( C <s> C ) P' Q , and using this with (4) and (5) it is seen that
-(7)
under conditional normality.
The MLE under normality - seen as MLE or QMLE - plays a similar role in 
this multivariate context as the one it had in the univariate case, and it is 
convenient to introduce here for later reference the relevant functions of the 
likelihood, as derived by KE (see their Theorem 4). The likelihood function is
T T
Z  (0) = (2 7t)-"T/2 [ J J  |Ht l ]_1/2 exp {- \  £ u t' Ht1 ut ) f ( y017 1 ), 
t=l t=l
and the log-likelihood (with the conventions from Chapter 2) is
T T
i(9) = - |T - i  £ lo g  IHt l - k T-i £  ut' H? ut . 
t=l t=l
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The score is given by
T T
de(9) =T-i £  % ' Hi1 ut + k T-1 » H ^ F e t
t=l t=l
= T-1 X' Q-i u + T-1 S' K-1 e = T 1 G' I ’1 x>, -(8a)
where Xt = ^  , Xt = | £  =(Xt ) 0 ) ,  S t = ^  , X = (X i'.....XT' ) ' ,  X = ( X , 0 ) ,
dp do do
S = ( S i ' , . . . , S T' ) / , u  = ( u i ' , . . . , ut ' ) ' ,  e = ( e i ' , . . . , 8 T' ) ,  Q = diag{H t },
K = diag { Kt) = 2 ( IT ® Q ) diag {Ht ® Ht } ( IT ® Q ' ),  G = ( X', S ') ',
£ = diag { Q , K } and x> = ( u', e' Y . Note that K*1 = diag { K^ 1} =
\  ( It ® P ) diag { Ht1 ® Ht1 } ( It ® P ' ),  from (7). The partitioned form of the 
score de (0) = (dp (0)', d« (0)')' is given by
T T
dp (0) =T-i ^ X t 'H ^ u t  + lT - 1 ^ Wt ' P C H^ 1 ® H ^ P 'e t  
t=l t=l
T-i X' Q-1 u + T-i W  K*1 e , -(8b)
and
d a (0 )= |T -i ^ Z t 'P a S 1 * Hi1 )P '8 t = T-1 Z/ K-1 e, -(8c)
t=l
3ht 3htwhere we have partitioned St = ( ttt , -— ) = ( Wt , Zt ), and S = ( W , Z ).
dp da
Finally , the information matrix is 
d (0) = E [ T-i G' Z-1 G ] = E
T-i X' Q-i X + T-i W  K-i W T-i W  K*i Z  ^
T-iZ'K-iW T*1 Z' K'1 Z
-(9)
The similarities with the univariate functions in (2.9) - (2.12) are obvious.
§ 9.2 Multivariate ARCH and some other multivariate 
heteroskedastic models
The multivariate ARCH model proposed by KE appears to be the most 
important multivariate heteroskedastic model, and applications may be found 
in Engle et al [1984], Bollerslev et al [1985], and Diebold and Nerlove [1986],
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while other developments in semi-nonparametric estimation also allow for 
multivariate ARCH effects (Gallant and Tauchen [1986]). The ARCH(q) model 
is given by
£  *Ht = Ao+ X  ( In ® u t / ) Aj (In'S’ Ut-j),
j=l
*
where Ao is n x n , symmetric and positive definite, and the Aj are n2 x n2 ,
*
symmetric and positive semidefinite, j = 1, ..., q . Each n x n submatrix of Aj 
is also symmetric. Ht may be written (see KE) in vech form as
q
ht = ao + Aj vt-j = A zt = Zt a , - (10)
j=l
where ao = vech Ao , the Aj are ^ n ( n  + l)x |-  n (n + 1) and accommodate the
*
distinct elements of the Aj , respectively, for j = 1, ..., q , A = ( ao , Ai, ..., Aq), 
Zt = (1, vt- i ',..., Vt-q')', Zt = In(n+i)/2 ® zt' , and a = vec A '.
The multivariate ARCH class retains the most interesting properties of its 
univariate version, as shown by KE:
A A
- dßa = 0 and thus ß and a are asymptotically independent. This 
follows from the fact that Wt is conditionally odd and Zt is 
conditionally even in 7 t (Theorem 5 of KE),
- ht is linear-in-a , which is clear from (10) ,
q
- wide sense stationarity obtains if the roots of 11 - £ Aj zJ I fie outside
j=l
the unit circle, given first order stationarity (Theorem 2 of KE).
- the normal ARCH is leptokurtic.
Now dim (a) = ^ n (n + 1) [1 + j  q n (n + 1)] , which for a first order process 
grows with n as {2,12, 42,110, 240, 462, 812,...) , and estimation soon becomes 
unfeasible for sample sizes typical in economics, posing a problem which is 
similar to that of VAR models (Sims [1980], Doan et al [1984]). This problem 
may be solved by reducing the dimensionality of the process driving the
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heteroskedasticity (Diebold and Nerlove [1986], Engle [1987]), or by imposing 
zero restrictions (Bollerslev et al [1985]). The reparameterization to reduce the 
number of parameters may be used at the same time to ensure the positive 
definiteness of H t.
The GARCH(qi, cß) model is better presented in vech form as 
qi 02
ht = cto + ^  Aj ht.j + Aq1+j vt-j, - (11)
j=l j=l
for q2  > 0 , or
Ai(L) ht = ao + A2(L) vt ,
q C(2
where Ai(L) = In(n+i)/2 - I  Aj U , and A2(L) = £ Aq +j U , or using (1) in
j=l j=l
multivariate ARMA-type form
Ai 2(L) vt = oto + Ai(L) et ,
where Ai2(L) = Ai(L) - A2(L) . For wide-sense stationarity we require the roots 
of I Ai 2 (z) I to lie outside the unit circle. The multivariate GARCH, if wide- 
sense stationary, can be expressed as an infinite order ARCH and thus it is 
also leptokurtic under normality and retains the asymptotic independence
A A
between ß and a . To establish conditions for fourth order stationarity we first 
prove
Lemma 9.1. - If yt I ~ N [ jit (ß) > Ht ] , then
vec E [vt vt' I y  t ] = ( 2 R + In ) vec ht ht' ,
where R = ( Q ® Q ) ( In ® V ,n )) ( P' ® F ), and N = | n 2(n + 1)2. Q
This is a simple extension of the 3 a4 kurtosis result for the univariate 
normal distribution, and with it we can prove
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Theorem  9.2. - If the multivariate normal GARCH(1,1) is wide-sense 
stationary, a necessary and sufficient condition for fourth order stationarity is 
that the characteristic roots of
Ai «> Ai + Ai ® A2 + A2 ® Ai + ( 2 R + I ) ( A2 ® A2 )
be smaller than unity, where R and I are of order [ \  n (n + 1 )]2 , and R is given 
in Lemma 9.1 .
Proof: Using Lemma 9.1 and (11) we have that
vec E [vt vt' I 3TJ = ( 2 R + I ) vec (ao + Ai ht.i + A2 vt.i) (ao + Ai ht_i + A2 Vt-i)'.
Let k = vec E [vt v tl exist. Then by simple algebra and conditional expectations
k = ( 2 R + I ) vec { ao [ao + (Ai + A2) a ]' + (Ai + A2) a ao '} +
( 2 R + I )(Ai ® Ai + Ai ® A2 + A2 9  Ai) vecE [ ht.i ht-i' ] + ( 2 R + I )(A2 ® A2) k
= ( 2 R + I ) vec { ao [oco + (Ai + A2) a ]' + (Ai + A2) aao'} +
[ Ai ® Ai + Ai «* A2 + A2 ® Ai + ( 2 R + I ) A2 ® A2 ] k ,
where a = E [ ht ] and the last equafity is based on Lemma 9.1 and conditional 
expectations. Bringing the terms in k to the left-hand-side then establishes 
necessity, and sufficiency is obvious by a similar argument.
Not surprisingly, this result is of the same form as the one established by 
Bollerslev [1986] for the univariate case.
Other models are easily generalized to the multivariate case preserving 
most of their properties. The multivariate linear simple heteroskedasticity 
model is in vech form (see KE)
ht = A Zt — Zt a ,
where zt e yt , Zt = In(n+i)/2 ® z t', and a  = vec A '.
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The Poisson-type model can be generalized with 
ht = cxo + Ai (it = A zt = Zt a , 
where A = ( oco , A i) and zt = (1, fit')'.
The Amemiya model can also be extended by making 
Ht = Ao + ( In ® ) A* ( In «> pt ),
so that similarly to the ARCH class each element of Ht is allowed to depend on 
a symmetric quadratic form in (it • This can also be written in vech form as
ht = ao + Ai vech pt (it' = A zt = Zt a ,
where ao = vech Ao , A = ( oco , Ai ), and zt = (1 , [ vech |it M-t' Y Y •
§9.3 Estimation and likelihood factorization
Consider first extracting the information from the mean equation by using 
the orthogonality conditions
T
Vrn (ß) = T-1 £  Xt' Ht1 Ut = T-1 X' Q-1 u , 
t=l
and using Hansen’s [1982] Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 or White and Domowitz’s
/*\ A
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we have that ßm such that \|/ (ßm) = 0 is a strongly 
consistent estimator for ßo , the true value of ß , and has asymptotic 
distribution.
Pm-ßo) = T1/2(X 'ß-iX )-1X'Q-1u + Op(l) -1+ N [ 0 , Ö (T i X'Q-1 X(-1 ].
a.  ^
Moreover, using a parametric estimate Ht (9) to construct ßm does not alter 
this distribution provided 9 is root-T consistent.
Similarly, to extract the information from the variance equation we use
the orthogonality conditions
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T
¥v (0) = T-i 21 St' Ki1 et = T-i S' K-i e , 
t=l
and provided 9 is identifiable we have that
T172 (9V - 90) = T172 ( S' K-1 S )-i S' K-i e + Op (1)
A ,  N [ 0 , S {T-1 S' K-1 S H ], - (12)
A
where \jfy (0V) = 0 and 0o is the true value of 0 . For simplicity we retain the 
assumption of 0o uniquely identifiable in the variance equation. Substituting 
parametric root-T consistent estimates of Kt does not affect the asymptotic 
distribution. An alternative for both Ht in \|/m(ß) and Kt in \j/v (0) might be to 
generalize Carroll's [1982] or Robinson’s [1987] nonparametric estimates, but 
whether this may be of practical use remains to be seen. The unobservability of 
vt is solved by means of
Lem m a 9.3. - Given (CiO-M) - (Cj7-M) and
A ^
(i) a root-T consistent estimator ß of ßo ,
(ii) a bounded function Ft (rc)e 3T t , where k is a parameter vector
A *
for which a root-T consistent estimator tc is available, such that
A *
Ft = Ft (tc) € is bounded uniformly in t ,
then
T ^
T-i/2 21 Ft vec ( ut ut' - ut ut' ) £$+ 0 . Q
t=l
Therefore we can substitute ut ut' in \\fv (0) without asymptotic penalty to
A
the order used in the distribution of 0V. Equivalently vt = vech ut ut' takes the 
place of Vt in the variance equation to produce its operative version
vt = ht (0) + et ,
where et = et + ( vt - vt ). The issue of having 0 available to obtain Ht for \j/m (ß) 
is solved by least-squares in the mean equation and simple least squares in the 
variance equation, and the existence of GARCH components can be dealt with 
by using the Hannan-Rissanen procedure as in the univariate case. If, as in
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the normal case, the conditional pdf is fully characterized by its first two 
moments, the availability of 9 suffices to construct Kt for the computation of
A
9V . In the t-distribution we have that the fourth-moment matrix is 
proportional to the corresponding normal form and thus 9 is sufficient to
A
calculate 9V , though not its covariance matrix. In other cases we need to 
parameterize K t, extend Lemma 9.3 to fourth order moments, and use the 
corresponding simple least squares estimators. Alternatively, we may attempt 
using the semi-parametric approach of Carroll [1982] or Robinson [1987].
Given the properties of the QMLE - the MLE assuming normality - that will be 
detailed below, a sensible strategy for practical purposes is to use an estimator 
constructed as a MWA, using White's [1980b] robust covariance matrix in the 
variance equation. Moreover, comparing such an estimator with the QMLE 
may provide useful information about the specification of the kurtosis of the 
conditional distribution.
To combine the information in both moments we first consider the 
conditionally normal case. Here again the score suggests that the likelihood 
can be locally factorized. Indeed, let ut ut' and Ht be functions of the data 
alone, and note that
ut' H[X ut = vec ut H^ 1 ut = ( ut' ® u t') vec Ht1 .
We use the Mean Value Theorem to obtain a first order expansion of this
- l  ^  ^  ~  _i
function (of ut ® ut and vec H[ ) around ut ® ut and vec Ht ,
Ut' H;1 Ut =  ( Ut' ® U t ') vec Ht1 + ( üt' ® W ) ( vec Ht1 - vec H;1 )
+ [ ( u t' ®u t ' ) - (u t ' ® ut')]vecÜ t1 
= [ut' Hi1 ut - ut' Hi1 ut - ut' Ht1 ut ] + üt' Hi1 Ut + ut' Ht ut ,
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where ut e [ut , ut ] and vec Ht e [ vec H[ , vec H[ ] . Let ut = ut (ß) and Ht = 
Ht (0) for root-T consistent ß and 9 and consider approximating the log- 
likelihood by
i*(9) = i m(ß) + iv(e),
where
T
*m (P ) = T T-1 X  Ut' H;1 ut ,
and tel
T T
iv(0) = 4  T-1 y  log IHt I T-1 V  ut'H^1 U t . 
t=l t=l
It is clear that
T
T-1/2 £  Xt' ( h ;1 - Ht1 ) ut as» 0 , 
t=l
A
and this is what makes ßm feasible. Also,
T
T-1/2 £  St' ( Hi1 ® Ht1) vech ( ut ut' - ut ut' ) M» 0 , 
t=l
from Lemma 9.3 . We then have
- (13a)
-(13b)
Theorem 9.4. - Under (CjO-M) - ((U8-M) the log-likelihoods i*  (9) and Z (9) 
produce estimators of 9 with the same asymptotic distribution.
A
Therefore the QMLE 0 may be obtained alternatively from maximizing 
Z (0) or i*  (9) , and its distribution under correct specification is given in
Theorem 9.5. - The QMLE 9 under (CiO'-M) - (Ci8-M) is a strongly consistent 
estimator of 0o and has asymptotic distribution
T i « ( e - e 0 ) N t o j t e o ) - 1 ] .  - ( i 4 ) Q
KE proved this result for the ARCH and multivariate simple 
heteroskedasticity model by conforming to the conditions in Crowder [1976]. 
Our proof allows for more heterogeneity of the process and covers a wider
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range of multivariate heteroskedastic models. An immediate consequence is 
that the MWA structure of the MLE is preserved in a multivariate setting 
because i*(9) fulfills the conditions of Theorem 3.12 , and we have
Corollary 9.6. - Under the assumptions of Theorem 9.4 ,
Ti/2( ß -ß 0) = (ik -n)Ti'2( ßm.ß 0) + nTi/2( ßv .ßo) + 0p (1)
M  N [0 , { V ( ßm)'1 + V ( ßv)'1 )_1 ] , -(15)
where 9 = ( ß ', a ' ) ', 0o = ( ßo' > «o* Y » and
n  = V (ß) V (ßv)-i = Ik - V (ß) V (ßm)-i . □
A
The covariance matrix of ß may be expressed in terms of limits of 
expectations of data matrices using partitioned inversion in (14) or alternatively 
in (12) combined with (15). This matrix has the same form as the one given in
A
Corollary 3.7 , and the covariance matrix of a has the same form as in 
Corollary 3.8 . The likelihood factors are the generalization of those in the 
univariate case. Now the conditional distribution of yt is normal and that of 
ut ut' is Wishart ,W (Ht; n,l) (e.g. Zellner [1971]). The force of the QMLE 
resides on its having the same asymptotic distribution as the estimator 
obtained from the joint orthogonality conditions when normality holds. If
A
normality is not maintained, this shows in the covariance matrix of 9V , but 
using a robust estimator to compute this covariance matrix and hence the 
MWA appears as an attractive option. We have
Theorem 9.7. - Under (C|0-M) - (Ci7-M) and symmetry of the conditional
A
distribution, the estimator 9j obtained from the orthogonality conditions 
\|/(0) = ( \|/m (9)', \|ry (9)')' and weighting matrix At = diag { T ( X' Q-1 X )-1 ,
T ( S' K'1 S H } , is strongly consistent for 9o and has asymptotic distribution
T ^ (  9 j-90) - i ,  N [ 0 , e  (T - 'G 'S - 'G )- '] . □
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It follows that T172 (9 - 0o ) = T1/2 ( 9j - 9o ) + op (1) under normality, and the
A
optimality of 9j for the given orthogonality conditions follows by analogy with 
the weighting matrix in (3.18) (see Chamberlain [1987]) . Because of the MWA 
structure of the joint estimator, we can separate the information about ß 
arising from each of the moments.
We finish this section by discussing the conditions under which we would 
obtain equivalent estimators using the full system information and the limited 
information of each equation. In homoskedastic systems, Zellner [1962] proved 
that full information (FI) and limited information (LI) estimators of ß would 
coincide if either
(a) 9|it] / 9ßj = xt ¥  j , so that Xt = ( In ® x t') and k = n k* , k* = dim (xt); 
or
(b) the conditional covariance matrix is diagonal.
Consider (a) under heteroskedasticity. Then 
T T
Vm (ß) = T-i £  xt' h;1 ut = T-i £  ( in ® xt ) h;1 Ut
t=i t=i
T
= T - i £ ( Ht ® I k * ) ( I „ ® x t ) u t .
t=l
-1 *When Ht = H ¥  t , the nonsingular matrix Ht ® Ik can be factored out of the
sum and the orthogonality conditions are equivalently given by
T T
Vm(ß) = T-i £ ( i n ®xt)ut = T-i X X t' u t ,  
t=l t=l
which define the single equation OLS estimators. This does not carry through 
to the heteroskedastic case because Ht1 ® Ik* cannot be factored out of the sum.
Now consider (b) under heteroskedasticity. Partition ß = ( ß i ß n' )' and
Xt = diag { xit', xnt' } , where Xjt = 9(ijt/9ßj and we assume 9|iit /3ßj = 0
for i * j , so no cross equation restrictions are present. Then it is seen that
T T T
V« (ß) = T-1 X  Xt' Ht1 Ut = (T-1X hit xu ' ul t ,.... T 1 X  hnt xnt' unt)' 
t=l t=l t=l
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— ( Yml (ßl) >•••> ¥mn (ßn) ) > -(16)
where \j/mj (ß) are the LI orthogonality conditions for the j-th equation. Thus it 
appears that Zellner's condition (b) also applies under heteroskedasticity. The 
statement needs to be qualified, though. Suppose there are cross-equation 
restrictions in the variance equations. These might appear because of cross­
restrictions between the a parameters, or also because of hut = hut (ßj), 
amongst other arguments, for i * j . The latter would be in fact the natural 
way to link the variances across equations. For example, in the multivariate 
ARCH model this would happen if hut depends on u jt. When this is the case, 
the orthogonality conditions \|/m (ß) use limited information with respect to the 
mean equation, but the estimates of ht require full information with respect to 
the variance equation. Therefore, for \\fm (ß) to define real single equation 
estimators we need the variance equation to be equivalently estimated by LI or 
FI. Partition a = ( ai', ..., an' ) and St = diag { Sn',..., snt' } , where Sjt = 0htjj/30j 
= 0 for i * j , then
Vv (e) = ( Yvl (9l)' , Vvn (0n)' Y , - (17)
T  -1where \|/vj (9j) = T4 X Kjt Sjt £jt > provided Kt is diagonal, by analogous
t=l
argument to \jrm (ß).
We then have
Theorem 9.8. - If both Ht and Kt are diagonal and there are no cross-equation
A
restrictions in the mean and variance equations, then the FI estimator 9j is
A
equivalent to the set of LI estimators 0ji , i = 1,..., n .
Proof: The result follows from the above argument on (16) and (17).
Once we have assumed Ht to be diagonal, it does not appear very
*restrictive to take the kurtosis function Kt (not ) as diagonal, too. Take, for 
example, a conditionally normal or t distribution. For these Kt is diagonal if,
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and only if, Ht is diagonal. Note that in the t distribution there are cross­
restrictions in the kurtosis equations, since they all depend on the degrees-of- 
freedom parameter, but the parameters of the variance equations remain 
variation-free. In the normal case when Ht is diagonal,
f( ytl ^ t )  = (2IT)-n'2 [Y[ hjt/2 ] exp {- \  £  hjt uft} = jQ f ( yjt I To ),
j=l j=l j=l
and therefore
n
i  (0) = x  h  (0) >
j=l
so the likelihood can be factorized in terms of each component of y t . If there 
are no cross-equation restrictions ij (9j) is the sole provider of information 
about 0j and the equivalence of the FI and LI MLE's is immediate. If there are 
cross-equation restrictions, then from Ruud [1984] or from Theorem 3.12 the FI 
estimators of jointly identifiable parameters are MWA's of the corresponding 
LI estimators.
§9.4 A note on specification error
Let us consider briefly the effects of misspecification on the QMLE 9 . We 
assume that the pseudo-true value 0* exists (i.e. multivariate version of (BO) 
of Chapter 4 referred to as (BO-M)). Lemma 4.1 does not depend on the 
dimension of yt and thus applies equally well here. Let
and
T
<pß (8) = S {T'1 Xt' Ht1 E [ut IJT t ]}
t=l T
+1 s (T-i£  wt'p ( h;1 ® h;1 ) f  e [et i y t] },
T t=i
(Pa (8) = |  e  (T-1X St' p ( Ht1 ® Hi1 ) F  E [£tl y t] } , 
t=l
q>9 ( 8 )  =  ( <Pß ( 8 ) ' ,  (Pa ( 8 ) '  y .
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Then Lemma 4.2 extends obviously to the multivariate case, and we have 
Lemma 9.9. - Under (BO-M) and (CU-M) - (Cl7-M),
A
(i) ß is a consistent estimator of ßo if, and only if, cpß (ßo * a*) = 0 ,
A
(ii) a is a consistent estimator of ao if, and only if, cpa (ß* , oco) = 0 ,
A
and (iii) 0 is a consistent estimator of 9o if, and only if, cpo (9o) = 0 . [
When there is specification error in either pt or Ht the conditional 
expectations E [ ut I £F1 ] and E [ 8t I ^ t  ] are non-zero and, unless the DGP has 
structure for these expectations to vanish unconditionally when combined with
A
the other functions in (pe , the result will be inconsistency of 0 . This is 
generally the case, but as in the univariate model there may be instances in 
which consistency is preserved. For example, Lemma 4.3 for the presence of
A
autocorrelation in pt extends to the multivariate setting. Similarly, ß 
remains consistent when Ht is not parameterized as a function of ß 
regardless of the form of the true variance, and essentially the same conditions 
that combine even and odd effects make the multivariate ARCH class robust to 
certain departures from the null of correct specification.
The consequences of specification error in moments of order higher than 
second is analyzed in
Lemma 9.10. - Under (BO-M) and (CU-M) - (Ci7-M), the QMLE 9 is consistent 
regardless of the form of the DGP provided that pt and Ht are correctly 
specified.
Therefore misspecifying the conditional symmetry or kurtosis, or any 
conditional moment of higher order, does not impinge upon the consistency of
A
9 . When misspecification is present in third or fourth moments, the true 
conditional covariance matrix of vt is not St = diag { H t, 2 Q (H^ ® H^ 1) Q '} ,
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but rather a more general form EMt > say. In such cases, the correct
A
asymptotic distribution of 9 is
T1'2 ( e - 00) -A* N [ 0 ,3  { T (G' I-1 G)-1 G' S'1 SM S'1 G (G' S'1 G>1) ],
A
where Em = diag { EMt) • Thus the covariance matrix of 0 is incorrect from
A
ML output, but a correct estimate of V(9) can be obtained using White's [1980b] 
procedure. Observe that the first n x n block of Et is correct because Ht is the 
conditional covariance matrix of y t , and thus the correction needs only apply to 
the variance equation, and to the off-diagonal block in case of asymmetry. If 
specification error is present in conditional moments of order five and higher,
A
the distribution of 9 remains as in (14), but efficiency may be improved.
§ 9.5 Consistency tests
The situation depicted in § 9.4 is very much the same as that for the 
univariate model given in Chapter 4 and thus calls for careful assessment of 
model specification. Researchers usually concentrate on evaluating pt , but 
the need to assess Ht with equal effort must be emphasized because it may
A
have a rebound effect on ß . In this section we extend the coherency and 
consistency tests of § 5.1 and § 5.2 to the multivariate setting. To treat local 
parametric alternatives (ClO") of Chapter 5 is extended as
(Cl0M-M) yt I £Tt ~ N [ jit (ß, Xt ), Ht (ßo, XT) 1,
where Xt = Xo + T'1/2 5 , for fixed Xo and 5 , and correct specification obtains
dp*- 3ht
when 5 = 0. We define M \t = —  , H^t = tt7 , = ( Mxi',..., M^t' ) ', and
oX oX
Hx = (H u ',...,H xt ' ) ' .
Coherency tests have an intuitive appeal. There are now available two
/N A
asymptotically independent estimators of ß , namely ßm and ßv . Define
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/N A A A
q = ßm - ßv , so that V (q) = V ( ßm) + V ( ßv) , and this matrix is positive definite. 
We then have
T heorem  9.11. - Under (CiO"-M) - (C18-M) ,
x = T q' V (q)-i q A .  X2 [k ; 5' D' V (q)-i D o ] ,
where D = V (jL ) S { T-1 X' Q-1 Mj.} - ( Ik , 0 ) V (0V) 3  { T* S' K-i H J  . □
2
Therefore we have a central Xk distribution under the null hypothesis (5 = 
0) , and a non-central Xk under local parametric alternatives. The test may be 
inconsistent because it may be that q 0 under the alternative. This
A
happens, for example, when ß remains consistent in the presence of variance 
misspecification. The test in Theorem 9.11 is a full information test that 
simultaneously contrasts all the information about ß in the system of mean 
equations with all the information in the system of variance and covariance 
equations. We can also perform limited information tests from paired mean 
and variance single equations, contrasting their jointly identifiable functions 
as in Theorem 5.1 . The limited information tests may be useful to suggest 
which equations are more likely to be causing trouble when x rejects the null 
hypothesis.
Consider now the more general class of consistency tests, which are 
defined from the first order conditions
T T
m (0 ,0  ) = T- 1 £  mt (Ot ,9) = T"1 £  Ot ut = T*1 O' o> , 
t=l t=l
where now the Ot = (Oit , 02 t ) e  are r x N matrices, where r is the 
number of orthogonality conditions being tested and N = n + |- n (n + 1) =
\  n (n + 3 ) . Also, Oj = (Oji, ..., OjT)/ , j = 1 , 2 and O = (Oi', <&2 Y  > so Oi is 
nT x r , O2 is (N - n) T x r , and O is NT x r . Clearly, E [ m (0,0) ] = 0 and
VcT = VcT ( 0 ,9  ) = Var [ T172 m (0,0) ] = E [ T*1 O' X O ] .
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The consistency test-statistics are based on the asymptotic distribution of the
A A
corresponding sampling moments m (0,9) . Tests designed for the mean
equation have 0 2 t = 0 V t , and tests that wish to concentrate on the variances
and covariances have Oit = 0 . The simplest consistency tests are based on m,
T T
= T*1 X St and mh = T'1 £  et , by setting Ot = ( In , 0 ) and Ot = ( 0 , In-h ), 
t=l t=l
respectively. The simple joint test considers Ot = In •
A A
To obtain the distribution of m (O, 9) we need the matrix of expected 
derivatives of the orthogonality conditions, which takes the form
T
M(9o) = S {T-1 Y  ~ ~ ~ ) = - 5 ( T-1 O' G ) , 
t=l 99
as in (5.22) . We then have the generalization of Theorem 5.3 ,
Theorem 9,12, - Under (CiO"-M) - (C*8-M) and the sequence {Ot} , Ot e 3^ , 
being such that g* = ( m (0,9)', de ')' obeys the regularity, continuity, 
dominance and mixing conditions in Assumptions (1) - (6) of Newey [1985b], 
then
Ti/2m(3>,e) A ,  N [ ¥ ,Q*] ,
where
V = [6 {T-1 O' Gx) - M (90) V (0) Ö { T-1 G' S*1 Gx) ] 5 ,
Qd) = Vc - M (90) V (9) M (90) ' ,
G\ = ( M^', ) ',  and Vc = lim Vct , with all expectations evaluated under Ho .
Q(j, is consistently estimated by
Q* = T-1 O' £1/2 TÜ Z1/20  ,
where 1TL = Int - £'1/2 G (G' Z*1 G')-1 G' Z’1/2 , and all estimates are under Ho . Q
The test-statistic and its distribution follow immediately and a simplified 
calculation is available in a wide range of cases, as is shown in
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Theorem 9.13, - Under the assumptions of Theorem 9.12 ,
s = T m (0,9 )' m (0,0 ) JL> %2[ r ; \ /  \j/] , -(18)
and if (G, ZO) has full column rank then s - s* 0 , where s* = N T Ro , N = 
1 1  2n + f  n(n  + l) = 2 n (n + 3), and Ro is the uncentered coefficient of
A A A A A
determination of the regression of u on G and ZO in the metric of Z . [
Theorems 9.12 and 9.13 provide a wide range of tests for the first two 
conditional moments, extending the results of KE . By appropriate choice of Ot 
the tests may be based on the whole system of equations or on a single equation. 
The dimension of the auxiliary regression may be reduced provided that the 
excluded mean or variance equations do not contain any information about the 
parameters in the moments being tested and thus it may be feasible to 
construct limited information tests. This happens, for example, in the ARCH 
tests considered by KE. Also under some circumstances (independence of 
estimators of the same parameters in the included and excluded auxiliary 
regressions and diagonal information matrix between the parameters of the 
included equations and the rest), tests with asymptotic correct size can be 
constructed from a reduced auxiliary regression, but they will be less powerful 
than those obtained from the full auxiliary regression.
Many consistency test statistics may be constructed without any 
information external to the model and thus can be provided easily with MLE 
output. If there exists external information as to the source of potential 
departures from the null hypothesis, this can also be used for diagnostic 
purposes because the LM test for variable additions is, again, a member of the 
consistency tests family. Suppose we have the multivariate version of (Cl O' - a ) ,
(CiO'-aM) ytI y t ~ N [ pt ( ß, Pa) , Ht ( 0, 0A) 1,
then it is clear from (8) that the subvector of the score for 9a evaluated under 
0A = 0 is
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where XAt
T _  T
dA(0) = T*1 X  XAt'Ht1 ut + 1 T-i X S A t'P dS U lT tM P 'e t, -(19) 
t=l t=l
^T"7 ^  s At =  “ ““  • Therefore let Ot = ( XAt', SAt ' ) 5 1, O = S’1 GA, 
d 0 A  d 0 A
where Ga = ( Xa', Sa' )', XA = ( Xai',...,X at' )' > and SA = ( Sal',..., Sat )'• The 
LM test for 0A = 0 is the consistency test with this choice of O , and we have
Theorem 9,14 - Under the assumptions of Theorem 9.12 the LM test for
Ho : 0a = 0 against the alternative Hi : 9 a * 0 can be obtained as slm = N T Ro2
A A A /X
from the regression of u on G and Ga in the metric of £ , with all estimates 
under Ho . Under local parametric alternatives in the direction of Hi
SLM X2 [r ; 5' S { T-1 Ga S-^2 m. S'1/2 GA) 5 ] ,
where r = dim 0A .
Theorems 9.12 - 9.14 constitute a basic tool to diagnose multivariate 
heteroskedastic models both against specific alternatives and as general tests of 
misspecification of the first two moments without use of information external 
to the model.
§ 9.6 Efficiency tests
In this section we assume correct specification of jit and Ht and are 
concerned with departures from conditional normality. To evaluate the model 
in the face of these possibilities we extend the efficiency tests of section § 5.3 .
We need to introduce some notation and conventions in order to handle the 
growing dimensionality of moments in a multivariate situation. All the r- 
order products of elements of a vector £ € Rn are contained in its r-th
Kronecker power which we denote by £h). That is, 
r
£(r)
j=l
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The vector is nr x 1 and can be defined recursively as 
£fr) = vec C(r-1} C' = C ® C(r-1}.
Thus, for example, vec Et = ut - vec H t. £(r) has repeated elements, and thus 
if C is a random vector will have a degenerate distribution. To correct this 
situation we define as the vector of distinct elements of . For example, 
1^2] -  vech £ , and therefore et = u^  - h t . The transformation from £(r) to
is a generalization of the vech operator and is thus a veep operator (see HS) 
acting on vec ^r-i) . Let nr be the dimension of , nr < nr for r > 1 . There
exists a unique matrix Pm- of dimension nr x nr such that
C(r) = Pnr' Q* , - (20)
and so Pnr reallocates the unique elements of into . There also exists a 
nr x nr matrix Qm- that selects the elements of and accommodates them in 
, that is,
C[r] = Qnr C(r) , -(21)
but Qnr is not unique in view of the repetition of elements in . Substituting
(20) into (21) we get = Pnr' t and given the non-repetition of the 
elements of this holds for arbitrary . As in HS, by making 
successively equal to the columns of Inr it follows that
Qnr Pnr = Pnr Qnr — Inr >
and substituting (21) into (20) yields £(r) = Pnr' Qnr C(r) * but this does not imply 
Pnr" Qnr to be the identity matrix because has a fixed structure and thus is 
not arbitrary. The non-uniqueness problem of Qnr is solved noting that it is a 
left inverse of Pnr' and thus choosing the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse, 
so that
Qnr — ( Pnr Pnr ) * Pnr •
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The relation between and has been given the same structure as that 
between vech and vec, and we can now proceed to define the generalized 
efficiency tests. We consider conditional moment restrictions of the form
T T
me (d , s ; 0) = T'1 £  m«t (<Pt, s ; 9) = T'1 £  cpt { uts] - qt [s]} , 
t=l t=l
for the s-th moment, where met (cpt, s ; 9) = cpt { utsl - qt [s]} , qt [s] = E [u[s] I 2Tt ], 
cpt is an r x ns matrix of measurable functions of y t , and d  = (<pi , <pT) ' . In
contrast to the restrictions in the univariate case, we are not explicitly 
considering the variance residuals in me ( d , s ; 0) . This is done for simplicity 
in the presentation, and the statistic may be constructed using a mix of mean 
and variance residuals. Ju st observe that using 8t = u ^  - ht together with (21) 
and (2) we may rewrite for s > 2 ,
UtSl = Qnr [ U^2) ® P' ( £t + ht ) ] ,
and this may be used to introduce variance residuals without affecting the 
asymptotic distribution of m«* (d , s ; 9) . The problem of evaluating the 
conditional expectations qt [s] is solved with the following
Lemm a 9,15. - If x ~ N [ 0 , E ] , x e  Rn , then for s even
q (s) = E [ x^ s) ] = Rg vec [ a2 q (s - 2)' ] ,  s > 2 ,
where a2 = vec I , Rg = V 1, n) + In ® Rs-i so that it is ns x ns , and the initial 
conditions are given by q (0) = 1 , and Ro = Onx n .
The lemma provides a recursive formula to obtain all even order moments 
of the multivariate normal distribution which generalizes the well-known 
expression for the univariate case q (s) = (s -1) q (s - 2) a2 (e.g. Engle [1982a]). 
Observe that Rs = s -1 when n = 1 . Thus we have that for s even,
qt (s) = E [uts) I CFtl = Rs [ qt (s - 2) ® vec Ht ] , s > 2 ,
and since u[ts] = Qns u[s) then
- ( 22)
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qt [s] = Q ns qt ( s ) , -(23)
th a t is, qt [s] selects the corresponding elem ents of qt (s).
I t  is evident th a t  E [ m e ( ' d , s ; 0 ) ]  = O,  and the covariance m atrix  of 
m e (0 , s ; 9) is given by
VeT = V ar [ Ti/2 m , (fl , s ; 0) ] = E [ T* £  cp* H p 8’ ( * '  ] ,
t=l
w here
H[t2sl = V ar [ uCtsI - qt [s] 1 7 t ] = E [up1 up]'l  f f t ] - qt [s] qt [s]' 
can be obtained from qt [2s] and qt [s] using (22) and  (23).
The efficiency test-s ta tis tics are  based on the  corresponding sam pling
A A
m om ents me (i3- , s ; 9) , and  to obtain th e ir d istribu tion  we need
T
Me , s ; 9o) = - S {T*1 £  met (<Pt > s ; 90) det (9o)' 1 .
t=l
U sing (8) and  ite ra ted  expectations we get
Me ( i ) , s ;  9o)
f - 0  {T-i cp'Ht (s) X } 
l -C {T - i (p 'H 2 (s)S}
for s odd, 
for s even,
w here
H i (s) = diag {E [ u p 1 u t' l 7 t ] H p ) ,  s odd,
an d
H2 (s) = \  diag { E [up1 u[t21/1 7 t ] P ( Hp ® Hp ) F ) , s even,
and  the  expectations can be evaluated using qt [s + 1] and qt [s + 2] .
Consider the  m ultivaria te  version of (Cl O'") from § 5.3 ,
(Cl 0"'-M ) The conditional distribution of yt is f  ( yt ISF t > 9o » Ä.T) >
w here Xt = ho + T4/2 8 , for fixed Xo and  5 , and a t 5 = 0 , f  (• I •) is the norm al pdf 
w ith  m ean qt(ßo) and covariance m atrix  Ht(9o) . We can now produce
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Theorem 9.16. - Under (CiO'"-M) - (Ci8-M) and the sequence {cpt} , cpt € >
being such that g* = ( m« Cd , s ; 9)', de')' obeys the regularity, continuity, 
dominance and mixing conditions in assumptions (1) - (6) of Newey [1985b],
T m e  (5 , s ; 9 ) ' Q^1 m e  (5 , s ; 9 ) A ,  x 2 [r ; \|re' y j  ,
where
T
Ve = [5 { T-1 £  met (<pt, s ; 9o) du (0o)') 
t=l T
- Me , s ; 90) V (9) S { T'1 £  d* (90) du (9o)') ] 5 ,
t=l
Q«, = Ve (-Ö ,s ; 0O) - Me (& ,s ; 90) V (0) M« (d , s ; 90) ' , - (24)
and Ve Cd , s ; 9o) = lim VeT (^ , s ; 9o) . A consistent estimator Qtp of Qq, is 
constructed replacing the expectations in (24) with sample moments evaluated 
at 9 . [~~|
This Theorem provides a wide range of tests of higher order moments. A 
symmetry test is obtained for s = 3 and a kurtosis test for s = 4 . Note that we 
can also concentrate on the moments of a reduced number of elements of yt by 
appropriate choice of the cpt . All these are single moment tests, but using 
Lemma 9.15 and the results of Newey [1985b] we can easily obtain the 
covariance between basic efficiency statistics and construct omnibus tests 
involving several moments. Thus for example, an omnibus test based on the 
third and fourth moments would be a generalization of the Jarque-Bera [1980] 
test for normality to a multivariate heteroskedastic setting.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 9
The following Lemma is used in other proofs:
L em m a  A l.-  For any squared symmetric matrix A of order n , and any vector 
y of order m ,
(i) vec ( y ® A ) = I(nm, n) ( y ® vec A ) ,  and
(ii) vec ( A ® A ) = ( In ® I^2, n)) [ (vec A ) ® ( vec A ) ] .
Proof; vec ( y ® A ) = ^ , n) vec ( y ® A )' = l(mn t n) vec ( /  ® A ) ,  
because y ® A is mn x n and A is symmetric. But
vec ( y' A ) = vec ( yi A ym A ) = ( yi (vec A ym (vec A )')' = y ® vec A , 
and substituting back establishes (i). Let A.j be the j-th column of A. Then 
vec ( A ® A ) = vec ( A.i ® A A.n ® A ) = ( [vec(A.i « A)T,...,[vec(A.n ® A )]')', 
and
(vec A ) ® ( vec A ) = ( (  A.i ® vec A ( A.n ® vec A ) ' ) ' .
But using (i) , vec ( A.j <a A ) = I(n2} n) ( A.j ® vec A ) , and therefore
vec ( A ® A ) = ( [  I(n2 , n) ( A.i ® vec A [ I(n2, n) ( A.n ® vec A )]')'
= ( In ® I(n2, n )) ( (  A.1 ® vec A ( A.n ® vec A )')'
= ( In ® I(n2, n)) [ (vec A ) ® ( vec A ) ] , 
which establishes (ii) .
P roof o f  Lem m a 9.1: From (1) and (6)
E [vt.vt'l y j  = 2 Q ( Ht ® Ht ) Q' + ht h t',
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and therefore, using vec ABC = (C' ® A) vec B , we get
vec E [vt vt' I y  t] = 2 ( Q ® Q ) vec ( Ht ® Ht ) + vec ht ht' .
But using Lemma A1 we obtain
( Q ® Q ) vec ( Ht ® Ht ) = ( Q ® Q ) ( In ® I(n2, n)) [ ( vec Ht ) ® ( vec Ht ) ]
= ( Q ® Q ) ( In ® v , n ) ) ( F  vechHt) ® ( F  vechHt)
= ( Q ® Q ) ( In ® V , n ) )( F  ® F  )( ht ® ht) = R v e c h th t ',
where R = ( Q ® Q ) ( I n ® I(n2, n)) ( F  ® F  ) , and we have used vec x /  = y ® x , 
vec Ht = P' vech H t, and ht = vech H t. The Lemma follows after substituting the 
last expression in vec E [vt Vt' I y  J  •
Proof of Lemma 9.3 : We have that ut = ut - (pit - M-t), and using the Mean 
Value Theorem for random functions (Jennrich [1969]) we can write
p:t - |it = Xt (ß-ß)  + Op (T*1) ,
T T
T*1/2 Y Ft vec ( Ut Ut' - Ut ut' ) = T*^ Y Ft vec Xt (ß - ßo) (ß ■- ßo)' Xt' 
t=l T t=l
-  T-i/2 £  Ft vec [ ut (ß - ßo)' Xt' + Xt (ß - ßo) ut' ] +  Op (T™) . 
t=l
Now
T
T-i /2 £  Ft vec Xt (ß - ßo) (ß - ßo)' Xt' 
t=l T
= [T-l £  F{ ( Xt ® Xt) ] Ti« vec (ß - ß0) (ß - ßo)' = op (1) 
t=l
in view of the consistency of ß . Similarly,
T T
T-i/2 £  Ft vec ut (ß - ßo)' Xt' = [ T ™  £  Ft ( Xt ® ut ) ] ( ß - ßo) = op (1), 
t=l t=l
because the first factor is stochastically bounded. Therefore,
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T
T-i/2 £  Ft vec ( ut ut' - ut ut' ) ^  0 . 
t=l
When Ft is used in place of Ft the result still holds as in Lemma 3.3 . |
Proof of Theorem 9.4:
dma (9) — 0 ,
dmß (0) = T-1 £  Xt' Ht1 ut ,
and 4=1
T
dve (9) = I  T-i X  St' P ( Eft1 ® Hj1 ) F  (vt - ht ),
t=l
using the differentiation rules in KE, and also
T __ ^  _
J)m(9o) = E [T -i £  Xt' Ht1 Xt ] .
and t=l
, T
dv(9o) = i-E [T-i ^St'PCHJ1 ®Hi1)F S t] + op(T-i/2).
t= l
Me
Now since dQ (0) = dme (0) + dve (9) and <]* (9) = dm (9) + dv (9) , using (8), 
(9) and (13) it follows that
and
Ti/2 [ de (0o) - dQ (0O) ] as, o
d(90) - d* (90) m  0 ,
which establishes the Theorem.
Proof of Theorem 9.5: From the orthogonality conditions de(9) = 0 in (8) 
apply Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 of Hansen [1982] of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of White 
and Domowitz [1984]. HI
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Proof of Corollary 9.6 : From Theorem 9.4 , 9 may be obtained from i*(9), 
and the result follows because this log-likelihood conforms to the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.12 . [~~|
Proof of Theorem 9.7: We have that
atX t'H t ut]
39'
3vec(Xt'Ht )
( u t ' ®  I k )- 39' -Xt'Ht Xt ,
and
dip
avecCSt'Ki1 )
( et' ® Ip)' 36 ' - St' K^1 St ,
so that using iterated expectations we obtain
] = . x-i ( x ' Q-i X , S' K-i S ).
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Strong consistency and asymptotic normality follow from Theorem 2.1 . 
The asymptotic covariance matrix is obtained by simple algebra using the 
weighting matrix and E [ 3\|/(9o) /39' ] , and is given by
v(9j) = e {T-1 x a-1 x cx' a-1 x)-i x' a-1 x + t-i s' k-1 s cs' k-1 s)-1 s' k-1 si-1 ,
but because X = ( X , 0 ), it is easily seen that the first term in the expectation is
simply T*1 X' Or1 X , so that V(9j) = 6 { T'1 G' Z_1 G } . [[]
Proof of Lemma 9.9 : Use iterated expectations in the scores (8) and apply 
Lemma 4.1 .
Proof of Lemma 9.10 : When the first two conditional moments are correct 
E [ u t l3rt] = 0 and E [e t l3rt] = 0, and therefore cpe (9<j) = 0 . Q
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Proof of Theorem 9.11: The proof is identical to that of Theorem 5.1 for an 
identified variance equation (Corollary 5.2), substituting the multivariate MVT 
expansions.
Proof of Theorem 9.12 : Substitute the multivariate expressions in Theorem 
5.3. □
Proof of Theorem 9.13: (18) follows immediately constructing the quadratic 
form in Theorem 9.12 and substituting the consistent estimate of Q<j>. Because 
G' Z4 u = 0 , O' o = O' E1/2 TQ> £*1/2 o , and therefore substituting m(O,0) and
A
Qc£, in (18) s can be rewritten as
s = o' z-l/2 m i l/2 o ( o' zl/2 m zl/2 o y1 o' zl/2 m z-l/2 u
which is the ESS of the regression of o on G and ZO in the metric of Z . The 
total SS of this regression is o' E*1 o = u' Qrl u + e' K*1 e , and E [ u' Q*1 u I y  t ] =
A A A o a
n , while E [ e' K-1 e I y t ] = y n (n + 1), so that (T N )4 o' Z-1 o —> 1 , and the 
Theorem follows.
Proof of Theorem 9.14 : The result follows using (19) in Theorem 9.13 . [
Proof of Lemma 9.15 : Let Z (Q = E [ exp {i x } ] = exp {- \  Z Q denote 
the characteristic function of x. Let Z q (Q = Z  (Q and define, for s > 0 ,
(0  , . , . _~ s ( ü = v e c — — —  , which is ns x 1 . - (Al)
ds
First we use induction to prove that, for s > 2 ,
Gs (0  = - [ tSs-i (Q ® Z C ] - R. [ S s-2 (0  ® vec Z ] , - (A2)
where Rs = n> + In ® Rs.i so that it is ns x ns , and Ro = On* n .
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We have that Ci (?) = = - Co (?) 2  ? > and therefore
o?
~ rn 3C i ( 0  , _ 3 S o ( 0  _  _^ 2 (Q = vec—— —  = vec { -Z ? ———  - C0 (? )£}
dQ d?
= - (In ® 2  0  Hi (?) - Co (Ö vec I
= -[C i(? )®  Z ? ] -C 0 (?) v ecZ ,
where we have used (Al) and well-known properties of Kronecker products. 
Observe that Cs (?) is always a vector, which has been used in the last equality. 
(A2) holds for s = 2 because Co (?) is scalar, R 2 =  I (n , n) * a n d  I(n , n) vec Z  = vec Z  
in view of the symmetry of Z  .
Now suppose that
Cs.! (?) = - [Cg_2 (?) ® 2 ? ] - Rs-1 [C s_3 (?) ® vec Z ] .
Taking derivatives we get
3^s-i(?) d[Cs.2 (?) ® Z ? ] _  d[Cg.3 (?)® v e c S ] ,Cs (?) = vec----— ---- = - vec--------- — --------- - vec [ Rg.i-----------— ----------- ]
d?' 9?'
d[Cg.2 (?) ® 2  ? ]
d?'
. . d[Cg.3 (?) ® vec Z ] _
-vec---------— --------- -( In ® Rg_i) vec------------— ----------- . -(A3)
d? d?
Because Cg.2  (?) ® Z ? = [1^.2 ® Z ? ] Cg.2  (?) = [Cg.2  (?) ® Z ] ? , it follows that
a[Cg.2 ( ? ) •  z ? ] rrT _ _ a c s.2 (?) _
v e c ----------— ---------- = vec { [InS.2 ® Z ? ] — — ---- + [Cg.2 (?) ® Z ]} .
d? dC,
[Cs.i (?) ® Z ? ] + V 1 , n) ( ^ s-2  (?) ® vec Z ) . -(A4)
The last equality is obtained using
,  d  ^ S - 2  ( ? )  / T . T a c s . 2 ( ? )
vec { [Ing.2 ® Z ? ] ----— ----= ( In ® Ins-2 ® z  ? ] veca?'
( Ing.! ® Z ? ) C g.l (?) =  C g.l (?) ® Z ? ,
a?'
and
vec ( C g . 2  (?) ® Z ) = V 1, n) ( C g . 2 (?) ® vec Z ) ,
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which follows from Lemma Al . Also, T5g_3 (Q ® vec Z = [Ins-3 ® vec Z ]  £ s-3 (Q , 
and so
a[t5s-3(0® vecE] rT ä _  OSs-3 ©vec---------- r—----------  = vec [InS.3  ® vec S ] — — —
dg dC,
= [ InS-2 ® vec Z ] S s_2 (0  = n s.2 (0  ® vec I  . - (A5)
Substituting (A4) and (A5) in (A3) establishes (A2).
Now, by the properties of the characteristic function we have that
q(s) = E[xG»]=nr S,(0) = - i  R, [ Cs.2 (0) ® vec 2 ] ,
using (A2), and because i2 = -1 and the alternating sign of Z a (0), for s even 
we take absolute values to obtain
q (s) = Rg [ q (s - 2) ® vec Z  ] = Rg vec [ a2 q (s - 2)' ] ,
where a2 = vec Z  .
Proof of Theorem 9.16 : Substitute the multivariate expressions in Theorem 
5.10. □
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CHAPTER 10
AN EXPLORATION INTO HIGHER ORDER MOMENTS
In the previous chapters we have concentrated on the estimation of the 
first two conditional moments, and many of the results depend crucially on the 
symmetry of the distribution. In Chapter 3 , in particular, we showed that the 
independence (asymptotically) of the information contributed by the mean and 
the variance equations is a direct consequence of symmetry, and so is the 
matrix weighted average interpretation of the joint estimators. This Chapter is 
devoted to explore some ideas for treating specification and misspecification of 
higher order moments, a topic which has not receive much attention in the 
econometric literature. We proceed naturally from the ideas developed in 
Chapters 3 to 6 by trying to extract information from the higher order moments 
using sets of orthogonality conditions. This constitutes an alternative for the 
treatment of complex distributional problems to the approximation of the true 
DGP by Hermite polynomial expansions as in Gallant and Nychka [1987] and 
Gallant and Tauchen [1986].
A
We showed in Chapter 3 that the QMLE 0 remains consistent in the 
presence of third or higher order moment misspecification, and even the
A
asymptotic covariance matrix of 9 remains consistent if the specification error 
occurs in moments of order five or more. Thus our main interest lies in the 
possibility of increasing efficiency in estimation by extracting information from 
higher order moments. A related development has been put forward by Newey 
[1986] , who proposed using the information in the high order odd moments in 
symmetric distributions.
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To motivate the Chapter, in section § 10.1 we consider the estimation of a 
simple heteroskedastic model in the presence of asymmetry. In section § 10.2 
we move to parametric estimation of higher order moments, and we consider 
some diagnostic tests in section § 10.3 . In writing this chapter our main 
interest is to show that the theoretical structure developed in the main body of 
the Thesis is powerful enough to cover a wide range of situations. Moreover, 
we make the point that a non linear regression package with matrix 
manipulations is sufficient for the computations required.
§ 10.1 Estimating the first two moments in the presence of 
asymmetry
To motivate our treatment of asymmetry, let us consider a set of two linear 
correlated equations with cross-equation restrictions, that is,
yi = Xu ß + Xi2 7i2 + ui , (T ix l) -(1)
and
Y2 = X2i ß + X22 722 + u2 , (T2 XI) -(2)
or jointly,
y = X y + u , - (3)
where X = f ^  q 12 x 22 J , and y = (ß', 712',722') ' • The covariance matrix is 
Q = II Qij II = II E [ UiUj' ] II , which we take as known for simplicity. The GLS 
estimator is
7=(X 'Q-1X)-1X 'a-1y,
A
but ß cannot be obtained as a matrix weighted average of the estimators from 
the two sources unless Q12 = 0 . If we transform (3) by a nonsingular matrix 
A , say, and apply GLS to the resulting system we get
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?A = C X' A' (A Q A' )-i A X ]-i X' A' (A a  A' )-i A y = y ,
4 t i  0  ^
because IAI * 0 . Consider A
.V
-Q21Q11 It2 , which is nonsingular,
preserves (1) and transforms (2) into
Y2 - ^21 G11 yi = (X21 - G21 Gii Xn) ß + X22 722 - ^21 G11 X12 712 + U2 - Ü21 G11 ui ,
or more compactly,
Y2-1 = X21.1 ß + X2 72 + U2.1 , - (4)
where y2-i = y2 - G21 G11 yi , X21.1 = X21 - Q21 Q11 Xu , U2.1 = U2 - G21 G11 ui ,
X2 = (- G21 Q11 X12 , X22), and 72 = ( 712', Y22 )' • The GLS estimates for 7 in (3) 
are identical to those from (1) and (4). But E [ui U2.1' ] = E [ui (u2 - G21 Gii ui)' ]
A
= 0 , so that the two equations are now uncorrelated. Hence ß may be obtained 
as the MWA of the separate GLS estimators from these two equations, that is,
ß = V(ß) [ V(ßi)-i ßt + V(ß2)-! ß2 ] ,
where
ßi = ( Xu ' Qi Xn  )-i Xu ' Qi y i ,
ß2 = ( X21.1' Q2-i X2i .i )_1 X21.1' Q2.i y2.i ,
V(ßi) = ( Xu ' Qi Xu )- i, V(ßa) = ( X a-i' Q2-i X2i.i ) - i,
V(ß)-i =V(ßi)-i +V(ß2)-i ,
Qi = ß i \  - ß i1! Xia (Xi2' ß i\  Xi2)-i X12' ß i \  ,
Q2 = ß 22.i - ß 22.i X2 ( X2' ß 22.i X2 )-1 X2' ß 22.i ,
and
&22-1 = G22 - Q21 Q11 Gi 2 .
The effect of the transformation has been to remove from the second equation 
the information already contained in the first one. For this reason we will say
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that (4) is the conditioned version of (2) . We are assuming that ( X21.1 , X2) 
has full rank so that the conditioned equation still retains enough information 
to produce a full estimator of y . Depending on the relation between the two 
equations, identification problems may arise that permit only the estimation of 
a function of y of lower dimension in the conditioned equation. In such case 
the estimates of the jointly identifiable functions are MWA's . The extreme 
situation is that X21.1 = 0 , when no information about ß can be extracted from
A A
the conditioned equation and ß = ßi .
Ignoring the fact that Q12 * 0 and estimating ß as the MWA of the GLS 
estimators does not affect unbiasedness, but this estimator is inefficient and its 
covariance matrix is not correct. The proper covariance matrix is the relevant 
submatrix of
( X' Qd X )-i X' £2d Qßb1 X ( X' Qd X Y1 , - (5)
where Qd = diag { Qu , Q22 1 > see White [1980b]. It follows that ignoring 
asymmetry when estimating a heteroskedastic model produces inefficiency 
and incorrect estimation of the covariance matrix of estimators in the mean 
and variance two-equation system because At * 0 and St is not diagonal. But 
given the fact that the Ut are martingale differences, the structure of the 
submatrices Qij is diagonal, and thus the conditioned variance equation 
(CVE) is obtained by contemporaneous transformations only, as
2 At 1 ,a\ /r,N *
U t ' ET yt = ht  ( 9 ) " E 7  ^ +
* * * where et = et - u t. E [ e,. I ^  t ] = 0 and E [ut £,. I IF t ] = 0 , while
A
Var [ et l3rtl = Kt - ^ - .
2
Suppose we have parametric estimates of At/ ht and Kt - from root-T
consistent estimators of their underlying parameters. By an argument
A
identical to that given for (jv in § 3.2.2 the estimators of the estimable functions
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of 9 in the CVE have the same asymptotic distribution using these parametric 
estimates as if such functions were known.
We now redefine d as the identifiable functions of 9 in the CVE, rather
than in the variance equation as in the symmetric case, and take fit and 
2 ~Kt - A j  ht as given. The estimator dv is defined by the orthogonality conditions
y v (<t>) =T-1 X  [ £  - s 1 3?]-1 [s„t- hi1 3tx*t ]e* 
t=l
= T-1 ( S* - AQ-1 X*)' ( K - a-1 )-! e* ,
*  *  2
where et = e^. + (ut - ut ) , s<j>t = 3ht/ 3d, and x t^ = 3|it / 3d . By Lemma 3.3 the 
~2  2term in (ut - ut ) vanishes asymptotically, and Theorem 2.1 establishes that
A
the GMM/GLS estimator dv of <j> from \|/v (<J>) is strongly consistent and has 
asymptotic distribution
T1'2 ($v - <t>o) N [ 0 , S {T-1 ( S* - A a-1 X* y(K - A Q-1 A ( S* - A O'1 X* »-1 ] ,
A
where S$ = ( s<j>i ,..., s<j>t Y > = ( x^i,..., x^ t ) ',  and the expectation for V(dv) is
evaluated at do . If we consider now using yv (d) and \\rm (ß) = T'1 X' Q*1 u jointly 
to estimate 9 we have
Theorem 10.1. - Under (0.0) - (07), the GMM estimator 9j obtained from the 
orthogonality conditions \|/(9) = ( \j/m (ß )', \|/v W  Y and weighting matrix At = 
diag { T ( X' G-1 X )-i , T [ ( S* - A G*1 X*)' (K - A Q-i A )-i ( S* - A O’1 X* )]-i} is 
strongly consistent for 9o and has asymptotic distribution
T ^ (0 j-0 o )  -i*  N [ 0 , S ( T - > G ' S - 1 G H ] ,  -(6)
-  f Q A )where the expectation for V(9j) is evaluated at 9o and X = .
Proof: Apply Theorem 3.6 to the orthogonality conditions \|/(9) and weighting 
matrix At and observe that this estimator is asymptotically equivalent to that 
obtained directly from the mean and variance equations. [
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If <j> = ( Y , <j>i')', where y = Y(ß) , and di does not depend on ß , the vector y 
represents the jointly identifiable functions in the mean and conditioned 
variance equations, and its joint estimator obeys
Corollary 10.2. - Under the assumptions of Theorem 10.1 ,
YJ - Yo = (Ik* - n u) ( Ym - TO) + nu ( Yv - Y o) + Op (T*1/2) ,
and
V(?j)-1 = V ( £ n) - i+ V ( £ r)-i,
where k* = dim(y), 0j = ( ß j ', <xj') ' , YJ = l<ßj), bv = ( Yv', <j>i')'> Ym = ßm), and 
n u = V (?j) V (9v)-i = Ik* - V (yj) V (9m)’1 *
Proof: Define a nonsingular transformation from 0 into (Y, yc' ) where yc 
completes the transformation, and apply Corollary 3.7 .
The most relevant features of Theorem 10.1 and Corollary 10.2 are the
A
efficiency of 0j over the estimator which ignores symmetry ( as is apparent 
from (6) and (5)) , the fact that the covariance matrix in (6) produces the correct 
standard errors, and that the simplicity of the MWA structure of the 
symmetric case is preserved by using the conditioned variance equation. Of 
course there is now the additional problem of parameterizing the conditional 
symmetry and kurtosis, but observe that a parametric estimate for ht can be 
obtained by LS in the mean equation and SLS in the variance equation as in 
Chapter 3 , or the semiparametric approach of Carroll [1982] and Robinson 
[1987] can be used to provide equivalent nonparametric estimates of ht and Kt . 
The estimation of At will be discussed in § 10.2 . The identifiability of a  given 
ß is not affected in the conditioned variance equation because the mean 
equation does not contain information about a  . Another interesting aspect of 
this approach to the estimation of asymmetric heteroskedastic models is that it
A
explains the cases when ßm is fully efficient because there is no information 
left in the conditioned variance equation. This is considered in
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Theorem 10.3.- Under (CjO) - (C|7) the feasible GLS estimator ßm of ß is 
efficient with respect to information in the first two moments if, and only if, 
rank Ö { T’1 ( S - A Q:1 X )' ( K - A &1 A Y1 ( S - A O'1 X )} = p - k .
Proof: Let V = 6 { T*1 ( S - A Q_1 X )' ( K - A &'1 A )_1 ( S - A ß '1 X )} , and note 
that S - A Q'1 X = ( W - A Q_1 X , Z ), because X = ( X , 0 ). Therefore , rank [V] > 
rank [5  { T*1 Z' ( K - A G'1 A )-1 Z } ] = p - k , where the last equality follows from 
the identifiability of a given ß in the variance equation. If rank [V] = p - k there 
are only p - k identifiable functions of 0 in the CVE, and because the mean 
equation does not contain information about a and 9 is identifiable in the whole
A
model, the information in the CVE serves to identify a only, and therefore V( ßj)
A A A
= V( ßm) • Conversely, if V(ßj) = V(ßm) the CVE does not provide information 
about ß and rank [V] < p - k , following that rank [Y] = p - k .
Checking rank conditions like the one given in Theorem 10.3 is usually 
tedious, and a simpler, sufficient, condition is provided in
Corollary 10.4.- Under the assumptions of Theorem 10.3 , the feasible GLS
A
estimator ßm of ß is efficient with respect to information in the first two
moments if —“ - vanishes at 0o , for all t .9ß ht 3ß
Proof: When vanishes at 9o , for all t , the matrix V of Theorem
10.3 has zeroes everywhere except for the submatrix SfT-1 Z'( K -A Q_1 A )‘1 Z], 
and hence rank[V] = p - k .
Observe that a sufficient condition for V to have the structure of this
corollary is that S { T*1 ( W - A Cl'1 X )' ( K - A &*1 A )4 ( W - A Q_1 X )} = 0 , but
9ht 0|itthis happens if, and only if, ^  vanishes at 9o , for all t , because the
expectation involves a quadratic in a positive definite matrix. A particular case
of interest is the gamma distributed model of Amemiya [1973] analyzed in
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Theorem 1 0 . 5 If ytl 3^ ~ T (or1 »ct^t) and (CU) - (Ct8) hold, ßm is a fully 
efficient estimator of ß .
Proof: The first three conditional moments of yt are p t , ht = a  fit , and At =
3 9ht
2 a 2 jit , respectively (e.g. Zellner [1971]: 370). Therefore, - ^ -  = 2 a  pt xt , and
since h '^ t  = 2 a  pt it follows that ~ ~  - 0 , and the result follows from
^ r v-/ H
Corollary 10.4 .
Another interesting case is the Poisson model discussed in § 2.3.3 ,
yt I y  t ~ P [ M-t (ß) 1,
whose log-likelihood is
T T
i (ß )  =T-1 X  yt log Ht - T-1 J > .  
t=l t=l
and score
T T T
dß (ß) = T-1 21 yt Pt- Xt - T-1 21 xt = T*1 21 Pt* Xt ( yt - fit) 
t=l t=l t=l
= T-1 X' a 1 u , - (7a)
using the fact that ht = |i.t • The information matrix is easily seen to be
S)(ß) = E[T-1 X'fl-1X] ,  -(7b)
*
Hausman et al [1984] and Gourieroux et al [1984b] consider |it = exp {xt ' ß}, 
*
so that xt = pt xt , and their expressions for the score and information matrix 
are
T
dß (ß) = T-i £  x ^ f y t - n t l . a n d  <J (ß) = E [ T-i X*'HX* ] . 
t=l
/N
Now (7) shows that ßm is asymptotically the MLE, and indeed we have
Theorem 10.6.- If y t  I 3^ ~ P [ Pt (ß) ] and (0.1) - (08) hold, ßm is a fully 
efficient estimator of ß .
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Proof: The first three conditional moments of yt are (it = ht = At • Therefore
§ 10.2 Extracting information from higher order moments
Now suppose that we want to extract information from higher order 
moments. It would be presumptuous to believe that theoretical considerations 
could suggest parameterizations for these moments, so an empirical 
exploration might start from three considerations:
- Interpret the proposition Y = f (X*) as "all existing moments of the 
conditional distribution of Y given X* are functions of X* " . Thus use 
functions of X* as arguments.
- Although we are talking about 'free' moments (i.e. not determined by 
lower order ones), it might be sensible to relate higher to lower order 
moments. This can permit, among other things, tests of whether the 
conditional DGP belongs to a simpler class that can be characterized by 
fewer moments.
- As information is made available, expectations must be revised not only 
for the first two moments, but for all (existing) moments, introducing 
dynamics by relating E [ ut I 3^ 1 to its past and to lagged values of u t , 
for all r . Engle [1982a] notes that this argument for r = 1 has been the 
force behind the Box-Jenkins [1971] methodology, and no doubt it is also 
an important foundation of GAUCH processes. Our suggestion is that 
the same argument may be used for higher order moments.
These considerations can be summarized in a proposition for the r-th
9ß " ’ 3ß
follows from Corollary 10.4 .
dht ^ a p t
 ' ht aß = 0 , and the result
□
moment of the form
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h^ r) = E [ ( yt - ut )r I 7  J = h£r) [3* , M.t , h(t2)..... h 'f1’ ; ulj , h $  , j > 0]. - (8a)
If we parameterize the conditional moments sequentially in this form, a new 
set of parameters ar , say, is incorporated with each additional moment. Note 
that ht^ = 0 and ht2) is the conditional variance, and let cci = ß . Then
h(tr) = E [ u[ I y  t ] = hlr) (ß , a2 , ,  Or ; y  t ) • - (8b)
Suppose N moments are to be explored and let kr = dim (ar) . The parameter
N
vector is 9 = ( ß ' , <X2 ocn'  Y , with dimension p = X kr . Let 9*. =
r= l , . , .
( ß', 0C2 ,..., a /  ) ', so that 9i = ß 9n = 9 , and we can write ht = ht (Or) • A 
sequential parameterization like (8) has the advantage that estimating the r-th 
moment produces a first estimate of ar and may improve the efficiency of the 
estimates of ß , 0C2 , ..., ar.i obtained from the first r -1 moments. The 
disadvantage is that it does not incorporate higher-to-lower moment effects like 
the risk terms of the ARCH-M model (Engle et al [1987]). The results can be 
generalized as was done for the case N = 2 in Chapter 7 , but this would have a 
cost in terms of modelling strategy, as we will see below. Define the 
innovations in the r-th moment,
so that E [8tr) I £T t ] = 0 , and the r-th moment equation is naturally defined as
r u h )  /a \ , Jx)ut = ht (9r) + et .
Note that = ut The covariance between innovations of different moments is
-p r J x )  „ (s), u (r+s) , (r) , (s)
E  [ et £t I 7 1J =  h t  - h t  h t  ,
(r)and using iterated expectations we have E [et e^  ] = 0 for t * t ' . Stacking the 
N equations we have the system innovations
Ut =  Tit - E [ Tit I ] =  fit - g t (9) , -(9)
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and  the system  of equations
Tit = gt (9) + T)t , - ( 10)
A ssum ing the  conditional d istribu tion  possesses finite 2 N -th m om ents, the 
conditional covariance m atrix  is
From  a theoretical perspective, the estim ation of (10) is qualitatively the 
sam e as th a t  of the m ean and variance tw o-equation system  of heteroskedastic 
models. The identifiability  problems of 0r in  the r-th  m om ent equation can be 
trea ted  essentially  as in  C hapter 3 and  will be ignored for the sake of simplicity.
sym m etric and  non-sym m etrie d istribu tions and  we defer its  trea tm en t for the 
sake of generality, and  thus estim ators are sta rred  to denote th a t  they are not 
feasible estim ators. Assum ptions (CiO) - (Ci7) of C hapter 2 m ust be modified 
according to the new structu re . We do not discuss them  in  detail b u t note th a t 
sm oothness and dom inance assum ptions m ust now apply to the firs t N 
m om ents, existence assum ptions m ust include 2N m om ents, and  all even 
m om ents m ust be bounded aw ay from zero. We will refer to th is  set of 
assum ptions as (CiO-N) - (Ci7-N).
The conditional covariance m atrix  Zt is not diagonal and  hence the 
equations in  (10) are  correlated. To elim inate th is correlation we proceed 
sequentially  as in  § 10.1 to produce a conditioned version of the  r-th  m oment 
equation, given the inform ation in  lower order m om ents. For th is purpose, let 
St be the innovations in  the  conditioned r-th  m om ent equation, which are 
obtained sequentially  by defining s ^  = et^ = u t , and for r  = 2 ,..., N
St = E [ 1>t Ut'l y t ] = II Otrs II = » hlr+8) - h(t3) II . - ( 1 1 )
The non-observability of u£ introduces qualitatively  different issues for
ct (r,s) = cov [ Str ) , ets) ] for s < r  ,
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vt (r) = var [ e^ r) ] ,
an d
?(r)£t
We th en  have
(D ct ( r j)  -Ci)
£t - 2 j  £t
j=l
vt(j)
- ( 12)
(r) (s)L em m a  10.7.- cov [ I t  , £t ] = 0 , for r  , s = 1 N , r  * s .
Proof: We use induction over r  , and because cov [ 8tr ) , 8ts) ] = cov [ 8ts), Str) ] it 
suffices to consider s < r  . For r  = 2 , Ct (2,1) = cov [ et , ut ] = ht = A  , and vt (1) = 
var [ ut ] = h[2) = ht . Then e(t2) = e[2) - h^  A t u t , and  it  follows from section § 10.1 
th a t cov [ et2 ), 8t1) ] = 0 . Now suppose th a t cov [ It*'15, e(ts) ] = 0 , s < r-1 . Then, 
using (12) , we have for s < r  ,
r-1r -(r) -(s)-, r r (r) Ct ( r j )  _(j) , _(s) , \ Ct (r,s) , x ^
cov [ £t , 8t ] = cov[{8t - 2 ,  Vt'CjT" ^  J > £t 1 = Ct (r,s) - Vt (s) = 0 . □
j= l
The functions Ct (r,s) and vt (r) can be com puted recursively for r  = 2 N 
using (11) and the  expression
, \ r (r) _(s) v" Ct (s j )  _(j) ,  r (r) _(s) ,  x f  ct (s j )  Ct (r,j)
Ct (r,s) = cov [ 8t , et - 2 ,  *  1 = COV [et , et 1 - 2 ,  ------^ “(j)------  >
j=l j= l
(j)
for s < r  , noting th a t  vt (r) = ct (r,r) in  view of the  conditioned n a tu re  of 8t .
The conditioned r-th  m om ent equation is then  
r-1 _ /_ -N r-1
r V  Ct ( r j )  j I ,(r) (r\ \ V  Ct U -j ;  . (j) ( . - (r )
u t - L  Ut =  h t  ( 0 r ) ■ X h t  (0j) £t -(13)Ct (r )  u (j)
j= l " j= l
w here we take  the  ct (r,s) and vt (r) as given. This can be done because the 
estim ation  of 0r is not affected to the order of T1/2 if  root-T consistent estim ates 
are used to construct the  ct (r,s) and vt ( s ) , and  root-T consistent estim ates of 9 
m ay be obtained using  least-squares in  the  m ean  equation, and simple least 
squares sequentially  in  the r-th  m om ent equations, th a t is, least squares in
r ufr) / £(r-l) \ -J(r)U t — h t (cc  ^ \ 0r-i ) +  et ,
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, —(r) (r) ( i (r) ,Q >. , ( r)  , £(r-l) >. , , £(r-l) / q '  £(2), £(r-l), vwhere et = £t + { ht (0r) - ht (ar ; 0r.i )} , and 0r.i = ( ß; ,02  0r-i ) ,
for r = 2 ,..., N . To compact the notation, let the dependent variable in the left- 
hand-side of (13) be u(tr/r4) , and the regression function (the right-hand-side 
except 8tr)) be htr/r'1) (0r) . We can then rewrite
u(r/r-1) = h(r/r-l)(0r) + -£(r) , (14)
To estimate 0r efficiently from information on the r-th equation only, 
consider the set of orthogonality conditions
T-l
V* (9r) = T-l X  vt (r)-1 Str iT) = T-l Sr' cv1 efr ) , 
t=l
where str = 0h(tr/r'1)/30r , Sr = (sir, str ) '» = diag {vt (r)} , and e(r) =
( eir),..., et* )/ • Under (CiO-N) - (Ci7-N) we use Theorem 2.1 to establish that 0^
* oobtained from \yr (0r) is a strongly consistent estimator of the true value 0r of
0r , and has asymptotic distribution
Ti ^ t e^ - e? )  A +  N [ 0 , 5  (T-iSr'C^Sr)-!],
where the expectation for the covariance matrix is evaluated at 0o .
For the estimation of 0r for r > N/2 we require conditional moments of 
order higher than N to construct Qr . In all we need moments of order up to 
2 N , and there are essentially three possibilities. One is that the pdf be fully 
characterized by the first N moments, and the relationships of these with 
moments of order higher than N is known, so that the OLS/SLS estimators of 0 
allow the calculation of the covariance matrices. Example of this are the 
kurtosis function under normality, and the Student's t distribution and 
Pearson family of distributions for which four moments suffice. A second 
possibility is to use a semi-parametric approach of Carroll [1982] or Robinson 
[1987] so that higher order moments are estimated non-parametrically. It is 
not easy to see how this should be done and what conditions would need to be 
imposed, and the sample size required for reasonable approximations to the
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asymptotic distribution might be too large. The third possibility is to 
parameterize the moments up to order 2 N. Because we need root-T consistent 
estimators of the parameters of these moments, this in general requires the 
existence of moments of order up to 4N.
Because there exists information about common parameters in different 
equations it is of interest to consider joint estimation based on the orthogonality 
conditions
Y* (0) = ( \\fm (ß)' , V2 (02)' Vn )' > 
and weighting matrix
At = diag { T ( X'Q-i X )-i, T ( S2'Q21 S2 ) - i T  ( SN'On SN H ).
We then have
Theorem 10,8. - Under (CiO-N) - (Ci7-N) the GMM estimator 0N obtained from 
the orthogonality conditions \\f* (0) and weighting matrix At is strongly 
consistent and has asymptotic distribution
* N 
T1/2(9N -0o) N [ 0 , e  {T-l X
r=l
where Si = X , Qi = Q. , and = ( Sj , 0 ) are T x p matrices, j = 1 N , and 
the expectation for the covariance matrix is evaluated at 0o .
Proof: Our assumptions conform to Theorem 2.1 . Because the equations are 
uncorrelated,
E [ T \|/* (9) v* (9)' ] = E [ At (0j) ] = diag {E [ T-i Sr' Q? Sr ]-i},
* oand using iterated expectations it is seen that E [ d \j/r (0r) /30' ] =
- E [ T4 Sr' Or Sr ] , so that
E [ ] = ■ ( E [ T-1X fl-1 X ] E  [ T-1 Bn'Qn Sn ]) ,
C70
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and the covariance matrix of 9 is therefore
N
V (0N) = S { T-l £  B r'o ;1 S rO S /ii1 Sr)-1 Sr' Q? S r)'1 . 
r=l
But Sr = "Sf ( 1 , 0 ) ,  and therefore 3 /  0?  Sr (Sr' f t 1 Sr)-1 Sr' a;1 3,. = 3 /  0? Sr , 
which completes the proof.
If we define the p x p r matrix Br = (Ip_ , 0 )', where pr = £ kj , then
j=l
N
V(9N) = ( £ B r V(0r )-iBr' ) - i ) 
r=l
and because T-i'2 3 /  n;1 e« = ( T-1/2 <*>' &  Sr , 0 )' = Br V (eTV1 V-®- ( 0  ^- 0“ )
+ Op (1) , it is further seen that
N
Tl/2 (0* - 00 ) = V (0N ) £  B r  V (<£>1 TW2 ( 0  ^- 0? ) + Op (1) , - (15)
r=l
which shows the implicit MWA structure of the joint estimator. An interesting 
strategy for estimation is to proceed sequentially exploring the availability of 
information in one additional moment at the time, until no further 
improvement in efficiency is achieved. This can be done in a simple way 
because each time information from a new moment is incorporated by means 
of a conditioned equation, the new estimator is a MWA of the estimator from 
the previous moments and the estimator arising from the new information. To 
see this partition 9r = ( 9r. i ' , a /  )', 9r = ( ' ,  a /  )' ( the estimator of 9r
obtained from information in the conditioned r-th moment equation alone ), 
and 9r = ( 9r4 ' ,  cty') ' ( the estimator of 9r obtained from all the information up 
to and including the r-th moment). We prove
Theorem 1 0 , 9 Under (CiO-N) - (Ci7-N),
eg* = vcssr) [ v*8>  9;, H- V(0tr )-1 SET 1 + Op CT**).
V (0(rrt* )-l = V(0*.1)-1 + V(§£f )-! ,
£(r)* -1 T7,£(r)*  v r ^<r)* £(r)*
=  Ctf +  cov [ , 0;.i ] V(0'rT  )•! [ 6™ - C l  ] + Op (T-1/2) ,
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and
V (ä*) = Vr + cov [ Sv , ] V (e£f )-i cov [eg* , S* ],
cov[ % , eg* ] = -v r S (T -isrr' q ;1 s f ) V (e g * ),
where Vr = S { T 1 Sn-' a ;1 }, and Sr = ( S* , Sn-).
(r)Proof: In view of the sequential parameterization of ht and the conditioned
nature of the equations, the problem of incorporating the information in the
r-th moment once the first r -1  moments have been accounted for has the same
structure as tha t of incorporating the variance information in the symmetric
heteroskedastic case, and we can apply to 9r = ( 0r l ' ,  a /  )' Corollaries 3.7 and
-—
3.8 to relate it to 0r_1 (the estimator of 9r-i from the first r -1 moments) and 9r =
( 9r,x ' ,  a / )' (the estimator from the conditioned r-th moment) . [
When there is no more information about 9r.i in the r-th moment 
equation, this can be detected by a criterion similar to that of Theorem 10.3 , as 
we see in
Theorem 10.10.- Under (CiO-N) - (Ci7-N), 9r x is efficient with respect to the 
information contained in the first r moments if, and only if,
rankS  (T -i( S r -1!  Cq OJ1 S* Y ( Or - *2 Cq Qj1 Cq )-i ( S , - ^  Q ^ S * )}
j=l j=l j=l
k r ,
r
where = diag { ct (r j ) } , and Sjr = ( S j, 0 ) so that i t i s T x  X kj , j = 1 ,..., r  -1 .
j=l
r_1 .x
Proof: Let V be the matrix in the Theorem and observe that Sr - X Crj Qj Sjr =
jjj r-l .  jjg jjj j—1
( Sj. r_i - X Cij Qj , Srr ) , where Sjr = ( ,  0 ) .  The proof follows with the
j=I
same argument as Theorem 10.3 .
A simpler sufficient condition is given in
Corollary 10.11.- Under the assumptions of Theorem 10.10 , 9 x is efficient
with respect to the information contained in the first r moments if 
r-l
9h(tr) /39r-i - X vt (j)'1 ct (rj) 9ht )/99r-i vanishes at 9o , for all t .
j=l
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Proof: W hen 3h(tr) /30r.i - £  vt (j)_1 ct (r j )  3ht V90r.i vanishes a t 9o , for all t , the
j= l
m atrix  V of Theorem  10.10 has zeroes everywhere except for the subm atrix  
r-1 -l
6{ T*1 Srr' (O r - £  ßj )'1 S rr}, and  hence rank[V] = kr .
j= l
As an  illu stra tion  consider the  conditional S tudent's t  d istribution  w ith 
m ean  pt (ß) » variance h t O2) = h t (ß , (X2) , and  degrees of freedom 04 (e.g. 
Bollerslev [1985], Engle and Bollerslev [1986]). The even order m om ents are 
(Zehner [1971]: 366)
h (t2r) = cr dr (04) h[2)r , 2 r  < 04 ,
r  r
w here cr = f l  (2 j -1 ) and dr (04) = (04 - 2)r / f l  (04 - 2 j ) .
j= l j= l
Then for the fourth  m om ent
9h(t4)
2 c2 d2 (04) ht
3ht2>
302
9ht2)
6 (c4 - 2) (2) ____
(04 - 4) t 302
an d
ct (4,2) 
vt (2)
so th a t a t 0o
h<6) - h '4> h(t2) 
h (t4) - h® "
[c3 d3 (04) - c2 d2 (04)] ht 
[c2 d2 ( a 4 ) - l ] h (2r
C2)3
6 (c4 " 2) (2)
(04 -6 ) '
3h(t4)
ct (4,2)
9h(t2)
12 (04 - 2)
3ht2>
3e2 vt(2) ae2 (04 -4 ) (04 -6) 3e2 '
As 04 00 th is quan tity  goes to zero thus showing th a t  no inform ation is
available in  the  fourth  m om ent of the  conditional norm al distribution. For the 
conditional t  d istribution , the  fourth  m om ent always contains inform ation 
about the  degrees-of-freedom p a ram ete r 04 , and the  inform ation it  contains 
about 02 will depend inversely on 04 .
Up to now we have ignored the  unobservability of u t , and  so the  estim ators 
are  not feasible. To obtain practical resu lts, we m ust use residuals from the 
m ean equation to construct the  dependent variables of the  h igher order 
m om ent equations. The operative version of the  r-th  m om ent equation is
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r ,(r) ,Q , (r)Ut = ht (9r) + et ,
where et = £t + { üt - u t} , and the operative version of the conditioned r-th 
moment equation is
'Ut/t-D , (r/r-1) * -Jr)Ut — ht Or) + ©t »
where et = £t + i ut - ut } , and ut and u t are obtained by
substituting root-T consistent estimates ß of ß . ßm can be obtained without 
information from the third and higher order moments, and so we assume in
^  / N
what follows that ß = ßm . Because V(ß) will affect directly the covariance
A
matrices of feasible estimators, using ßm is the best device for efficiency
*
purposes. The orthogonality conditions y r (0r) are replaced to obtain the feasible
A *
estimators 0r by
T-1
Vr (9,.) = T-1 £  vt (r)-i Str W  = T-i S /  G? e «  , 
t=l
and we have
Theorem 1 0 . 1 2 Under (CjO-N) - (Ci7-N),
er -0^) = Ti'2( <£-0?)  + V ( < O Ar T1/2( ßm-ßo) + Op(l)( -(16)
T r  1 *
where Ar = S { T'1 £  vt (r)-1 [ ht*"0 - £  h t '1) ] Srt xt' } for r  > 2 , and Ar =
t=l j=3 Vt
0 for r  < 2 .
Proof: Using et instead of et in the orthogonality conditions \|/r(9r) results in
T1/2 ( 9r - 9r ) = T172 ( 9  ^- 0r ) + V (9^) T-1/2 £  vt (r)-i Str ( utr/r'1) - utr/r'1)} + op (1),
t=l
where the second term in the right-hand-side is the contribution due to the 
unobservability of u t . Substituting ut from (13) and (14) and using Lemma 
3.3 this produces
T1/2 ( 0r - e?) = T1/2 ( 0^ - 0? ) + V (<£) Ar TM2 ( ^  - ßo) + Op (1),
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T r 1 *
where Ar = 6 { T4 X vt (r)*1 [ h[r'1} - X kt_1) ] Srt xt' } for r > 1 . Ai = 0
t=l j=3 Vt
because the mean equation does not have unobservability problems, and A2 = 0 
because h ^  = 0 . Q]
The Theorem shows that the feasible estimators remain consistent. This
T ^
is due to the fact that T4 X ft [ut - uj ] -^4 0 as long as E [ ut 1 exists, for any r
t=l
(see Lemma 3.3), but the distribution of the feasible estimators will not be equal
to that of the nonfeasible estimators unless the second term in (16) vanishes fast
T
a # 2* 2*
enough. For this we need the stronger condition T4/2 X ft [üt - ut] ^  0 ,
t=l
which is satisfied by the first two moments, and for higher order moments this 
suggests that the feasible estimators have a different asymptotic properties 
depending on whether the conditional distribution of yt is symmetric or 
asymmetric. In fact we have
Corollary 10.13.- Under the assumptions of Theorem 10.12 and if the 
conditional distribution of yt is symmetric, then for r even,
Tl/2 ( 0r - Or0 ) = Tl/2 ( - e? ) + Op (1) .
Proof: When the distribution is symmetric ht s  0 for r odd and the odd order 
equations for r > 1 are deleted from the system expressions in (9) - (11). Hence 
the conditioned equations only remove the correlation with lower order even 
moments, but for these the matrix Ar is function of htP only for odd j , and it 
follows that Ar = 0 . Q]
Hence under a symmetric conditional distribution the feasible and 
nonfeasible estimators have the same asymptotic distribution and in this case 
the odd order equations for r > 1 are deleted from the system expressions in (9) 
- (11). These odd order equations could be used as conditional moment 
restrictions to improve efficiency in estimation as in Newey [1986]. For 
asymmetric conditional distributions we have
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Corollary 10.14.- Under the assumptions of Theorem 10.12 and if the 
conditional distribution of yt is asymmetric , for r > 2 ,
T™ ( Qr - e? ) A .  N [ 0 , V ((£) + V (<£) Ar V (ßm) A / V (<£) ] . - (17)
Proof: By construction cov ( 9r , 9g) = 0 for r * s , and in particular
cov (9r , ßm) = 0 for r > 2 . Therefore the two terms in (16) are asymptotically
independent and the covariance matrix in (17) follows.
The first component of V(9r) is provided by a regression package after GLS 
estimation of the operative conditioned r-th moment equation, but White's 
[1980b] covariance matrix estimator dos not account for the second term and 
this has to be computed separately.
Let us now consider extracting information from the whole set of moment 
equations. Substituting the feasible estimators in (15) we get the feasible
A
estimator 9n of 9o ,
N
Tl/2 ( 0N - 00) = V (0* ) X  Br v  (0r>1 T1'2 ( 9r - 9? ) + op (1) , - (18)
r=l
for which we have
Theorem 10.15.- Under (CiO-N) - (Cl7-N), if the conditional distribution of yt is 
symmetric,
V *  (e N - e0) = Ti/2 (0* . 0O) + 0p( l ) , 
and if the conditional distribution of yt is asymmetric,
T1'2 (0N - 0o) A .  N [ O , V ( ^ )  + V(0n)BV(0n) ] , -(19)
where
N N N N
B = ( £  Br Ar ) V ( j L ) ( £  Ar'B / )  + B i ( X  A/Br/ ) + ( X  Br Ar )B1'.
r=3 r=3 r=3 r=3
- ( 20)
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Proof: For symmetric distributions the result follows from Corollary 10.13 .
For asymmetric distributions, substitute (16) in (18) to get
N
T ^ (  ON-eo) = Ti/2(9N-e0) + V(eN) ( £  B r A , . ) ^  ftn- ßo) + Op(l).
r=lNow,
N
cov (9^ , ßm ) = V (9^ ) £  Br V (e^8)-1 cov ( 0^  , ßm) = V (0^ )Bi , - (21)
r=l
because T1/2 (ßm - 9X ) = op (1) and cov (0r , ßm) = 0 for r > 1 by construction. 
Therefore,
t^ csn-Oo) -i- n [ o , v (e^ ) + v (6^ ) b v (e^ ) ],
N ~ N N N
where B = ( 2 B r Ar )V(ßm)( IA r'B r')  + B1 ( I A / B r' )  + ( I B r Ar ) B i ' . n  
r=3 r=3 r=3 r=3
In asymmetric problems, the first term of the covariance matrix would be
directly produced by the joint estimation of the N moments from the set of
conditioned equations. Observe that the sums for the construction of B start
from 3 because the mean and variance equations have no observability problem.
The attractive feature of constructing the joint estimator in this fashion is 
that we can follow a sequential search of information in higher order 
moments, stopping the search when there are no further payoffs. An 
alternative procedure is to proceed to full estimation of the system without 
conditioning the equations after initial SLS estimation (plus a second round in
A
the first moment to make ßm available and improve efficiency). Because the 
system of N moment equations is transformed into the system of conditioned 
moment equations by means of a nonsingular transformation, the nonfeasible
^vsfe
joint estimator 0N is equivalently obtained from the orthogonality conditions
1 0 /
y(9) = T-1 V I? Ut = T-1 G' \>,
O0t=l
where we now define G = ( 3gi' , — )' , Z = diag {I t ) > and u = Coi', ..., \y ff  .O0
Hence an equivalent expression for V (0N ) is
00
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V ( 9 * )  = Ö(T-i £
^  0\J U\j
evaluating the expectation at 9o . Also,
Ti/2( 9^-00)  = V (0N ) T-1/2 G' Z -'v  + Op (1). -(22)
Let r\t = ( y t , ut,..., u t )' and fit = At - gt = + {rft - fit 1 , and stacking in
obvious form u = q -  g = u + (rf-r |).  Substituting u in \|/(0) produces the
/ ",+feasible estimator 9n , that is,
T i«  ( 0N - 00) =  T1/2 ( %  - 00) +  V (9* ) T-1/2 G' L-1 ( ft - r i ) + Op (1) ,  - (23)
— (2) (N-l)where use has been made of (22). Defining gt = (0, 0, ht h t ’ )' and using 
Lemma 3.3 it is seen that
T 1/2 G' 2 /1 ( Tf - T |) = T-1/2 Y  ^ - L i 1 (fTt-Tit ) = C T i / 2 ( ß m . ß o )  +  op t t ) ,  
m t=l 30
T dgt -l _where C = 6 { T*1 £  “7— £t gt x t '} . Substituting back in (23) and using (21) we 
t=l o0
finally get
T1/2(0n - 0 o) -d.  N [ O , V ( 0 ^ )  + V( 0 n ) D V ( 0 n ) ] ,  -(24)
where
D = C V (Pm) C' + Bi C' + C B i \  - (25)
Inspecting (19) and (24) shows that the two procedures with and without
conditioning are equivalent asymptotically if B = D , where B is defined in (20)
and D in (25). Since V (ßm) = Bi' V (9^ ) Bi and Bi = ( Ik , 0 ) ', a sufficient
N
and necessary condition is that C = £  &r Ar . This is evidently the case when
r=3
the conditional distribution is symmetric, and then B = D = 0. Although we 
attem pt no formal proof for the asymmetric case, it is reasonably clear that 
B = D holds because of the nonsingular transformation from the unconditioned 
to the conditioned system. This result is important because it permits using 
the sequential strategy and allows for simple system estimation as a final 
stage.
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§ 10.3 Diagnostic Testing
The consequences of specification error in each of the conditional 
moments can be induced from those in heteroskedastic models studied in 
Chapter 4 . First observe that we have constructed a parameterization which is 
crucially dependent on the specification of the conditional mean. If pt is 
misspecified this in general induces misspecification in all other equations 
because even when htr) is correctly specified 8tr) = u£ - htr) are not the 
appropriate innovations. Moreover, since ht is a function of ht , 
specification error in the latter propagates to the former. Misspecifying the 
r-th order moment also induces inconsistency in general in all equations of 
order s < r for which as appears non trivially in 0r . It follows that, as in most 
econometric exercises, a bid to improve on efficiency by imposing more 
structure on the problem brings with it a risk of introducing inconsistency.
The situation is similar to the heteroskedastic case:
a) misspecification in the first N conditional moments results in 
inconsistency in general,
b) misspecification of the second N conditional moments produces 
inefficiency and incorrect inferences unless robust estimates of the 
covariance matrix are used, and
c) failure to consider properly conditional moments of order higher 
than 2 N prevents further gains in efficiency.
We can associate a family of consistency tests to (a) and a family of 
efficiency tests to (b) and (c) as we did in Chapter 5 with heteroskedastic 
models. Here we will develop only a particular form of consistency tests, 
namely those checking the coherency of the information about the same 
parameters in different equations, but it does not seem bold to conjecture that 
other consistency tests, and in particular variable addition tests, may be
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2 2constructed as N Ro where Ro is the uncentered coefficient of determination 
of the regression of Ut on dgt /dQ and the additional variables, in the metric of
A
Zt . This could be seen by deriving the asymptotic distribution of the 
consistency and efficiency test statistics from the joint distribution of the 
orthogonality conditions and moment restrictions without imposing normality, 
rather than from the joint distribution fo the score and the moment restrictions 
as was done in Chapter 5.
Coherency tests have the attraction of being simple to construct, easy to 
interpret, and fit nicely in the sequential strategy described in the previous 
section. Each time a new moment is explored an analysis is made of its 
contribution in efficiency terms. If this contribution is significant a check of its 
coherency with the information in lower order moments is performed. When 
fitting the r-th moment equation - with or without conditioning - a first 
estimate of a r is made available. Moving then to subsequent higher order 
moments produces other estimates of ar which are then checked for coherency 
with that from the r-th moment.
For the symmetric distribution case define
*Jts)qrs =  CXr * Or > S > r ,
where a (rs) is the estimator of ar obtained from the conditioned s-th moment 
equation, s > r . The quantity c^ s tends to differ from zero due only to sampling 
variation under the null hypothesis of a correctly specified model, and tends to 
a nonzero limit under the alternative of specification error. Thus again the test 
is a Hausman [1978] type test of the form considered by Ruud [1984]. Because of 
the asymptotic independence of ar and ar ,
T172 qrs -A. N [ 0 , V [^ r)] + V [ars)] ], - (26)
and the test-statistic is
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Xrs = T q V(q)'1 q ^
under the null hypothesis, with the noncentral x? providing the power of the 
test under local alternatives. Because both terms in the variance in (26) are 
positive definite, so is V (qrS) .
Joint tests of several equations can also be constructed. Define 
Or = (Qtt+1 qrN ) ==( i ®ocr ) - a T-,
where ar = (a r ',... a r ')' and i is a vector of ones of dimension N - r . Then 
under the null,
q,. Ä +  N [ 0 , 1 i' « V [of*] + Diag { V [S?*11] V [S(rN)] } ] ,
and so
Xr = T qr V (qr)-1 qj- %(N-r)kr >
while locally under the alternative the distribution in qr has nonzero mean in 
general and xr follows a noncentral x2 with the appropriate noncentrality 
parameter. The positive definiteness of V (q^ is guaranteed by similar 
argument to that used for V (c^g).
We can also form joint tests of different parameter subvectors. For 
example, (q i/, q2/> .... qr-i,/ Y produces a test of the coherency of all 
information in the r-th moment with the previous r -1  moments. The 
covariance matrix is obtained using
cov [ T172 qrg, T172 qrv ] = cov [ o£r), a j } ] - cov [ o£r),  ^] - cov [ o£3), a  *} ]
+ cov [ a ? \  ) ]
= 5^  V [ a(rr) ] - 5^  cov [ o$.r), a ?  ] - Ssr- cov [ o£3>, a ?  ]
~(s)- 5SS' COV [ (Xr , OV ] ,
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where 5ij is the Kronecker delta. With this expression we can form the 
covariance matrix for any coherency test and compute any joint test-statistic. 
The possibility of inconsistent tests exists as discussed in § 5.1 .
In the non-symmetric case with N > 2 so that the coefficient estimators 
are not asymptotically independent, the covariance matrices of the q statistics 
must take this into account and there is now the possibility that these not be 
positive definite, so that resort to a generalized inverse may be required. The 
invariance of Hausman tests to choice of generalized inverse has been 
established by Holly [1982] . Apart from this necessary adjustment, the details 
are similar to the sym m etric case.
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CHAPTER H
CONCLUSIONS
We are now faced with the task of drawing some concluding remarks 
from the contents of the Thesis, and of pointing at some of the many questions 
that remain unanswered. It is always easier -  and shorter -  to account for 
what has been done than for what remains to be done. Therefore, we will start 
by outlining what we consider to be the main developments, and end with a 
review of some of the topics that we identify as requiring further research.
The separate estimation of the variance equation is certainly not a new 
idea. Amemiya [1977] considered the GLS estimation of such equation in 
simple heteroskedasticity models, Jobson and Fuller [1980] studied the 
properties of LS estimators in the more complex models in which the 
conditional variance depends on ß , and the two-stage estimators for a are a 
common use, see for example Engle [1982a], or Pagan [1984a]. However, 
Chapter 3 presents the first systematic and general treatment of the 
identification and estimation of the variance equation. The most important 
result is the separation of the problem of estimating heteroskedastic models 
into two generalized least squares regressions.
A conceptual advantage of such an approach is that it allows the simple 
extension of most procedures for diagnostic testing available for generalized 
regression models. This has been shown to be the case in Chapters 5 and 6 , 
where we have started from the basic principle of diagnosing the model by 
analyzing its residuals, and have derived the classes of tests we call the 
consistency and the efficiency tests. By using the principle of conditional 
moment testing proposed by Newey [1985a, 1985b] and Tauchen [1985], these
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classes are general enough to include and extend to heteroskedastic settings 
the variable addition (LM ) tests of Breusch and Pagan [1980], Engle [1982b,
1984] and Pagan [1984a], the estimator difference tests of Hausman [1978] and 
White [1980a], the data transformation tests of Plosser et al [1982] and Breusch 
and Godfrey [1986], the RESET tests of Ramsey [1969] and Ramsey and Schmidt 
[1976], and the tests against non-normality of Jarque and Bera [1980]. In 
testing the model against specific alternatives we have considered some of the 
most important departures analyzed in applied work, and have produced a 
basic framework for the construction of tests in other directions and for the 
construction of multidirectional tests such as those suggested by Bera and 
Jarque [1982].
Another important implication of looking at estimation by decomposition 
of the model into the two-equation system is that it clearly separates the 
information arising from each conditional moment. This is useful for model 
evaluation, as it allows a simple sequential strategy to model building. The 
mean equation is estimated in the first place, and the specification search 
proceeds with the variance equation. The sensitivity of the mean estimators to 
alternative variance specifications can be analyzed from the difference between 
OLS and GLS estimators, the relative contributions to efficiency can be 
measured, and the coherency of the information in the two moments can be 
tested. This produces valuable information as to the potential gains in 
efficiency obtained from modelling the heteroskedasticity, and the severeness of 
the inherent risk of introducing inconsistency from imposing more structure 
on the model.
In the context of estimation, the role of the QMLE has been made clear and 
it is comparable to that of the Gauss-Markov OLS estimator in the classical 
linear model: it retains optimal properties with respect to information in the 
first two moments provided that the first four moments are correctly specified. 
The QMLE can be made robust to departures in the kurtosis of the distribution
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by using White's [1980b] covariance matrix in the variance equation just as the 
OLS estimator can be made robust against departures from homoskedasticity. 
Furthermore, the consequences of specification error in the different moments 
of the conditional distribution for the QMLE have been analyzed, and this calls 
for careful evaluation of the model and at the same time provides the basic sect 
of symptoms that can be used to devise proper diagnostic tools.
We have produced some Monte Carlo evidence to assess the asymptotic 
approximations for the estimation and testing of the univariate heteroskedastic 
model in small to moderate samples, and the results can be regarded as 
satisfactory in general, though of course the evidence produced is limited.
Along with the general developments of Chapters 2 to 6 we have analyzed 
some special cases, and in particular we have unveiled some interesting 
properties of the ARCH class of models. The identifiability of the full 
parameter vector in the variance equation and the robustness of the QMLE of ß 
to classes of variance misspecifications add to the already long list of 
attractions of the ARCH model, and reinforce Engle’s [1982a, p. 990] argument 
that ARCH may act as an approximation for other types of heteroskedasticity or 
model misspecification. It is our conviction that in the absence of any a priori 
idea about the variance of the process, the minimum that applied researchers 
working with time series data should consider in relation to heteroskedasticity 
should be the GARCH model. A more desirable treatment would be to have 
some theoretical propositions with which the steady state of the variance must 
be compatible, and to let the GARCH components provide the dynamics of the 
second moment. An interesting feature of the ARCH class of models is that its 
robustness properties may render general tests of specification inconsistent in 
many situations, and this stresses the need to test the model both in general 
and specific directions to assess model adequacy. In particular, it may be of 
interest to test for lagged squared values of the dependent variable in the 
conditional variance in view of the results of Weiss [1984], and also to test for
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functions of the regressors, either directly or embedded in functions of the 
conditional mean.
The results obtained for the basic heteroskedastic model have been 
generalized in several directions. The introduction of parametric risk 
measures has been studied in Chapter 7 when it relates either to the 
conditional moments of the dependent or the conditioning variables. In the 
latter case the framework of two-stage estimation of Pagan [1984b,1986] has 
been extended partially to models with heteroskedasticity, and in the former we 
have provided a framework for models such as the ARCH-M of Engle et al 
[1987] which allows for general tests of the specification and, in the case of 
given alternatives, by using the residuals of the two equations, incorporates 
more structure specific to the problem than the asymptotically equivalent 
procedure of regressing a constant on the score. We have also analyzed in 
Chapter 8 the possible implications of allowing the coefficients of the mean 
equation to vary, and concluded that the theoretical framework for inference 
developed for the basic model extends to this situation. The problems of fitting 
these models are the numerical aspects and the requirement of very large 
samples to obtain meaningful results. The main development of Chapter 8 is 
the derivation of a procedure to test for superexogeneity as a means for 
assessing the Lucas [1976] critique to the use of econometric models to analyze 
economic policy. In Chapter 9 , most of the results have been generalized to the 
case of multivariate distributions, and the strategy to model the first two 
moments has been extended to produce a sequential search for information in 
higher order moments in Chapter 10 .
For reasons of time and space, we have left many topics for further 
research. Although the proofs of the asymptotic properties of estimators and 
test-statistics are given in an environment which is more general than usually 
found in the literature on heteroskedastic models, the restriction imposed by 
the existence of moments of order fourth contrasts with empirical findings
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using the ARCH model, and which have motivated Engle and Bollerslev [1986] 
to propose variance integration. Similarly, we have not touched the topic of co­
integration in the mean equation (Engle and Granger [1987]), or in variance 
equations (Engle [1987]), and the extension of these and other developments in 
integrated systems (such as Phillips [1987]) constitute important lines for 
future work. It is to be noticed that in the simulation experiments we have 
included an ARCH model which does not possess fourth moments, and the 
performance of the statistics in this case has not been qualitatively different 
from the other models which do possess at least fourth order moments.
We have concentrated on parametric approaches to inference. We have 
pointed out, however, the possibilities of semi-parametric methods and these 
would indeed fit very nicely into the suggested sequential strategy of modelling 
heteroskedasticity. Using estimators such as those proposed by Carroll [1982] 
and Robinson [1987], we would be able to treat the two moments in almost total 
isolation, and this would make the specification search more robust. However, 
many questions remain to be answered about the assumptions required to use 
such a procedure in the variance equation, and even in the mean equation 
when the heteroskedasticity has a GARCH form.
Another aspect of the variance equation to which we have not given much 
attention has been the positivity restrictions. We have worked on the 
assumption that the conditional variance can be reparameterized in such a 
way that the positivity restrictions are implicitly incorporated in the parameter 
space, as happens with all the special cases analyzed. However, we think that 
this problem deserves further attention if only for its possible numerical 
implications in small and moderate samples.
One topic that has not received mention in the Thesis is the estimation of 
the covariance matrices of the estimators. These take familiar forms and are 
simple to calculate. However, in some Monte Carlo experiments which we
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have not reported, we found that the distribution of the coherency test-statistics 
can change dramatically when evaluating the covariance matrices at different 
estimators, thus suggesting a high degree of sensitivity. There is some 
intuition as to the cause of this problem because the weighted sums by the 
inverse of the conditional variances may become very sensitive to a few small 
values of the latter quantities, but this also deserves further attention. This 
problem is also linked to the information measures suggested in Chapter 3 for 
the contributions to efficiency of each moment, which are functions of the 
covariance matrices directly. For these measures it remains to develop 
approximations to their asymptotic distributions and to further enquire into 
their properties in small to moderate samples.
Bollerslev [1986] proposed the use of the autocorrelation and partial 
autocorrelation functions to identify the orders of GARCH processes, and in 
Chapters 2 and 3 we have suggested that the Hannan-Rissanen [1982] 
procedure might constitute an alternative. The formal validity of both 
procedures depends on the existence of fourth order moments, but Bollerslev 
has used the procedure with success in a context where the estimated model 
does not conform to such restrictions. It remains to be seen whether the 
empirical application of the Hannan-Rissanen procedure can produce 
similarly good results.
The Monte Carlo evidence presented is in no way exhaustive and further 
evidence is required, as well as analytical results, for a more compete 
assessment of the properties of estimators and tests in small samples. The 
analytical results may be hard to derive, but some progress might be made by 
analyzing the conditions under which the invariance properties of exact 
distributions put forward by Breusch [1980] for the simple heteroskedasticity 
model carry through to more complicated settings, and in particular to the 
ARCH model in which we think there are grounds for expecting good results. 
Of course linearity of the conditional mean seems to be a first requirement
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because otherwise the covariance matrix of the estimators immediately 
depends on the parameters. An alternative approach to exact inference in the 
ARCH model has been put forward by Geweke [1986c], using Monte Carlo 
integration techniques to explore the likelihood function over the parameter 
space. This method has the advantage of avoiding the problem of the positiviy 
restrictions in the variance parameters, but has the disadvantage that we 
cannot produce from it a general theory for inference and each case has to be 
dealt with in particular.
The testing procedures of Chapters 5 and 6 have been developed under the 
null hypothesis of conditional normality. It is evident that the coherency tests 
with the simple substitution of the relevant kurtosis functions apply equally 
well in non-normal but symmetric environments. It also seems clear from the 
results of Newey [1985b] that the extension of consistency and efficiency tests to 
the more general framework of GMM estimation without normality is 
reasonably straightforward, but proofs are required.
The efficiency tests considered in the simulations referred to third and 
fourth moments only, and it would be interesting to analyze their performance 
in moments of higher order. For example in the presence of a DGP possessing 
Tukey's symmetric X distribution which has the first four moments equal to 
those of the normal distribution (Joiner and Rosenblatt [1971]). In the 
multivariate models, we have not produced an LM test against the multivariate 
Pearson family, though this problem does not seem hard to solve.
We have concentrated mainly on diagnostic tests, either producing 
statistics which do not require information external to the model, or using the 
LM principle to test for specific departures. The alternative Wald and 
likelihood ratio tests, and testing parametric restrictions in general, have 
received little mention in the Thesis. Calculation of the Wald statistics and 
likelihood ratio is reasonably straightforward, and the general form derived for
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the LM test against variable additions can be used to test the parametric 
restrictions, though the model may require reparameterization for this 
purpose. The treatment of the asymptotic theory given in Engle [1984] is 
sufficiently general for this purpose, and our assumptions ensure the 
asymptotic equivalence of the three principles. The relative small sample 
performance of the different tests, however, is a topic on which it may be worth 
conducting an extensive simulation study, and this study might also include 
the alternative forms of the consistency and coherency tests.
Testing non-nested hypotheses has also gone without mention, but some of 
the testing principles such as the J test of Davidson and MacKinnon [1981] are 
immediately applicable in the context of the two-equation system, and may be 
used to test non-nested hypotheses in the conditional mean, the conditional 
variance, or both. We have only produced one-step prediction error tests, and 
generalizing these tests to multiperiod dynamic forecasts as in Pagan and 
Nicholls [1984] is a topic for further work.
The discussion of varying coefficient models is rather informal and 
requires a more rigorous treatment. The procedure for testing super exogeneity 
based on evolving coefficients appears to be too complicated computationally to 
provide a practical test. Restricting the coefficient variation to random 
coefficients is better in this sense, but it loses the dynamic dimension of the 
learning procedure. Thus it appears that more work is needed to produce a test 
which may be reasonably simple yet incorporates a rich structure for the 
potential relationship between the coefficients of the conditional and 
conditioning models.
For the multivariate heteroskedastic model we have extended the 
asymptotic theory from the univariate case, but we have paid very little 
attention to some of the main problems in the application of such models, 
namely achieving a parsimonious parameterization without exercising a large
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degree of arbitrariness, and enforcing the positive definiteness of the 
conditional covariance matrix at all time periods. Some proposals towards 
these ends have been put forward by Diebold and Nerlove [1986] and Engle 
[1987].
Simultaneous equations heteroskedastic models have not been treated in 
the Thesis. One of the reasons is that we have not been able to establish a 
framework in correspondence with the rest of the models considered in the 
Thesis, that is, one that allows the separation of the system of structural 
equations defining implicitly the conditional mean of the process, and a system 
of equations that represents the structural covariance matrix. The main 
problem we have found here is that, although the likelihood function under 
conditional normality appears amenable to a local factorization, the structural 
innovations do not obey a result like that of Lemmas 3.2.1 and 9.3.1 because the 
presence of simultaneity prevents convergence at the required speed.
For the sequential search for information in higher moments we need to 
develop more diagnostic procedures, mainly those of consistency and efficiency 
tests. These, however, would be a by-product of the extension of the families of 
consistency and efficiency tests in the basic model to non-normal maintained 
models to which we have already referred above. The main problem here 
appears to be that of finding parameterizations with empirical plausibility, and 
this is something which cannot be solved without a serious attempt to apply the 
procedure to real data.
There are many more aspects which have not received attention, and it is 
impossible to attempt a complete fist. As a final word we must acknowledge 
the lack of empirical content in the Thesis, and thus suggest that the main 
topic for further research lies in the field of application of the theoretical 
aspects of econometric inference with heteroskedastic models which are 
contained in this work.
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